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PREFACE

The importance of advances in high temperature materials technology to progress in aerospace is well recognized.
For example, improved materials and/or the design and fabrication approaches to use them provide broad opportunities
to increase the performance or durability, or to reduce the cost of turbine engines. One specific approach being investi-
gated in several NATO nations involves high temperature ceramics and the associated design technology for using brittle

materials. Ceramics are also being actively explored for turbines for other uses such as in automobile engines and electric
power generators. Many of these have progressed into first generation attempts to design, fabricate and test actual
components, and it is appropriate to try to #take stock"" of the results, to evaluate the implications for aerospace appli-
cations. and to identify deficiencies in the Astate-ofothe-artt' and directions for future emphasis. Since tile effective use of
ceramics will require an extremely close interaction between materials and design, it is particularly important to provide
forums which promote close cooperation between the engine community and the materials community. A Specialists
Meeting on OCeranics for Turbine Engine Applicationst. to accomplish the above objectives, was thus organized by a
subcommittee of the Structures and Materials Panel with the extensive cooperation and participation of the Propulsion
and Energetics Panel.

AGARD interest in th area has deep roots. A 1955 meeting in Rome considered "cermets". an early approach to
the problem of brittleness. In 1971 a "llandbook of Brittle Materials Design Technology" was published as AGARDograph
No. 152. Recent activity in the High Temperature Materials Sub-Committee of the Structures and Materials Panel yielded
AGARI) Repott 634 "Mechanical Property Testing of High Temperature Materials" (1975) and AGARD Report 651
"Mechanical Properties of Ceramics for Iligh Temperature Applications" ( 1976), and led to formation of a daughter
subcommittee on ('eramics for Turbine Engine Applications. The specialists meeting which resulted was held in Cologne,
Germany on October 8 10, 1979. Participation was broad and multinational. Attendance approached 200 and often
caused "standing room only" in the meeting hall. Question and discussion periods were very active, and were limited by
the demands of the schedule rather than by a lack of contributions or interest. Interaction between materials scientists,
materials engineers, manufacturing engineers, and engine designers did occur, and sometimes led to constructive conflict.
All of these were indicators of a successful meeting in an evolving, complex and promising area of materials and
propulsion technology.

On behalf of the Structures and Materials Panel I would like to express our thanks to all authors. recorders, round
table participants and session chairmen. In particular, the contributions of l)r Norman M.Tallan forner ('hainnan.
tHigh Temperature Materials Sub-Committee, Mr George C.l)eutsch, my predecessor as Chairman. Ceramics for Turbine
Engine Applications Sub-Committee, and Mr John Acurio from our co-sponsor the Propulsion and Energetics Panel must
be recognized. The activity that they and others initiated was well underway when I accepted the responsibility of
leading its final phases.

IIARRIS M.BURTE
Chairman
Sub-Committee on
Ceramics for Turbine Engine Applications
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THE POTENTIAL FOR CERAMICS IN AEROSPACE TURBINE ENGINES

A Technical Evaluation Report

By
Harris M. Burte

Director, Metals & Ceramics Division
Air Force Materials Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Oil USA

and
John Acurio

Director, Propulsion Laboratory
U.S. Army Aviation R&D Command

Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Off USA

OVERVIEW

The development of both materials and design technology to permit wider use of
high temperature but brittle materials has been a goal of the aerospace community for
many years. It has led to considerable success in demonstrating the potential of
ceramics and graphites to perform as nose caps and leading edges of re-entry and other
hypersonic vehicles. During the last decade there has also been growing effort in
several countries to explore the application of ceramics to turbine engines. The moti-
vation for much of the latter has been towards uses other than aerospace, such as in
automobile engines and electric generators. Several programs have reached the stage of
first generation attempts to design, fabricate and test actual components and it is
timely to compile and assess the overall results, to identify deficiencies in the
"state-of-the-art" and directions for future emphasis, and from the viewpoint of AGARI)g
to evaluate the implications for aerospace applications. This Technical Evaluation
Report provides such an evaluation from the dual and combined viewpoints of materials
and engine technologies. It concludes that ceramics offer significant profitable
potential for use in aerospace turbine engines and that the NATO/AGARD community should
vigorously pursue the necessary technologies. Since this will involve expensive itera-
tions of materials and design development, fabrication, and test, it is desirable to
focus much of the effort towards a single goal and to stimulate more cooperative activity.
A small, limited life, non man-rated turbine engine for missile applications is proposed
as such a target.

INTRODUCTION

To provide a basis from which an evaluation of the "state-of-the-art" could be
derived, and a forum to stimulate future progress, the Structures and Materials Panel
and the Propulsion and Energetics Panel of AGARD cooperated to organize and conduct a
multinational, multidisciplinary Specialists Meeting on "Ceramics for Turbine Engine
Applications" which was held in Cologne, Germany on October 8 - 10, 1979. Twenty three
papers during two very full days presented progress in materials, design and production
technologies, the results of component test programs, and analyses of potentially
profitable applications for ceramics and the requirements that these generate. They
were supplemented by extensive discussion and a half-day round table designed to stimu-
late interac'ion between materials scientists, materials engineers, manufacturing
engineers and engine designers, and to illuminate important issues.

ISSUES

Throughout the meeting, the participants were challenged to evaluate the status of
the science and technology against a framework such as that as shown in Figure 1,

SYNTHESIS j% STRUCTURE t - PROPERTIES - 0 USE

Milling Time Composition Density Blade

Pressed Density Phases Plastic Moduli Combustor

Firing Time Microstructure Strength leat Exchanger

Firing Atmos. Dielectric Const. Bearing

Firing Temp. Loss Factor Radome

Figure 1. - An Approach to Organizing and Describing Ceramic
Science and Technology
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and to answer questions such as:

Are properties such as creep strength or oxidation
resistance adequate for the intended applications?

Is the reproducibility or uniformity of properties
adequate for the intended applications?

Is the understanding of structure'--.property relation-
ships in the materials being considered adequate to provide
a guide to improved properties? Does it explain the sources
of scatter in properties?

Is there enough knowledge of how to synthesize/process
these materials to attain the desired microstructures (and
thus properties) in components with desired geometries? Can
this be done at affordably low cost?

Is the science base for ceramic processing adequate
to support the scale up and productionizing of new approaches
without encountering serious problems in uniformity or repro-
ducibility?

Do the properties now measured in the laboratory really
correlate with behavior in use?

Can the operating environment and the demands it places
the materials - e.g. in terms of stress and temperature - be
adequately analyzed and described?

Are design approaches being developed which take adequate
cognizance of the brittle nature of ceramics? Are the materials
parameters appropriate for such design approaches understood,
and methods for measuring them available?

Is component testing carried to failure, and does it
occur when and where materials properties and design analysis
predict it will?

Are adequate inspection or other quality assurance
approaches available?

For these and related questions, if the lnowledge or capability necessary for the in-
tended applications is not sufficient, the extent of current effort to remedy the
situation, particularly in the NATO community, was discussed. Since more current effort
is directed towards non-aerospace applications for turbines than for aerospace uses,
the transferability of the technology from the former to the latter was considered.

Another set of questions considered by invited papers and during discussion
focussed attention on projected uses and competition with other materials:

Based upon current knowledge and reasonable projections
into the future, in what kinds of engines for what applica-
tions are ceramics good contenders?

What property, cost, uniformity etc. requirements must
ceramics meet if they are to compete with other approaches
such as improved/cooled superalloys or coated refractory
me ta Is?

What benefits must be possible to overcome the inertia
of doing nothing (considering the risk and cost of the RFD
involved)? What "windows" into first generation use are
credible from the viewpoints of both technological possi-
bility and attractive payoff?

The authors, representing both tht Structures and Materials Panel and the Propulsion
and Energetics Panel developed a set of broad conclusions and recommendat ions as a
result of considering the question, and issues indicated above. These were tested
during a concluding presentation to *he meeting participants and with other appro-
priate members of the AGARD panels. There was no significant disagreement, and they
are therefore offered for guidance within the NATO community.

0i



CONCLUSIONS

1. The military value of higher operating temperatures for gas turbines is well
established and was reaffirmed. Ceramics offer a very competitive route towards cost-
affordable (using readily available raw materials) attainment of such higher tempera-
tures.

2. Significant progress has been made in the last five years, but the technology
required for highly profitable use of ceramics in turbine engines has not yet matured
or been adequately demonstrated.

3. Three areas of technology have not received adequate attention. If ceramics
are to compete with other approaches and/or fulfill their anticipated potential, much
more emphasis than heretofore must be placed on:

a) Low cost processing, and the science base underlying
the ability to synthesize ceramic components to a desired size,
shape, microstructure and properties (including desired gradients
or within necessary tolerances of geometry and properties).

b) Reduced cost approaches to quality assurance, and finding
an optimum between process control and data generation, nondestruc-
tive inspection and proof testing.

c) The development of innovative design approaches-not only
for the ceramic components but for the overall gas turbine - that
adequately take account of the brittle and thus unforgiving nature
of ceramics, and the cost of providing additional increments in
materials reproducibility and uniformity.

Many other areas of the science and technology base such as resistance to slow crack
growth at high temperature) warrant continued effort but relative to the three areas
mentioned above they are already receiving significant attention under aerospace or
non-aerospace projects.

4. Deficiencies in current ability to define detailed operating conditions or to
analyze and predict the response of components or engine subsystems dictate that a com-
bination of analytical and empirical approaches to the development of ceramic components
and their use in engines must he pursued. Emphasis on the three areas of technology
listed above must be closely coupled to continuous expensive efforts to fully charac-
terize the materials being used, to design, fabricate and test (to eventual failure)
realistic components, and to be prepared to reiterate this process. More involvement
of ceramic materials suppliers in the mainstream of these efforts is required. At this
time, hardware testing must be considered to be a necessary, albeit expensive part of
learning and development, not as a go - no go demonstration.

S. The application of ceramics to critical gas-path components of small, limited
life, non man-rated turbine engines appears to have high payoff for aerospace applica-
tions. No fundamental barriers inhibiting the use of ceramics for such an application
have been defined. In the opinion of the authors, the prognosis for success is "good."
It is credible in that it offers a worthwhile return on investment in a time which will
not exhaust the patience or resources of the sources of support, or the enthusiasm of
the research and development people.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The NATO community should vigorously explore and develop the potential of
ceramics for use in turbine engines for aerospace. Increased effort is needed in
the three areas of the science and technology base described above.

2. The expense and time (involving iterations) of the R&D task suggest that
much of the limited resources available be focussed into developing and demonstrating
the necessary technology for a single aerospace goal. Increased cooperative effort
within and between the NATO nations is an obvious corollary.

3. The use of ceramics in a small, limited life, non man-rated turbine engine
for aerospace uses such as in missiles is acredible goal towards which available
resources should be focussed.

iViii
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ENGINE TECHNOLOGY IN THE PROCESS
OF CHANGE

by

Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Hansen
Vice President of MTU Motoren- ind
Turbinen-Union MUnchen GmbH

We engineers are said to be insufficiently interested in historical and economic
circumstances. There may indeed be good reasons for this. Overcoming of obstacles
which nature places in our path and the creative process of shaping new technical
products leave us little time to look back. Yet we should not overlook that, without
the achievements of engineers of Tenius in earlier qenerations and the achievements
of notable companies both largq and small, some of which no longer exist, we could
not have been where we are tod,y in technology.

So I should like to invite you to accompany me on an, admittedly, fragmentary excursion
into the history of German aero engine construction. In the process, we shall have to
span an era starting with the first flying machine of Clement A d e r (picture 1)
and bringing us up to one of the world's most advanced supersonic aircraft, the Tornado
combat aircraft (picture 2). About 100 years lie betweLn these designs at the two
extremes. It is a short period measured in terms of the history of mankind.

Flying was always a dream of man. Accounts of his unavailing attempts to emulate the
birds crop up throughout the centuries. Two vital problems had to be ;olved, one that
of aerodynamic lift and the other how to supply motive power. While the detailed
sketches (picture 3) of a Leonardo da Vinci never took on real form, indeed were not
even known to his contemporaries, Otto Lilienthal was able to prove to an astonished
world that, at least, it is possible to glide (picture 4).

Endeavours by man to use his muscular power to get a flying apparatus to climb into the
air, usually greeted with smiles, have never led to success, if we leave aside the
recent crossing of the English channel, and it was conceded that more strength was
needed by man than he could muster.

Before we concern ourselves further with technical development, I should like to sketch
in briefly the general background against which major development in the field of
engines took place.

Let us, for a moment, imagine ourselves back in the nineteenth century. Particularly
the second half of that century is marked by the effect of the advancing industrial
revolution and the spirit of enlightenment. Spreading out from England, a wave of
industrialisation sweeps away the centuries-old social order based on the mediaeval
estates. Crafts and craftsmen had certainly played throughout the centuries a
subordinate role beside the important scholarly classes. Overnight, as it were, an
industrial society arises which progressively becomes the dominating factor in the life
of the peoples.

The population of Europe (picture 5) goes up by leaps and bounds. Around the year 1800,
it was only more than 187 million, whereas at the end of the 19th century the Eur.opean
countries had already reached a population of 447 million, that is to say, an increase
of approx 2 1/2 times. James W a t t devises his epoch-making inventions to
improve the steam engine (picture 6). The steam engine thus becomes the first engine
which can be used in a wide variety of industries. A new type of workshops emerges, in
which items are "produced" in growing quantities. At the beginning, mechanical means
had to be used to distribute energy, but soon the electric motor replaces belt drives.
Electricity indeed transformed the daily scene.

Regular steamship lines come into existence; a changeover to steel construction for all
warships is possible. George S t e p h e n s o n invents the steam locomotive and
there follows a rapid succession of railways which provide links between the countries.
Despite the protective tariffs and other trade barriers which are set up in a state of
alarm, there is a rapid and irresistible growth of traffic routes between the European
countries.

The morse telegraph and wireless telegraphy are introduced. International congresses
rome into fashion. A blossoming trade press disseminates scientific findings far faster
than in previous centuries.

Now back to the aeroplane!

An engine-driven flying machine (Picture 8) flies for the first time in 1901. In 1903,
the Wright brothers (picture 9) build their first engine-driven flying machine and
name it "Flyer 1". They had themselves to develop and build the water-cooled 4-cylinder
engine with its modest output of 12 horsepower expressly for the purpose (Wicture lo).

Their flight should have attracted a lot of notice throughout the world.

However, the use of piston engines for land-bound vehicles had already progressed much
further at this point in time, as is shown, for instance, by a glimpse at what two
important pioneers of the aero-engine, Gottlieb ) a i m i e r and Carl 1 c n z had

I .. . . . . ll I '. . . . - ~ ~ .. . ..
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developed (picture 11), and the majority of the Wright brothers contemporaries doubt-
less gave better chances to a flying machine which separated the "lift" and "motive
power" functions and did this very successfully, namely the airship with its gas-filled
hull.

But let us go back a few decades again.

In 1860, the Belgian L e n o i r had invented a gas engine which differed but little
from a horizontal steam engine. It was, however, the engineer Nikolaus August 0 t t o
who, in 1867 (picture 12), together with Eugen L a n g e n , invented the four-
stroke piston engine which still bears his name. As an engine which was operated with
gas was involved, it could only be used as a stationary engine at the beginning. As
soon as the new principle became known, inventors and engineers throughout the world,
including Gottlieb D a i m 1 e r (picture 13) among others, set about developing
an engine. The production version of the engine created by his chief designer, Wilhelm
M a y b a c h , can be considered to have set a standard typical for all Daimler
engines which were to follow.

Development proceeded apace. The first Daimler patent was granted in 1833. By 1893,
Daimler had already brought out the taxicab (picture 14). By mid-1885, some 5,000
Otto engines had been manufactured in Cologne-Deutz alone. Quite an acceptable solution
had been found to one of the most difficult technical problems, that of ignition in the
combustion chamber. Rudolf D i e s e 1 evades it, when in 1892 he files his
application for a patent on a self-ignition engine. In the year 1896 (picture 15), the
first functioning Diesel engine is built.

The work of these and many other men set an example to enthusiastic aviation pioneers
for their amateur engine constructions. Scarcely known are the names of many who
emulated the example of the Wright brothers. Between the years 1903 and 1914, fervent
and resourceful engineers developed countless variants of engines for use in flying
machines (pictures 16 and 17). It is clear that low weight and a relatively high
performance were always the most salient features of the first aero engines.

As an incentive,prizes were offered by various organizations and individuals for
flights over specific distances or for engine performance. In this way, for instance,
a Daimler engine was in 1911 awarded the prize of the "Automobiltechnische Gesell-
schaft". In 1912, a Benz engine won the famous "Emperor's Prize" (pictures 18 and 19),
which had been offered personally by the reigning Emperor Wilhelm. For the prize, the
best of 24 competing aero engines had been selected.

In this period up to the outbreak of World War I, numerous companies were set up.
Here I can name only just a few.

In 1909, Karl M a y b a c h (picture 20) founds his company "Luftfahrzeug-Motoren
GmbH", which in 1912 is turned into "Maybach-Motoren GmbH Friedrichshafen".

Gustav 0 t t o , the son of the inventor of the Otto engine, sets up in 1910 in
Munich an aeroplane factory in which, at the beginning, not only aeroplanes but also
the engines for them were manufactured. The list of newly set-up companies (picture 21)
from this time includes familiar names which later emerge in companies whose products
have nothing more whatsoever to do with aviation.

Now let us look also at the major technical developments, apart from the engine types.
It is a surprise for us to find that most features of modern piston aero engines had
already been developed in the years up to 1914:

- manufacturing techniques for lightweight construction

- multi-stage carburettors and fuel injection

- air-cooled cylinders

- sodium-cooled valves

- precompression of air, inter alia for turbo-superchargers

and so on.

Nevertheless, some of the engine designs were exotic by today's standards. Four- and six-
cylinder in-line engines were tried out, but also Vee engines and radial engine with
rotating cylinders or rotating crankshafts.

Eventually, by 1914 German aero engine development had caught up with foreign designs.
Then came World War I. The military command recognized the importance of the aeroplane
(picture 22). The variety of models had to be drastically cut down. Only a few of the
still young companies survived. For the first time, aero engines are manufactured in
considerable quantities. After the war, aero engine manufacture was not allowed in
Germany at first, and so the companies looked for other uses for them, for instance to
power motor vehicles or ships.
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Thus it was that Karl M a y b a c h came to build, in the twenties, those now
famous deluxe automobiles (picture 23) whose fortunate owners nowadays still gather
together once a year in Friedrichshafen.

In 1924, M a y b a c h built th first Diesel-powered railbound vehicle (picture 24)
in the world, thereby founding a tradition which is upheld by the present-day Fried-
richshafen company of Motoren- und Turbinen-Union.

Let us take a brief look at the family tree of the Munich branch of MTU, which at the
time was in competition with M a y b a c h (picture 25). In 1923, B M W (Baye-
rische Motorenwerke; is set up in Munich, being built up, as can be seen, from the
earlier aeroplane and aero engine development activity. At that time, air traffic was
already a permanent albeit more luxurious part of the general volume of traffic.
Ultimately, in 1926, Deutsche Lufthansa AG was founded. Aero engines, as the motive
power for regular scheduled traffic in the air, had adequately proved themselves.

Now let us turn to another, less conspicuous problem area, which rapidly gained in
importance when aviation began on a regular basis: that of "reliability".

To start with, designers were satisfied if their engines lasted 10 - 50 hours. By then,
it was in any case time to strip them, to salvage serviceable parts, to repair them
or to scrap them. Then came the requirement that regular civil air passengers had at
all cost to arrive at their destinations unharmed. Data on the reliability of engines
in those days is now very difficult to come across. Let one example serve for many.

The famous BMW 132 radial engine (picture 26 and picture 27) achieved by 1940 a TBO of
about, 1,000 hours. By the way, several Ju 52 aircraft are still flying nowadays, for

example in Switzerland, with these engines.

Here it becomes clear what effort was needed, comparatively, to make progress in im-
proving design and quality. Three major factors played a role:

- materials

- calculation of safety factors

- and quality control of components.

Now that we have seen that the main features of aero engine lesign had been developed
by the twenties, let us turn briefly to the question of what the situation was on
materials.

A story of the development of materials in the 10th century would rapidly convince
the reader that most of the crucial discoveries nowadays in materials technology date
from the century in which we are living. Let us single out one typical aviation
material, aluminium (picture 28), a material which now seems almost antiquated.
Nevertheless, so-called Duralumin, an AIMgMn alloy, was not discovered until 1906 by
W i 1 m , It is one of the first high-strength, corrosion-resistant and, at the same
time, fine-grained aluminium alloys.

However, not only the materials themselves but also knowledge about them at the turn
of the century was, by present-day standards, still in its infancy. As an example, one
of the classic authorities among German materials scientists C. B a c h wrote in
1905, in what was for a long time a standard work:

that he declined "to determine the safe working stresses from strength under the
various types of loading by dividing with a safety factor, as the gap which exists,
for instance, between tensile strength and safe working stress under static load
seemed to him to be too big".

Not until the years after 1945 did knowledge about the effect of multi-axial states
of stress, elevated temperatures and incipient crack formation lead to an exact design
of engine components.

That non-destructive testing was also still in infancy, can be seen from the example
of X-ray inspection. In 1917, a start was made in England at Woolwich Arsenal with
radiological examination of solid bodies.

In 1929, in Germany, the German Society for Technical Radiology was founded.

Just from these dates it can be inferred that it was a long time after aero engines
had started in service in civil aviation that X-raying for non-destructive testing of
materials could become a means of quality inspection. By the way, magnetic particle
testing, too, was not patented until 1919 by W. E. H o k e . So it is not surprising
that the pioneers of aero engine technology suffered countless setbacks before they
could build sturdy engines. All the more remarkable is the high standard of performance,
as development of all crucial components for modern piston aero engines went on until
the years after 1945. So there was considerably more technological basic knowledge
available for an entry into the gas-turbine era than there had been when the piston
engine was started.
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The fascination of a new dimension to shape the world in which we live spurred on
engineers at the beginning of the 20th century to a headlong development of aero
engines. Sporting ambition was coupled with dogged engineering toil and led, via
countless failures, even without the adequate backing of theoretical fundamentals,
to technical solutions of genius. The application of the engine for locomotion on land,
on water and in the air, has transformed the world since the end of the 19th and thebeginning of the 20th century.

In the thirties of this century, it became ever clearer that the piston engine with
propeller to power aircraft scarcely allowed a further increase in the flying speeds
already achieved. This applied particularly to high altitudes. It was then that a
start was made with development work on mobile gas turbines and rocket motors.

The principle of gas turbines had long been known. Franz S t o 1 z e 1picture 29)
had a gas turbine machine patented in 1897 and conducted tests with the first such
machine in the next years. To start with, he had no great success. The materials
available at the time could not withstand the high stresses and basic knowledge of
aerodynamics was inadequate or still unavailable to design a gas turbine in the best
possible way.

Incidentally, the first design for a sort of "gas turbine with extremely slow speeds"
also dates back to Leonardo da V i n c i (picture 30). Around the year 1500, he
designed a simple auxiliary device to turn meat which was being roasted, for installa-
tion in a fireplace or, as one might put it, "complete with ceramic combustion chamber".

In the year 1910, the K 6 r t i n g brothers'(picture 31) in Hanover built the
first explosion gas turbine to H o 1 z w a r t h ' s specifications, with an
output of 200 horsepower. Other gas turbines, exclusively to drive generators, were to
follow.

A start was made in Germany on developing the gas turbine as a jet engine (picture 32)
around 1935, first of all at the H e i n k e 1 company and later at B M W
as well (picture 33 and picture 34). In August 1939, the first successful flight by
a jet-propelled aircraft was made. The aircraft had been built by the H e i n k e 1
company. Designated the He 178, it was powered by a jet engine which developed a thrust
of 380 kp.

During this period, there were already four companies in Germany occupied with the
development of aero gas turbines, namely J u n k e r s , B M W and
D a i m I e r - B e n z in addition to H e i n k e I . Important features of
the gas turbines developed by B M W , even in those days, were the axial compressor
and the annular combustion chamber.

The scientific work carried out by the Aerodynamics Research Institute at Gdttingen was
an aid in designing and testing compressors. The first B M W experimental engine
reached the test bed in 1941 and achieved a modest thrust of 150 kp (picture 35).

Of interest is the design of its turbine wheel, which was divided into two parts.
Between two turbine discs, blades formed from sheet metal were welded in, and cooling
air flowed inside through the blades.

The welding work created great difficulties, as one can readily imagine. At the be-
ginning, the blades broke away at 8,000 r.p.m. In addition, the combustion chamber
produced a non-uniform temperature profile, which led to local overheating of the
turbine blades. As one sees, some of these basic problems in turbine construction
have still not been completely solved.

In 1943, the first prototypes of the BMW 003 engine were built and a start was made
on series production virtually at the same time. Several 700 of these engines were
manufactured but only a few reached practical service. If a closer look is taken at a
table of leading data on the gas turbines developed in Germany at that time
(picture 36), it is amazing what performance those engines already had, despite the
inadequate materials then available. Another handicap was that, for obvious reasons,
these very latest power units had to be developed in the greatest secrecy.

If reports are read on the early years of gas turbine development, the following
thought persists: the crucial aspects of technical problems have changed little right
up to the objectives for further development remain the same. What is a decisive
change, on the other hand, is the demand for a longer service life of such power
systems.

I come now to the latest period of aero engine development in Germany, for which I want
to take only the gas turbines into consideration and not to deal any further with
piston engines. In the fifties, it was possible, also in Germany, to gradually resume
and continue development work. German engineers and - not least important - the manu-
facturing and testing facilities as well, lagged almost hopelessly behind those in the
U.S.A. and England. It could be said, jumping ahead to the position nowadays, that
German research and industry caught up in this field, too, only through participation
in international programmes such as the one, for instance, on the RB 199 engine.



Scarcely noticed by the general public, six German companies, at first largely
independently of one another, had since about 1958 been doing fundamental work on
experimental turbines and had started to manufacture under licence. The companies
involved were H e i n k e 1 , J u n k e r s , B M W , K H D ,
D a i m 1 e r - B e n z and M. A. N. There is not time here to even attempt
to describe the stages of development which the companies had reached. The high costs
involved in products demanding high standards in development and manufacture compelled
concentration in the German aero engine industry. Nowadays, only the K H D and
M T U companies still have a stake, with items they developed themselves, in impor-
tant international programmes.

At this point, let me show the complete family tree of M T U (picture 37). It can
be seen that, in this company, the aero engine developments of B M W , M A N
and D a i m 1 e r - B e n z have been combined through merger of the respective
capacities. In the field of aero engine construction, MTU thus carries on the tradition
associated with the names of 0 t t o - D a i m 1 e r - M a y b a c h and
B e n z from the very beginnings of enqine technology. At the same time, MTU is
nowadays the biggest company which develops, manufactures and provides support for
aero gas turbines. Let us not fail to recognize, however, that the total European
volume is still comparatively modest (picture 38 and picture 39).

A start was made by us at MTU with the manufacture under licence of engines from 1958
onwards. In this context, the J 79-11 A (picture 40) for the Starfighter and the
J 79-17 for the Phantom combat aircraft must be mentioned. This engine, built in great
numbers all over the world, constituted the foundation on which production was built
up on modern lines.

Later on, there followed the T 64 engine (picture 41) - also under licence from GE -
as well as the TYNE MK 21 and TYNE MK 22 as a turboprop engine under licence from R.R.
(picture 42). Finally, there is the Larzac engine (picture 43) which MTU is nowadays
manufacturing for the Alpha Jet in cooperation with one German and two French companies.

Engines and components for military use make up more than 80 % of MTU's turnover. An
objective of the company is to increase gradually the share of engine manufacture
for civil aviation. A substantial part of development capacity is also used for the
latter purpose.

An important feature of all expenditure on development by companies which are developing
gas turbines is nowadays the significance which material technology has acquired in this
framework. For this reason, MTU is also dealing with specific crucial aspects of this
specialized field. Among other things, these include

(picture 44)

- investigation of mechanical strengths of metallic alloys under actual service stress

(picture 45)

- investigation of the effect of hot-gas corrosion on the service life of turbines and
components and the development of appropriate protective coatings

(picture 46)

- optimisation of processes for joining components

(picture 47)

- further development of processes to make extremely small cooling-air holes in
turbine blades

- further development of special methods for measuring the dimensions of components and
for non-destructive testing of them

(picture 48 an picture 49)

- and finally - last not least - the design, testing and entire further development
of ceramic components.

This brings us to the subject for this meeting.

In this paper with its largely historical bent, permit me one last glance backward at
historical development, again only in outline.

In the year 1943, a member of the staff of M. A. N. , Augsburg, Dr. A. Schtte, took
out a patent on (picture 50) a turbine rotor which had interesting features. It involved
a ceramic turbine wheel held between two shafts with disc-shaped attachments of steel.
From 1940 onwards until 1959, experiments were made at M.A.N. with all sorts of ceramic
blades (picture 51). The records show that in those days silicon carbide, nitride,
boride, silicon oxide and many mixtures such as steatite were already familiar. Inten-
sive cooperation with ceramics manufacturers had also been started.

'I
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In the same period, but apparently without people at the one company knowing what
people at the other were doing, the people at J u n k e r s working on the develop-
ment of aero gas turbines were trying out ceramic blades for the gas turbines which
were just coming into existence. On all sides, difficulties were being encountered
with the problems of high brittleness, of big fluctuations in properties, inadequate
strength and of processing as well. Even in those days, the considerable possibility
of saving costs on materials had been recognized. This happened, in Germany, parti-
cularly under the harassment of the inadequacy of available supplies of chromium and
nickel.

From this period, the most varied vaporizing methods in fixing ceramic blades in metal
discs are known: vapour-deposited or brazed-on metal discs, embedded foils or also
wire gauze. Even abradable coatings or abradable rings made of ceramics, which were
intended to be run in when contact was made with them, were tried out so long ago. These
are also design features which, nowadays, play an important role in the RB 199
(picture 52) engine. No publications from those days are available, as such work had
to be kept secret.

Somewhere around 1959, this development work was discontinued at M.A.N. I suspect that,
up to that time, publications from the America literature, for instance those of
B o b r o w s k y from the year 1949, were not known at all. At any rate, ceramic
components today, forty years after those initial beginnings, are still largely at
the stage of component or prototype trials. Maybe your reports at this meeting will
give us another picture.

One is mindful of the fact that the development of materials until they are actually
used in technical products obviously takes much longer than does, for example, the
development of new types of engines. Let me remind you: nine years after the invention
of the four-stroke gas engine, this engine was already being produced in considerable
numbers. As against this, let us compare the application of the material titanium.
In 1795, it was discovered by Messrs. G r e g o r and K 1 a p r o t h in oxide
form. Only 170 years later was it possible for titanium to be used as a structural
metal in industrial products.

Or let us take another example, nickel. In the middle ages, Saxon miners tried to
extract copper from reddish-brown niccolite, which they mistakenly considered to be
copper. As they were not successful in doing so, they felt somehow that "demons"
had hoaxed them ("old Nick"!). Another expression used for demon in the language at
that time was "nickel" and that is how the metal acquired its name. In 1751,
C r o n s t e d t finally discovered the metal, which has been produced since 1905.
By 1928, world production was only some 45,000 tonnes.

It can be said that, up to the present time, the properties of metal alloys are far
from being fully explored, and already the spectre of reserves becoming scarce is
making its rounds. It is reported that chromium and nickel will not even last for 100
years.

I do not wish to, and cannot here, go into the degree of probability behind such pre-
dictions and whether, perhaps by way of recycling, there may be possibilities of holding
up this demise.

At all events, mankind is summoned to bid farewell to the thought that the materials
used so far are available in unlimited quantity.

One possible path to escape coming bottlenecks is certainly by way of new materials,
or had I better say "old" materials? Only recently, it was disclosed in the press that
the estimated age of stone tools of quartz found during excavations near Ptolemais in
northern Greece was some three million years. Stone and wood are certainly the oldest
materials which man has made use of. If the runaway pace of the technical world, in
which new developments succeed each other at ever shorter intervals, allows it at all,
it might be suspected that the 21st century will nevertheless see a return -
admittedly with more refined ceramics - to a sort of "stone age".

It is true, of course, that there are some technical problems to be solved in the
meantime, and the papers to come will deal with them. It seems to me - I want to con-
clude this excursion into the past with a thought for the future - that there are also
some psychological problems to solve. These include, for instance, a better under-
standing, by those concerned with ceramics, of the objectives and the realities.
Better understanding must come

- between materials specialist and designer

- between materials practician and stress theoretician

- between materials user and ceramics manufacturer

- and, finally, between industry and research.
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Ceramics will lose the stigma of an exotic material. The gas turbine of ceramics - as
one of the possible applications - is nevertheless not an objective like that of the
landing of the first man on the moon. This was goal and fulfilment at the same time,
the beginning and end of a mighty effort by mankind. The journey of technical ceramics
towards extensive application, though beset by inevitable setbacks, was to be marked
by a continuous struggle for step-by-step solutions.

Munich, 8th October 1979

7-
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Fig. 1

Clement Ader's
aeroplane of 1878

rornado MRCA,
1978

VFig 3

' Leonardo da Vinci (15.4.1452 - 2,5.1519)
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Fig. 10
Water-cooled
engine of "Flyer I"

4Fig. 11

First Daimler
Zeppelin engine, 1899

Fig. 12'

Free-piston gas

engine, 1867
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Fig. 13
First Daimler horizontal engine, 1883
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Benz-omnibus, 1895 First DB-taxi, 1897
(5 HP, 8 -seater (4 HP, 25 km/h)

1 llllb i Fig. 15

First operational Diesel engine, 1896

In-line engines for aircraft built up to 1922 (selection)
Year Make No.of
(approx) Cylinders Hp Country

1903 Original Wright 4 15 USA
1909 Adler 6 50 Germany
1909 Mercedes-Daimler 4 80 Germany
1912 Austro-Daimler 6 120 Austria
1915 Benz 6 160 Germany
1915 Rolls-Royce 6 100 Great Britain
1915 Maybach 6 180 Germany
1916 Mercedes 6 180 Germany
1917 BMW 6 185 Germany
1917 Siddeley-Puma 6 250 Great Britain Fig. 16
1920 Maybach 6 260 Germany



V-engines for aircraft built up to 1923
Year No. of
(approx) Make Cylind. Hp Country

1905-1907 Antoinette 8 50 France
1907 Krting (airship engine) 8 75 Germany
1909 H. Grade (2-cycle) 4 30 Germany
1910 Wolseley 8 60 Great Britain
1913 Renault 8 80 France
1915 Rolls-Royce "Falcon" 12 250 Great Britain
1916 Hispano-Suiza 8 200 France
1917 Rapp 8 200 Germany
1917 Rolls-Royce "Eagle" VIII 12 360 Great Britain
1918 Sunbeam "Manitou" 12 300 Great Britain
1923 Fiat 12 700 Italy Fig. 17

Ben' 'Kaiserpreis

engine, 1913

Characteristics of Benz "Kaiserpreis" engine

Water colded, 4-cylinder in-line aero engine
100/90 HP at 1350/1280 rpm
Individual vertical cast-iron cylinders with
welded sheet-steel cooling jackets
Two overhead valves per cylinder
actuated by push-rods
Mixture preheating by cooling
water-heated intake pipe
Fuel consumption 210 gr/HP/h
Power to weight-ratio: 1,5 kg/HP Fi 19

t/ . . ..



Fig. 20
Maybach aero engine (VL2)

German aero engine manufacturers up to 1918
Year Company Location 4
1906- 1910 Argus-Motorengesellschaft mbH Berlin-Reinickendlorf

NAG Neue Automobilgesellschaft mbH Berlin-Oberschonweide
Hermann Haake. Motorenbau Berl in-Johannisth al

1910 Adler Motorenwerke, vorm. Heinrich Kleyer Frankfurt am Main
Daimler-Motorengesellschaft Stuttyart-Unterturkheim
August Arthur Delfosse. Motorenwerk Kdln-Riehl

1911 Rheinische Aerowerke GmbH Diisseldorf-Oberkasse
Hilz-Motorenfabrik GmbH Dusseldorf
Paleus und Beuse Berlin-Neukolin
Luftfahrzeugmotorenfabrik J. Schneeweis Chemnitz
Motorenfabrik Steffen Kiel
H.W. Schulz Karlsruhe
Aeolus-Flugmotor-GmbH Berlin

1912 Benz u. Cie Mannheim
Nurnberger Motoren- und Maschinenfabric Nurnberg
Carl Wunderlich, Motorenfabrik Berlin
Oskar Kersten, Spezialmotoren fur Flug- und Luftschiffe Berlin
Gebr. Korting AG Kortingsdorf b. Hannover
Opel-Werke AG Russelsheim am Main
Rotor-Werke, Georg Hoffmann Frankfurt a. Main Oberursel
Dixi, Luftfahrt- u. Bootsmotor-Verkaufsgesellschaft mbH Berlin
RiedI -Motorengesellsch aft mbH Chemnitz

1913 Motorenfabrik Oberursel AG (zunachst Lizenz Gnome) Oberursel b. Frankfurt(Main
Rapp-Motorenwerke GmbH Muncher,

Otto Schwsde u. Co., Motorenfabrik E rfu rt
Flugmotorenfabrik Deutsch land GrnbH (Rapp) M u rch en -M iIbertsh ofen

Motorenfabrik Sirius GmbH Nurnberg
Basse u. Solve Aftena i. Westfalen

1914-1918 Bayerische Motorenwerke Munchen
Gasmotorenfabrik Deutz K61n-Deutz
Guldner-Motorengesellschaft Aschaffenburg
Machinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg Augsburg
Miachinenfebrik L.A. Riedinger AugsburgI
Maybach-Motorenbau GmbH4 Friedrichshafen asB.
Stoewer-Werke AG Stettin
Machinenfabrik Georg Goebel Oarmstadl
Rhemag-Rhenania. Motorenfabrik Mannheim
Siemens u. lHalske AG Berl in-Siemrensstadi

Fig. 21
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Fig. 22

Austria -Hungary Aero engine
WI -W production figures

0own- total quantity: 4346 1914-1918
1914 1915 191 1917 191 (Germany and

1914 1915 1416 1917 1918Austria-Hungary)

Maybach car
built after 1920
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Diesel railway traction
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'Sriddinger Triebwaqonm'
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1912 [ Deutschland 191mbHrk
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Fig. 26
BMW 132 radial engine

Life curve of BMW 132 aero engine
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Production figures for alumninium alloys 1920-1955
3M 1-1000 short Annual usage

tons____________

2000__

1000 __

1920 1930 1940 1950 Year 1960 Fig. 28

Fig. 29 Gas turbine of Franz Stolze with axial-flow compressor and heat-exchanger, 1904

4 Fig. 30

~.F. Leonardo da Vinci

C T

L.L . AFig. 31 Gasturbine by H. Hot zwarth
F~- built by Gebr. Korting AG, Hannover, 1909



Heinkel He 178 powered
by HeS-3-B jet engine

CL4

Thrust: 450 kp
Speed: 1100 rpm

Is F Weight: 360 kg

Weight ratio: 1,25 kp/kg

Fig. 33 HeS-3-B engine

Fig. 34

He 162 "Volksjager"
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* Fig. 35

BMW-03
-17 single-shaft

jet engine,
ratio 1.4 kp/kg
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Fig. 36 German aero engines
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Sales in the European aero engine industry EG-ECAeopc nure
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Fig. 41

T64-MTU-7
turbpshalt
engine

Fig. 42

MTU Tyne R.Ty2OMk22

Fig. 43
Larzac 04
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LCF strength of turbine and compressor disc materials
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Influence of Hot Gas Corrosion on Creep Rupture Wfe of Uncoated
and Coated 7wibine.Blade Alloy: IN 100 (95060  
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Fig. 46

Intertia-welded joint
on RB19HCrotor
with connecting flange

Material: Inconel 718
Dia.: : 328 mm
Welding heat: 255.000 Nm
Upsetting force: 1100.000 N
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Fig. 47

Electrochemical fine boring
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Fig. 49 Ceramic blades
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BENEFITS OF CERAMICS TO GAS TURBINES

by

Arnold Brooks and Albert I. Bellin
Aircraft Engine Group

General Electric Company
1000 Western Avenue

Lynn MA 01910 USA

SUMMARY

Technology advances for aircraft propulsion engines are extending engine operating conditions to
higher temperatures, stresses, and to more stringent oxidation and corrosion requirements. At the same
time, approaches are being sought for lower cost fabrication techniques. Such diverse needs have focused
interest on the selective use of ceramics to replace conventional metal parts. This paper addresses to the
potential areas of benefit of structural ceramics in advanced propulsion engines for manned and short-life,
unmanned aircraft applications.

Ceramic characteristics such as rupture strength, creep, oxidation and corrosion are viewed in the
perspective of advanced metal alloys. For various engine elements, operating regimes are indicated in
which ceramics are anticipated to have benefits over metal parts. Considerations of cooling requirements.
contours and tolerances, clearances and contacts, inspection and proof tests are discussed and their impact
on engine performance, durability and cost are assessed. For parts such as turbine blades and vanes.
bearings, combustors and flame-holders, establishment of benefit for ceramics is dependent upon the engine
size.

An example is presented for a ceramic turbine blade which shows that for conventional scaling, the
probability of part survival decreases as engine size increases due to the brittle, statistical, volume depend-
ent characteristics of the material. In general, as engine size increases, the design approaches and the
degree of benefit for various ceramic parts will be modified and/or a size limit will be reached. Within the
ceramic payoff regime, low cost relative to metal parts is anticipated to be a significant benefit.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a burgeoning of research and development effort in structural ceramics for gas turbine
power plants. The preponderant share of this effort has been expended on automotive and stationary gas
turbine engines. Comparatively little effort has been devoted specifically to aircraft gas turbine applications.
but to a great extent, the experience gained in automotive and stationary power plants is transferable to air-
craft engines. This presentation takes up the issue of ceramics for aircraft engines specifically and considers
ceramics within the historical context of aircraft engine materials development. Also considered are the
specific characteristics of ceramic materials significant for aircraft engine component designs as well as the
requirements to which the components must be designed; stress, temperature, and life. Finally, a view of
the future of ceramics in aircraft gas turbine engines is presented, indicating the interacting influences
and anticipating the areas of application.

CONTEXT

DESIGN. In the forty or so years since the initiation of intensive development of the aircraft gas tur
bine we have seen the virtually complete change-over from reciprocating engine to gas turbine in military
and commercial aviation. Starting with the pioneering efforts in England and Germany and continuinU, to
the present, the way has been marked by continual and aggressive development resulting in contemporary
power plants which are impressive syntheses of the metallurgical, aerodynamic and design sciences. We
see in today's aircraft gas turbines:

* Cycle temperatures commonly in the mid 2000OF j 1093°C] regime
• Compressor and fans with highly supersonic relative Mach numbers
• Stress levels in turbines and compressors of the order of 120 kpsi 1827 MPa.

We see all of the above in engines which function for thousands of hours and require a minimum of minten
ance attention.

In the last decade, as part of the normal sweep of development in the gas turbine, much attention has
been paid to ceramics as a material with possible application to the gas turbine. The effort has been siqnif
icant in scope. In the U.S. alone, the commitment by the Government to-date has been of the order of $100
million, and allocated by agencies as shown in Figure I which indicates the total of U.S. Government expendi
tures to-date plus announced firm plans. The lure of ceramics is easy to understand and is based on:

" Its high temperature capability
* Its potential for low cost manufacture
" The great availability of raw materials.

The virtues of ceramics are balanced, however, by the well known problem areas:

• Brittleness
Mechanical interface matching problems.



The problems notwithstanding, the attractiveness of ceramics has impelled Government and industry to

continue research and application investigations in gas turbines. The great preponderance of program fund-
ing shown in Figure 1 has been devoted to programs concerned with automotive and stationary gas turbines,
while aircraft gas turbine effort has been at a much lower funding level. This paper will stress the appli-
cation of ceramics to aircraft engines.

It is helpful to consider ceramics against the background of main stream developments which have oc-
curred and are occurring in the realm of aircraft gas turbine design and development. For the aircraft gas
turbine designer, the motivations which have driven him to seek improvements are:

0 Performance
* Size
0 Weight
* Cost
* Reliability
* Durability
0 Maintainability
T Safety.

The items listed are not given in any ranking of desirability or priority, but the top three - performance,
size, and weight - are coupled directly to thermodynamic design choices. In fact, pressure ratio and turbine
temperature, particularly, will strongly influence these factors. The relatively strong dependence of specific
fuel consumption on both turbine temperature and pressure ratio is shown in Figure 2 which demonstrates that
increases of turbine temperature have a beneficial, though varying, impact on specific fuel consumption.
Figure 3 shows the particularly strong influence, at all temperature levels, of turbine temperature on specific
output, hence on size and weight. For engines with heat exchangers for waste heat recovery, that is recup-
erators/regenerators, the dependence of fuel consumption or turbine temperature would be even more marked
than shown in Figure 2.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

CYCLES. D.M. Dix's paper on Small Aircraft Engine Technology (Reference 1) furnishes, in conven-
ient form, a summary of historical progress in turboshaft' turbojet and turbofan engines design progress.
Figure 4 shows for turboshaft engines the progress in sfc and power to weight ratio. For turbojets and
turbofans, Figure 5 shows historical trend data for cruise specific fuel consumption and shows the impact of
high bypass ratio on attainable cruise fuel consumption. Figure 6 shows the thrust to weight ratio trends.
The variations in cycle temperature for both shaft and jet engines are given in Figure 7 which shows:

* A steady monotonic rise in cycle temperature with time
* Turboshaft engines lagging turbofan engines by at least five years in the attainment of

specific levels of turbine temperature
" The strong impact of turbine cooling.

MATERIALS. The turbine temperature increases have occurred as a result of improvement in:

* Material properties
* Heat transfer cooling concepts.

The progress in turbine blade materials is shown in Figure 8 which indicates that for superalloys the
progression through air melting, vacuum melting and directional solidification has given an increase in
material capability of 500 0-600°F 12600-316°C] in the past forty years.

Figure 9 illustrates the corresponding trends in turbine vane (or stator blade) material showing contemp-
orary metal vane capability at approximately 2200OF [ 12040C]. In vanes, the progression has been from in-
vestment cast alloys to dispersion strengthened alloys. Ceramics are a potential for the future. Finally Fig-
ure 10 depicts, over the same interval in time, the progress in turbine wheel (or disc) materials. Here the
progress is shown in terms of yield strenght improvement as a constant (10000 F) [5380C] temperature.
Ii the past forty or so years, a five fold increase in strength has been achieved.

COOLING CONCEPTS. In parallel with the steady improvement of materials properties, the design soph-
istication and complexity of blade air cooling systems has evolved as shown in Figure 11, which schematically
delineates cooling concepts from the original single pass radial convection configuration to the configuration
shown on the right featuring:

" Turbulence promoters
* Impingement cooling
* Film cooling
" Multiple pass convection.

DESIGN STRESS LEVELS. The great progress in materials and co3ling techniques has been accompanied
by increases in turbine stage loading and wheel speeds. The increase in tip speed has resulted from the
desire to minimize the number of stages required by the turbine. This increase in tip speed and its
effects on centrifugal stress is shown in Figure 12 which delineates an approximate two-fold increase in
turbine tip speed within a period from 1955 to the present and a 1.7 increase in blade root stress fac-
tor - annulus area multiplied by square of rotational speed - in the same time period.
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ROLE OF CERAMICS

In the previous section the historical perspectives for modern aircraft gas turbines have been described.
Through four decades of development, gas turbines, whether shaft, turbojet or turbofan have been refined
and improved to an impressive level of capability. At the heart of this evolution has been the development of
air cooled turbines capable of reliable operation over long periods of time at elevated temperature and through V
many thermal cycles.

The characteristics of metal engine components, either uncooled or cooled, are well understood. Their
strong and weak points are well documented and are part of the lore carried by all engine component design-
ers. For ceramics to be adopted in favor of metals, some significant advantages must exist. The advantages
must in turn, devolve from ceramic materials' intrinsic properties. The following paper in these proceedings
by Katz and Lenoe, Reference 2, presents a more complete discussion of ceramics' properties and discusses
the application of ceramics to small airborne engines primarily from a materials laboratory perspective.

In comparing properties of ceramics relative to metals, one must consider:

• Rupture
" Creep
* Oxidation
" Corrosion.

RUPTURE. Figure 13 from Reference 3 shows a comparison of several ceramic materials applicable to
gas turbine components; sintered silicon carbide and reaction bonded silicon nitride, and a representative
modern directionally solidified superalloy (see Reference 4). The rupture properties of the ceramics demon-
strate an advantege over the metal at elevated temperatures, notwithstanding the statistical property varia-
tions (low Weibull modulus). An uncooled ceramic blade, from a rupture point of view, can be designed to a
moderate design stress even at the minus 30 level.

CREEP. Figure 14 defines the generally favorable creep behavior of ceramics compared to superalloys.
For a stress level of 10 kpsi, the ceramics have an increased temperature capability of approximately 200OF
[930 C] to 500OF [260,C] (Reference 5).

OXIDATION RESISTANCE. The relative resistance to oxidation of ceramics and superaloys is illustrated
in Figure 15 with ceramics demonstrating a 3 to 4 order of magnitude edge in oxidation resistance Ls measured
by weight gain per unit area (Reference 3).

CORROSION RESISTANCE. Ceramic benefits in resistance to hot corrosion are anticipated. Figure 16
(Reference 6) presents recent data comparing the resistance of two ceramic materials with that of a nickel
based alloy, bare and coated. The corrosion penetrations f,3r the ceramics are comparable to that of the coated
metal and are significantly less than for the uncoated metal. It is anticipated that the strength characteris-
tics of the corrosion exposed materials will compare correspondingly. The ability of ceramics to operate without
a coating, which may erode or otherwise lose its integrity, is an attractive benefit.

PERFORMANCE. The major incentive, according to conventioral wisdom for ceramic blading is the ability
to operate at higher cycle temperatures than would be capable with metal blading. Implicitly, the comparison
is made with uncooled metal blading. These comparisons which have shown large increments in engine output
with the use of ceramics are naive if not misleading since air-cooled metal blading should be the datum against
which ceramics are measured. The intrinsic benefit in performance of ceramics vis-a-vis air cooled metal
blading is the performance gain associated with reduction in required cooling flow. Figure 17 shows schemat-
ically typical cooling flow ranges and distribution. It should be noted that elimination of the need for blade
cooling does not reduce to zero the required quantity of cooling air; some air will be required to cool the
wheel or wheels, some will be required to cool the static structure. Figure 18 illustrates the magnitude of
performance gain estimated for a hypothetical case of reduction of blade cooling flow to zero with cycle temp
erature as a parameter. The case shown applies to subsonic vruise specific fuel consumption for a subsonic
turbofan of modest bypass ratio.

COST. In addition to performance benefits, the other fpndamental parameter likely to be affected fav-
orably by the use of ceramics is cost. The fabrication of ceramic blading to final net shape without the need
for extensive machining or grinding processes will result in a cost reduction relative to air-cooled metal blad
ing. Figure 19 is a graphical representation of the estimated relative costs of manufacture of injection molded
ceramic blading and air-cooled metal blading. The metal and ceramic blades are assumed to be comparable in
function; that is, size and cycle temperature. The total cost of the ceramic blade was estimated to be approx-
imately 40% of the metal blade and the major savings were assessed to be associated with:

" Reduction of the cost of the casting/molding
* Reduction of machining cost.

Note, however, an increase is estimated in the cost of inspection and quality assurance.

CERAMIC PROBLEM AREAS

The ceramics characteristic most often discussed and the one most difficult to accommodate in design is
the brittleness of the material. Overall, this characteristic requires design approaches significantly different
from those normally used for metallic engine parts. Problem areas related to the material's brittleness in-
clude:

* High localized stresses at points of contact where surface irregularities do not yield
to accommodate imperfect surface fits
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* "Unforgiving" high stress concentrations due to material flaws and design or damage
discontinuities

* A complex failure mechanism involving propagation of material flaws with a resultant
statistical strength relationship that includes such parameters as part size, stress
distribution and type of loading

* Wide variability in part strength due to the probabilistic nature of the material failure
mechanism

" Inability to classify part strength by practical non-destructive tests to measure
material flaw size and distribution.

Each of these problem areas must be understood and addressed before the benefits of ceramics can be realized
in engine designs.

The problem of contact stresses is common to all structural ceramic parts and is a major design challenge
for rotating and static parts. For parts such as in turbines, high thermal gradients, high loads, mismatch
in coefficients of expansion between metal structure and ceramic parts and small tolerance requirements to
establish part location - all contribute to the difficulty of this problem. The objective is to minimize the
stresses at ceramic-metal and ceramic-ceramic interfaces while accommodating other competing requirements,
including the following:

0 Minimizing gas leakage between parts such as turbine vanes

* Maintaining tolerably low temperatures of metal supporting structure without imposing
high thermal gradients in the ceramic parts

0 Accommodating capability for relative expansion between ceramic parts and structure
without imposing significant loads and without allowing loose part impacts.

A number of approaches are available for dealing with these opposing requirements. Generally the de-
signs should assure determinate reactions so that, at least, the configuration can be analyzed with more
certainty. There may be a choice between combining several parts, such as vanes, into a single ceramic
element thereby eliminating several interfaces. The benefit relative to contact stresses must then be com-
pared with potentially higher thermal stresses in the combined part and the more difficult task of fabricating
a larger part to a high quality standard. Additionally, compliant layers or ductile metal foils can be added
at interfaces to reduce peak contact stresses. Soft spring elements can be used within space and position
tolerance limitations, for ceramic part support. All of these approaches have been used without complete
success; more must be done in order to solve this basic problem.

Sensitivity to geometric stress concentrations can be accommodated in the design process even though
parts may have an appearance somewhat different from metal parts due to larger fillet radii and more gradual
transitions. A consequence of this solution may be a small impact on performance for ceramic parts that are
in the engine gas path.

The problems of strength variability, size effects, loading effects, time dependent effects and uninspect-
ability are fundamental to the ceramics materials and require specialized analytic and test approaches as well
as design ingenuity. Figure 13 which compares rupture properties for typical structural ceramics with that
of a superalloy, shows the average and average minus 3 standard deviations (o) strengths. These data high
light the broad range of strength variation for the ceramics in contrast to metal. The Weibull modulus. m.
indicated for the ceramic materials in Figure 13 is a measure of the spread of the strength distribution: the
larger the m. the narrower the spread (see Reference 7).

The consequence of the material variability for engine parts is indicated in Figure 20 from Reference 7.
For scaled parts with similar loading, the ordinate in Figure 20 is proportional to part volume. The abeissa
is proportional to the reciprocal of the part's maximum stress. The radial lines represent conditions for 0.5
probability of failure as a function of the material's Weibull modulus. With a Weibull modulus of 7. this figure
shows that a part such as a turbine blade or vane for a large engine could sustain a maximum stress of only
one half that of a similar small engine part. This situation, where the allowable design stress is strongly de
pendent upon part size is in contrast to the design approach generally used for metal parts, where for many
critical engine components. performance parameters such as tip speed are held constant while maintaining
geometric and aerodynamic similarity between a small and large engine. In so doing, maximum stresses of
the similar rotating parts will be the same, independent of scale. This ability to scale directly, however.
cannot be used for ceramic parts if the probability of failure is to be fixed. due to the ceramics' size-strength
effect.

For the specific, similar smal and large engine parts that were analyzed in heference 7. Figure 21 indi
cates how the probability of failure changes with design stress level and with scale. As seen for a given
probability of failure, the difference in allowable design stress between large and small parts depends upon
the material strength variability. m; the larger the Weibull modulus for the ceramic., the smaller the difference
in allowable stress. For example, with an m equal to 7. to obtain a ten fold reduction in the probability of
failure for that engine part, the maximum stress must be reduced by about 30%. On the other hand, for the
same stress level, the larger part with a volume 100 times that of the smaller one will have a probability of
failure of approximately 100 times greater than for the small part.
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The combined effects of part size and type of loading upon fracture strength are shown in Figure 22
from Reference 8 and are described in Reference 9. The data in Figure 22 are for self-bonded silicon carbide;
from left to right, for small bend bars, large bend bars, spin test bars and spin test disks. The separate
effects of type of loading upon strength of components are discussed in References 7 and I0. Tile former
applies a statistical design methodology that incorporates ceramic strength degradation due to material flaw
crack growth under various loading conditions and analyzes several configurations applicable to turbine
parts. The latter presents test and analytic data on the strength and life of hot pressed silicon nitride
for constant stress rate, linear cycle stress and constant-stress loading. Reference 2 presents results
and discusses the degradation of properties resulting from exposure of ceramics to the complex environ-
mental/loading/time factors.

The interaction of property variability, size effects, loading effects and time dtcpndent effets, couptlet
with the practical inability to sort and reject the low end of the statistical distribution by non destructive
testing leads to the consideration of proof tests for ceramic engine parts. If a proof test can he designred that
is indicative of the part loading, then exposure to a given test severity would fail those p;trt. having, strength
below a designated level. This approach, presumably, would eliminate the statistical failure of parts during
normal usage. By raising the severity level of the proof test, fewer but stronger parts would survive. which
could, in turn, be applied for correspondingly more severe engine operating conditions. As an example. for M
the small engine part with an m of 7 analyzed in Figure 21. a proof test that fails one out of ten parts would
qualify those parts to a stress level about 40% higher than if the same parts were proof tested with a faihre
rate of one out of a hundred. K

In addition to the strength variability due to inherent material properties, scale and loadint, there may
be an additional process effect related to fabricating a complex shape rather than a simple test specimnlo shaple.
Use of a proof test would also account for this additional cause for uncertainty in part strength and would
serve as the prime quality assurance check for the part. The challenge in the use of proof tests for ceramie
parts is two-fold:

(1) Achieving a valid proof test

(2) Achieving economic pay off for the combined cost of testing and of rejected parts as
compared with the alternative of using metal parts in place of ceramics.

Progress has been made toward solving the above formidable problems.

APPLICATION REALMS

The high temperature strength/weight. low oxidation, low corrosion characteristics of the various ceram-
ic materials provide potential for applying ceramics in a number of aircraft engine components. Table I lists
some engine design requirements that are considered representative for such components. For the turbine.
combustor and exhaust components. uncooled ceramics have the potential for meeting these requirements and
replacing more complex, more expensive, air cooled metal parts. The benefits for ceramic bearings are cor
rosion resistance and potential to operate unlubricated. The values shown in the table could differ from those
of a particular design and application depending upon such specifics as cnginte transient times, use of mol1-
lithic parts versus segmented or assembled parts, self-supporting structures versus coverings for metal
skeleton structures. etc.

The two sets of temperature/stress values shown for the turbine blade represent the dovetail area (high
er stress) and the airfoil (higher temperature). To meet the dovetail requirement necessitates a properlv
distributed contact load with the wheel, by use of a coating or an intermediate ductile m-terial. The two sets
of data for the turbine vane represent the simultaneous combinations for the extremes in each parameter. For
the wheel, is well as for most of the other items listed, a major requirement is capability to tolerate the im
posed interface loads. The stationary turbine shroud over the blade tips, as listed, is a non-structural ele
ment relying upon a metal support. In addition to fulfilling the requirements shown, the shrouds must main
tain dimensional stability, be resistant to erosion and withstand severe thermal cycling.

Depending upon the configuration, the stresses (and the probability of failure for the combustor) may
vary considerably from the values given in Table 1. as shown in Reference II. The afterburner concept con
sidered in Table I provides a ceramic temperature resistant configuration with little load carrying requirement.
Exhaust components referred to in Table I include such elements as centerbodies. struts, rings, flaps and
exit guide vanes. Thermal barrier coatings applied to stationary or rotating metal surfaces provide a thermal
resistance between the hot gas and the base metal structure. The adherence integrity requirements for the
thermal barrier coatings apply to conditions of thermal cycling and centrifugal force, if the base structure
rotates. In addition, the coating must have strain compatibility with the base structure under mechanical
loads as well as resistance to erosion and oxidation.

Ceramic bearings may have the potential for operating unlubricated with the temperature environment of
about 1000F. For a lubricated bearing, the temperature requirement would be substantially lower, s limited

by the lubricant. The challenging requirements are achieving interface compatibility with the metal shaft and

structure and operating the bearing at high values of DN (inner race diameter x RPM).

Among the design requirements not listed are vibratory strength requirements, fuel and gas compatibility.

dimensional stability and erosion resistance. All of the above requirements are important for the successful
application of ceramics in engines. It appears to be within the potential of ceramics, with the use of creative

design techniques, to satisfy these requirements with functional and cost advantages over metal parts. In

general. bssic design approaches are now available (References 7. 11. 12. 13).
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The most challenging of the applications are turbine blades and vanes with their high steady state and
transient stresses, high contact loads and complex shapes with small tolerances. Of particular interest for
these parts are the comparisons with air-cooled metal parts as related to engine performance. Table 2 assess-
es the major factors that affect turbine and engine performance. A number of factors in this comparison
contribute toward lowering performance when utilizing ceramics:

• Thicker trailing edge - required of injection molded parts for the necessary
part integrity

0 Blade taper - to achieve stress-strength compatibility

* Clearance - to avoid the possibility of transient rubs.

With experience and development, these factors could change and possibly achieve parity with the cooled
metal parts relative to performance. The factors that contribute to improved turbine performance include:

" Elimination of internal cooling flow for the blade and vane

" More favorable overall aerodynamic contour for the blade and an improved leading
edge contour.

DESIGN APPROACH - EXAMPLE

As indicated above, with conventional scaling where peak stresses are held fixed, the probability of fail-
ure increases with part sizes. Degrees of freedom can be introduced, however, and the design approaches
can be modified so that failure probabilities can be tailored while still satisfying component aerodynamic re-
quirements. The following example treats a parametric design study for a turbine blade to assess the result-
ing changes in probability of failure for one blade in the entire stage of blades. The design analysis is based
on the methodology described in Reference 7.

A 3-D analysis including thermal and centrifugal loading of a base configuration silicon carbide blade
(Figure 23) rotating at 45,000 RPM was performed (Reference 14), and defined the peak stress to occur in
the blade dovetail fillet. For the base configuration with 24 blades in the stage the maximum stress is computed
to be 40 kpsi 1276 MPa]. The design approach used for the parametric study considered a family of designs
with:

• Fixed rotational speed, consistent with the engine compressor speed
* Fixed airfoil solidity (ratio of blade chord to blade spacing) with geometrically

similar cross-sections
" Fixed inner and outer flowpaths
* Geometrically scaled dovetails.

With these considerations, the following proportionalities exist for the parametric designs:

Airfoil chord proportional to 1/n

Airfoil cross-sectional area proportional to 1/n 2

Airfoil load proportional to 1/n 2

Dovetail linear dimension proportional to 1/n

Dovetail load proportional to 1/n 3

where n is the number of blades in the stage. Since the dovetail cross-sectional area is proportional to 1/n 2 ,
the dovetail stress due to the airfoil load is constant as the number of blades is varied while the dovetail
stress due to the dovetail load is proportional to 1/n. Hence, the total dovetail stress equals a constant plus
a term proportional to the inverse of the number of blades. By this approach of pseudo-scaling, designs for
the same turbine situation can be defined with the peak stress decreasing as the number of blades in the stage
are increased. These results (Reference 15) are given in Figure 24 for the range in number of blades be-
tween 24 and 42.

Making use of the statistical analytic approach of Reference 7 for a Weibull modulus of 12, the probability
of failure of one blade in a stage for each of the designs is given in Figure 25. It is seen that increasing
the number of blades per stage from 24 to 34 decreases the probability of failure from approximately .01 to
.001. In this case, the lower failure rate is achieved by an increase of parts cost of 34/24 -1, or 42%.

The above example is indicative of approaches that may be used to balance performance, design stress.
probability of failure and parts cost.
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PROGNOSTICATIONS

The case for ceramics applications in aircraft engines can be made on the basis of cost advantages over
metal and performance advantages. There is a spirit of conservatism concerning the early application of
structural ceramic components to aircraft propulsion power plants, particularly, in manned applications. It
is possible to differentiate among the application regimes insofar as either the probability of use of ceramics
or the earliness of use of ceramics is concerned. The demarcations are:

* Unmanned vs. manned applications
" Primary gas path components (such as blades, vanes, combustors, etc.) versus

non-critical components which are either outside of gas path (such as turbine shrouds)
or down stream of rotating machinery (such as exhaust components).

In the consideration of unmanned vs. manned applications, one is inclined to be more optimistic about
early application for unmanned uses because of no need for personnel safety concern and because of the
short life requirement for unmanned applications. Even for manned vehicle uses, the case can be made for
early use of ceramics for those portions of the engine that are not highly stressed and are generally outside
of the primary gas path or, for those components which would exhibit benign failure modes. Early applica-
tions of ceramics are quite possible in exhaust system components such as flameholders, exhaust nozzle
elements, centerbodies and outlet guide vanes. Table 3 summarizes the anticipated degree of immediacy for
incorporating various ceramic elements into engine use.

A summary of probable areas of application of ceramics to aircraft gas turbines both manned and unman-
ned is given in Fures 26 and 27 in terms of stress and temperature requirements. Except for the information
in italics and the symbols, Figures 26 and 27 are from the Katz-Lenoe paper (Reference 2) showing
turbine blade and vane design requirements versus strength data for various silicon carbides and silicon
nitrides. The added symbols 9 reflect requirements for other components from Table 1 of this paper and
show overall consistency of requirements and strength properties. As noted in Reference 2, additional com-
parisons of requirements versus properties must be made for all other characteristics (creep, rupture, oxi-
dation, etc.) that must be considered in the design of an engine part.

To conclude, an attempt has been made here to provide a general view of the development history of
engines and a presentation of the context within which material developments occur. Ceramics will find their
way into future engines on the basis of their objective merits. Some ceramic end item applications are seen
more clearly for the immediate future than others. In any event, much work remains to be done.

I-i
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Figure 23. Ceramic Turbine Blade Study Configuration
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CERAMICS FOR SMALL AIRBORNE ENGINE APPLICATIONS

R. Nathan Katz and Edward M. Lenoe

Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center
Watertown, MA 02172

ABSTRACT

An increasing number of successful demonstrations of ceramics as significant structural components
in small land based heat engines, especially gas turbines, has drawn the attention of small aircraft
and missile engine designers to this class of materials. The question which is being asked with in-
creasing frequency is: "Do ceramics measure up to the criteria and requirements of airborne engines?"
This question obviously does not have a simple answer, mainly because of the wide range of systems
requirements and duty cycles which exist amongst airborne engines themselves. In this paper the
authors assess the likelihood for successful application of ceramics to several classes of airborne
engines with different duty cycles. The general design criteria and associated key materials and re-
quirements for generic engines for limited life, APU, and man-rated helicopter use will be addressed.
Materials, processes, design approaches, and reliability considerations appropriate to each generic
engine category will be briefly discussed. A scenario for a least risk strategy for the introduction
of ceramics into airborne engines will'be presented. Key issues in materials research and development

will be identified.

1. Introduction

The energy crisis, environmental concerns, and critical materials supply considerations are the
driving force behind the current emphasis on ceramic materials technology for gas turbine (CT) engines.
Since the early 1970's the focus of this emphasis on ceramic technology exploitation has been for ve-
hicular engines (1-5). As a consequence, an increasing number of successful demonstrations of ceramics
as significant structural components in small terrestrially based heat engines, has drawn the attention
of aircraft and missile engine designers to this class of materials. For example, a study by Blankenship
(6) has shown that for conventional take off and landing type of aircraft, the cost savings which can
accrue by using ceramic vanes, would be $110 million for 100 aircraft over 1S years of operation. The
$110 million saving would require an investment of an -$12 million for a cost/benefit ratio of about I0
(6,). 'fable I lists the current experience on four terrestrially based, ceramic configured gas turbines
(or components in C.T. test rigs). Given the fact that ceramics have now demonstrated feasibility for
further development in terrestrially based applications it becomes appropriate to ask the question;
"Do ceramics measure up to the requirements of small airborne engines?" This question obviously does
not have a simple answer, mainly because of the wide range of systems requirements and duty cycles which
exist amongst airborne engines themselves.

Table I.
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS IN CURRENT tTERESTIAILY BASEL) CERAMIC-GT PROGRAMS

Program lReterencel Type of Engine Majr Achievements

5ARPF7Ford Ill -200 hp Regenerated. Axial -All Stationary Ceramic Components
I7l Single Shaft, 2500 F lIT in Reation-Bonded Si3N4  Demonstrated

?0 hours ilte in Engine Rig to 2500 F

*Oiuo Density S13N4 Rotor Demonstrated
200 hours at - 0 F TIT, 50,000 RPM

911111 . * *First Stag Ceracc Hardware Run in
an nqine 36.5 ths 2100-25(0 F.
40.01)[1-50,M RPM

MERADCOMISolar 181 -10 kw Turbonenrator, -Run -50 hours with Leramic Vanes
Radial. z1110 F FIT Producing -tO kw

-Run -40 hours wilh all Ceramic
Nozzle Staqe. Producinq -10 kw

Dennstration of Ceramic Bearing

DARPAAiResearch 191 -iooo hp Simple Cycle -Integration of Over log Separate Ceramic
3-Stage n00 F TIT Components in a High Performance

Engine Run at Full Speed and Temperature
in Excess of 2 hours, Includes 2
Shutdowns and Starts. Ceramics
Demonstrated 200 ' tap Increase Over
Base Enqine

EDAIMO I101 -350 hp Regenerated -Ceramic Stators Run in Excess of
2 Shaf, 2205 F 1it )00 hours at 1900 F TIl Ceramic

Vanes in Vehicle on the Road for Over
25 hours

In this paper we will attempt to assess the likelihood for successful application of ceramics to
several classes of airborne engines with different duty cycles. The general design criteria and associated
key materials properties and requirements for generic engines of the API!, limited life, and man-rated
helicopter type will be addressed. The major focus of this paper will be on the materials and processes
appropriate to the generic man-rated helicopter engine, as this represents the most rigorous duty cycle
of the three classes of engines considered. Key issues in materials research and development will be
discussed. A scenario for a least risk strategy for the introduction of ceramics into airborne engines
will he presented. Ilowever, it is appropriate to first, briefly, review some aspects of the brittle
materials design process.

II. Brittle Materials Ilesign Process

iesign with brittle materials requires a very precise definition of the state of stress at every
point in the component. Brittle materials can, in fact, be quite strong, but generally manifest a wide
scatter in strength and do not have the ability to redistribute high local stress concentration by yield-
ing as in the case in metals. This in turn means that ceramics are extremely sensitive to high localized
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stress gradients due to notches or other sources. In this regard, Dukes (11) has pointed out that the
most difficult aspect of high temperature design with brittle materials is the definition of, and sub-
sequent minimization of thermal stresses. Thus, a realistic expectation of exploiting the potential of

ceramics in heat engines requires the availability of two technologies. These are: an analytic design

capability to predict the thermal and stress environments from point to point in a component, and high

temperature engineering materials with low thermal expansions in order to minimize thermal stresses.
Advances in 2 and 3-1) computerized finite element thermal and stress analysis techniques have provided
the former, and the development to silicon nitrides and improved silicon carbides have provided the latter.
Both of these developments reached a sufficient level of maturity in the late 1960's for various research
programs for demonstration of ceramics in gas turbines to be initiated (1-3).

While a low thermal expansion is necessary for a ceramic engine material, other properties must be
considered. All of the materials properties and requirements listed in Table II must be adequate. In
particular, the time, temperature, stress and environmental dependencies of the mechanical properties
must be known (or predictable) for the entire engine duty cycle. As will be discussed latter in this
paper the "virgin" materials properties are unlikely to be retained late in the engine's projected life
time. Thus it is important to acquire design data on materials exposed to service environments for
realistic times. One must also know the effects of processing method on these properties. Of particular
importance in brittle material design, where probabilistic versus deterministic design procedures are used

(11, 12) is the trade-off between strength and Weibull Modulus with respect to calculated component
probability of success. As shown in Fig. I an increase in Weibull Modulus "m" is "worth more" than an
increase in average strength (provided of course that the strength is at an acceptable level) in attaining
a given level of component reliability. This point will be referred to latter when key issues for ftlttre
materials R&) are discussed. Having the information just described, the designer is in a po,ition to
perform trade-off studies as in Fig. 2 and specify an optimum design/material/processing combination fom
a given component in the system under consideration. Once the design/material/process for a given c,,.-
ponent has been selected, validation by rig and/or engine tests usually requires several passes throug.

Table II.

GENERAL PROPERTIES REQUIRED OF A CERAMIC HEAT ENGINE COMPONENT

LEVEL I. .HNI CAL FEASL LL VDONSJRIIQN

* THERMAL SHOCK/THERMAL FATIGUE RESISTANCE

" NECESSARY TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY

" ADEQUATE STRENGTH AND CREEP BEHAVIOR AS A
FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

" NECESSARY LONGIVITY IN THE ENGINE ENVIRONMENT

LEVEL II ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY DEMONSTATION

* CONSISTANCY OF ADEQUATE PROPERTIES IN
AS-FABRICATED COMPONENTS

*ADEQUATE LEVELS OF RELIABILITY ATTAINED

* ADEQUATE COST EFFECTIVE FABRICATION POTENTIAL

LEVEL III TJEHQNQLOGY IMPLEMENIAJION

* DEMONSTRATED BENEFITICOST FOR THE TECHNOLOGY
MUST BE SUFFICIENTLY HIGH TO WARRNT J
IMPLEMENTATION VERSUS EXISTING OR OTHER
ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGIES

1 40

12 WEIBULL SLOPE M 8120 /
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BRITTLE MATERIAL DESIGN IRef. 131



the iterative design scheme shown in Fig. 3. It is important to note that there is unlikely to be one 2.

optimum material/process that will satisfy a wide variety of systems requirements. Thus, the successful
development of ceramic engine technology will require the existance of many materials and processing
options. Similarly, a wide variety of innovative design concepts (particularly for attachment areas)
will be required in order to develop compliant structures. This is essenitial, since brittle materials
do not possess the capacity to redistribute over-stresses without failure, the structure must itself
provide the means to redistribute stress (i.e., compliant structures). While the focus of this paper is
on materials, the authors wish to point out their view that the development of compliant structures is
currently a major pacing problem in high performance structural utilization of brittle materials.

III. Systems Requirements

As is clear from Fig. 2, the first step in defining materials requirements is an appropriate specifi-
cation of systems requirements. The preceeding paper by Brooks & Bellin, (14) has provided these for
both limited life (LL) and man-rated generic engines. Similarly the paper of Napier & Arnold (15) will
partially provide this input for an APU type engine. However, it is worth while to reiterate in the
broadest terms the systems requirements or goals for all these classes of engines, with special emphasis
on Army goals. These are presented in Tables III thru V. Obviously, these general goals will take on
appropriate numerical values and trade-off weights when a specific engine design study is initiated.

[sYs~Is REQUIREMEN.. ...... I

_ ALRE
MATERIALS MATERIALSI IIG ___ANAL~YIS

AND DESIGN AND IIAND

FABRICATION ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
INPUT TRADE - OFFS INPUT

I - - - NDE I NDE

LCOMPONENT OR SYSEv
MATERIAL ANDI - - EGN R

TEST AND EVALUATION ] .. . PROGRAM DESIGN D F C TIOM T IETINGINE OBJECTIVE JA STARTS ,CONCErfl FABRICASD TiN C1SS NT _ DTESTINGD 
TT,• , - !~IANSS DEVELOPMENT 1 .. IDEMONstratION,

ACCEPTABLE SYSTEMYS,

Figure 2. THE ENGINEERING TRADE-OFF LOGIC FOR Figure 3. "BRITTLE MATERIALS DESIGN" ITERATIVE DESIGN SHCEME
INTRODUCING A NEW MATERIAL OR DESIGN

INTO A SYSTEM

Table III. Table IV.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ARMY AVIATION APU'S REQUIREMENTS FOR ARMY AVIATION LIMITED LIFE ENGINES

*LONGER TBOILESS MAINTENANCE *50 HOURS - 50 STARTS ANDIOR CYCLES

*HIGHER SPECIFIC POWER FROM CONSTANT eNONCORRODINGINONBRINNELLING BEARINGS

VOLUME PACKAGE sHIGHER THRUSTIWEIGHT

*LOWER SFC *LOWER SFC

*HIGH RELIABILITY (BUT LOWER THAN MAN-RATED *HIGH RELIABILITY (BUT LOWER THAN MAN-RATED
IS PERMISSIBLE) IS PERMISSIBLE)

*DUTY CYCLE - MODERATE WITH LOTS OF STARTS, *MODERATE SEVERITY DUTY CYCLE
RELATIVELY FEW HOURS ' LOW ACQUISITION COST

I*LOW COST (ACQUISITION AND LIFE CYCLEI

Table V.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MAN-RATED ENGINES
FOR ARMY HELICOPTERS

. 4000-HR COMPONENT LIFE

*HIGHER SPECIFIC POWER (HPIWT)

*LOWER SFC

" LUBRICATION STARVATION TOLERANT BEARINGS

" VERY SEVERE DUTY CYCLE (LOTS OF ACCELIDECEL)

*VERY HIGH RELIABILITY

*LOW LIFE CYCLE COSTS

IV. Requirements on Ceramics for Airborne Engine Applications

To discuss the requirements on ceramic materials for the three classes of airborne englne. in detail
would require a major monograph rather than a brief paper. Therefore, the authors have elected to focus
on the strength requirements for vanes and rotor blades for man-rated engines, since these represent the
most demanding application. As shown In the previous paper (14) the design stresses in the vanes and
blades in limited life and man-rated engines fall in the same range. Also despite differences in thermal
and physical properties, the predicted stresses in vanes and blades of the various candidate ceramic
materials will be similar due to design practices.
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Using the data of Brooks & Bellin (14) as well as data from the literature (16-19) it is possible to
identify the key stress-temperature combinations for the principal design points of Vanes and blades for
a generic helicopter or limited life engine with a TIT range of 2200-2500'F. These are presented in
Fig. 4.

While vanes and blades are the most demanding of the high temperature applications, there is one
important low temperature application, namely, bearings. Ceramic bearings offer important advantages in
potential for lubrication starvation tolerance, high DN, and cooler running bearings. This subject will
be reviewed in detail by Bersch (20) in these proceedings. Therefore, we will not deal with the materials
or requirements for ceramic airborne bearings. However, we will return to bearings in our recotmmendation
for exploitation of ceramics in airborne engines.

Before proceeding to match the available ceramic properties with the generic design requirements,
we will introduce the various families of engineering nitride and carbide together with their fabrica-
tion processes.

V. Families of Candidate Airborne GT Ceramics, Processing Routes and Some Properties

Materials which are considered candidates for airborne G.T. application include state-of-the-art and
developing materials, principally from two broad materials/process families; the silicon nitrides and the
silicon carbides.* Typical properties of members of these two families of engineering ceramics are pre-
sented in Table VI. A brief description of each family of materials follows.

Silicon Nitride Based Ceramics

The silicon nitride families of ceramic materials include:

Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride (tlPSN)

Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride (RBSN)

a. Stators

Mid-Height Airfoil - Platform
1900-2400 F - -- Transition
-10 ksi 1800-2100 F

20-30 ksi

1400-1800 F
35-45 ksi

b. Rotor Blades

Figure 4. STRESS-TEMPERATURE RANGES AT DESIGN POINTS FOR
GENERIC LIMITED LIFE AND HELICOPTER GAS TURBINE ENGINES -

2100-2500 F TIT FIRST STAGE COMPONENTS

Table VI. FAMILIES OF CANDIDATE AIRBOURNE G.T. CERAMICS AND TYPICAL PROPERTIES

MOR MOR MOR RI -4 -a K
(RT. psi) (10 C. psil (1375 C. pi) IpsixIl (10 dog C

-
1
) 
(Wc- 

"I  
dog C I

HOT-PRESSED 100. D00 qO. O0 48.00 46 3 0 30-15
SIIO IMO ADDITIVE)

SILICON - _ SINTERID 95,0O0 85.000 40,000 40 3 2 2 12
NIT'RIDE (Y203 AODITIV{I

REACTION-RONDED 30,000 50,0WD 55,000 24 2 8 6-3
12.45 91e

HOT-PRE'SSED 95. a 8 . , . 75, a ,5 4 5 85-35
IA1203 ADDITIVE)

SILICON SINTIRED (a PHASEI 45.0) 45.0 0 45.000E 59 4 8 10-)50
CARBIDES REACTION-SINTERED 55.000 60.000 40.0 50 4 4 100-50

120 vo Fm SO
CVD Lowr Values) 6O.0 80.000 9D, OD 0

*Zirconla based thermal barrier coatings might also he appropriately included, however, this paper as well
as these Proceedings, deals with monolithic ceramics.
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Sintered Silicon Nitride (SSN)

8' SiAlON's (SIMON)

Chemically Vapor Deposited Silicon Nitride (CVD-SN)

Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride can be produced by either conventional uniaxial (21) or hot isostatic

(22, 23) routes. One generally starts with a-Si 3N4 powder and adds a densification aid such as; MgO,
Y203 , Zr0 2 , Ce02 , or SiBeN2 . Depending on the purity and phase composition of the starting Si3N4 powder,
the percentage and type of additive, milling and mixing procedures, and hot pressing parameters (T,t)
one can obtain a very wide range of strength, strength vs. temperature, creep, fracture toughness, or
oxidation behaviors. Illustrative of such variety of behavior, the strength vs. temperature curves of
IIPSN's as a function of some of the foregoing processing variables, are shown in Fig. 5. To make an
important point, one cannot look at the data in Fig. 5 and make an arbitrary judgement that one material
is "better" than another. The concept of "better" depends on the application requirement. The lower
curve in Fig. S may be "better" for a given application than one of the higher curves, (i.e., it may have
adequate strength, Weibull "Im", creep, etc, and be cheaper and easier to fabricate).

Almost all HPSN's exhibit MOR values of 100,000 psi (690 MPa) or greater at RT and retain these values
to lO00-1100*C (dependent on amount and type of additive), have high K Ic (-Z-8 MN/m3/2), high thermal shock

resistance, and excellent erosion resistance.

MNm2 Materials
1000 ksi

140 Si3 N4 + 8% Y203

NC-132, billet G428589

8D-120 -, HS-130 (typical)
. 2 M90-CP85-1 (estimated)

Z /0 5 MgO-CP85 (estimated)
100k- .. / 2 MgO-2 Al 20 3 -CP85

~600- '. / 5 MgO-2 A120 -CP8580 -' ' 2 MgO-2 AI2 O F8

l ow P al0lw p
Z 40 w6 Ceradyne 8 S HZ9

200 *Hub 906 2 MgO
CP-85 -lBI

0 0 1 1

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 dg F

0 ID I0 500 1000 1500 d C

Temperature

Fiure 5. FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF VARIOUS TYPES OF HPSN

Ilot pressed silicon nitride with MgO as an additive, typified by NC-132 material, most nearly
approaches a mature engineering material. IIPSN with Y203 additives typically have higher strengths
at both room and elevated temperatures (see Fig. 5), as well as, better oxidation resistance and Klc
and less slow crack growth than MgO containing tIPSN. However, this material has been plagued with an
intermediate temperature (tIO00*C) oxidation problem. While it appears that the post-fabrication
nitridation treatment demonstrated by Gazza, Knoch, and Quinn (25) can overcome this problem, more work
needs to be carried out before IHPSN with Y203 is as developed as the MgO containing varieties. Very
high strengths have been attained by Tsuge, et al, in Japan (26) with Y203 + AI20 3 additive using the
grain boundry crystallization approach. The high cost associated with diamond machining of IIPSN from
simple billets to complex geometry components, has led to research in near net shape hot pressing, in
several laboratories. Significant progress in hot pressing Si3N4 to near net shape has been demonstrated
by Ford (27), AMIMRC (28) and Annawerk (29). Such work has demonstrated the utility of hot pressing in
engine development programs, and the costs may he acceptable for some airborne engine application.

Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride, has been developed, largely to obtain a readily formable (little
machining required), low cost material. In contrast to IIPSN, RBSN maintains its strength to temperatures
beyond 1400C. RBSN can be made with creep rates significantly below ItPSN (30). As a consequence of
the reaction bonding process, RBSN is of necessity at least 10% porous which makes it less oxidation
resistant than HiPSN at intermediate temperatures (31), and limits its strength to less than 60 KSI
(415 MPa) or more typically to about 35 KSI (245 MPa).

The fabrication of R&SN components begins with a silicon metal preform made by slip casting, dry
pressing, flame spraying, injection molding or various other techniques. The preform is then nitrided
in an atmosphere of pure N2 or N2 - 112, at either a preselected temperature schedule (32) or now more
usually using a nitrogen demand control cycle (33). The nitridation process of such a Si preform is a
remarkable, If still somewhat Imperfectly understood event. For 3Si(s) + 

2
N2*g) Si3N 4 (,) there is a

23 expansion in the solid volume compared to Si; yet, when this reaction is carried out on a preform
there is essentially no change in dimensions (%0.1 ). The reason for this appears to be that the first
St3N4 to form, does so by a complex solid-liquid-vapor whisker growth into the void space of the Si
preform. The net result is that what appears to he a rather complex series of processing steps, anti



what is a complex series of chemical reactions, yields a product of great technological import-- an
engineering ceramic which can be mass produced to tight dimensional tolerances with little or no ma-
chining and at low cost.

Reaction bonded silicon nitride has improved considerably over the past few years, as shown in Fig. 6.
Nevertheless, where high strength, more oxidation resistant material is required, it would be desirable
to have a readily fabricable, fully dense silicon nitride. This has been the impetus for the development
of sintered silicon nitride.

Sintered Silicon Nitrides are a rather recent development. Although, Si3N4 was sintered prior to
1976 (34), the balance between dissociation of the Si3N4 and densification was such that densities of
only 90% were obtainable. Indeed, the possibility of sintering fully dense silicon nitride at reasonable
pressures was still an open question as late as 1976. Since then several groups have succeeded in pro-
ducing sintered Si3N4 of at least 95% density, and a few groups have obtained greater than 99% density.
Gazza (35) has reviewed the status of SSN. Table VI shows a SSN material with strengths between ItPSN
and RBSN. Some more recent experimental SSN materials have approached the properties of HPSN. SSN has
been formed by injection molding, and provided isotropic shrinkage can be obtained components will require V
little machining. Recently, Giachello and Popper (36) have demonstrated that it is possible to post
sinter a RBSN preform to -98% density, with increased strength and oxidation resistance. With this
development one could start with a sintering preform that would yield only 6-8% shrinkage as opposed to
18-20% shrinkage for sintering with a powder preform. It is also possible that sintered Si N bodies
of over 95% T.D. may be used as preforms for cladless hipping. Such a development would be a major
breakthrough towards attaining high reliability, affordable, high performance components such as rotors.

SiAlON's represent an important new class of ceramic materials which are solid solutions of metal
oxides in the B-Si 3N4 lattice. These solid solutions distort the lattice to 8'Si 3N4 lattice (hence,
8', SiAION's). SiAION's were originally developed from Al 0 3 solid solution, but MgO, BeO, Y,03, etc have
all been found to yield 0' solid solutions, as well as a variety of other phases. SiMON's h5ve been
developed with a view toward application in heat engines (37, 38). However, these materials are still
in early development and have not been used in engine demonstration programs to date. It is likely that
they will play a role in future engine programs. SIMON phases are of major importance in determining
the controlling the grain boundary phases which in turn control the behavior of IIPSN and SSN. Therefore,
understanding phase relationships in these systems is of major importance. These phase relationships are
discussed in the papers of Prof. K.t. Jack and his students at Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (39-41).

CVD-SN in very thin layer form is currently an important electronic material. Building on this thin
film techo logy some research in the use of CVD-SN coatings and optical windows is in progress, but bulk
CVD-SN has yet to be demonstrated as a structural material.

Silicon Carbide Based Ceramics

The silicon carbide based families of ceramic materials include-

Hot Pressed SiC (lIP-SiC)

Reaction Sintered (or bonded) SiC's (RS-SiC)

Sintered SiC's (S-SiC)

Silicon Carbide/Silicon Composites (Sil/Comp)

Chemically Vapor Deposited Silicon Carbide (CVD-SiC)

REACTION-BONDED SILICON NITRIDES

RECENT ADVANCES:

*INCREASING COMPONENT DENSITIES
2.2 glcc - 2.7 gkc

*RATE-CONTROLLED REACTION BONDING
-IMPROVED MATERIALS UNIFORMITY

Property 1972 1978

p (1cc) 2.2 2.7 Figure 6. REACTION-BONDED SILICON NITRIDES

4-Pt MOR-RT (ksi) -17 -36

Stress Rupture Failure >300 Hour
at 2200 F, 30 ksi Suspension

Oxdtlon - -6% -0.15%
Weight Gain In
200 Hours at 1900 F
(Worst Case)

hlot Pressed SIC can be formed with various densification aids, but only lHP-SiC utilizing A1203 ad-
ditions has been considered for high performance engine applications (42). Properties of NC-203, the
most mature example of this material are shown in Table VI, while tIP-SiC is not as strong as HPSN at
low temperatures, it retains useful strength out to ,1400*C. Thus, it might be an attractive material
where high strength is required at 14006C or beyond. The major drawback of this material is the need
to diamond machine parts from a hot pressed billet.



Reaction Sintered (or bonded) Silicon Carbides, cover a wide range of compositions and msanufaicturinig
processes (T41). Typical examples of these materials include; BN' Refel , V1, NC-130, \C-43S, and lord
Siliconized Silicon Carbide. While each material is formed bY its own proprietary process, in general,
a plastic body is formed of SiC powder, graphite, and plasticizer. lin some variants ot the process Sit
powder plus a char forming plastic binder are used (414). The plastic body' is pressed, ext ruded, itiJec
tion molded or otherwise formed into a green body. Plasticiz-ers are burned off or Converted to a por-
ous char by pyrolyssis. Silicon metal as a liquid or vapor is intruded inito the body and reacts with the(
graphite powder o r char to form SiC in situ, which react ion s inters (or bonds) the component . I xccs
silicon is usually left to fill an>y voids, thus yielding a non-porous body. Suich mat erialIs exiibit
quite reasonable strengths, and hold them to the melting point of ! I icon ( 1410

0
"C) or beyond, dependent

upon the amount of free silicon retained. A variety of successfukl expterimentatl gas turbine components,
such as combustors or stators have been made by this materials/proces's route.

Sintered Si licon Carbide is a rather recent innovat ion. [chk nefi t of having a fully dense si I icon
carbide -with no silicon, and not requ::'-ing expensive machining ( i with IIP-SiC) , was recognized ver y
early. However, pressureless sintering of SiC to full density ' y thought unattainable until Irociacka
demonstrated that by using B and C additions, B-SiC could hp. s intred to near full density at 2000"C.
Prochazka also demonstrated that sintered 6-SiC could be formed into useful shapes be' slip casting, die
pressing and extrusion. D~istribution of the carbon addit ive anid exaggerated grain growth of i-SiC Were
found to interfere with densification. Coppola and McMurtry (461 developed sintcred Lx-SiC in an effort
to eliminate the problems associated with the S-a transformation. Sintered i-SiC has been demonstrated
in several engine applications. Table VI provides some additional properties for sintered xSiC.

React ion -Formed SiC/Si Composites, developed by, Ifl Iig ( 17) , are the first enginteered compoite
ceramic/ceramic materials which offers the 1p0ssibilIity of low cost for st ructural components. The proct'ss
consi sts of start ing with a graphite (or carbon) clothi, tow, felt, chopped fiber array or any other pos-
sible precursor; forming a precursor preform by any one of a variets' of -outtes; and ilfi ItCt i~ tni uitid
Si into the graphite precursor. The atol ten Si reacts with the graphiite mater iatls to formn pol cs t illi ii.
SiC fibers (which may or may1 not have graphite fibter cores, dependent upon p~rocess pitrameter) tit lSi
matrix. The result is a futll l dense oxidat ion resistant body with about 30 to 50 vol ', Si I it uttorCL b\,
SO) to 70 vol %SiC. (Ib'is high percentage of Si and the fibrous SiC morpholotiv makes tii matertial qutite
different rrom RefelI- ty-pe materials) . Whi le the material Shows pr-omiso Of V:tSC alli Ve'st tilit 'oV ii'l-
ricat iott, it is not vet c lear what the costs mets be. file material otfers tie abilIiti- to des igit aIC!1
pos ito componetit optimized for itechan ical and thtermtal1 requtircements. Hit imi tee ia Is trenth is at itSlit
50,00)0 to 60,000) psi level. Prelimintary st ross rutu~ttre data itdicate tha~t tile strength of this mterial
is indepetndent of time below 1300'C, ttil ike Most high temlic0rattl. CCI'Mtni cs -48) . lerheips tie 171st il

crigu inig advanitage is t ha t damaged areas have bieni creoed andu tilie c otpoiletoi repai roil WithI improe l p ro-
pert hevs. The presence of free siilicotn would lie thought to limit a ise to t emperatures if -2100tt . 11!
spite of this , the material has been used itt an experittental combhustiott liiter appl icit ion att t otlierat totlrs
abotve 26011 F (47) . Al though the material is still in a ve-ry early stage of Jeteliipttottt , thle fact 111tt
it is an ''engineered" composite sinteritI makes it aI vet'e CXc iti[ug 3)eW LIOVoloptuteit.

(Vi) - S illicon Cacriide itt cont rast to CVPi-S i 3N has been produtced ini hit k. (13S t1itch iltie cospoitt tab-
ricat ion capabtility-, inu tditng radial and axial rotors has bteetn deotstrated C.19) . IThe st retugt It roiet ik.
shiow,,it, inTable' V1 represent thle lower end of tite scatter baitd. the s-crN large scatter ot sti-tlipth itllt
CVDt-Sil: is still a maj or problets dite to colitmner grains and res idlt deposit iout res istance. Atit Iicr
major drawback from ati application point of view is likely- to he cost . Tile process itay ho usefl"lil
coating SiC ceramics formed by store conveintional rotutes.

VI . Property -Requirements Comparison

'TO illucst rate how laalable mater ialIs properties coiparo w itht des ilgu retqttiremenit s, we Will I -5V. tueV

the tensile strength - component stress situation. Obviously, in a real prelimiliarY iusg/~tri'
select ion study, a similar process must lie gone through for creep), stress ruptulre, os idutt ionl cor ro- ii
erosion, etc. Figures 7 and 8 show the st rentgth vs. temperature boiehaioc of earlu OtsSilIicoit nitr iii-
and~ silicon cantbides respectively. Super imposed ott thle same figlires We 1tasO MippethCL tie streCss us sxi" t el
at the major design poits of vanes, atnd blades for iiati-rated andi IlimitedlIi ft, enititt' as shtown ini I it,.
It is important to note that the design stresses are maximum princeiple tetisi Ic stices, wlterc;it tll(
strengllth measurements are -4 point modulus of rupture MNOR) Istrengthis. Illeref'tre , ill o ler to tap 11lie
st resses we have adapted the conservat ive conuvent ion of settitng the tents il IcSt centtg as hlIf if thli

Ilit. MOlt strength. Tbhis uinderest imates the true tensile st rengthi of the cecati i c l o lt! or pi- i it -
try design it is an accepitable artifice.

A~s catt be seen in Figture- 7 antI 8, aill materials wi th the except ion tof one varietN of I) 11t\ atppear
to be suitable its vatne materials. However, econoimic ctutsitli it ions would rule out the( hit prc-cd lt i-
con nitrides and sil icon carbidles for this appl icatlout. Similarly. te Ilikelihoiod thai~t coi't,ttor pat ten
factors would prodluce temperatures near or above the meltilog point of silicon rutiles outt ttc materialIs

wihhih(~8~)feeS.Thusx we ire left with several RRSN's SSN, S-Sit, and severtl reliction sitered

SiC's as viable candidates, for vanes from the strength point of slew. It is importilt t eeml iua i .
that a similar eva luat ion for other properties will further reduce this list. l or exsamp Ic, a -1011 lourt
requirement may eliminate RRS\ materials on the basis on oxidat ion resistance.

A simi lar evaltuat ion shows that qutite a few materials appear to have atdequtate strentgtht it tempera-
SUre for both the blade airfoil antI the airfoil platform transition requiirements. (Note in this case
creep considerations will v'ery probably reduce She number of vi able canid tatec matcci a ls). H owever , in I y
IIPSN or IIPSiC presently appears acceptable for the dovetail. Sinteredl silicont carbide attd sitnteredt
silicon nitride look promising If their strength can be increased by about 2S-501.

The major point to be drawn from the above is that looking only at sthort time strength the currett
level of high temperature strength (ca 1900-25OOUh is not the limiting problem, bitt interr-iiate temp-
erature (ca 14001900ROF) strength (which occur in areas of highest stress) is. On the ottiehat, if otne
were to go through a similar analysis for creep or time dhependlent strength properties, requirements for
improved high temperature behavior would most likely emerge. In the nest section we will show examples
of how time dependent materials behavior might tie factoredl into the preliminary design process.
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VII. Time Dependent Properties

In the gas turbine engine the ceramic material will see a very complex superposition of environmental
factors. For example, high temperatures (imposing substantial radial and axial thermal gradients),
varying contact and aerodynamic loads, oxidation (with the possibility of intermittent locallized re-
duction), erosion/corrosion, vibration etc., will all be occurring aird interaction in ways not yet fully
understood. This complex environment will produce equally complex materials responses. Creep, slow
crack growth, pitting, surface layer formation and alteration, crack healing etc. may all be proceeding
simultaneously, and Interacting in ways not yet observed. In spite of all of this complexity and uncer-
tainty, there is one thing which wc can state with assurance. Namely, the surface and near surface
character after hundreds of hours of duty cycle exposure will not be the same as that of the "virgin"
material originally put in the engire. Therefore, it is prudent to initiate laboratory scale tests to
model and measure what might happen to materials properties after environmental exposure. While it is
impossible in a laboratory test on MOR bars to duplicate engine environments, it is at least possible
to evaluate what long time exposure combined with thermal cycling in air or combustion gas will do to the
strength of candidate ceramics materials. Quinn at MMR . (51), Rcherson and Carruthers at Airesearch
(52) and S idells at VW (53) have conducted such studies. All of the, have found that there is, in
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general, a significant reduction in the strength of the candidate ceramics by such exposure. Table VII
gives some results from the work of Quinn for 6 such materials exposed to the oxidative exposure cycle
reported in ref. 51. Also in Table VII are results from the work of Richerson and Carruthers on RBSN
and sintered a-SiC tested in their combustion rig (52).

Knowing that the various classes of candidate materials may undergo strength degradation in these
laboratory tests, it would be appropriate for the designer to apply a "strength reduction factor" to
those parts of his design where appropriate. In this case if a RT strength of 100,000 KSI is required r
of a IIPSN part that has spent several hundred hours cycling between 2500F and RT, that level of strength
will not be available (the strength will he 'S0,000 KSI).

High temperature strength or stress rupture data on samples exposed to such cycles is not available
at present. Stress-rupture tests on uncycled samples do show time dependence for these materials so that
one must assume that the strength available in the part will decrease with exposure time. Thus the
available evidence indicates that the designer should use the lower strength values typical of exposed
samples rather than MOR data from short time tests on "virgin" materials. Table VIII lists MOR-stress
rupture strengths at 300 hours and 1200*C (2200F) from the data of Quinn (54). Figure 9 shows how these
stress-rupture values reduce the options available to the designer. Also note that there are still
materials with satisfactory properties at 220OF for the vane, blade and airfoil. Using the stress rup-
ture data it appears that improved materials may be required for the blade airfoil/platform transition.
Again increases of the order of 20-50% would seem to be required.

Table VII. COMBINED THERMAL EXPOSURE -
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS OF ENGINE CERAMICS TO 2500 F

Virgin Exposed % Change
Material MOR (ksi) MOR (ksi) in MOR Laboratory and Test-Condition

NC-132 HPSN 104 50.5 -51

NC-203 HP SiC 99 102 +3/

NC-350 RBSN 43 35 -19 AMMRC - 360 hourSO0 cycles in

KBI-RBSN 30 24 20 air and flame [511

Silcomp - Si/SiC 47 32 -32

Ford - RBSN 42 36 -15

ACC RBSN-101 37.4 29.4 -21 Airesearch - 350 hour/1700

Sintered a-SIC 45.8 45.9 0 cycles in combustor gas 1521

Table VIII. 300-HOUR STRESS
RUPTURE STRENGTHS AT 1200 C

Strength
Material - ksi -MPA

NC-132 (HPSN) 35 245

NC-350 (RBSN) 50 345

KB I -RBSN 28 195

Ford -RBSN 40 280

NC-203 (HP SiC) 60 410

a-Sintered SiC 40 280

NC-433 (RS-SiC) 45 315 1<

NC-435 (RS-SiC) 45 315

Data from Quinn, 4-point flexural
stress-rupture
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VIII. Desirable Nearterm Material Improvements

In the two foregoing sections we have shown that while adequate materials strength exists to
consider the use of ceramics in some limited life airborne engine applications, due to time dependent
property considerations strength improvements for both Si3N and SiC materials on the order of 20 to
50% are in some cases desirable and in other cases necessary. As discussed in section II, concurrent
increases in the Weibull Modulus "m" are also desired (a higher "m" in both the as fabricated and the
service exposed conditions.) What is the likelihood of attaining property increases of this order?

For the silicon nitride families of materials the outlook is quite good for achieving the above
goals from RT to -1350*C. The use of the grain boundary engineering (GBE) approach (54, 55) coupled
with microstructural optimization is leading to considerably improved properties. At a recent meet-
ing, Dr. Komeya of Toshiba showed results on a sintered Si3N, which on a laboratory size sample under
fast fracture conditions maintained 200,000 psi strength from RT to 1-1000'C and was significantly
stronger than NC-132 out to 1350"C (56). As this material had a crystallized Y203 :A120 3 :SiO 2 :Si 3N4
grain boundary, long term phase stability and considerably less than 50% strength fall off after en-
vironmental exposure can be anticipated. However, this anticipation needs to he verified in practice.
No data on Weibull Modulus of this material was presented, but HIPPING of such near full density
sintered products should considerably increase the Weibull "m".

In the area of reaction bonded silicon nitride recent work by Giachello and Popper (36) has shown
that RBSN can be made significantly stronger from RT to about 1000*C-1100*C and more oxidation resis-
tant out to .1350C. This significant development coupled with the relative ease of fabrication of RBSN
should yield material which meet the requirements of vanes and blades shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

In the area of SiC, attainment of 90,000 psi with a Weibull Modulus of 12-20 is considered a
reasonable target for the near term. Phoenix, et al, have recently reported on progress towards attain-
ing this goal (57). A sintered a-SiC with such properties would be expected to maintain them from RT
to 1400'C with little time dependence of strength.

These near term materials improvements are proceeding mainly from state of the art materials
processing efforts. Table IX presents some advances in processing technology which might significantly
and favorably impact the homogeneity, reliability and cost of ceramic engine hardware.

Table IX
POSSIBLE NEW DIRECTIONS FOR
ENGINE CERAMICS PROCESSING

FLUIDIZED BED NITRIDATION

FLUIDIZED BED ADDITION AND PREREACTION OF
DENSIFICATION AIDS

DEVELOPMENT OF SINTERING FOLLOWED BY
CLADLESS HIP

POWDER PRODUCTION FROM ORGANIC PRECURSORS

FORMATION OF HIGH STRENGTH. LOW a CERAMIC BY
DEVITRIFICATION OF N2 OR C CONTAINING GLASS

POST FABRICATION THERMAL TREATMENTS
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The point is that many materials science and engineering approaches have yet to be exploited and
the application of these approaches will result in continued improvement of the silicon nitride and
silicon carbide families of materials.

IX. Scenario for Ceramic Introduction into Airborne Engines
r

Based on what the authors have presented above, as well as, their ongoing surveillance of the state
of the art in monolithic ceramics, and thermal barrier coatings the following scenario for introduction
of ceramics into Airborne Engines operating at n2200 to 2500F, TIT, is proposed:

SCENARIO FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF CERAMICS
INTO AIRBORNE ENGINES

Bearings:

* Limited Life El
*APU El
* Man Rated

Thermal Barrier Coatings

*Limited Life and APU

combustors El
transitions El
vanes A-El
blades A......

OMan Rated

combustors El
transitions
vanes
blades A-= El -

Monolithic Ceramics

*Limited Life and APU

vanes El
blades El

eMan Rated

vanes .
blades A

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Key: A = Start R4D

El = Start Engineering Development for Specific Systems

X. Summary

This paper has reviewed some aspects of brittle materials design, systems requirements for
small airborne engines, the requirements these impose on the ceramic materials and the ability
of the existing ceramics to meet these requirements. We have seen that for some limited life and
APU applications that existing ceramics have a reasonable chance of successful use as engine compo-
nents. For other applications strength (also creep, and other time dependent properties) will have
to be improved. Our judgment is the 20-50% increases in strength which appear to be required for
long life man rated applications are attainable by extension of the current state of the art. Based
on this optimistic assessment a scenario was presented which outlines, in the authors opinion, when
work should be initiated to have airborne ceramics engine ready for the mid 80's to the end of the
century.

... 11 ' II I I Ill I rl .. .. . .. . .. I~l ll I . . . . . . ... . .
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REQ OIREMENTS FOR MATERIALS FOR LAND VEHICLE GAS TURBINES
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SUMMARY

The gas turbine has many virtues as a power plant for land-vehicles, including low maintenance cost, low

noise, vibration and emissions and good "driveability". Estimates of production costs indicate that the
turbine need be no more expensive in first cost than reciprocating engines. To be competitive, the gas
turbine needs only to demonstrate low fuel consumption. This can be achieved by the use of high working
temperatures and an effective heat exchanger. Low cost materials are therefore being developed for
operation at high temperatures and which can be fabricated into the complex components used in gas turbines.
After a review of the requirements anit duty cycles of gas turbines for land vehicles, the material
requirements for each of the major components are discussed.

I INTRODUCTION

The gas turbine has many virtues as a power-plant for land-vehicles, including low maintenance cost, low
noise, vibration and emissions and good "driveability". Estimates of production costs indicate that the
turbine need be no more expensive in first cost than reciprocating engines. To be competitive, the glas
turbine needs only to demonstrate low fuel consumption similar to that of the Diesel engine. By discussing
the requirements for land-vehicle power-plants, it will be shown how engine concepts and working cycles are
being developed, and how improvements in materials will contribute to making the gas turbine a major
competitor in this field.

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND-VEHICLE POWER-PLANT

The requirements for a land-vehicle power-plant are as follows, wil tl relative imporI:nre in various
applications as show:i in figure 7:-

Low fuel consumption
Low maintenance cost
High reliability

Good driveability (response)
Multi-fuel capability

Low first cost
Low weight
Small bulk
Low noise and vibration
Comptie-ice of emissions with legal restrictions

The main types of vehicle under consideration are cars, long distance trucks, earth-moving vehicles and
fighting vehicles. The above order of importance varies slightly according to vehicle type - for trucks
and earth-moving vehicles running costs are paramount, ie low fuel consumption, low maintenance cost and
high reliability (minimum down-time). For fighting-vehicles, response and low overall weight are important
and low fuel consumption is required to reduce fuel weight. For cars, the priorities are a mor, coIplex
mixture, but low fuel consumption at part-load and idle is essential. Filures 1 to :3 show breakdowns
of time spent at various power-levels for different types of vehicle and show that good part-load fuel
consumption is a requirement common to all types of land-vehicle.

3 TIIERMODYNAMIC CYCLE

The working cycle which has been evolved to meet the above requirements is that of a low-pressure ratio with
heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is necessary to give good part-load fuel consumption - las turbines
without heat exchangers can give competitive full-load specific fuel consumption (sfc) at high pressure
ratios (around 20:1), but are very poor at part-load. With the heat-exchanger, the variation of sfc with
load is much flatter, like that of the Diesel engine, and there is the additional advantae( thal the opt imum
is achieved at low pressure ratios - around 4 to ti.

The main performance parameters affecling the identified priorities are:-

Combustion temperature, usually referred to as turbine entry temperature or TI71.

Cycle pressure ratio.

Heat exchanger effectiveness, ie proportion of exhaust heat recovered.

Compressor and turbine aerodynamic efficiencies.

Miscellaneous losses - mechanical loss, duct pressure loss, mass flow losses
both intentional (cooling flows) and unintentional (leaks).
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The above parameters all affect specific fuel consumption and also specific power, the amount of' power
per unit mass flow of air theough tile engine. If specific power is increased, engine size, and hence
weight, can be reduced for the same output power. Component efficiencies are influenced by the
characteristics of the material used, as will be discussed later. Here it is assumed that tihey are maximised
and losses are minimised. Figure 4 shows the effect of the major cycle parameters - "117, pressure ratio and
heat exchanger effectiveness - upon specific fuel consumption and specific power. It illustrates the
importance of using the highest TI't7 and heat exchanger effectiveness possible, and also of selecting tile
optimum pressure ratio. Material properties are the main obstacle to raising temperatures and achieving
reliable low-cost heat exchangers. The incidence of optimum pressure ratio at a value which can be attained
by single stages of compressor and turbine is crucial in making the gas turbine feasible for automolive
use, as tile construction is greatly simplified and production cost reduced.

Current specific fuel consumption of Diesel engines is around 0.21 to t.2.1 k' 1/kWh ((.35 to (t..0 lbhph) and
may be expected to reduce within a few years to t0.11 or 0.21 kg/kWh (i).30 to 0.35 lb/hph). In order to be
competitive, the gas turbine must achieve an sic below 0.20 kg/kWh (0.33 lb/hph) and a specific power
approaching 250 kWs/ky (150 hps/lb). Figure 4 shows that the gas turbine begins to be competitive at a
TEXI of 1350K and a heat exchanger effectiveness of 0.135. This is feasible in a metal engine with current
technology, but reliability must be proved. Curves are also shown for a T' of 1.150K, probably the limit
for a metallic engine of the simplicity required for land-vehicle use - anti for the turbine entry
temperatures of 1550K and 1o50K likely to be achieved by first anl second generation ceramic engines.

4 E*; INE CONiCEPT

Within the cycle considerations outlined above, two engine concepts have evolved. Most development engines
built to date have been based upon the two shaft, free power turbine engine (Figure 5). The free power
turbine with variable incidence vanes is necessary to give flexibility of operation (not least the
availability of high torque at low output speed). The variable vanes also allow the lTf to remain high
at part-load, which is necessary for good part-load fuel consumption.

The single-shaft engine (Figure 0,) has currently been revived as the constantly-variable transmission has
come within reach, together with tile micro-processor to provide the necessary programming. This enline
has fewer components in concept than the two-shaft engine and is basically simpler. However, variable
c,,mpressor geometry as well as variable turbine geometry will be necessary to give qood part-load fuel
t, isumpt ion. This together with the complicated transmission would tend to rule it out. (However, a
single radial turbine could be used in the place of the two turbine stages of the two-shaft engine.
Ietailed stress analysis by Arnold (ref 1) has indicated that this could allow a significant increase ill
TET without increased metal temperatures. This makes the single-shaft engine very attractive.

Table I lists tile components of an automotive gas turbine engine and compares the two types of engine.

Looking further ahead, a futuristic concept for which Noel Penny Turbines Ltd has commissioned performance
studies, is a twin-spool gas turbine of high pressure-ratio (30:1) . This would have specific fuel
consumption comparable to the best of the low-pressure engines presented above, and higher specific power.
The concept requires a simple variable transmission andi a variable-lroughpui heal exchanger programmed to
achieve optimum economy from idle to maximum power. The engine would be a small sealed-for-life unit
which would fit in a suitcase. The turbomachinery required would be very small. Noel Penny 'lu rbines has
tested a compressor of diameter 26 mm and a turbine of diameter 12 mm, altiough not in cottnn-ction withi
this enigine. The turbine in particular is ideal for construction in ceramic.

5 DtIrrY CYCLLS

In selection of power-plant materials, it is very important to consider the vehicle (Juty cycle. hor all
land-vehicles, the duly cycles are very arduous, as is shown by the low-cycle fat iue and creep) lives
demanded of the rot at ing and hot components. Table 2 compares duty cycles of cars with Itat of trucks
and earth-moving vehicles. This shows tie major factors affecting t-e life of tie main components - termal
shock, low-cycle fatigue and creel). Thermal shock is experienced at every cold start. Thermal gradients
of several hundred degrees are experienced in combustor, turbine rotors anti Structures, aund eat exchanter,
leading to very high t iermal stresses. This is a complex phenomenon involving aspects of creep and fat itue,
and can only be evaluated by engine runnint.

Low-cycle fatI i.ue results from cycling of stress withi time, usually in gas turbines associate t with chanmgt's
in shaft speei. Table 2 indicates that the low-cycle fatlique life requi red for romponentis will be of the,
order of 500,OOOt cycles, whicth is ain order of mag ' nitule lirger thant for aero-enq i ties. A\lso, a much hitlher

proportion of the time is spent at peak rat inq, especially in truck etgines, than in aero-e'tmtlies, wher-
the peak ratiii is used only aiout 1% of the time. 'Ibis means thal desigin creep lives in attiomotive (as
turbines must be much longjer than in aircraft gJas turbines.

it (FINER.H L MT '.RIA I.I' tI'\.lS

(areful material select ion is one way in which tile tesi(lner tnards algainst failure ii Servilrp. lilt,
obtjective in developing advanced materials is to allow t'nmhtponents tO operale in mute- ardutus crii it tts
without prejudicinI reliability. 'lypicuil failire modes in entlines ate as follows:-

Fracture tite to igross overload

lieldin l tie to !lross overload

Fracture due to crelp.
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Fracture due to low-cycle fatigue (including thermal fatigue).

Elastic instability (buckling).

Vibration - leading to engine roughness or fracture due to high-cycle fatigue.

Excessive deflection, leading to mal-function,

Fracture under impact.

Corrosion.

Abrasion.

Apart from strength atil failure considerations, there are many other design considerations, of which one
of the most important is time ability to form the requiredi shape. This is important in gas turbines as
high performance blmidinq requires complex shapes Withi thin sections. A full list of design considerations
is given in, Table 3.L

A further important consideration in choosing a material is the amount and consistency of data available
ais to its properties. A well-documented material is often chosen in psreferenice to a material Withi higher
strength but less documentation, in order to minimise development risk. Similarly, a reduction of scatter
in, say, fat ique strengthi, would permit a higher dlesign strength without changing the nominal strength
of the materi at, as minimum properties are always used in design calculat ions. St ress-levels are commonly
chosen to achieve a 99Tt probability of survival of thep designm life. In metals this usually implies
a safety factor of -I in fat igue life and it in creep life. A requisite of any replacement material is that
it shtouldi be consistent enough to amllow some prac tical dietermination of life before entry into service.

7 DErA ILEI) HEQtl EM1E.IlS iii Cit'NlIONENTS

7.1 Compressor

Thel( pe~rfo rmance req~ui rementIs m of ime c ompirsso r aite to achieve tflip opt i mum p rca 5mre i-atii fommr thle c hoseni
TIT with highm efficienty andi am broimi flow range ;it part -load to enable time T171 to be kept high at that
conmd it ion. lDepelmdi snq ipoti time- chosetn eycle, the( requ iredl pressurte ratio is likely to he ill tIme rangl~e
I to it. to1 order to achieve igl.h efficiency andi broad rangle, thin bladinq witim sweep-back must be, as ed.
As sweep-bark is inatromimicedm, rim speeui and ihence stress is inc reasedi Tl Tmsa ter ialI to lie usedi musmt t hereflore

bie capable of mevelopini; thigh spec ifir st rength in thick sect inns and i te ability to bie formed (or maChIi n ed)
ito complex tin sectiotts. A~s bladie thicknesses are mietermimem Imy maufactutring capaii ity andi not st ress
limits (alhotItmi viibratory stress calm lead to fai hire itt himii-cycle fat ique) , there is considerabmle
admvamita;mg int is i me; thio I imqim (st maitemri at withI sufi i ci ett s trenngtim, ratiter thiani time one Witli fil, i est

St emgtm-iiti vrat io. althiougIi weiqIii-smv inam itt relat iott to tile whole enmgi ne is samall, it is v it mliv
impomrtantl to minimise time Ipolair moment of inertia mif tite compressor sihaft as imis is ime( mainm factor
goverin tg respmonmse t imes. itesig im strmesses int atomot ive. compressors mist be kept mmacih lower thiani im oi Imher
ilas tumriibines iecamise of time larg' tmbiet of majomr cycltes (mimties in St casy St cess-tevel) re~ioicesi.

Cumrremt materi at capaii ity is as follows:

Alimminai um altloy - uisedi up to 5.5 pressu re ra timo.

Steel - could bie musemi to iciievie pressure ratin mof 7-
disadvanmt age is highm diensit y, imenmce highqi inert i a.

Titamnium alloy - coulmi hem usedi at pressure rat ios timp to ii
iisisvanttles ire' cost anmi poomr aibrasioni resi stamnce
lemittg in complex anmi costly simalt fi xints arranglement.

7.2 Tuiriite Nozzle l.anes

rim' tuiribine nuzzle vanes itre gjeneril ly time hoimoest part mof' ftim enqlite, illm ire tnot so hmumlily-st ressei as then
rotmor iblammims. Thme italy impoisedi st resses ire' itt bimcimm fimic to gas loadms, amtd these mire in absolmute terms
low. ilowevm'r, timerme is likely to lie ain overall variatiion (maximumm tin minimm) in temtperatuire marounds time
iianlus oif at least 3(rm of time combumstor temperature rise. The tempseratumre of tie hli est vanme is
herefore likely tio lie 70 - IW5K hi'Iglmec than time nomiiml Ti1 andi mit such tempermitures time creepIs t remngthi

of even time lies t camst nickel alloys is such ithiat (mis tendi sq st resses iecome s iqn ifi cant * Anomim er fantor
is that oxisdation mof nickel alloys stairts tio occur abomve I:eOK. In ordimr to minimism' cost, it is mdesiraible
to mise vanes without coat inqs or coimlinq . Sucim vanes mire likely to ime limited to am maximum temperature

of lR4M, iii torn limit in.; the engline to a TEii of ait most 1350K (see igiure I fot mffmects mof performanuce).

Wilti coal ins to remdice oximation imandm small amouints if cmmmil t, whicht cams lie introdumcedl simply, lumrhmiam
enmtry tempterataires oif I.50K could lie achiev'ed in a metmil eng ine. bieyondi thamt temperature, cermimirs woulmi
lie introdiucedi. Thiir majlor virtues are glom st reath mit hii gilempera t un', excel lent oxisdatiomn r's i stance,0
low dieinsit y, loiw raiw materi aI cost ail low coefficient of expansioni. Prol]ems yet to ftim overcome are them
development of proven stesigas incorpormitinq; low pnlaist icily materiails capablle mf retliablle longi-life, operaionsi
mover a wide ratige of tempmeratuire O ncludingr suli-7pro) , andm wiiie scalter of pmropertis's. Htmwever, these
arei far less serimous iii time tmrbine nozzle vaness thanm itt tlie rotir amnid commsiderat ionm is heming Igiven tom thn
mine oif ceramic vanes with met mu hr rotors in emeoJine' s p t 1,11^. Siuch mi an en Ste woul ie n complmet iv, Wtitlm
amdvancesd Diesel engiines, ;is iliscmissed'illm sectisn :t ism relaition tom I imiminn I.
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Further gains will be achieved when ceramic rotors can be introduced - figure 4 also shows engines with
turbine entry temperatures of 1550K and 1650K, as are currently being proposed. This is further discussed
in the next section.

7.3 Turbine Rotors

Turbine rotors are subject to conflicting requirements - high creep and oxidation resistance in the blades
and high fatigue strength in the rotor. In general, creep strength is associated with large grain size
and fatigue strength with very small grain size. Cast alloys have been developed to maximise the former,
and in the latter case forging alloys. In large gas turbines, the solution is to use different materials
for blades and disc. In small engines, the cost of root fixings is prohibitive and generally the
solution has been to cast the disc integrally with the blades and restrict the rim speed of the disc so
that bore stresses are not too high for the cast material. As TEl is raised, restrictions from nozzle
temperature being removed as discussed in section 7.2, the turbine rotor becomes the next limiting
consideration. The ways around this are to:-

a) Cool the rotor blades - too expensive for automotive engines.

b) Use a radial turbine - this has the characteristic that the highest blade stress and the highest
metal temperature do not coincide as closely as in the axial turbine and hence higher TE'r can be
used. This effect is much more marked at the expansion ratio of 5 or ,:l of the single-shaft engine
than at the expansion ratio of 2:1 typical of each turbine stage in the two-shaft engine.

c) Form the turbine by one of the powder-metallurgy/hot isostatic pressing methods. This appears to
offer better blend of properties than the integrally-cast rotor and it is considered that in
combination with (b), a TE. of 1450K could be achieved with a single-shaft engine.

d) Use a ceramic turbine. Subject to the problems noted in section 7.2, turbine entry temperatures of
1550 - 1650K are possible. Turbine blading is likely to be shorter and thicker than in metal turbi, -s
where there is continual effort to reduce trailing-edge thickness. Ceramic iading will therefore
tend to increase the aerodynamic loss.

7.4 Turbine Rotor Shroud

The gap between the tip of the rotor blade and its casing (shroud) is very difficult to control on the
first stage. This leads to a large aerodynamic loss which could be eliminated if a suitable material with
low coefficient of expansion could be used for the shroud. The shroud is often made integral with the
nozzle set, and in any case requires high thermal shock resistance in its own right. The combination of
high temperature capability with low expansion coefficient seems elusive in metallic materials and is an
advantage of ceramics.

7.5 Combustor

The flame within the combustor is stabilised by the creation of a toroidal vortex around the burner. On
leaving the recirculation zone, in which only a small amount of heat exchanger delivery air is used, the
gas temperature is typically 1800K, so much of the air flow must be used for wall cooling. This greatly
reduces the amount of air available for dilution, in which the air not used in the recirculation zone
is mixed with the burnt products to ensure complete combustion and minimise the temperature variation at
exit. Complete combustion is important in heat exchange engines, not only for performance reasons but
also to prevent heat exchanger fouling. If the temperature variation at combustor exit is reduced so is
the peak metal temperature, and a higher 1'1 can be used. There is therefore considerable advanta(.e in
allowing combustor wall temperatures to rise, thus reducing the amount of cooling air used. The main
obstacles to this are oxidation and thermal stress. The latter is caused by variations in tenperature
along the wall of the combustor, in which one factor is cool areas around air admission holes, and (much
less important in metallic combustors), through-thickness temperature qradients. Ceramic combustors are
highly likely to be used to overcome these problems and these may well use laminated construction to combat
wall-cracking.

7.6 Heat Exchangers

[feat exchangers used in automotive enlgine development have been of two types, ti ceramic rolatin q regeineralor
anu the metallic counter-flow recuperator. The former has been highly favourid by virtue of its small
hulk, and intensive research has been conducted to overcome its basic problems, namely leakag!e ant lack
of reliability. It consists of a rotating disc typically 60 mm deep and up to 700 mm in diameter, and
composed of a honeycomb of triangular passages roughly parallel to the axis of rotation. T)p i cal mat riX
dimensions are 0.7 mm (height) hy t).t mm (ase) with t.1 mm wall thickness. 'the disc rotates at at ont
20 rev/min such that exhaust gas and compressor he livery air pass alternately thronh the same passaqe,
transferring heat to and from the walls and thus from exhaust to combustor inlet air. As tlu two air
streams pass through in opposite directions, one face of the disc is maintained at l0O0K and Ihe othr at
500K (figures are given for an engine with a T1 of ISO37 . The rim is usually at the lemperature of thie
cool side. The wall temperature of the passaties fluctuates ty :K in each cycle of the disc. wi th, slach
a complex temperature system, considerable thermal stress is set up. Stressos may he minimised bY use of
a low coefficient of expansion ant ralculat ions have indicated that a suitable value is aubolt 0., x Il - ,' p'r K.
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Further requirements are:-

a) Resistance to attack by sulphuric acid, which arisesfrom sulphur in the fuel aid condenses in the
regenerator, and to attack from salt in the air.

b) Low thermal conductivity to prevent heat flow through the disc thickness, which would reduce the

thermal efficiency of the heat exchanger.

c) High specific heat

d) Low wall thicknesses - reduction to 0.05 mm would significantly benefit thermal ratio..

Recuperators are generally constructed from stainless steel. The most effective type consists of a
counter-flow core composed of a stack of plates with convoluted fins, with a cross-flow entry system.
As in the regenerator, there is a complex thermal stress system, particularly severe at cold start. A major
problem is thermal shock at the attachment of the matrix to the leading-edge bars facing the exhaist stream -
it is difficult to provide a strong location for the matrix without creating a large difference in
thermal inertia between the supporting structure and the thin plates of the matrix. The matrix must also
be capable of supporting the pressure difference of five atmospheres between the channels carrying the two
streams of gas. Wetal temperatures in the recuperator are higher at part-load than at full-load as a
consequence of the need to keep TET high for good part load fuel consumption. The use of stainless steel
is therefore ruled out as turbine entry temperatures go above 1350K, nickel alloy or ceramic being used
instead. Ability to be formed into complex shapes with a sheet thickness of 0.1 man or less is essential.

8 CONCLUSIONS

With its air-rich continuous combustion providing low exhaust pollution and simple silencing, coupled with
the absence of reciprocating masses and vibration, the gas turbine has major virtues as a land-vehicle
power plant. It needs only to demonstrate overall fuel economy comparable with advanced reciprocating engines
to gain worldwide acceptance for volume production.

Two engine concepts are currently feasible, single-shaft and two-shaft (free power turbine), both with heat
exchanger. Whichever is chosen, the solution will require materials capable of operating at high temperature
for a very long and arduous life. Only in this way will high turbine entry temperatures and effective and
reliable heat exchangers be available. As important is the ability to create complex shapes in thin sections,
for high performance turbo-machinery and heat-exchangers. Competitive engines can be made by use of cast
nickel super-alloys and hot isostatically-pressed nickel super-alloys offer further increase in temperature.
Ceramics are likely to be considered increasingly in such engines because of their high temperature
capability, as their other limitations are overcome.
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TABLE I - COMPARISON OF COMPONENTS OF SINGLE-SHAFT AND TWO-SHAFT ENGINES

COMPONENT SINGLE-SHAFT ENGINE TWO-SHAFT ENGINE

Compressor Single-stage centrifugal with Single-stage centrifugal

variable inlet vanes (fixed geometry)

Combustor Single tubular can Single tubular can

Turbine Single radial or two stage Single stage turbine driving
axial - probably variable compressor (axial or radial).
vanes Single stage axial power

turbine with variable vanes

Heat Exchanger Regenerator or recuperator Regenerator or recuperator

Transmission Constantly variable Conventional single or two-
stage reduction (dependent
upon shaft speeds)

Control System Electronic:controls fuel supply, Electronic:controls fuel
variable compressor and supply and power turbine
turbine vanes and transmission vanes

Other components common to both engines but having material limitations are:-

Casings and structure
Rotor Containment Rings
Mountings
Gears
Bearings - rolling element, plain (oil-lubricated) or gas
Shafts
Insulation
Bolts and Fasteners.

TABLE 2 - DUTY CYCLES OF LAND VEHICLES

CARS TRUCKS/EARTH-
MOVING VEIHICLES

Design Life (hours) 3,000 1O, (X)

Number of cold starts per hour 4 0.25

Number of cycles per hour 50 50
(idle to full load)

Time spent at full load (%) 10 i0

Required thermal shock life 12,000 2,500
(cycles)

Required low-cycle fatigue life 150,0001 5oo, hX)
(cycles)

Required creep life at full-load 300 11,()O
condition (hours)
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TABLE 3 - GENERAL CRITERIA FOR MATERIAL SELEETION

Material Characteristic Components Affected '

High tensile strength Rotors, gears, bearings, some structures

High fatigue strength (with low notch As above
sensitivity)

High temperature capability Combustor, turbine rotor blades and vanes,
(creep and oxidation resistance) hot ducts

Low density Important in rotors to keep inertia
(response-times) low

Stiffness Casings - to keep deflections low and
maintain clearances

Expansion coefficient Shrouds, casings, bolts, heat exchangers

Hardness and abrasion resistance Gears, bearings - any fretting surfaces

Impact resistance Blades (foreign object damage), rotor
containment rings, transmission, mountings

Formability - low processing cost All components, but especially bladed
components with complex thin sections

Machineability As above

Weldability Structural components

Resistance to chemical attack I corrosion Hot components; most components in marine
environment; some materials subject to
attack by oil additives, etc

Low raw material cost C. plentiful Especially affects hot components and rotors
non-strategic supply

Permeability Heat exchanger matrix

Thermal conductivity Insulation

TIME (/o)

40-

30-

20-

10-

SPOWER(%)

FIG.I. POWER USAGE - CAR ENGINE
(U S URBAN DRIVING CYCLE)
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FIG.2. POWER USAGE - EARTH MOVING VEHICLE

TiM (%)

40 '1
30-
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IDLE CRUISE FULL LOAD POWER

FIG.3. POWER USAGE - FIGHTING VEHICLE.
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TECHNOLOGIES CONCUES POUR L'UTILISATION DES CERAMIOUES DANS LES TURBORMACTEURS

par Serge BOUDIGUES
Office Notional d 'Etudes et de Recherches A erospatiales (ONERA)

92320 Chdtillon (France)

et Georges FRATACCI
Direction des Recherches, Etudes et Techniques (DRE T)

75015 Paris (France)

Les cdramiques se distinguent des mat~riaux r~fractaires utilises
dens lee parties chaudes des turborgacteurs par

- une possibilit6 d'utilisation A plus haute tempgrature,

- une masse volumique trois fois plus faible,

- une meilleure tenue en compression qu'en traction.

Nous avons abordi les probl~mes posis par l'introductjon des cgra-
miques dans lea moteurs; d'avions par deux vojes:

I- adaptation des formules technologiques utiliades avec lea m~taux,

2- conception d'une adrodynamique et d'une technologie de turbine penade
en fonction du mat~riau cdramique.

Apr~s une justification agrothermique des formules contrarotatives
adopties, 1'exposE pr~sente diverges formules de turbines int~grdes dana un
moteur complet.

Pour ce caa particulier on prdcise, pour lea subes, lea charges
a~rodynamiques, la tempgrature, lea contraintes, la fabrication en grappes,
lIa fixation aur l'aldsage du disque ... et, pour lea disques, le niveau des
contraintes, l~a possibilit6 de frettage par fibres et l'isolation thermique.

Quelques iddes aur l'adaptation aux cdramiques des formules
classiques sont prdsent~es sur des coupes de moteurs completa avec, en parti-
culier, une technologie diminuant lea pertea de charge en amont et en aval
d'un 6changeur en cdrmique.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR USE OF CERAMICS IN TURBOENGINES

Ceramics differ from refractionary metallic alloys used in hot parts
of turboengines by

- a possibility of operation at a higher temperature,

- a density three times lower,

- a better resistance in compression than in tension.

We approached the problems raised by the introduction of ceramics in
aeroengines from two sides

i) -adaptation of technological solutions used for metals,

ii) - concept of aerodynamics and turbine technology adapted to ceramic materials.(

After an serothermics justification of the contrarotative solutions
proposed, the paper presents several formulas of turbines integrated in a comple-
te engine.

In this particular case we determine, for the blades, the aerodynamic
loads, temperature, Stresses, batch fabrication, fixation on the disc circumfe-
rerec, etc ... and, for the discs, the stress level, the possibility of fretting
w~ith fihres and the thermal insulation.

A few ideas on the adaptation to ceramics of the classical formulas
truientt'd for section of complete engines with, in particular, a technique
-K pressure losses upstream and downstream of a ceramics heat exchanger.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Le vocable c~ramique recouvre une tras grande vari~t6 de produits. Nous avons pris pour base un
nitrure de silicium Si3N4 pour lequel on posside les caract~ristiques suivantes

Masse volumique ( kg9 / m' ) 2.5.10 ~
R~sistance A is rupture (Pa ) 215.10 6 (A l'smbiance)

Module d'glasticitg ( Pa 110.10IO9

Coefficient de dilatation 2,9.10-6

Conductibilit6 thermique (W/m *I) 1,7. IO-

on sait que ce mat~riau, travaille ieux en compression qu 'en traction et qu'il garde de tras
bonnes caract~ristiques jusqu'A 1500*C.

11 est donc tout particuli~rement inkdiqu6 pour les parties chaudes des turbines A gaz et plus

Sp~cialement pour lea parties tournantes (du fait de as faible densitg) surtout si on lui permet de
travailler en compression.

2 - LES TURBINES CONTRAROTATIVES

Connues depuis plus de 50 ans dsns lea turbines A vapeur (A grilles radiales) lea technologies
contrarotatives n'ont pas encore 6t6 utilis~es dans lea turbines A gsz. Elles rgclament en effet quelques
pr~cautions si V'on veut qu'elles pr~sentent un intgr~t par rapport aux formules clasaiques.

Nous ne consid~rerons que lea turbines axiales.

2.1 -Formuies classigues

Nous rappelons les triangles de vitesses des turbines haute pression des turbines B gaz
modernes (fig. 1).

U Vitesse de rotation

V. Vitesse absolue d',entrde ~rlefx
V, Vitesse absolue de sri

W, Vitesse relative de sortie grleobe

W2 Vitesse relative dsente grlembe
VV, Vz Vitesse absolue de sortie

WZ Ddviation dans la grille fixe
5
mDCviation dans la grille mobile

a oii Angle de sortie de is grille fixe

P Angle de sortie de la grille mobile

Nous considgrons une vitesse absolue de sortie axiale alors que, le plus souvent, il exiate une faible
composante tangentielle en sens inverse de la rotation. La comparaison entre lea formules classiques et
la formule contrarotative eat plus facile quand la sortie eat axiale et la faible composante tangentielle
r~siduelle peut Ztre introduite dans lea deux formuies sans altgrer la comparaison.

2.2 -Formules contrarotatives

ku t 2.2.1. - Formules- B eux grilles-mobiles

Elles consistent A faire tourner le distri-
buteu (fig 2).ivredel oembleAl ies

buteu en s(f invrs d2).ou oil s es

Vol Il n'y a ps de grille fixe ni en amont ni

VZFIG.Z en aval.

Sojent T Is tempfrature totale en sortie de chmbre6

AT Is chute de tempgrature totale dana lea deux grilles

ST Ia diffgrence entre T et Is temp~srsture totale dans Ia grille aval (teup~rature
totale relative conditionnant le fluage de l'aube)

Mw, nombre de Mach relatif B W,

Mv2 nombre de Mach relatif h Vz

Sm, d~viation dans Ia grille aval

Pour K -O on retrouve Ia formule classique.
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Noun avons trac6 sur Is figure 3 en fonction de M, : (pour Oe - 16, Mw, - 0,5, Mci - 0,5)

AT 9T AT T 

On voit cur cette planche

I') let gains apports our AT, ST et 5. sont sensibles ddja pour k - 0,5

40 Z sur A T

55 Z cur ST

10 Z cur la dfviation S.

2") au-delA de k - 0,5 on gagne tras peu. II faut donc 6viter de dipascer cette valeur. Pratiquement on
prendra:

0,25 < k <0,75

Pour une tempdrature de 1600*K en sortie de foyer, en faisant tourner la premiare grille en Sena
inverse et A demi vitesse on gagne (0,22 0,19) 1600" - 128* sur AT

(0,158 - 0,102) 1600* - 90 * cur JT

Sur la figure 4 avec OC = 18* on a donc trac6 pour X - 0 et k a 0,5 en fonction de M, AT

pour diffirentes valeurs de Mw T

On voit cur cette planche que le gain du contrarotatif n'est important que pour les valeurs de
m, > 0,5. Pour lea valeurs faibles, 0,3 et 0,4 de Mw 4 il et mne impossible de r~aliser les triangles

de vitessec das que M ddpasse 0,63 et 0,78 respectivement.

Sur la figure 5 enfin on a regardi l'influence de l'angle cK A

On voit que pour ox - 22 les gains de -A- t sont trs faibles quand on passe de la
formule classique k - 0 au contrarotatif K _ 0,5. T

Au contraire le gain augmente quand cK diminue ; pour o( - 16* il atteint 40 2 sur AT

55 Z sur dT

Sur cette figure nous avons fait figurer le nombre de Mach Mw'j relatif A la vitesse w"& (ou
Vquand X - 0) c'ear le nombre de Mach de sortie de Is premiare grille. On voit que, pour M,, donn6, (en
loccurrence 0,5) Mw, augmente quand M. augmente et quand cx diminue. Mais cette augmentation de la
vitesse relative de sortie ne doit pas augmenter lee pertes qui sont beaucoup plus sensibles A Mw, (qui
eat le me-me pour K = 0 et k - 0,5) et i tM (qui eat infdrieur de 10* pour k - 0,5).

En conclusion on peut dire que le contrarotatif eat tras avantageux, non pasen toutes circons-

tances, mais dans des cas bien prdcisgs et chiffrds sur leg planches I, II et III qui expriment les
formules mathimatiques qu'on peut facilement 6tablir

((i.kM,,s~] (*K'M.,.(V !j1 k 2 M,.') M' 1 s(f* !j tw.

hr AT -( ui*) MU2

AT

IgL + 1 - I.-s
TL

6s 16o' _ (p *L)
tlw z Mw'

M U a I

2.2.2 - Contrarotatif multigrilles

A partir de cette cellule contrarotative A deux grilles on peut gdndraliser Is formule comme

indiqug figure 6.

En prenant : L - 400 m/S ( M% - 0,5 pour T - 1623'K)

A - 0,5

on donne sur cette figure lea charges A H que 'on peut obtenir en fonction du nombre de grilles.
Soulignons que le nombre de grilles influence directement Is masse et le prix du moteur.



Les deux grilles de base donnent 390 Kj /Kg

Une grille fixe place en amont ajoute 80 Nj /Kg

lne grille mobile placas en aval ajoute 150 Kj/K 9

On voit qu'une troisiame grille si ells eat mobile est nettement plus int~ressante qu'une grille fixe (et
pourtant elle ne tourne qu'A 200 m/s).

Si l'on passe A 4 grilles

par une grille fixe en amont des trois pracadentes on gagne 80 Kj /K

par une grille mobile en aval des trois prickdentes on gagne 300 K) /Kg

La grille mobile, dens ce cas la,est donc beaucoup plus intgressante (car elle tourne 1 400 m/9).

Si Von passe a 5 grilles

par rapport aux quatre grilles prdcddentes,on gagne 80 Kj/Kg par une grille fixe placde en amont,
150 k)/K, par une grille mobile placae en aval.

En r~sumg on peut obtenir

390 Kj/Kg avec 2 grilles

540 - avec 3 grilles

840 avec 4 grilles

990 avec 5 grilles

Or lea moteurs civils lea plus performants exigent aujourd'hui moins de 900 Kj /kg et pour obtenir cette
charge ila ont besoin de:

10 grilles pour le CFM56 (SNECOA-GE)

It pour le RB211 (R.R.) (triple corps)

12 grilles pour JT9B (PN)

"_ pour CF6 (GE)

Le contrarotatif divise done par deux le nombre de grilles nacessaires.

3 - CONTRAROTATIF A TROIS GRILLES

3.1 - Aspect aarodynamigue

I1 eat clair que lea valeurs maximum des charges calculges au paragraphe 2.2.2 ne sont pas
toujours utiliges,en raison du fair que Is vitesse de rotation du compresseur 6rant la m~me que celle de
Is turbine qui i'entraine,on eat mmen6 A des compromis.

Sur le programne Z - 0, M = 0,7 nous avons dessinC sur la figure 7 le moteur de plus simple
qu'on puisse imaginer : une soufflante A un 6tage

une roue centrifuge pour le compresseur HP.

Pour une ambiance T. = 288*K Ia tempdrature d'admission sur la soufflante eat
TZ - 288 x (I + 0,2.0,72) = 316*K. Pour conserver de bons rendements on prendra dens la soufflante une

variation d'enthalpie de 41 kj/K9 (rapport de pression 1,44) et dans le compresseur centrifuge une
variation d'enthalpie de 275 X)/Ig (rapport de pression 5,55) soit un rapport global de 1,49 x 5,55 - 8.

Si l'on admet une tempgrature de 1500 K en sortie de foyer un taux de dilution de 4 laisse une
vitesae d'ijection primaire convenable.

Avec un ddbit primaire de 2,9 X 9 /s (14,5 Kq /s de ddbit total) on obtient en croisidre une
pousage de 2200 Newtons avec une C s de 0,98 kg /daN h

Ce propulseur trds simple impose en formule classique un 6tage HP et dux .1 .jgs Bl' soit io
total six grilles.

Avec notre proposition trois grilles suffisent come le ddmontrent lee triangles de vitesses de
Ia figure 8.

La charge de 480 kj/KS fournie par cea trois grilles eat inffrieure aux 540 calculds au
paragraphe 2.2.2 mais Ia roue HP Iogge sous Is chambre de combustion ne peut, puisqu'elle est accouplde a
un compresseur centrifuge tournant A 550 m/s, ddpasser au diamatre intdrieur Ia vitesse de 305 ms. Le
rotor,luitourne A 200 m/s au diamrtre intgrieur ( k - 200/305 - 0,66).

Notre proposition 6conomise donc 3 grilles. Ceci entrains un gain de masse, un gain de prix et
sans doute de rendement car les nombres de Mach et lee ddviations ont a l'avantage du contrarotatif et
de plus les surfaces portantes sont divi*6e par deux.
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3.4 - Durge de vie

Au Laboratoire de l'Ecale des Mines de Paris, M. J. LAMON et J.P. TORRE. ont d~velopp6 une mA. Itde
de calcul de Ia dur~e de vie en service des piaces en c~ramique.

On sait que lea cdramiques se ddgradent par croissance lente, A chaud, des principaux ddfauts
prdsents dans leurs microstructures (lea pore4. Ce phdnomine porte le nom de "fissuration sous-critique".

L'fivolution des ddfauts entralne une augmentation du facteur d'intensit6 KI . La rupture bruta-
le intervient lorsqus K1 atteint la valeur critique KIC

La valeur initiale KIL du facteur d'iatensit6 ddpend de la dimension initiale du ddfaut A
Vorigine de la fiasuration principals.

La durfie de vie d'une piece sournise, en service, A la contrainte Ora eat donc is temps t que met
le facteur d'intensitfi pour passer de la valeur K B C Ia valeur Kfe1 .

La vitese de fissuration V peut A-tre reprdsentgs par une loi de la forms

V=. AKI t

les valeurs A et 11 dipendent de Is cdramiqus.

J. LAMON et J.P TORRE proposent alors la fortaule donnant la durie de vie en fonction de ls con-
trainte d'utilisation TA : -

t ~ )- [ L en secondes

0.e et Mn ddpendent du rnatiriau et prennent en compte is caract~re ai~atoire de ls distribu-4
tion des ddfauts.

1) ddsigne Ie pourcentage de pidces qui ne survivraisnt pas 1 un eesai, A la tempgrature
ambiante, sous une contrainte w )i Wa

pet K1jj sont lifis par l'internddiaire de la dimension initials du ddfaut qui conditionne
is processus de rupture. Le terms fp et plus concret que K~i et refid-te misux la qualit6 de fabri-
cation.

Nous avona pria dans le commerce le nitrure de silicium consolid6 par le frittage rdactif
(Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride). Ce produit est commerciali96 par Ia Socift6 Rosenthal (R.F.A.). 11
exists en laboratoire des produits ayant des caractdristiquss trds supdrieures mais nous avons choisi un
produit qus lVon peut se procurer sans difficultg.

Avec notre proposition de technologie en compression pour lee aubee lentes le point le plus cri-
tique et soumis A une contrainte de traction de (a- 20 MI'a due I la flexion du talon situv alu
diamdktre intdrieur.

Pour is matirisu ci-dessus rdfdrsnc6 nous avone mesur6 A 1500*K dane I'air
9,- 2.10 6 Nm3/2

We= 54,5 (si K4. St 0.e en N1Rb

A - 1,.10lo8

n - 2,5

1% - 15,7

Si V'on sat pr~t B consentir un rebut p -10% de pidces lore d'un esesi de rireptinn sous une
contraints, B La tsmpgraturs ambiants, 6gale A 0_ , La formule ci-dessue donne -87' (Rappeln qu'il
s'agit d'une cfiramique actuellement cousnercialisde).

Avec lee formules claseiques, la contraints 0j sersit de l'ordre de 80.10 6N/rn 2. La dur~e de
vie serait donc divias par:t

4() - 32'

Ainsi, notre proposition multiplie par 32 la durfs de vie des cdramiques I Ce fait eat liiB A la
valour 2,5 de 1'exposant de T&

Si au lieu ds 102 on toidre 20 ou 302 de rebut par un esai A froid, lea durdes de vie sont aug-

semtoAe proportionnellenent A Is tonction (L 4~ 0,032. Entre 102 et 30% de rebut Is dut- pas.
do 87 h 1 90 h. Avec un rebut de 1% Is I,jr(-(- Combe .1 NO h . (Cett re Iativv iova rian~ dt. wi dure. .de
vie A I'6gard du rebut eat lideA Is tris faibie valeur (0.032) pour ce rnatdriau du rapport L-

in



3.2 -Aspect thermigue

Si lea subs* de la premigre grille lente sont rdalisgesaen c~ramique leur contrainte de

0_ eat de 14 MRb pour une limite A la rupture de 215 MR .Ele onpabeindTr

La temp~rature des gaz done Ia grille mobile rapide qui suit eat de 1307*K (1134*C). Compte tenu

de I& foible vitesse de rotation (305 rn/a) ls contrainte maximum ne d~passe pas 50 M P ce qui permet

pour un fonctionnement de courte durge de ne pas Ia refroidir.

Dan laforuleclasaique ii faut refroidir le distributeur s'il n'est paa en ceramique. Si on
le r~aliae en cdramique il eat soumis A des contraintes de flexion de 20 .1 30 14P6s suivant Is techno-
logie retenue. Or ls ciramique supporte beaucoup momns bien la flexion que la compression. Par ailleurs
lea indvitabs h~t6roggn~it~s circonffirentielles donnent ± 200' par rapport A Is valeur moyenne. Il eat
donc prudent, meme pour des cgrarniques, de prdvoir un refroidissement de la grille fixe.

La grills mobile qui suit cette grille fixe eat environ 40' plus chaude qu'en formule contraro-
tative il faudra donc pr~voir un refroidissement.

La premiare grille fixe BP devrs imp~rativement Atre refroidie si shle n'eat pas en cdramique.
Main lea contraintes de flexion sont de 50 a 60 MPa ce qui eat peut 9tre limite pour lea cdraiaiquea en
flexion et A cette temp~rature (I225*K).

En difinitive la formuis contrarotative 6conomias de l'air de refroidissement. On ne peut
chiffrer cette iconomie que aur des projets tr~s 6laborgs. Mais on peut noter que sur le cycle d~fini en
3.1 ai 'p sat le pourcentage dPair primaire pria pour le refroidissement on trouve come influence aur F
et CS lea valeura suivantea

'P % A5 A F

2 0,65 -2,6

4 1,4 -5,3

6 2,3 -8,1

L'influence eat donc importante en particulier aur la pouss~e c'eat-A-dire en fin de compte our Ia masse
et l'encornbrement frontal.

Notons, en outre, que lea valeura du tableau ne prennent pas en compte l'in~vitable d~t~rio-
ration agrodynamique li~e 5 Is r~introduction de l'air de refroidiasement.

3.3 - Aspect technologiqus

Pour lea aubes travaillant en compression il eat prudent de lea doter d'un talon pour iviter le
flambage en cas de vibration. Ces talons peuvent Ztre jointifs. D'ailleurs lea proc~d~s d'6laboration des
aubes en c~ramique permettent de r~aliser des grappes d'aubea (de 2 A 6) A I'abri de tout ennui vibra-
toire.

On voit sur Ia figure 9 un exemple de technologie de montage des grappes aur l'alisge du disque
avec lea circuits d'air de refroidissement des pieda d'aubes et des anneaux. 11 imports en eftet que le
disque anneau soit thermiquement isoli.

Avec un isolement thermique suffiamment efficace on peut m~ne pr~voir un frettage par fibres
enroul~es A Ia jants permettant sinai uns vitesse de rotation plus 6lev~e.

Dana l'exemple pr6sent6 Ia jante du disque ne tourne qu 'A 270 m/s et la contrainte tangentielle

done l'anneau ne d~passe pas 700 MF~b (valeur tr~s acceptable pour lea m~taux actuela). On notera la
forms trapezolidale de is section de l'anneau :un anneau d'6gale 6paisseur conduirait a une contrainte de
800 MF6 (et A un diamiltre plus grand).

3.4 - Conclusion aur lea trois grilles

Par une 6tude aaaez ditaill~e de cet exemple nous voulons montrer qu'on peut rI~aliser avec
sulement trois grilles un moteur relativement performant. L'utilisation des c~ramiques W'est pas une
n~cesaitf mais shle 6conomise de lsir de refroidiasement et permet une vitesse de rotation plus flev4~e
our Is rotor lent donc plus de travail de d~tente. Le gain de masse,de prix et de performance ne peut Ftre

chiffrg que par un projst compl~tement 6tudi6. On peut cependant estimer A 40 7 le gain de masse obtenu
our la partie turbine. Lea Economies d'air de refroidissement, lea amfliorations des reixiements de d~tente
doivent conduire A une amflioration de 10 A 12 7 de Ia pouss~e par unitf de debit et de 2 A 3 2de Is C s
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4 - AUTRES FODMUES CONTRAROTATIVES

4.1 - Grilles lentes en compression

La figure 10 montre une smilioration de la formule prfic~dente par l'introductioo d'une grille
fixe en amont. Le taux de dilution peut 8tre ainsi portg A 5 et le rapport de pression A 14. 11 en

rasulte un gain de CS de 13 % pour une tempgrature de 15700K.

La figure 11 montre coment on peut utiliser quatre grilles mobiles (deux lentes et deux
rapides). Lq taux de dilution et 4 et le rapport de pression 14. Le cycle eat encore trAs performant
avec un noubre d'aubes extr-emement r~duit. La technologie prfsentfe sous sa forme la plus intgressante
(deux enceintes d'huile) conduit I quelques hardiesses (deux paliere interarbres, Porte A faux du
compresseur lent) que V'on peut 6viter avec une enceinte d'huile suppl~mentaire.

4.2 - Grilles lentes en traction

Las figures 12, 13, 14 et 15 montrent plusieurs images de moteure complete contrarotatifs our ls
turbine et our Ie compresseur. Las deux grilles mobiles ob~issent aux exigences du cootrarotatif avec
grille amont plus lente (k 1%, 0,5). Pour lee grilles de compression on diontre, A linverse de Is
d~tente, que c'est Ia grille oval qui doit Ztre la plus lente. Cette remarque permet de comprendre lee
technologies

a) du monoflux figure 12 (rapport de pression 9)

b) du double flux A flux mfilang6 figure 13 (rapport de preesion 18, taux de dilution 0,2) ;I

C) des double flux plus dilu~s figure 14 avec un distributeur fixe, figure 15 sane distributeur.

Dane toutes cern formulee Ia grille lente conduit, pour des aubes en cefrmnique, A des contraintes
de traction de l'ordre de 20 A 30 M Fq.

On peut transformer en compression ces cootraintes de traction par l'un ou l'autre des dispo-4
sitife pr~sent~s eur lee figures 16 et 17.

L'aube en c~ramique, ou en mfital, eat creuse. line Ime mdtallique pr~seote un 6psulement au
diamatre extdrieur. L'aube eat libre au dism~tre extdrieur. Il eat clair que done cette technologie Ilate
doit Ztre refroidie par une circulation d'air.

5 - LES ECHAN-GEURS

Pour une tempgrature maxicnm permise lee kchangeure diminuent le rapport de pression optimum,.

diminuent Is pousase par unit* de d~bit.

Ces deux: Elfments soot favorables aux propulseurs de faible pousede car uls conduisent A des
aubes de dimensions raisonnables.

En contrepertie uls soot encombrants et lourds ce qui eat un double handicap.

En rislisant lee Echsogeurs en c~ramique on lave le handicap de la masse dane ls mesure oil Von
sait r~aliser en cirsuique des 6paisseurs du mime ordre qu'en m~tal. De gros progrcs ont EtE rfalisfs dane
cette vois et lee gains en masse soot appr~ciables.

Pour une faible dur~e de vie on n'a pas A craindre la d~cohesion et l'encrassement. Il rests
donc surtout le probl~me de l'encoinbrement.

Sur la figure 18 nous avons fait figurer un circuit d'scc~s A 1'fchsngeur qui diminue lee pertes
de charge. La propulseur prfsent6 poss~ds en croisi~re lee performances des meilleurs propulseurs modernee
d's que l'Schangeur possede une efficacitE de 0,8. Or le nombre total de grilles (compression at d~tente)
et de 10 alors que lea propulseurs classiques sane Echangeurs r~clament plus de qusrante grilles d'aubes.

Les c~ramiques par leur l6garetE St leur d~sormais bonne fiabilitE trouvent donc dane lee
6changeurs un terrain privil~giE d'utilisation.

6 - CONCLUSI-ON

En (Itarante ans d 'ut i Ii sat inn de mtaux aux (arac o~r i st iquis I vntement ami I i orres, I i
confst ruteitrs ont logicluement coflvergtl vers des ftruits si vj s,nts que It prv ane vst t cntv de , ro

a in effet d'espionnage indistriel.

Use progr~e des c~raiques ous nt incitE A un effort d'imaginatinn pour tenter de penser Is

technologie sn fonction du mat~risu au lieu d'esesyer d'int~grer ce nouveau matfrisu done une logique

on encombremeont et on prix. Nous avonse ezinn lee probl~mes posts snus tous leure aspecte afrodyna-
nique, thermique, risistance, vibration. technologie.
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L'Itat actual des ciraiquea permet leur utilisation da aujourd'hui pour une faible dur~e de

Vl. Pour lee propuleura civila ou militaires qui riclament de longues endurances lea ciramiques
doivent encore faire des progras.

Mais, de mime que lea c~ramiques peuvent atre utiliages (avec un moindre gain) dana lea formules
clasaique.. de mime non propositions, spdciaiement adaptfies aux ciraniques, peuvent (avec un moindre gain)
utiliser lea mitaux clasaiques et permettre ainsi ls mise au point de tout ce qui. dana nos propositions,
eat une nouveautd non sp~cifique de la efiramique.
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CHARGES EN FONCTION DU NOMBRE DE GRILLES
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TRIANGLES DE VITESSES
COt4TRAROTATIF 3 0U.XES

CLASSIQUE 6 GRILLES (2HP+48P)
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Fig. 8

TECHNOLOGIE DE TROIS GRILLES

Fig 9
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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Fig. 13

Fig. 14
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

SESSION I -- REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINES

by

E.M.Lenoe
US Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center

Watertown, Massachusetts, USA

Following is a summary of the discussions of each paper presented in Session 1: Requirements and Criteria for Gas
Turbine Engines.

BENEFITS OF CERAMICS TO GAS TURBINES
by A.Brooks and A.I.Bellin

E.C. van Reuth, US
Thank you for the very nice overview. However, there was one development, particularly in superalloys, that I
think should be mentioned as an addendum to an overview paper of this sort and that is the rapid solidification
technology which has recently emerged and is demonstrating rather remarkable temperature improvements on the
order of 100oC and very exciting oxidation resistant properties, to mention only a few.

Author's Reply
Right, not to mention single crystals as well. But just one word, if I may, and I'd like to stress this. The propulsion
industry is a very hard headed thing and I'd like to restate the point made at the very outset, and that is, there are
competing developments coming along and it will be a question of the best material winning, it's a very unemotional
business.

F.Blake Wallace, US
With respect to your study of the number of blades and the decreasing root stresses as you went to a larger number
of shorter chord blades, do you put a limit on that in terms of either the physical size of the attachment or the
vibration characteristics of the blades?

Author's Reply
The particular analysis did not recognize the vibrational problem. We considered, for the purpose of this very simple
preliminary design study, only the steady state ramifications. We think there are a number of reasons why you
would want to put a limit on the number of blades. One of them is the thing that you were alluding to, the other is
cost. A point to make-, is that one of our motivations for ceramic materials work is primarily the issue of cost.
The issue of performance is not as strong a motivation to us because high temperature capability is possible through
other means. One of the things that is very attractive about ceramics is the low cost. Now, to get back to the
question you asked, we did not consider the vibration aspects as a limiting factor in this particular study.

H.Liebowitz. US
Could you characterize the fracture problem a little more, as to what you expect in fracture: as a comparison to
superalloys? What sort of fracture toughnesses do you get, what sort of problems do you encounter?

Author's reply
There is a fracture discussion in the paper that I did not get to. I think I would like to let that discussion wait to a
later time, particularly with someone who is a bit more capable of discussing the scientific aspecis.

CERAMICS FOR SMALL AIRBORNE ENGINE APPLICATIONS
by R.N.Katz and E.M.Lenoe

J.C.Napier, US
You did not include Norton NC430, the siliconized silicon carbide in your expeiiment% showinp detj.,t...
strength with time and stress. Would you say that there is a difference in behaviour of th material'
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Author's Reply
There is quite a bit more data available, actually this had to be a rather brief manuscript. We did disservice to
approximately a dozen ceramics.

J.C.Napier, US
Okay, in regard to that, what did you find specifically with reference to NC430 material, over time of exposure at
temperature. Was it similar to other materials? For instance, you showed the NC435.

Author's Reply
Yes, it was similar, although, in most of these materials, particularly the lower density materials, there has been
quite a bit of variation in the time dependent properties. So it's difficult, let's say on the basis of five batches of a
given material, to make a conclusive statement that one ceramic is better than the other.

K.L.Rieke, US
You showed stresses classified on airfoil sections. Were those steady state stresses or did they account for the
transient start up and shut down mode of operation also?

Author's Reply
What we tried to do, to define regime of design stresses, was to visit engine designers, particularly with regard to
helicopter engines, APU's and other limited life engines. So we are talking about rather small engines in general
and stresses that are considered are the critical design points. It's a superposition, actually, in a number of cases of
steady state and transient stresses. It's not a very clear way to do it, but was expedient for simple comparisons.

N.L.Parr, UK
In some of the very earliest experiments on Si 3 N 4 , in the late 1950's, by myself and other workers, we
demonstrated that silicon nitride/silicon carbide alloys (or textures), had very interesting properties, in particular
creep strength. One could increase the creep strength of the reaction bonded by two orders of magnitude by 5 and
10% additions of SiC. I see no reference to that in this area these days. Have those materials been bypassed?

Author's Reply
There are laboratory scale data in that area. However, in my paper I tried to use only those materials that were more
or less commercially available.

N.L.Parr, UK
There is work in progress do you say?

Author's Reply
Yes.

P.Popper, UK
Do you see the Si 3 N4 /SiC as an and, or as an or? And if you see it as an and situation, in other words, both materials
to be used, do you see silicon component applications more in one field as in another?

Author's Reply
Personally I feel that we should nurture all classes of structural ceramics for what ever application that they can be
used. I don't see one ceramic dominating all others, for example, for vanes, or blades, right now. It's just a matter
of availability so it's an either/or situation to me.

E.Tiefenbacher, Ge
In your paper there is a strong reduction of the strength of the NCI 32 after this exposure to air and flame. Have
you any explanation for that effect?

Author's Reply
Depending on the trace element impurities in the particular lot of NCI32 and also depending on the environmental
exposure, the effects on strength can be predominantly surface or predominantly throughout the volume. On the
other hand, in some instances, this reduction is actually related to the rather severe surface erosion or the pitting one
observes. In principle if that surface were removed periodically, this would be a way to work around that apparent
strength reduction. Of course you would have to sacrifice tolerances. What I'm saying is the way that strength
degradation results are presented, and the way most people present the strength reduction, as measured in the
flexural test, does not necessarily reflect an inherent interior strength reduction. If you were to go ahead and clean
up the components, in my opinion in many cases they would still be servicable. On the other hand, if trace level
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impurities exceed certain limits. extensive microstructural and physical/chemical changes occur upon severe environ-

mental exposure and properties degradation does indeed occur throughout the volume of the hot pressed silicon
nitride.

A.McLean. US
Could you tell us what your plans are on this long term testing of various materials, not only in terms of evaluating
properties but in terms of evaluating chemistry, microstructure, and what is really going on with these materials
over periods of say 1000 hours or greater?

Author's Reply
As you know, there's quite a bit to be learned about these materials, in spite of the fact that we've been laboring
with them intensely and other nations have labored before us. We still do not thoroughly understand many of the
mechanisms of failure, particularly the time dependent aspects.

Unfortunately, the work going on in this area is rather disjointed. There is no current intense or concentrated
effort. In the USA the Department of Energy has a program underway but in my opinion tile resources are not
sufficient to do the required basic work. In other words, to improve the basic material and simultaneously
document the effects of long term exposure. There are plans for demonstrations in engines, as you are well
aware of, at Detroit Diesel Allison and elsewhere. These efforts generally do not get at the aspects of fundimental
behavior. I'd say there's of the order of one half million dollars worth of basic research work related to document-
ing time and environmental effects and to begin to understand how to design and analyze with these materials, over
the next few years. Basically to me it's a race against attempts at accomplishments in engines and in vehicles while
proceeding with limited understanding of what we are doing

REQUIREMENTS FOR MATERIALS FOR LAND VEHICLE GAS TURBINES
by D.F.Moss

A.McLean. US
I have a few comments, but first we must update that slide of the Ford stator. That's an early Design A concept and
current designs are much improved. I'd like to make a comment about ceramics for combustors. We've found in
studying combustion for very low emissions, in terms of oxides of nitrogen, that we've had to go to extremely
dilute combustion when we prevaporize fuel and premix with air belt ce combustion, so then it really burns
without a diffusion flame. It's just a completely even combustion, which of course. tremendously helps the hot spot
problems and I'd say that we really must have ceramics in order to do that. The other comments are really
questions. One is in your futuristic ceramic engine that you showed at the end, is that with or without heat
exchanger and my other question is that you mentioned the single shaft engine can now be a reality because of
recent transmission developments. Can you tell us a little more about that?

Author's Reply
In answer to your first question, yes, it does invohe a heat exchanger because you need the heat exchanger to get
part load fuel consumption, and you also need a mechanism for switching it in and out and that's why it's futuristic.
A point on the transmission was that I don't think that the type of transmissions that are available have quite made
it. But there is work that's going on and you know as much about the funding that's going on in the States as
probably I do. But, for low power vehicles, it's very likely to become a possibility and it's much more difficult for
the truck engine, at 450 horsepower.

Question: (questioner unidentified)
I noticed that you talked something on the limitation on metals and that this could be extended by use of radial
turbines. We quite agree with you because we are perhaps making more radial turbines that anybody, certainly in
the industrial field. I don't quite remember the numbers you had, but we are contemplating a turbine inlet temper-
ature in a metal turbine rotor of 13500(., in an uncooled turbine. Of course, we are using a very high tip speed and
this doesn't give us more than 10500( maximium temperature, which is well in hand. We are actually converting
temperature into hub stresses by using the Jlew developments in metal, ISR, gatorizing, etc. as was mentioned.
I wasn't sure that your temperatures were at this level, but I think that you should be aware of the possibilities with
metals and not get all excited about the ceramics but look at this ISR process which was also mentioned by )r van
Reuth. We are looking at 13350( nozzle inlet temperature. What are you looking at'!

Author's Reply
I was saying about 1235 0 C.
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G.Deutseh. US
In one otf your earlier slides you had a lifetime requirement of' 10,000 hours. Isn't that asking more fromt the
ceramice gas turbine engine (fhat you're currently getting fromt thle conventional automobile reciprocating engine'?

Author's Reply
All I'm saying is there is. I think that if an automotive vehicle is going to be a reality, that's thle sort of design life
you've got to aimi for. I'm not saying actual ceramics hlave demonstrated that yet. '[hfat's one of thie problems of
thle automotive gas turbine.

G.Deutsch. UIS
I guess I'm thoroughly confused because it seemis to mie that I recently boughit anl automobile that has a design life-
ltme in thle engine of something between 3 anld 4,000 hours. Whly do you feel that for the automotive gas turbine
to be successful the design reqJuirements has to go to 10,000 hours.

Author's Reply
WVell. I'mn not going to argue whether it's 5.000 hours or 10,000 hours. I think for those sort of lives and for those
sort of reliabilities, you canl puLt into calculation and predictions. Then (Ifor trucks). I think I000 ti~t ours is not out
oif tile way.

CiJohnson. LIS
A long it siminilar li ne onl that samie graph, you Ii ad listed I1.000 hours at imax ium pow~e r: anid it's mny uinderst and ing
that thiere's no aulto engine made today thiat can operate for mnore than I100 hionrs at inax iumi power. so let's not
ask more of ceramics than we already get out of' tlie present metallic engines.

Author's Reply
Yes, thIiat's vcery niice. hot I think at point against t Iiis is that we sli all hlave to make in ucli better uise of' maIc rials ini the

t ,utuire anyway and less ra pidtly tIi row away vebhicles. I miieani it wouiIld not be at bad tiliing. ce rtaily.

E.NI.Lenoe. LIS
lI ist wanted to in teriect t Iiat eon fusion was genera ted by thte Lise of' hours witthouit associated design requiiiremnt lls.

tflat's really the thirust oft tic problem.

Author's Reply
What I'in saying is tIi at you k now we Ii ave been associat ed withl various fi rims in t(lie States anid thlese are t(lie sort oft
levels they hiave been asking. at thle design Stage.

TECHNOLOGIES CONCUES POUR ['UTILISATION D)ES CERANIIQUES I)ANS
LES TURBOREACTEURS

par S.BIoudigues mt G.Fratacci

11 Ptiei. I1I S
Fan k you. MIr Bond iguies. I see you have prest'nited its with quLiiit e a clia lenige. lIi thle propulIsion anid e'ne'rgetics

panieI we ' i ave at workiing group dtealIinjg with IiIirough flow conisidera tions andi I'im sure ti is would pre'se'nt a ciallIe'nge
tor t It'em.

K.rppinan. (;e
liat was a very interesting p roposalI. I wonuId like to ask you. Ii ave you invest iga te t't tle past load pt'rfonuan it' 
sticli an e ngine' wit Ii con trollers ta king tuLirbinres an cil om pre'ssors and t lie li anl Iing cli arat Ie ristit's of'silIi t'nginets?

P. Kochendorfer. tic
D~o you have aiiy test results about your comlpression loaded ceramic whieel? Or is this a studyv phlase?

J.CNapier. UIS
Couldt you ex plain your last slitde iir sliow it aga in so that we toilId undlt'rstan ni bet t'r



SILICON NITRIDE TURBINE BLADE DEVELOPMENT

F. Blake Wallace
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AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona
A Division of The Garrett Corporation

P.O. Box 5217
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

Summary

Hot-pressed silicon nitride (HPSN) rotor blades have been developed as part of a two-
stage turbine. Program activities are described including design optimization to mini-
mize steady-state and vibratory stress, material characterization, attachment tests,
manufacturing process development, inspection, proof tests, turbine-rig development, and
engine tests. This successful program demonstrates for the first time that ceramics can
withstand the severe environment imposed on gas turbine rotating components, and that the
potential for engines with increased efficiency and decreased use of strategic materials
can be realized.

INTRODUCTION

The ARPA Ceramic Gas Turbine Engine Demonstration Program was initiated in February
1976, based on the belief that sufficient progress had been made in ceramic materials and
advanced analysis techniques that a successful engine demonstration could be achieved.
Such a demonstration was needed to establish designer confidence, thus, leading to
expanded use of ceramics in a broad range of applications. As summarized in Figure 1, the
program was established to demonstrate ceramic components in an engine environment of
2200OF (14770K) average turbine inlet temperature -- 2500OF peak (1644 0K).

The program was structured with four major phases of activity.

o Design Phase. Detail analysis and design optimization

o Materials-Characterization Phase. Material selection, design data, process
development, and NDE requirements

o Component-Development Phase. Rig testing

o Engine Development. Full-scale engine tests.

The program was to use state-of-the-art ceramic materials (minimum materials devel-
opment), and to design, develop, and demonstrate ceramic components with minimum risk,
and maximum chance of success.

The vehicle selected for this demonstration was the AiResearch Model T76 Turboprop
Engine, a 715 (533 KW) horsepower engine whose various derivatives are used for military
and civil aircraft propulsion, helicopter turboshaft applications, and for industrial/
marine power (Figure 2). The gearbox and compressor sections were used without change;
however, the turbine sections were redesigned to use ceramic gas-path components. An
increase of 3506F (1940K) in the turbine temperature allowed by the ceramic components
increases power to 1000 (746 KW) horsepower and decreases SFC by 10 percent.

The ceramic engine hot-end cross section is shown in Figure 3. The ceramic turbine
blades of stages 1 and 2 are made of HPSN (NC-132); the static ceramic components are made
of reaction-bonded silicon nitride (RBSN). This paper will address only the rotor design
and development ?spects of the ceramic engine program.

DISCUSSION

The rotating group is a single spool consisting of a two-stage centrifugal com-
pressor and a three-stage turbine. Figure 4 shows the rotor turbine wheels and the
second-stage compressor impeller. Note that the HPSN ceramic blades are inserted into a
Waspaloy disk. The blade attachment is a single-tang dovetail with a platinum compliant
layer between the ceramic blade and Waspaloy disk. The blades are held in position by
metal coverplates on the forward and the aft side of the disk. Cooling air to purge the
disk dovetail slot is brought up through the rotor and under the forward coverplate.

Design

Design studies were made on the third-stage rotor to determine the feasibility of
either a ceramic integral blade/wheel or a ceramic inserted blade design. The gas temper-
atures are down in the third stage, and a metal wheel performs adequately in this environ-
ment. The studies indicated that with current ceramics and manufacturing techniques, a
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

* DEMONSTRATE CERAMIC COMPONENTS IN AN ENGINE ENVIRONMENT

PROGRAM GOAL

* 2200OF (1471rK) AVERAGE TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE -

2500OF PEAK (16440 K)

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

* 4 PHASES

" DESIGN
* MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
" COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
* ENGINE DEVELOPMENT

MATERIALS

* 1977 STATE-OF-THE-ART

Figure 1. ARPA/Navy Ceramic Turbine Engine Demonstration Program.

T76 CERAMIC
ENGINE ENGINE GOALS

POWER OUTPUT 715 SHP (533 KW) 1000 SHP (746 KW)

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 0.60 LB/HP-HR 0.54 LB/HP HR
(0.365 KG/KW-HR) (0.328 KG/KW HR)

Fiqure 2. Domonstration Engine.
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PILOT CYLINDERS

TURBINE SHROUDS-

SHROUD
__ RETAINING

_ - RING

STATOR

AND
SEAL
RING

STATOR -

SUPPORT

TURBINE STATOR VANES
TURBINE BLADES

Figure 3. TSE331C-I Turbine Section.

FIRST-STAGE
TURBINE WHEEL

SECOND-STAGE 
TURBINE WHEEL

RADIAL COMPRESSOR

S THIRD-STAGE AOL.

TURBINE WHEEL (METALLIC)

SECOND-STAGE CERAMIC BLADES
(FORWARD COVERPLATE REMOVED)

BLADE MATERIAL, NC-132
DISK MATERIAL, WASPALOY
COMPLIANT LAYER, PLATINUM

Figure 4. Ceramic Engine Turbine Rotor.
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ceramic third-stage rotor would have an unacceptably low probability of success, and/or
high performance penalties relative to a typical metallic wheel. Hence, the third stage
is metallic, and only the high-temperature first and second stages are ceramic.

To meet the design goal (Figure 5) of 41,730 rpm (4370 rad/s) 11420 ft/sec (433 m/s)
and 1464 ft/sec (446 m/s) tip-speed, first and second stages, respectively] and 2200OF
(14770K) average turbine inlet temperature with ceramic blades, the design requires
analysis with extensive three-dimensional finite-element techniques, and evaluation of
the design relative to the Weibull probabilistic failure criteria. The design objective
was to meet a minimum of 95-percent probability of success per stage, with 50-hour/25-
cycle life, and no blade resonance within the operating range.

Because of the lack of ductility in the ceramic material systems, the ceramic com-
ponents are vulnerable to very localized stress concentration. To quantify these local
peak stresses, an elaborate fine-grid, three-dimensional, finite-element stress model is
essential. However, to design a part to peak stress alone would severely limit the use of
ceramics. It is the combination of the flaw distribution and stress distribution
(including the magnitudes of each) that determines the survivability of a component. With
the Weibull analysis, both the flaw and stress distribution throughout a component can be
evaluated and related to a probability of success, thus, utilizing the full potential of
the material.

The flaw distribution is a characteristic of the particular material that was deter-
mined under the material characterization effort of the program. Ceramic specimens of
HPSN (NC-132) were tested to fracture in 4-point bend, thus yielding the fracture rate as
shown in Figure 6. Once these material parameters (such as characteristic strength and
Weibull modulus) were determined, they were then applied to the blade stress model.
Integrating the combined flaw and stress distribution through each element of the model, a
probability of success can be calculated, and the acceptability of the design can be
assessed.

To verify this design approach (the probabilistic, fast-fracture analysis), test
specimens of the blade attachment, Figure 7, were analyzed and tested to failure in the
whirlpit. The correlation of a group of five of the six fractured attachments with the
analytical prediction was excellent. The work not only verified the blade attachment con-
cept, but also gave credibility to this technique of design and analysis of ceramic com-
ponents.

Even though state-of-the-art materials were to be used in this program, little
materials design data relative to turbine components was readily available. A large
amount of effort was directed toward characterization of HPSN for the ceramic turbine
blade. To obtain design data, it was first required to define the blade fabrication pro-
cess that would allow full utilization of the strength of HPSN.

Machining studies of HPSN indicated that specimens ground in the stressed direction
were 50-percent stronger than specimens ground transverse to the stressed direction,
Figure 8. Also, oxidation studies indicated that the effect of some surface defects could
be reduced by exposure to an oxidizing environment. Hence, the selected surface oxidation
treatment of 1800OF (12556K) for 50 hours improved transverse grind strength, and reduced
data scatter with a slight sacrifice in maximum strength. This oxidation treatment
greatly increased machining flexibility, and improved predictability of the final design.

Additional materials testing was accomplished to determine HPSN rupture, creep, and
cyclic-fatigue characteristics relative to the blade stresses and temperature occurring
in the 50-hour demonstration tests. Since the higher stress levels (of the attachment)
are well below the temperature where slow-crack growth becomes significant (Figure 9),
fast fracture is the failure mode of primary concern.
Fabrication

Blade manufacturing starts with the 1.5-inch (3.8-cm) thick HPSN billet, Figure 10.
precision diamond-form-wheel grinding. The excess stock around the airfoil is separated

by an ultrasonic trepanning and diamond-cutting wheel. Positioned by the attachment, the
airfoil and platform are finish ground by pantography. With the corners radiused by hand,
the blade is geometrically complete. Since transverse grinding was done on both the
attachment and the airfoil, the blade was given the surface oxidation treatment, thus com-
pleting the manufacturing steps.

To ensure that the ceramic blades are of the highest possible quality, inspections
and rigid controls are incorporated throughout the fabrication process. In addition to
material and process specifications for the HPSN billet, certification of the billet
strength is required through 4-point bend specimens taken from the center and edge loca-
tions of the billet in both the transverse and longitudinal directions. This certifi-
cation provides both assurance of strength and data for design predictions. Because of
the homogeneity and the full density of the HPSN, X-ray and Zyglo-NDE techniques yield
reliable indications of material and part integrity. Visual inspection, under magnifi-
cation, is an essential step in judging surface condition relative to the quality of
grinding, and completeness of surface oxidation.

L>4
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DESIGN CONDITIONS

*ROTOR SPEED 41,730 RPM J4370 RADIS)

*TIP SPEED 1420 FPS (433 MIS) FIRST STAGE
1484 FPS (448 MIS) SECOND STAGE

*TEMPERATURE 2200OF (1417 0K) AVERAGE T4
2500OF (16440K) PEAK T4

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

" 3-D FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSISK
* THERMAL
* MECHANICAL

" PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION
* WEIBULL CRITERIA

* MINIMUM 95-PERCENT CPS PER STAGE

* 50-HOUR LIFE, 25 2-HOUR CYCLES

* NO BLADE RESONANCE IN OPERATING RANGE

Figure 5. Ceramic Turbine Blade Design.

SURFACE STRESS (MPo)

276 345 414 483 562 621 0SO 862 1034 1380

99.9 - I I - __ __ _

994-POINT FLEXURE'-
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-70 ~1

S50--
LU COBIEDPREDICTION ~

iu CMBIND - FOUR-POINT BEND DATA

ILJ

-~-,VOLUME CONTRIBUTION

a 3-D AND PROBABILISTIC
ANAL YSIS J -I H

II INTEGRATES FAILURE SUFCECN.IUTO

PROBABILITY OVER0.
BOTH SURFACE AND
VOLUME
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SURFACE STRESS (KSI)

Figure 6. Design Analysis.
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Testing

The ultimate check on the ceramic blade integrity (particularly the critical attach-
ment) is the proof test of the blade to 130-percent design speed. Since the principle
stress component of the attachment is due to the centrifugal load, the proof test imposes
a stress distribution very similar to that in the engine environment. The 30-percent
overspeed provides allowances for thermal, bending, and vibratory stresses, plus margin.
Since slow-crack growth is not significant at the attachment temperature, the blades can
be stressed without doing damage that could cause failure on a subsequent cycle. Since
new flaws are not introduced and existing critical flaws will immediately propagate to
fail, only defective blades are fractured (rejected) during the proof test. All blades
are proof tested prior to rig or engine use. As indicated in Figure 11, proof testing has
rejected 6 of 205 blades. This excellent correlation with the analytical prediction veri-
fies the design analysis, as well as the manufacturing process.

Prior to the engine test, the ceramic blades were rig tested to verify their
integrity in the high-temperature, vibrational environment, Figure 12. The development
sequence progressed from a single stage of ceramic blades with metal vanes, and increased
in the number of ceramic components to ceramic blades with complete ceramic static struc-
ture. This allows an orderly development with minimum risk and loss of hardware prior to
engine testing.

Seven dynamic rig tests were accomplished demonstrating both overspeed and cyclic
capability, clearing the way for full-scale engine tests. During rig testing, a second-
stage blade attachment failure was incurred. Fracture analysis, Figure 13, revealed the
origin to be at the contact edge as opposed to the expected peak stress location. The
fracture surface was a smooth, featureless surface (low-energy crack propagation) that
was found to be typical of vibration fracture. Dynamic strain-gauge test in the rig indi-
cate the blade flexural vibratory mode to be resonant with nozzle passing (21 vanes) at
approximately 36,000 rpm (3770 rad/s). This resonance condition was at a lower speed
than anticipated. The drop in blade resonance was the combined effect of slot waviness
(due to broach flexiblity), and a stiff-compliant layer, HS25, which resulted in incom-
plete seating of the dovetail attachment. High vibratory stresses with concentrated
loading in the contact zone initiated the fracture, which was then propagated by the low-
tensile stress causing a low-energy fracture surface. Using a softer-compliant layer
(platinum) and lapped-flat slots, the blade flexure resonance was increased to where it
correlated with the analysis, Figure 14. To further increase vibratory margin (to 12.7
percent for a minimum frequency blade), the vane count was reduced from 21 to 17. With
these changes incorporated to avoid blade resonance, the ceramic blades were submitted
for engine test.

Over 24 engine tests were accomplished (through April 1979) accumulating 36 hours of
running time, and demonstrating conditions in excess of design to 2249

0
F (1505

0
K) average

T4 and 105-percent speed, as summarized in Figure 15. Although the development of the
static structure has not been entirely without problems, the mechanical performance of
the rotor blades throughout all 24 engine tests has been without incident. Furthermore,
an emergency shutdown from full power was also demonstrated with no ceramic blade
problems.

CONCLUSION

The ARPA Program, Figure 16, has successfully characterized the HPSN for the blade,
and verified the design and fabrication capability allowing utilization of ceramics in a
real turbine environment. Subsequent engine testing will be directed toward demon-
strating extended life in the engine environment.

The ARPA/Navy ceramic gas turbine program has demonstrated the suitability of the
ceramic rotor for limited-life applications. However, to fully exploit the potential of
ceramic turbine blades, additional efforts will be required as listed in Figure 17. Cur-
rent manufacturing costs are high, and reduction through reduced machining cost or net-
shape casting could be important to a decision to enter production. The demonstrated
long-life and high-temperature capabilities of ceramics in a turbine environment must be
extended for broadening the future ceramic applications. In addition, further research
into impact resistance and contact-stress tolerance is recommended, as expansion of these
capabilities may be required for some applications.
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PROOF TEST RESULTS
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Figure 11. Ceramic Blade Quality Assurance.
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Figure 12. Dynamic Rig Test.
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ENGINE ENGINE TEST SUMMARY
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Figure 15. Ceramic Engine Test.
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Figure 16. Ceramic Blade Accomplishments.
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d LOW-COST FABRICATION TO NET SHAPE

a DEMONSTRATED LONG-LIFE/HIGH-TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY

a INCREASED IMPACT RESISTANCE

0 INCREASED UNDERSTANDING OF CONTACT STRESSES

Figure 17. Future Ceramic Blade Technology Efforts.
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DUO-DENSITY CERAMIC TURBINE ROTOR--CONCEPTS, MATERIALS
PROCESSES AND TEST RESULTS

R. R. Baker and A. F. McLean
Engineering and Research Staff

Ford Motor Company

Dearborn, Michigan 48121

ABSTRACT

The duo-density ceramic turbine rotor concept utilizes the high strength of hot pressed silicon nitride in
the simple-shaped hub and adequately high strength of reaction bonded silicon nitride for the complex-shaped
blades which can be readily formed by injection molding or slip casting. Design concepts, materials and
fabrication process for making duo-density rotors are presented including recent developments in Ford's hot
press/press bonding process.

Background and status of the Ford/DARPA rotor testing program is presented including cold spin test and hot
spin test results on duo-density rotors. Recommendations are presented for follow-on work.

INTRODUCTION

The progress of the gas turbine engine has been and continues to be closely related to the development
of materials capable of withstanding the engine's environment at high operating temperature. Today's nickel-
chrome superalloys are in use, without cooling, at turbine inlet temperatures of 982*C (1800'F). Ford Motor
Company has been developing ceramics for gas turbine applications for over 10 years as the use of ceramics
promises to make a major step in Increasing turbine inlet temperatures to 1370*C (2500*F). Such engines
offer siguigicant advances in efficiency, power per unit weight, cost, exhaust emissions and materials uti-lizat on: I)

In 1971, Ford Motor Company and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated a pro-
gram to develop and encourage the use of brittle materials for engineering applications, particularly demand-
ing high temperature structural applications. The primary objective was to develop ceramic components for
the entire hot flowpath of a high temperature vehicular gas turbine engine and demonstrate their survival for
200 hours over a duty cycle comprising 175 hours at an average turbine inlet temperature of 1054*C (1930"F)
and 25 hours at 13700C (2500"F). A schematic of the flowpath showing the ceramic components is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Combustor
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Compressor
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Stagec 
.

N. Secend Stage Rotor Shroud
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.- ,,., .- Second Stage Rotor
Second Stage
Rotor Shroud

Reirr Iator

, Figure 1 Schematic View of the Vehicular Gas Turbine Engine Flovrpath
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In 1977, the Department of Energy (DOE) joined with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency in
partial support of Ford's work on the "Brittle Materials Design, High Temperature Gas Turbine" program (Fig-
ure 2). DARPA continued to support testing of ceramic cumponents which subsequently met the program durabil-
ity goal of 25 hours at 1370"C (2500*F) plus 175 hours at 1054C (1930"F) Turbine Inlet Temperature.(

2
) DOE

started to support process development to improve the quality of silicon nitride turbine rotors in addition
to some work on ceramic materials characterization and development of nondestructive evaluation techniques.
The Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center (AM4RC) continued to function as the technical monitor of
the overall program.

The design of the vehicular turbine engine requires many complex shaped ceramic components. The most
complex shaped and highly stressed components are the all-ceramic turbine rotors which have forced the devel-
opment of new techniques. A major research effort was conducted on rotor fabrication. As reported at the
1977 Ceramics for High Performance Applications-Il Conference, in Newport, Rhode Island,(

3
) all of the known

major candidate approaches were investigated for making an all-ceramic rotor in silicon nitride or silicon
carbide. The most advanced thus far is the duo-density rotor concept, shown in Figure 3, which was conceived
to employ both hot pressed and reaction bonded silicon nitride. This concept utilizes the high strength of
hot pressed silicon nitride in the simpler shaped hub where stresses are highest but temperatures are moder-
ate and, therefore, creep and/or slow crack growth resulting from the use of a densification additive is min-
imized. Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride (RBSN), which can be readily formed into complex airfoil shapes by
injection molding or slip casting, is utilized for the blades. Another major advantage in using RBSN for
the blades is its superior resistance to slow crack growth at the high operating temperatures encountered
during service. It should also be noted that the lower density RBSN results in lower centrifugal stresses
in the blades. This concept, which has undergone many iterations in design, material compositions and fabri-
cation processes, relies on the ability to diffusion bond the two silicon nitride components (blade ring and
hub) into an integral turbine rotor by employing hot-pressing technology.

TASK I

FARPA/AM uRC
CERAMIC TURBINE TESTING PROGRAM

" CONTINUE TO FABRICATE STATIONARY AND ROTATING
CERAMIC COMPONENTS

" CONTINUE TO TEST STATIONARY AND ROTATING COMPONENTS

IN EXISTING TEST RIGS ANP ENGINES

TASK II I ITS l

ODE TEC NAS-LElS/AMROE (CONRT) NASA -LEWIS/ AMURC
CERAMIC TURBINE

ROTOR TECHNOLOG Y PROGRAM CERAMIC TURBINE MATERIALS AND M0DR
" D VELOP CERAMIC MATERIALS AND PROCESSING TC N L G R G A

tECHNOLOGY FOA TURBINE ROTORS a CHARACTERIZATION OF CERAMIC ROTOR MATERIALS

" CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF STRESS AND RELIABILITY 0 DEVELOP NkW AIDE TECHNIQUES FOR CERAMIC

DESIGN CODES TURBINE COMPONENTS

Figure 2 DARPA/DOE Supported Tasks in the "Brittle Masterials Design, Hligh Temperature Gas Turbine" Program

HOT- PRESS ED
Si3N4

REACTION
BONDED
Si 3N4

Figure 3 Duo-Density Silicon Nitride All-Ceramic Turbine Rotor
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ROTOR FABRICATION

Reaction bonded silicon nitride blade rings (Figure 4) were fabricated in early 1975 using a disposable
mold slip-casting technique. (4) The major problems encountered were primarily due to the complex shape of

the 36 tapered and twisted blades attached to the blade ring rim.

The majority of blade rings have been fabricated using the injection molding process in which the 36
complex shaped airfoils and the blade ring rim were formed as an integral part in one shot (Figure 5). The
green, as-molded, blade ring was then burned out to remove the organic binders leaving a silicon metal com-
pact, which was subsequently nitrided to 2.7 g/cc density reaction bonded silicon nitride. Many iterations
of die design, molding mix composition and molding parameters were required to eliminate gross blade cracks

of the type shown in Figure 6. The development of the injection molding process, including the solid state

injection molding system, was covered in detail at the Newport Meeting.'.
5  

Improvements which have been made
since then are presented later in this paper in the section on processing improvements.

Figure 4 Slip Cast Turbine Rotor Blade Ring

Figure 5 Injection Molded Blade Ring



Figure 6 Blade Root Crack Formed During Injection Molding

During the development of the hot press bonding process, in which the hub is simultaneously densified
by hot pressing and diffusion bonded to the blade ring, it became apparent that the blades and blade ring
rim must be supported and also protected from the carbonaceous hot pressing environment.(6) This was accom-
plished by slip casting a blade fill in which the first operation consisted of casting extractable inserts
between the blades as shown in Figure 7. The blade ring was coated with Boron Nitride which acts as a lu-
bricant for subsequent blade fill removal and as a barrier material to prevent blade ring to blade fill bond-
ing during nitriding. The BN coated blade ring in the tooling is shown in Figure 8. A silicon metal slip
was introduced centrifugally into the cavities between the blades through the access holes in a silastic
rubber ring. This assembly was dried, again coated with boron nitride and a second blade fill cast in a
rectangular shape. Controlling the thicknesses of the BN layers (Figure 9) was determined to be critical in
order to prevent cracking of the blades during subsequent hot press bonding.(

7
) If the BN was too thick in

the rim region, the blade ring rim deformed and compressed the BN until the BN either supported the rim or
the rim fractured. On the other hand, if the BN was too thin, the blade ring was bonded to the blade fill
during the nitriding process making removal of the blade fill impossible. A thicker coating of BN was de-
sirable on the airfoils so that small motions of the blades were accommodated without resulting in cracking
of the blades.

The blade filled blade ring was then placed in graphite tooling as shown in Figure 10. The development
of the tooling was covered In detail at Newport(

3
) and subsequent refinements presented in reference 8. The

hub was formed and simultaneously bonded to the blade ring by applying a pressure of 6895 kPa (1000 psi) for
2 1/2 hours at a temperature of 1715*C. After cooling, the blade fill was removed and the rotor machined to
the contour previously shown in Figure 3.

COLD SPIN TESTING

All rotors which were to be hot tested in the hot spin rigs or engines were cold spin tested to elimin-
ate flawed blades of the type shown in Figure 11. Two levels of cold spin qualification testing were set;
55.000 rpm for rotors to be hot tested to 50,000 rpm and 70,000 rpm for rotors to be hot tested to 64,240
rpm. Nine out of 16 rotors achieved 55,000 rpm or higher without blade failures; however, 14 out of 17
failed ome or more blades while in the process of being qualified to 70,000 rpm. Figure 12 shows the Weibull
distribution of 1977 vintage rotors. Also shown in this figure is the Welbull distribution representing the
state-of-the-art in 1975.(9) The data, while still not at desired levels, shows significant improvements
in rotor processing as the 1977 vintage rotors demonstrated a cold spin reliability almost two orders of
magnitude greater than the state-of-the-art in 1975.
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ROTOR TESTING

A series of rotor tests were conducted with 1977 vintage rotors. One rotor as shown in Figure 13 with
its shaft and rotating attachment hardware, was successfully tested in an engine for 10 hours at a speed of
45,000 rpm and an average turbine inlet temperature of 1232*C (2250"F). Included in the test were all the
associated stationary ceramic flowpath components. Following shutdown and inspection, the same rotor and
stationary ceramic components were successfully tested for 25 hours at 50,000 rpm and 1232"C (2250*F) aver-
age turbine inlet temperature and then at 13700C (2500*F) for 1-1/2 hours. During this testing, excessive
temperatures were noted, as shown in Figure 14, near the front metal curvic used in the rotor ceramic-to-
metal attachment system. As a result, in terminating this successful test sequence, a failure occurred
during shutdown. Post test examination revealed bits of ceramic curvic teeth embedded in the metal front
curvic washer substantiating that the problem was due to the high attachment temperatures. Design modifica-
tions to redirect the attachment bolt cooling air and thereby increase cooling of the metal curvic were in-
corporated and a second rotor was engine tested later in the year. This test was again at 1370C (2500*F)
average turbine inlet temperature and included two shutdowns: one a normal shutdown, and the other a sudden
emergency shutdown. The rotor and stationary ceramic parts survived this engine testing with no apparent
damage.

A major objective was to hot spin test six duo-density silicon nitride rotors at 50,000 rpm and 982"C

(180OF) rim temperature for 25 hours or until failure. A rim temperature of 982"C (1800"F) corresponds to
a turbine inlet temperature of 1149C (2100*F). Figure 15 shows a schematic of the hot spin test rig used
for these tests. A major goal during development of the hot spin test rig was to retain features of rela-
tively inexpensive and timely parts replacement to facilitate rotor testing-to-failure. The six rotors
selected for this testing were each finish machined with a wider disc throat than originally designed as a
result of a lifetime reliability analysis conducted earlier in the year using the latest material and sta-
tistical time-dependent strength characteristics. Results of the test series are shown in Table 1. The
first two rotors failed during acceleration to full speed and this was traced to problems in the rotor
attachment system. This was a conical attachment system selected for the hot spin rig to reduce rig post-
failure turn-around time and cost.

It's important to note, however, that these rotors did not fail due to centrifugal and thermal stresses.
As a result of this problem, an improved design curvic attachment system which was proven successful in en-
gine testing was utilized in the rig for testing the remaining four rotors. As can be seen from Table 1,
each one successfully completed the objective 25-hour test. During some cases of disassembly of the rotor
from its shaft, there was a "pinging" sound and subsequent very careful inspection revealed minute cracks in
the vicinity of the ceramic curvic teeth. It also became apparent from temperature sensitive paints that
the metal front curvic washer was running at a higher temperature than desired. While the stationary hard-
ware adjacent to the rotor in the hot spin test rig is different from that used in the engine, the high
metal curvic temperature was a similar problem to that experienced in the engine. Consequently a design
modification was made as shown in Figure 16 and was based on the earlier engine modification to redirect the
attachment bolt cooling air and thereby increase cooling of the metal curvic.
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Figure 13 Ceramic Turbine Rotor 1195, Attachment Hardware and Hain Shaft
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Figure 14 Cross-Sectional View Showing Rotor Front Face Cavity
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Figure 16 Hot Spin Rig Present Configuration

The curvic cooling modification was incorporated and checked out using an available bladeless rotor hub
and following this duo-density rotor #1306, shown in Figure 17, was installed in the hot spin test rig. The
objective was to complete the 200 hour durability test over a composite of the ARPA duty cycle as shown in
Figure 18. The 100% speed condition was set at 50,000 rpm, which for the size rotor tested is representative
of maximum speed for a three stage turbine. The temperature was increased from the original goal of 10540C
(1930*F) to 1149*C (2100*F) over 175 of the 200 hours. It is very encouraging that this first attempt to
complete a 200-hour rotor durability test was successful. The visual appearance of the rotor after the test,
Figure 19, indicated the rotor to be unaffected by the test.

The next phase of the program was to test a rotor for 25 hours at 64,240 rpm and 982*C (1800*F) rotor
platform temperature. A series of tests, sumarized in Table 2, have been conducted in an attempt to meet

this objective. These tests have been conducted with the present rig configuration as previously shown in
Figure 16. Only one of the rotors has reached 64,240 rpm, rotor 1312, and it was destroyed when a flame tube
vibrated loose and worked forward striking the rotor. Four of the other rotors were completely destroyed

during the acceleration from 50,000 rpm to 64,240 rpm. The three rotors which failed at low speeds, 10,000
to 23,000 rpm were different in nature as the hubs remained intact after the test while the blades and blade
ring rim spalled off as shown in Figure 20.

ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

A time dependent reliability analysis was conducted on the rotor configuration and operating conditions
of the four rotor tests,(l0) which successfully completed 25 hours of operation at 50,000 rpm and 982C
(1800*F) rim temperature (Table 1). The estimated time dependent reliability was 0.95525 at 25 hours. Al-

though no obvious time dependent failures have been encountered in rotor testing, it is possible to estimate
the demonstrated reliability using Bayes formula applied to the success run theorem. (11)

1
N+l

Rc " (1 - C)

where Rc m iinimum demonstrated reliability
C N confidence level of prediction
N - number of successful trials with no failures

The minimum demonstrated reliability by four successes and no time dependent failures is 0.87055 at 50%
confidence. It is interesting to note that in order to demonstrate a minimum reliability of 0.95525, 14 suc-
cessive tests would be required without encountering any failures.(Il)



Figure 17 Duo-Density Silicon Nitride Turbine Rotor 1306 Before Test
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Figure 19 Duo-Density Silicon Nitride Turbine Rotor 1306 After 200 Hours

TABLE 2 - 64240 RPN SPEED TESTS

PRESENT RIG CONFIGURATION 4
Blade Number

Rotor Ring of Blades Rim
Serial Serial During Temperature Speed Time
Number Number Hot Test "C RPM Hours Coments

1312 2142 28 982 64240 1-3/4 Flame tube fell into rotor
causing failure

1329 2274 24 982 52800 - Complete rotor failure

1357 2317 19 982 57100 -- Complete rotor failure

1364 2336 24 982 55400 -- Complete rotor failure

1368 2350 36 982 10000 -- Blade/rim spalling

1382 1323 29-1/2 982 23000 -- Blade/rim spalling

1392 2371 23 982 10000 -- Blade/rim spelling

1395 2353 25 982 60600 - Complete rotor failure

Figure 20 Blade/Rim Spelling of Rotor 1392
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A correlation analysis of cold spin rotor hub failures with the calculated failure distribution was con-
ducted in 1976.(6) Fourteen hot pressed silicon nitride rotor hubs were made under as identical conditions
as possible. Five of the hubs were sectioned to provide the material strength data for the analytical predic-
tion while the remaining nine hubs were cold spun to failure. The results are shown in Figure 21. The cal-
culated failure distribution (characteristic speed 103,800 rpm, Weibull modulus m - 16.8) was within the 90
percent confidence band of the experimental data (characteristic speed 108,500 rpm, Weibull modulus m - 14.8).
This confirmed the use of fast fracture Weibull theory in predicting cold spin failures.

The prediction of fast fracture failures at elevated teperatures in more complex due to the combined
thermal and centrifugal stresses in the rotor. Speed can be controlled precisely but thermal gradients and
hence thermal stresses are much more difficult to predict and control. The measurement of high temperature
material properties is also more difficult; however, fast fracture reliability analyses were conducted for
the rotors tested in the hot spin rig. The estimated reliability was 0.985 at 50,000 rpm(10) and 0.846 at
64,240 rpm, hence the predicted failure rates were 1.5% at 50,000 rpm and 15.4% at 64.240 rpm. The Weibull
distribution of the test results previously presented in Tables 1 and 2 with the low speed blade/rim splling
failures eliminated, is shown In Figure 22. The predicted failure rates fall within the 99 percent confidence
band of the experimental data indicating a reasonable correlation.
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PROCESSING IMPROVEMENTS

Some rotors produced during the development of the simplified two-piece hot press bonding concept were
cold spin tested to failure. The test results of one rotor were particularly interesting as 10 unflawed
blades failed in the 87,100 to 96,900 rpm speed range. Typical fracture surfaces are shown in Figure 23.
The Weibull distribution representing this data is shown in Figure 24 along with the qualification test
results of 1977 vintage rotors previously shown in Figure 12. The potential for unflawed, improved process
rotors is shown dramatically by comparing the failure rates at 70,000 rpm for 1977 rotors (80% failure rate)
to that for unflawed, improved process rotors (8% failure rate), a ten-fold reduction in failure probability.
As a result, a program was initiated to improve the rotor fabrication process by improving the injection
molding and hot press bonding processes. g",
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Figure 23 Typical Fracture Surfaces Without Gross Fabrication Flaws
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Two types of blade flaws were revealed during cold spin testing to qualify rotors for further hot test-
Ing. Subsurface voids, shown in Figure 25, and planar flaws, both subsurface and surface (shown in Figure
26), wre responsible for the majority of low speed cold spin failures. In the past, blade rings were injec-
tion molded, visually inspected, burned out, nitrided and visually inspected again along with conventional
x-ray. Recently, conventional and microfocus x-ray techniques have been used to detect flaws in the green,
as-molded, state prior to burnout and nitriding. This step was taken to eliminate the time required for burn-
out and nitriding, thereby providing timely feedback to the injection molding engineers who were conducting
parametric experiments to eliminate molding flaws.

Figure 25 Subsurface Void Uncovered by Grinding

Figure 26 Surface Planar Flaw
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A Hunker flow otrol unit was coupled to the existing automated injection molding system described by
Johnson at Newport. 

5  
This aw unit controls and monitors the Injection velocity and die cavity pressure

during the injection and hold portions of the molding cycle (Figure 27). Ten parametric molding studies were
conducted with systematically varied Injection profiles and hold pressures. Hicrofocus x-ray results indi-
cated that high injection flow rates combined with low hold pressures in the die cavity reduced the number of
subsurface void-type flaw, in the outer half of the blades and completely elinated voids in the inner, more
highly stressed portion of the blades.

Conventional and microfocus x-ray techniques hsve been used to detect planar flaws of the type previous-
ly shown in Figure 26 in the nitrided condition. Up to 18x magnification was used with the microfocus x-ray
equipment in addition to multiple orientation of the parts. Planar type flaws were only detectable after
nitriding, indicating that this type of flaw may only occur after burnout and/or nitriding.

Flaws in the rim region of the blade ring were detected using the panoramic microfocus X-ray setup shown
in Figure 28. The panoramic tube head fits Inside the blade ring while the film strip is located outside the
blade tips in one of a series of concentric grooves in the plexiglass disk. The result is a radial panoramic
X-ray of the rotor blades and rim at up to lOx magnification.
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Figure 28 Panoramic Microfocus Equipment and Fixture for Radial View X-ray
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Several of the 1977 vintage rotors were sectioned and examined with some interest$j4, rowlts with re-
spect to the reaction bonded silicon nitride blade rings. The blade rings varied in color, from light gray
to shiny black, and microstructure, from 70% to 0% alpha silicon nitride. A subsequent investigation reveal-
ed that the reaction bonded silicon nitride was dissociating, during hot press, bonding, resulting in an in-
crease in porosity, hence the gray color. A few rotors were subjected to blade bend testing to determine if
blade strength was affected by hot press bonding. The results, Table 3, show the charao;aristie loads after
press bonding were 14 to 38% lower than those for the "as-nitrided" or before hot press bonding state. As a
result a degradation study was conducted, which defined the nature of the changes and identified the hot
pressing parameters which could be controlled to eliminate this degradation of microgtructure sad strength.
The processing steps in the degradation study are shown in Figure 29. Every other blade of an pp-nitrided
blade ring was loaded to failure (A). The blade ring was then blade filled (B) and hot press bonded. After
hot press bonding (C), the remaining blades were loaded to failure. This technique provided blandes from
before and after hot pressing from phe same blade ring, hence the same nitridipt cycle, which were examined
with respect to color, microstrutiure,' hardness, and phase composition.

The ranges of hot pressing temperature and time -at temp ratute which were investigated in this degrada-
tion study encompassed the nominal conditions of .175C and ,5Q: .inu!tes used when fabricating 1977 vintage
rotors. The color changes which occurred du;it hot pressi a are shown in Figureo0. As expected, the de-
gree of color change, from black to light,-gray, increased with hot pressing time and temperature. Compari-
son of the microstructure before and after hot pressig, for degraded pasts, shRed that the "after" micro-
structure contained much more fine interconnected poroslty, hence the gray color. This increasod porosity
degraded the microstructure, which resulted in a stregigth degradation.' P4fre 31 shows the relationship de-
rived between change in strength and hot pressing time and temperature. (10) It should, be noted' ihat the
expected strength degradation at the nominal hot pressing condittns (1715*C - 150 minutes) used to fabricate
1977 vintage rotors, which- representk. the latest rotors that have been spin tested, is 10-20%. Hence, future
Improved process rotors can be fabricated under hot pressing condit4ons, which would rpsult in no strength
degradation effectively-increasing their strength 10-20% over 1977 ;*ntage rotors.

T*BLE 3- SUWOARY OF BLADE BEND TEST RESULTS [
NITRIDING "CARACTERIST1: tOAD (ft %

NIHIER As-NITRIDEu AF1MA:IT PREPPQW CHANGE

48 40.8 34.9 -14

67 38.9 24.0 -38

78 35.9 27.9 -22

AS NITRIDED (A) AFT' INITIAL 13E TESTING

... . ' . .. . .. . . . .. . .. -'

(B) AFft*BLAW1IALLINM) AFf IM HOT ESS BbkDING

Figute 29 Processing Steps for Degradation Study
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the past few years, significant material, process and design advances have been made in attempting to
realize the potential of an all-ceramic turbine rotor. The duo-density rotor we conceived and material and
process developments have been underway to make the reaction bonded silicon nitride blade ring and to bond
It to the hot pressed silicon nitride hub. Cold spin testing and hot spin testing were used as methods to
evaluate 1975-vintage rotors and 1977-vintage rotors, resulting from material, process and design iterations.

Duo-density silicon nitride turbine rotors fabricated in 1977 demonstrated a significant improvement in
cold spin reliability over state-of-the-art rotors fabricated in 1975. Hot test results (of 1977 vintage
rotors) In hot spin rigs are very encouraging in that the first attempt to complete a 200-hour durability
test was successful. Ceramic turbine rotors have now been run at turbine inlet temperatures of 1093-13700C
(2000-2500*F) at speeds of 27,500-64,240 rpm for periods up to 200 hours,

Reasonable correlation was demonstrated between fast fracture reliability predictions based on Weibull
theory and actual test results both on cold spin disks and hot turbine rotors. Correlation between time-de-
pendent reliability predictions and actual test results has not been confirmed nor disproved as more test
results are required.

Since 1977-vintage rotors, process improvements In injection molding were Identified, which eliminated
subsurface voids in the inner, more highly-stressed portions of the blades. Microfocus X-ray techniques
ware developed to produce magnified x-rays in addition to radial view panoramic x-rays of the rotor blade
ring rim. Hicrostructure and strength degradation of reaction bonded silicon nitride blade rings, which
previously occurred during hot press bonding, was determined to be controllable. Improved process rotors
can now be fabricated with no degradation utilizing the hot pressing parameters of time and temperature
recently defined; this will result in a significant increase in rotor reliability. Further improvements to
better detect and eliminate planar-type flaws in blades would be of added benefit.

While progress to date has shown that all-ceramic rotors "can work", at least with modest durability,
additional effort is clearly required to develop all-ceramic rotors that "won't fail". Considering the re-
latively early stage and likely steep learning curve of developments in ceramic materials, processes, MDE,
life prediction and ceramic attachment methods and considering the past investment on the duo-density rotor,
a continuing strong research and development program is warranted to reach the goal of reliable all-ceramic

turbine rotors.
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SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the development ofa hybrid turbine rotorby attaching hot-pressed 8iN, airfoils to a
wrought AFg-1DA superalloy disk using the 9ATORIZING ® forging process. An approach for fabricating low cost
ceramic airfoils (olatformless blades) Is' discussed. The ceramic blade rotors were hot spin tested at 750 rev/s
(45.000 rpm) and 1505°K (2250°F) blade temperature, which were representative of small gas turbine engine
conditions.

INTRODUCTION.

Ongoing research by the turbine engine community indicates that a satisfactory application of ceramic
materials to the turbine rotor is of prime importance in achieving improved engine performance. Ceramic materials
offer the advantages of higher thrust-to-weight ratio, higher turbine inlet temperatures, reduced cooling air
requirements, and potentially lower cost than metal components. The Advanced Research Projects Agency has
sponsored a program to demonstrate the attachment of ceramic blades to a wrought superallov turbine disk) The
object of this paper is to discuss the three phases of this program which include the development and evaluation
of (i) the ceramic/supetalloy '(hybrid) attachment concept, (2) a hybrid rotor containing ceramic pseudoblades,
and (3) a hybrid rotor contpintfigerimic aiff'ilbladeg.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The rotor and ceramic blade materials ugedin developing the hybrid attachment concept were AF2-1)AI', an
isothermally forgeable superalloy, and NC-132, hot-pressed Si8N,-from Norton Co., respectively. The hybrid
attachment concept utilized the GATORIZING prodess to forge and diffusion bond two AF2-1DA disk halves at
1394*K (2060°F) around a circumferentially oriented ceramic blade root with a.127jMm (5 mill thick Pt interfacial
layer as shown in Figure 1. Once the attachment was bonded, the AF2-lDA was heat treated to obtain improved
creep and stress rupture life?

Machining of the first set of dummy ceramic blades in Phase I was conducted by Norton Co. with the
remainder of ceramic machining conducted at P&WA/Florida, both using cOnventinal.grinding methods. The
dummy blades and pseudoblades (shown in Figure 2) of Phases I had II, respectively, were machined by transverse
grinding the different configurations to lOX and 20X charts using optical grind methods1

In Phase Ill the conventional airfoil design, consisted of a platformed blade with airfoil twist and taper which
prevented using the previous transverse grinding techniques. Therefore, a new platformless blade and machining
concept was developed utilizing the above grinding techniques! This concept separated the conventional turbine
blade configuration into blade and platform (endwalli) components, as shown in Figure 3. This enabled the
components to be straight through ground (longitudinally) using a cam-follower controlled floating table as shown
in Figure 4: The advantage of this machining method is a potential cost reduction over existing methods. This
fabrication process also represents a practical method for high volume machining of blades from hot-pressed Si,N0
billets.

After machining each 'component, tHe load bearing dovetail surfaces of the blades and endwalls were
longitudinally polished with I lm diamond paste to remove flaws. The blades were then heat treated at 12,55'K
(1600 0F) for 180 ks (50 hr) in air prior to hybrid rotor tabrication.

Analytical evaluation of the ceramic components consisted of two-dimensional NASTRAN analyses"of airfoil
blades in Phase III to predict maximum local spin test stresses. This analysis was performed for a typical small gas
turbine rotor speed of 1000 rev/s (60,000 rpm) assuming the worst possible linear blade thermal gradient. i.e.. from
1505°K (225)°F) airfoil tip temperature to 1043*K (1590*F) at the airfoil base and 1063°K (1460'F) at the dovetail
base.

I'ermn pre-enting psaer

-3
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An experimental analysis of the Phase II hybrid rotor disk and spin tooling design shown in Figure 5, was
conducted in Phases II and III to determine the maximum life, temperature, and speed capabilities! This analysis
consisted of: (1) a two-dimensional photoelastic stress analysis of the disk and tooling cross sections to determine
the high stress areas; (2) thermal calibrations to determine rotor temperature from the spin test temperatures of
1505°K (2250°F); (3) static thermal strain analysis using strain gages located in the high stressed locations of the
disk and spin tooling, as shown in Figure 5 (locations 1, 2, and 3); (4) ambient temperature dynamic strain analysis
of these high stressed locations due to the centrifugal load; and (5) stress-rupture testing 4of simulated disk cross
sections to establish Larson-Miller life prediction curves5 for the rotor and attachment configuration.

Experimental evaluation of individual ceramic components in Phases I and I1 consisted of failure spin testing
components at ambient temperature. The different attachment dovetail geometries were evaluated by determining
the load-carrying capability, i.e., the blade centrifugal load (P) at failure divided by the smallest dovetail cross-
sectional area (A), of each geometry. The nominal P/A data obtained was analyzed using a Weibull distribu-
tion6 to statistically determine the 3a lower bound failure stress at which a 0.5"1 failure probability was expected.
These results were then compared to determine an optimum dovetail geometry.

The configuration difference between the straight blades of Phases I and II and the airfoil blades of Phase Ill
prevented a direct correlation of the nominal P/A stress. As a result, experimental evaluation of the airfoil blades
consisted of (1) spin testing of several blades at ambient temperature to determine the ultimate stress
(load/fracture area) for the failure speeds, and (2) proof spin testing of the blades prior to hybrid rotor assembly.
Since the Phase II spin tooling (Figure 5) was limited to a maximum speed of 883 rev/s (53,00) rpm), the Phase Ill
airfoil proof and failure testing were conducted using a larger diameter rotor, which was capable of higher airfoil
centrifugal loads. These results were then recalculated to obtain "equivalent" hybrid rotor speeds.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4!
PHASE I - Attachment Concept

The first phase of this effort included the development and evaluation of the ceramic blade wrought superalloy
attachment at ambient temperature. The combined GATORIZING forging process and diffusion bonding
produced an attachment exhibiting both ease of fabrication and flexibility of design. This concept was optimi-
zedt to yield a practical attachment displaying the following characteristics: (1) a Pt compliant layer between t he
ceramic and wrought alloy components to eliminate ceramic/superalloy interaction during fabrication and to
minimize localized stresses in the ceramic blade root; (2) intimate contact between the superalloy and ceramic
blade root due to isothermally forging the attachment above the temperature it would experience in an engine.

To evaluate the integrity of this attachment, the dummy blades (Figure 2A) were individually spin tested to
failure. A Weibull distribution of the blade P/A tensile stress correlated with equivalent failure speed from spin
testing is shown in Figure 6. The plot reveals a 3a lower bound stress level of 141 MPa (20.5 ksi). This exceeded
the P/A stress that ceramic blades would have to withstand in a small gas turbine engine7 Thus, this testing
demonstrated the ambient temperature feasibility of the hybrid attachment.

PHASE II - Pseudoblade Hybrid Rotor

The goal of this phase was to demonstrate the feasibility of the attachment concept for a typical small gas
turbine rotor by spin testing a fully pseudobladed rotor at 750 rev/s (45,(X) rpm) with a blade temperature oIf
150.5K (22,50F). To accomplish this objective, a small test rotor (Figure 5) was designed to use the developed
attachment concept with pseudoblades (Figure 2B).

Prior to fabrication and testing rotors of this design, an experimental analysis of the high stress locations in
the disk was conducted. This analysis consisted of a thermal calibration of the rotor, a two-dimensional
photoelastic strain analysis of the disk dovetail slot and stress-rupture testing of flat specimens simulating the
dovetail cross section to establish a disk life prediction curve. Results of the analysis confirmed that the location
of primary concern was at the base of the dovetail slot where local temperature and strain were measured at 1021 "K
(1380°F) and 0.461;. respectively, for the desired test conditions. The resultant larson-Miller life prediction for
these test conditions showed that the expected disk life was in excess of 1.4 Ms (4(X) hr).

To investigate pseudoblade integrity, the nominal P/A and maximum pseudohlade dovetail stresses were
calculated for comparison with the previously determined 3 n lower bound P/A stress (141 MPal. A pho tocelastic
analysis of the pseudoblade dovetail configuration indicated that the maximum pseudoblade rot stress was 45',
above the nominal P/A stress. The pseudoblade P/A stress was calculatedl to be :3 Ml'a (12 ksi) at 750 rev/s.
'herefore. the maximum root stress was estimated at 120 MPa (17.4 ksi). which was less than the : failure stress
( Figure 6).
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With the integrity of the blade and disk designs established, elevated temperature spin testing of single and
multiple attachments was conducted. Initially, a single bladed rotor (Figure 7) was successfully tested for 2:18 ks
(66 hr) at 750 rev/s with a blade temperature of 1505°K. During this test, the rotor was subjected to 10 thermal
cycles and 97 isothermal dwell cycles, where the rotor was cycled from 0 to 750 rev/s and held at that speed for a
dwell time of N3X) s. Following this demonstration, several multibladed rotors were tested. A 28-bladed rotor
(lacking two blades to accommodate thermocouple instrumentation) was tested successfully for 194 ks (54 hr at
75) rev/s with a blade temperature of 1505°K. Subsequently. a full 30-bladed rotor was fabricated (Figure 8) and
tested for over 317 ks (88 hr) at 750 rev/s and 1505°K with over 14 thermal cycles. The successful testing ofthis rotor
demonstrated the integrity of the attachment concept.

PHASE III - Airfoil Hybrid Rotor

The goal of Phase III was to spin test an airfoil hybrid rotor at 1505'K (2250'F) blade temperature at rotor test
speeds in excess of 7,5) rev/s (45,0MX) rpm).

To predict the integrity of the platformless blade and endwall designs, a NASTRAN two-dimensional finite
element analysis of each component was conducted. The airfoil analysis predicted a maximum stress of 400 MI'a
(58 ksi) at 100 rev/s (60,00)0 rpm) located in the concave trailing edge corner of the dovetail root (Figure :1). This
is close to the reported low temperature tensile strength of NC-132. In addition, the analysis predicted an airfoil
failure speed range of between 11(IX rev/s (66,0M) rpm) and 1"333 rev/s (80,00rpm). To experimentally evaluate the
airfoil design, components were individually ambient temperature spin tested to failure. The equivalent failure
speeds ranged from 1142 rev/s (68,500 rpm) to 1372 rev/s (82,300 rpm) as shown in Figure 6. These test results
closely agreed with the NASTRAN predicted failure range.

To screen out the low strength components prior to hybrid rotor assembly, the airfoils were proof tested at 110)0
rev/s (equivalent rotor speed). Out of a total of :32 airfoils proof tested. only two failures occurred (at 863 and 1100)
rev/s). The fracture origin of all failures was near the concave trailing edge surface of the dovetail (figure 9). which
agreed with the maximum stress location predicted by the NASTRAN analysis. Hence, it was concluded t hat t hese
pr(x)f airfoils were acceptable for hybrid rotor spin testing at speeds below the maximum spin tooling speed.

The NASTRAN analysis of the endwalls indicated a maximum stress of 117 MPa (17 ksi) at 1)0 rev.'s (60,00t)()
rpm) at the overhanging leading edge (Figure 3). Six endwall components were proof tested at I1 (M rev/s to verify
the analysis, and no failures were observed. Hence, the endwall components were accepted without failure testing.

After substantiating airfoil and endwali component integrity, the hybrid airfoiled rotor was assembled with 24
blades for spin testing (Figure 10). A few components were omitted for thermocouple instrumentation. Next. a 181
ks (50 hr) hot spin test cycle was planned at an airfoil temperature of 1505°K (2250'F) and a rotor speed varying
between 5M0 rev/s (30,0M) rpm) and 833 rev/s (50,0M) rpm). The rotor was incrementally tested at 500 rev/s for 7.2
ks. at 583 rev/s for 7.2 ks, at 667 rev/s for :1.6 ks and 750 rev/s. After 3tM s at 750 rev/s a test abort occurred.

A subsequent failure analysis ofthe hybrid rotor and tooling assembly indicated the test abort was caused by
failure of the 4.8 mm (0.188 in.) diameter metal spindle (Figure 5) supporting and connecting the assembly to the
drive turbine. This caused the rotor assembly to impact against adjacent spin test struct ures which fractured about
70', of the airfoil and endwall components. The post-mortem fracture analysis of the ceramic airfoils indicated that
blade failure was not due to centrifugal loading.

CONCLUSIONS

" The spin testing of airfoil and pseudoblade rotors was performed at 750 rev/s (.ItX) rpm) and 1505"1K
122-1) 0 F). which was characteristic of small gas turbine engine conditions.

" A potentially cost effective/high volume Si 3N, machining method was developed that separates the
conventional blade configuration into platformless blade and platform (endwall? sections.

" A good correlation was obtained between analytical modeling of the platformless blade and experimental spin
test results. The airfoil maximum stress and failure locations were predicted.

* Proof testing of individual blades eliminated unexpected failures prior to hybrid rotor fabrication.

tt
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SUMMARY

Within the context of the German Ceramics Program Daimler-Benz is working on the develop-
ment of turbine wheels consisting of hot-pressed silicon nitride.

In the following, a description is given of the preliminary tests carried out to examine
the thermal shock characteristics of hot-pressed silicon nitride, together with an expla-
nation of the aerodynamic design and stress calculation of a turbine wheel. Reference is
also made to turbine wheel manufacturing and the results of tests carried out so far.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the German Ceramics Program, Daimler-Benz has been trying together 4
with firms from the ceramics industry to develop an axial-flow turbine wheel according to
the duodensity principle, with blades of reaction-bonded silicon nitride and a hub of hot-
pressed silicon nitride.

Work is still being continued in this field, however, once it became clear this develop-
ment involved more difficulties than originally had been assumed, it was decided to start
on another approach, this being the trial to manufacture a turbine wheel consisting only
of hot-pressed silicon nitride.

2. 1101-PRESSED SILICON NITRIDE AS A MATERIAL FOR TURBINE BLADES AND TURBINE WHEELS

Hot-pressed silicon nitride has some characteristics which at first sight would cast
doubt upon its suitability as a material for turbine blades.

Because of the way it is manufactured it contains a small amount of magnesium oxide,
which results in creeping at high temperatures and loads. There is also evidence of slow
crack growth: very small and invisible cracks present in the component enlarge under the
influence of temperature and stress and can lead to premature failure. Also, not enough
is known about its oxidation characteristics; for example, up to now not enough experien-
ce has been gathered to enable one to judge reliably the degree to which oxygen contai-
ned in the hot turbine gases can damage the surface of the turbine and so lead to a de-
crease in its resistance to stress. Finally, there is as yet no suitable manufacturing
process which enables complete turbine wheels to be produced economically.

3. PRELIMINARY TESTS WITH A BLADE $EGMENT

First practical experience was gained by manufacturing a blade segment consisting of 3
axial-flow blades (see Fig. 1) and subjecting it to extensive thermal shock tests. As
can be seen from the picture, a piece was removed from one of the blades to enable exa-
mination of the material once the tests had been completed.

During testing the component was exposed 3Z0O times at regular intervals to a stream of
hot gas for 60 secs (gas temperature 1350 C) and to an airstream of 70 °C for 60 secs.
There was a continuous flow of hot gas and cold air, the segment being pushed to and fro
between the two channels by means of a pneumatically operated sled. The velocity of the
hot gas relative to the blade was approx. 250 m/sec, while the air and gas pressure was
I bar.

The first important result of these tests was that no visual damage could be determined,
that means that the relative high thermal stresses resulting from the large temperature
gradients caused by the sharp cross-sectional variations did not lead to a destruction
of the component. However, material changes were observed, in that tile material bemace
lighter in colour at the edges. Examinations using the micro-probe showed that a certain
diffusion of magnesium oxide had taken place towards the blade surface. Fig. 2 shows the
quantitative result: the MgO content near the edges is about 6 times the average content.
At the moment it is not clear whether this might in fact lead to damage after a longer
period of time.
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4. AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF THE TURBINE WHEEL

The following data were chosen as design criteria:

Flow rate 0.72 kg/sec
Gas inlet temperature 1623 K
Pressure ratio (total - total) 1.89 -
Speed 6o,0OOO 1/min

Blade design was done with standard methods, which need not to be discussed here. The cir-
cumferential speed of the wheel was limited to 400 m/sec in consideration of the strength
of the available material. As opposed to the circumferential speeds being used with com-
parable metal turbines, this means a reduction in turbine efficiency of I to 1.5 %.

5. STRESS AND VIBRATIONS

The load imposed on a turbine wheel is composed basically of centrifugal force and ther-
mal stress. In the case of thermal stress one must differentiate between steadystate and
transient factors, whereby transient stresses occur especially during starting, but also
during all acceleration and deceleration processes, and lead in general to an increase in
load.

(a) Hub

After numerous calculations by iteration the shape of the turbine disc was defined
as shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 shows the calculated stress values at various points. The stresses caused by
centrifugal force were calculated for a speed of 66,000 1/min, i. e. whith an over-
speed of 10 %. One sees that bore and neck are subjected to similar amounts of stress

in both steadystate and transient conditions, with maximum stress occuring during the
transient stage - meaning here the condition 50 secs after the cold start.

Fig. 4 shows the temperature distribution calculated for the transient phase.

(b) Turbine blades

The calculation was based on the finite element structure shown in Fig. 5. However,
there is still no reliable calculation which gives the magnitude of maximum stress at
the root of the blade including the stress concentration factor.

Some natural frequencies of the blade are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the 4th mode
of natural vibration.

It can generally be said that the smaller density and the larger Young's modulus con-
siderably increase the natural frequencies of ceramic blades as compared to metal
blades.

6. TURBINE WHEEL MANUFACTURE

Once these calculations had been completed, work was started on manufacturing the first
turbine wheel.

Because of experience gained with spin testing numerous discs, and as a result of know-
ledge gained from the examination of bending specimens, the following process was cho-
sen:

(1) The turbine wheel should be made out of a cylindrical disc of constant thickness, as
greater homogeneity of the blank can be expected herewith.

(2) The blank is first of all subjected o a cold spin test, where, by choosing the right
speed, an initial stress of 350 N/mm is produced at the edge of the bore in the Len-
tre of the disc.

(3) As shown in Fig. 8 two discs are separated from this blank and used to make specimens
for bending tests as illustrated in the specimen plan in Fig.. The figures 1 to 20
are the numbers of the bending specimens, and the 3-digit numbers are measured valies
of four-point bending tests. The bending specimens give an indication of the quality
of the disc. The turbine disc in its cross-sectional form as shown in Fig. 8 was made
by grinding.

(41) The blade profiles should be made by a combined ultrasonic and diamond grinding pro-
ce.4s.

A turbine wheel manufactured according to this procedurp is shown in Fig. 10.

Basically the method described here is also sui table for the manufac tuore of tilrbillle wheel,
of other ceramic materials, for example of hot-pressed silicon carlbild. Ip Io now, bowever,
only hot-pressed silicon nitride appears to have tie necessary strength for the given app-
I ication.
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The described manufacturing method is of course suitable only for prototypes and not for
series production.

7. TESTING K
The turbine wheels are tested on a thermal shock test rig and a hot gas turbine test rig.

The test rig depicted in Fig. 11 was constructed for the thermal shock test. Attached to
an arm, the non-rotating turbine wheel is swung into a stream of hot gas and is thus sub-
jected to a sudden thermal stress as it would occur during the ignition of a turbine. The
thermal shock which occurs when a turbine is decelerated or stopped is relatively small
because of the large heat capacity of the heat exchanger, and so in this rig the turbine
wheel is not exposed to a stream of cold air when it is swung out of the gas stream, but
just cools down in the static ambient air.

At the same time attempts are made with the help of this test rig to measure the tempera-
ture distribution by using infrared photography when the turbine wheel has been swung out.
This is in order to gain information which will allow the calculation of the thermal
stress. Fig. 12 shows a temperature distribution graph determined in this way.

The rig in Fig. 13 was built in order to test the wheel under original conditions.

The ceramic turbine wheel is mounted on a shaft together with a radial compressor. In or-
der to avoid any constrictions in regard of air flow, pressure and speed, the hot gas is
not produced by the air from the radial compressor, but by air from a stationary source.
The air provided by the radial compressor is used to cool the rig casing after expansion
in a throttle. The rig is suitable for a flow rate of up to approx. 1 kg/s, a pressure
ratio of up to 3, a temperature of up to 1670 K and a speed of up to 85,000 1/min. Fig.
14 shows a turbine wheel together with the radial compressor. This arrangement is similar
to the gas generator of a two-shaft turbine.

The first turbine wheel, made of an older hot-pressed silicon nitride of relatively poor
quality, suffered damage at a speed of 13,000 I/min and a temperature of 1523 K. Examina-
tion revealed that previous minor damage to the wheel had apparently produced a crack which,
in conjunction with the high thermal stress occuring during the last spin test, had pro-
bably caused the fracture. That the material was of inferior quality is shown by the pho-
tos in Figs. 15 and 16 which were taken while the broken pieces of the wheel were being in-
spected.

With the second wheel, several test runs were carried out at various temperatures and
speeds. Total running time was 3 h 20 min. The wheel was destroyed at a temperature of
1343 K. The probable cause seems to be excessive thermal stresses near the hub. No faults
in the material could be found in this case.

A third wheel is still being tested. It is being used mainly to determine the temperature
distribution in the hub with the aid of thermal colours. However, it turned out that rela-
tively large variations occur in the test values, such that it is not yet possible to give
a sufficiently precise temperature distribution curve for a precise thermal stress calcu-
lation. Up to now, tests have been carried out on this wheel at speeds of up to 60,000
1/min at temperatures of 1170 K, and up to 50,000 1/min at temperatures of up to 1350 K.
Total running time is 12 hours.

Table 2 shows the speeds and temperatures achieved up to this time.

8. OUTLOOK

It still remains to test turbine wheels at higher speeds and stresses, particularly as they
occur under transient conditions. Further improvements in the material are necessary for
this purpose. Finally, a certain long-term test should be carried out in order to gather
experience in regard of creeping and slow crack growth.
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N e ck B or e

EN/_m2 ] T LK] (5,p[N/mm 2]j T [K]

Steady State3513348 i8

Transient 4513 2 6

Turbine inlet temperature T3 m = 1623 [K]

Design speed n = 60,000 [1/mm]

Stressvalues calculated for n =66,000 [1/mm]

Table 1: Stressvalues4

Cold Spin Testing 75,000 [rpm]j 300 [K]

Typ. Hot Runs 50,000 [rpm] 1475 [K]

Max. Running Time 22
of one Rotor hrs]

Sum of Running 47
Time of all Rotors Ls

Table 2: Achieved speeds and temperatures
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SUMMARY

The feasibility of using hot pressed silicon nitride (HPSN) for rolling elements
and for races in ball bearings and roller bearings is being explored. HPSN offers oppor-
tunities to alleviate many current bearing problems including DN and fatigue life limit-
ations, lubricant and cooling system deficiencies and extreme environment demands. The
history of ceramic bearings and the results of various element tests, bearing tests in
rigs and bearing tests in a turbine engine are reviewed. The advantages and problems
associated with the use of HPSN in rolling element bearings are discussed.

Introduction

The feasibility of using hot pressed silicon nitride in rolling element bearings
(ball bearings and roller bearints) is being explored. Efforts during the 1960's by
Zaretsky,1' 2 Sibley3 and Godfrey had demonstrated that the concept of using ceramics in
rolling element bearings probably had merit if sufficiently strong ceramics became avail-
able. The advent of hot pressed silicon nitride in the early 1970's with new levels of
strength and very good uniformity appeared to overcome the earlier deficiencies.

The first phase of the current effort was a study of how hot pressed silicon nitride
performed in the various functions demanded of a bearing material. This included studies
of when it failed, how it failed and why it failed so that failures due to material or
process deficiencies could be identified and corrected. It was determined that fully
dense hot pressed silicon nitride, without inclusions, with a surface finish of lI inch
(0.0254um) AA or better, and free of subsurface machining damage, Is an unusually promis-
ing candidate material for a variety of critical bearing applications.

The second phase of the current effort has two objectives. The first involves an
attempt to assure that adequate quality, properly machined components are available on a
reproducible basis. The second involves an exploration of the dimensions of the perfor-
mance envelope for silicon nitride bearings. The latter includes an effort to develop a
limited data base.

Selected Results - General

From the beginning the ceramic bearing program has included both element tests and
bearing tests in test rigs. Recently bearing tests in engines have been added. The
element tests provide relatively inexpensive qualitative and quantitative information
about specific functional capabilities such as rolling contact fatigue resistance,
coefficients of friction and wear, elastohydrodynamic lubrication, failure modes, etc.
The bearing tests are appreciably more expensive and those conducted on test rigs are
generally of an accelerated nature, that is, the bearings are typically grossly over-
loaded to provide for failures within a timeframe that is manageable. The advantages of
testing actual bearings include:

a. The fabrication of the bearings demands production of material
in appropriate sizes and highlights production requirements
and cost drivers.

b. The fabrication of the bearings demands demonstration of machan-
Ing capabilities. The need to machine actual bearings has
exposed various problems.

c. Designers and fabricators are confronted by the need to recognize
and provide for material differences such as higher modulus,
lower density, lower thermal conductivity and lower thermal expan-
sion. For example, nev concepts are needed to mount ceramic tear-
Ings or to attach them to metal shafts.

d. Testing of actual bearings provides information unavailable from
element tests, both because it simultaneously combines the features
of all the element tests and because it Includes factors not
addressed by element tests. Where element test data contradicts
bearing test experience, one must go with the latter.

Selected Results - Element Tests

A quick summary and evaluation of the element tests indIcates:
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a. Hot pressed silicon nitride is the only currently credible ceramic
candidate for rolling element bearings.

b. Silicon nitride of adequate quality and with satisfactory surface
quality (surface smoothness better than lp inch (0.0254pm) AA and
no subsurface damage) may never experience fatigue failures. In
rolling contact fatigue (RCF) tests there have been no failures
at 600 000 psi (4 4 3 7 MPa) Hertzian stress, few failures at 700,0C
psi (4826 MPa) and many instances of suspended tests after over
100 million cycles at 800,000 psi (5516 MPa). Typical Hertzian
stresses in ball and roller bearings are less than half these values.

c. Silicon nitride and conventional lubricants provide essentially the
same lubrication and elastohydrodynamic lubrication characteristics
as do bearing steels with the same lubricants.

d. The coefficient of friction of unlubricated silicon nitride against
itself is about the same as that of lubricated steel on steel. How-
ever, there are indications that as the temperature rises, the fric-
tion of silicon nitride against itself rises. The prospects for
very high temperature unlubricated bearings of silicon nitride are
being investigated.

e. Silicon nitride appears to wear much more rapidly than most ceramics,
both against itself and steel. Current evidence suggests that wear
is a function of surface finish and that wear nay be eliminated when
surface smoothness is measured at less than ip inch (0.0254um) AA.

f. Silicon nitride usually fails by spalling, as do bearing steels.
Some failures have been caused by inclusions in the materials and
some have been attributed to slow crack growth of subsurface machin-
ing damage, possibly with an assist from the high Hertzian stresses
used in our RCF tests.

g. Silicon nitride has failed quite rapidly after lubricant shutoff
during RCF tests. On the other hand, roller bearings have run as
much as 120 hours without damage after lubricant shutoff in the
test rig and for several hours in an engine without damage. It is
uncertain whether the very high stress of the RCF test (800,000 psi
(5516 MPa) Hertzian stress) versus the more normal stress in the
actual bearings can account for the different behaviors.

Selected Results - Bearing Tests in Rigs

The initial objective was the fabrication, assembly, test and evaluation of a tur-
bine engine main shaft roller bearing. This particular bearing was chosen for two
reasons: (1) the rotating velocity of turbine engines is limited by the ability of the
outer races of the bearings to cope with the centrifugal forces of the rollers as well
as the loads they are intended to carry, and the lower specific gravity of silicon
nitride versus bearing steels (3.2 vs 6) promised to ease that problem; and (2) roller
bearings experience essentially only rolling contact forces whereas ball bearings also
encounter slipping and sliding, which introduces a somewhat uncontrollable unknown. It
was thus planned to conduct a simple substitution of ceramic rollers for metal rollers,
with no changes in lubrication or any other factor except to redesign the crown on the
roller to compensate for the difference in Young's modulus.

Six 55mm bore bearings were fabricated, three hybrid bearings having silicon nitride
rollers and M50 steel races and three all ceramic bearings havin silicon nitride rollers
and races. Each bearing had twenty ceramic rollers 0.34 5 inch (8.76mm) in diameter and
length. The races had a 2.25 inch (57.1mm) bore and 3.74 inch (95mm) outer diameter.
The design operating conditions were for speeds up to (5000 rpm and radial loads up to
400 pounds (1.78kN). The available test rig was limited to 10000 rpm so that high DN
capability could not be tested directly. Instead, two bearings of each type were tested
under overload conditions to simulate the heavy outer race loading that would be sustain-
ed in high speed operation. The bulk of the testing was performed at a speed of 10000
rpm and 2500 pounds (ll.lkN) load). (Under these conditions, the calculated L life of
a similar, all steel bearing is 120 hours.) The tests were highly successful. Testing
of the two hybrid bearings was suspended after 221 and 641 hours, respectively, of total
test time. Testing of the all ceramic bearings was suspended after 62 and 331 hours.
Th," tests were suspended because the programmed funding had been expended and the test
equipment was scheduled for other work. All of the bearings were In excellent condition
when the tests were suspended.

Since prediction of bearing performance is based on statistical larameters, the
next objective was to make ten hybrid bearings and test them to failure, to leirr, how
they fall and to get a feel for the distribution of their lives. The shaft -peed war
5400 rpm and the radial load was 5050 pounds (22.J4kN) (408,000 psi (2P13 MIa) Hertziai,
stress). Overall the results summarized in Table 1 were encouraging.

a. The LIO life was '45 hours, in comparison with an AFPMA calculated
L1 0 I e of 21.6 hours for a sinilar all steel tearing.
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b. Bearings 2, 5 and 6 used the same ceramic rollers in three sets
of steel races.

c. After 365 hours of full load testing, bearing 9 was run at a
2000 lb (8.89kN) radial load for an additional 117 hours with
the lubricant shutoff without sustaining damage.

d. Both steel race and ceramic roller failures occurred. All the
ceramic roller failures except one could be traced to the com-
bination of high loading, full roller contact and unblended
roller corner radii -- an unfortunate combination of circum-
stances that undoubtedly reduced the L10 life.

e. The one "bad" result, bearing 10, was a massive failure of
several rollers, subsequently attributed to an isolated,
irregular surface finishing procedure during the preparation of
the roller blanks. This failure was useful in two ways. It
illustrated what would happen in the event of a massive failure,
thereby serving to inhibit unchecked speculation, and it
reaffirmed the critical importance of the surface quality of
ceramics to their performance in bearings.

There have been several subsequent bearing rig test projects. Most notable are two in
which ceramic elements (balls and rollers) were tested side by side with steel elements
in a high speed test rig. Test speeds went up to 71500 rpm (2.5 million DN).

General observations and conclusions from a review of bearing rig test results
include:

a. There appears to be considerable potential for silicon nitride
ball bearings and for silicon nitride roller bearings, both
with steel races and with ceramic races. But the future of
all-ceramlc bearings versus hybrid bearings has not been sorted
out.

b. Silicon nitride rolling element bearings may be attractive for
some applications solely because of the excellent fatigue life
of silicon nitride.

c. The low specific gravity of silicon nitride in rolling elements
proffers higher DN numbers, and it also offers higher fatigue
life (quite apart from the excellent prospective fatigue life
of ceramic components) by virtue of the lower loading on the
outer race and the opportunity to reduce the preload.

d. Hybrid bearings with silicon nitride rolling elements seem to
run cooler than steel bearings. So far ball bearings seem to
do better than roller bearings. There is no data available for
bearings with ceramic races, but conceivably they might run
even cooler. This feature might lead to smaller lubrication
systems because of reduced coolant requirements.

e. Hybrid and all ceramic bearings have performed outstandingly
in lubricant-starved situations. Hybrid bearings perform better
than steel bearings but appreciably poorer than all ceramic
bearings when completely devoid of lubricant.

f. Silicon nitride rolling element bearings run noticeably more
quietly than comparable all steel bearings. The reasons, and
any potential benefits, all unclear.

Selected Results - Bearing Tests In Engines

As the ceramic bearings program progressed and modest successes accumulated,
interest in testing bearings in actual engines increased. Throw-away engines used to
power cruise missiles and non man-rated engines used to power target drones seemed to
be candidates both for tests and for early applications of ceramic bearings. Both types
of engines were attractive for tests because their relatively low costs reduced the
financial risk in the event of bearing failure. They were also attractive for early
applications because they were not man-rated and because it seemed likely that ceramics
might satisfy their unusually severe environmental and operational requirements better i
than metals.

The Teledyne J402 family of engines fitted these criteria excellently. The
J402-CA-40C engine is used In the Harpoon missile and the J402-CA-700 engine Is used
for the VSTT target drone. In both cases the rear bearing is contained essentially
within the burner can and does not have recirculating lubrication. The Harpoon bearing
Is fitted with a grease cup containing 15cc of Krytox grease while the VSTT rear bear-
Ing is lubricated by a 60 cc/mmn fuel flow through the bearing.

Six all-ceramic bearings were made to be tested in the VSTT engine. The Intention
was to demonstrate the utility of a ceramic bearing in an engine and to explore thefi
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possibility of operating the engine without lubrication for the bearings.

Table II summarizes the results obtained. Test 4 was a complete success, with
48 minutes total time without lubrication. Tests 1 and 2 were qualified successes in
that bearing failure followed failure of some other component. Tests 3, 5 and 6 were
partial successes; the failure in number 5 has been attributed to poor surface quality r
on the bearing surface of the inner race. The cause of failure in numbers 3 and 6
(and maybe 5) is believed to be due to design deficiencies in mounting the inner race
to the main shaft. It was reassuring to note, in all cases, that bearing failure did
not result in freeze-up and subsequent engine damage; rather, in the most extreme cases,
the failed component was pulverized and the shaft continued to rotate till shutdown.

This test program is continuing to expand experience with ceramic bearings in
engines and to pursue further the prospect for a successful bearing that would operate
without the need for lubricant or coolant after indefinite storage. The design simpli-
city, cost savings and system reliability are very attractive.

At least two other projects are underway to explore the use of ceramic bearirgs in
engines. The Army is exploring the prospects of hybrid bearings and maybe all-ceramic
bearings in the 10KW Gemini turboalternator.

5 
Recently two 12mm bore hybrid bearings

were run at 93500 rpm for over 800 hours. The Air Force recently initiated a Manufac-

turing Technology program to produce hybrid and all-ceramic bearings for the Williams
Research Company F107 engine.

6

Limiting Areas

The first requirement for a viable ceramic bearing technology is the availability
of a bearing quality material. At present, good quality hot pressed silicon nitride
material Is available only in pilot-plant quantities, not production scale quantities.
Also, it Is available only in hot pressed billets that necessitate extensive diamond
grinding to be converted to bearing components. (There is some current effort address-
Ing pressing to shape--that is, pressing rough balls and cylinders but it has had only
limited success so far.) Lastly, Norton's NC 132, the material used almost exclusively
so far, Is not necessarily the optimum bearing material.

The second requirement for a viable ceramic bearing technology is the ability to
machine silicon nitride into bearing components with acceptable surface quality (sur-
face finish and subsurface damage) at acceptable cost. Excellent progress was made
recently with balls but much remains to be done with rollers and races. Computer con-
trolled machining is helpful In eliminating operator introduced variability.

The third requirement for a viable ceramic bearing technology Is the ability to
measure and control the quality of the material and its surface. Substantial improve-
ments in NDT/I techniques are required, especially to assess the presence and extent of
low atomic weight inclusions and subsurface damage.

The fourth requirement for a viable ceramic bearing technology is a design capa-
bility to accommodate ceramic-metal Interfaces, especially when mounting ceramic races
on metal shafts.

The fifth requirement for a viable ceramic bearing technology is a large data base
Including Information on load-life relationships; material characterization; design
modifications necessitated by differences in modulus, toughness, specific gravity, ther-
nal expansion, thermal conductivity, etc.; and information on performance limits In
extreme environments caused by unusual thermal or lubrication requirements, etc.

Attractive Features and Prospective Applicaticns

Sprinkled throughout the foregoing are many attractive features of silicon nitride
as a rolling element bearing material such as low specific gravity, outstanding fatigue
life, attractive lubrication (and non-lubrication) characteristics, low thermal conduc-
tivity, low heat generation and low noise generation. To those can be added electrical
nonconductivity, wide thermal stability range and excellent corrosion resistance.

Many or all of the above features offer prospective solutions to high DN require-
ments, lubrication problem areas, corrosion prone applications, stray current prol.lem
areas, extreme thermal environments, prolonged storage and minimum coolant requirements.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF 10 ROLLER BEARINGS RUN IN TEST RIG

Bearing Endurance

No. Test Hrs* Comments

1 846 Test suspended. Good condition.

2 164 Outer race failure.

3 461 Roller spalls (2) and outer race spall.

4 146 Roller spall and damaged races.

5 83 Inner race failure. Rollers were reclaimed from
#2 test bearing.

6 26 Outer race failure. Reclaimed rollers from test
#2 & #5 still in good condition.

7 185 Roller spall and damaged races. Assembly con-

tained slightly deviate rollers.

8 222 Roller spall and inner race spall.

9 365 Endurance test suspended after 365 hours. Bear-
ing tested additional 117 hours under lube shut-
off conditions**. Final condition good.

10 21 Previously run 117 hours as lubricated companion
bearing In lube shutoff test for #9. Failure
with severe race and roller damage.

*Endurance test conditions: 5400 rpm. - 200*F (93.30 C). Load 5050 lb. (22.46kN).
(408.5 Ksi (2813 MPa) Hertz).
AFBMA L1 0 for M50 steel = 21.6 hours.
Il0 for Si3 N4 - 45 hours.

**Lube shutoff conditions: 5400 rpm 12l 0 F (98.9*C). Load 2000 lb (8.9kN).
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF 6 ROLLER BEARINGS RUN IN VSTT ENGINE

Test Lube Test
No. Date Flow Time Results

1 08-19-77 60cc/min 17 min Bearing failed @ 34,000 RPM
(Retaining ring failure)

2 11-11-77 60cc/min 5.1 hrs Visual inspection after 1 hr: Bearing In
excellent condition.
Continued testing - turbine rotor failed
after 4 hrs of scheduled 5 hr run.

3 03-09-78 60cc to 2 hrs Shaft @ 39,000 RPM - 15 min - Zero lube.
Zero Shaft @ 41,000 RPM - 3 min - 10cc lube.

Attempted 41,200 RPM with Zero lube;
Bearing temp climbed steadily - Test
aborted - Outer race failed on rundown.

4 03-31-78 60cc to 1 hr. 41 min. Shaft @ 41,200 RPM - 22 min - 10cc lube
Zero Bearing temp 6201F (330*C)

Shaft @ 4i.200 RPM - 4 min -0- 10cc lube.
Bearing temp 670*F (354*C)

Shaft @ 39,000 RPM - 33 min - Zero lube.
Bearing temp 573*F (298 0 C)

Bearing in excellent condition.

5 05-11-78 60cc to 35 min Shaft @ 39,000 RPM - 3 min - Zero lube
Zero Bearing temp climbed steadily.

Test aborted - Inner race disintegrated.
Remaining new bearing returned to manu-
facturer for race surface analysis.

6 10-20-78 60cc to 45 min Shaft @ 39,000 RPM - Lube @ 10cc/mmn
Zero reducing to Zero.

Bearing temp climbed steadily.
Test aborted - Inner race disintegrated.

A
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SUMMARY

REFEL silicon carbide was originally developed as a canning material for high temperature niuclear
reactor fuel, because of its high temperature stability, its oxidation resistance and its thermal stream
end thermal shock resistance, and the reliability of the manufacturing, process end the consistency of the
product were established at an early stage in the development. The gras turbine eng-ine is analogous to tie
to the nuclear reactor in that the same material characteristics are required end fabrication proicesse-s have
now been developed which enable most gas turbine components to be formedi from PRIlKI siliconY carbidie effecti-
vely and with a minimum of machining. The material has been shown to perform satisfactorily in most rtator
applications and to be superior to other available ceramic materials for combustors. It hras also g-iven
encouraging, results in the turbocharger tests. In this paper the properties f RE'FEZ silicon carbid;e are
discussed, the fabrication processes are ouitlined and so)me of the published test data is reviewed.

1. INTROONCTTON

PITEL silicon carbide, was developed by the 1VKAEA in the early 1960 s as a cladding f r nuclear fuiel
fu r jre in a high temperature gas-cooled reactor. 'dilicon carbide was chosen because it was one of the few
materials with low neutron absorption which co)uld be used in carbon dioxide At temperatures above 1i "C.
In addition the projected fu~el rating- was much that it was anticipated that thermal stress wou ld be tl.e. key
factor g-overning fuel performance. Thus, it was conicludied that if poly.cry;stalline silic n cirbide cou~ld hep
made strong enough it would have excellent resistance to thermal stress because of itr intrinnic highi
thermal conductivity and low expanivity.

To ensuire low permeability for the coritairsment of fissionr pr d'ucts and fi r ease 'fu rtarrfacture a
reaction-bonding process wan, choisen fo-r rlvelret.Pe first place -I Mterial rlevelnf'sent war, to)
examine tie s-elf-bonding, prociess in sorme detail card tlhe raw materials, extr.si''n processrf sod finrigl cycle
were optimniseri to give a fine g-rain, igl.strenctl. [pr'duct. (i T. the second flease -if devel; frrent a jil,1
plant was established to pr''vidc sillc cr arbidle tubes in prolicti. ui q ousrtities so, that 1cr-re scale in-
reactor tests couild be made. In] the p roulrcti, n facility: sorie 1r,' ) trubes wer e manufactutred over a 1f-en
of six months. [Dring thin fAnse i<o' process ci1tr-,c wv re en~forcedi end ll.e qult )f each. tube was
assessed by visrual, radliographic ntii ultrarroic exarinativi.( an addition eitcl tribe was rreftested1
using internal hydraulic pesrto IA air-' fibre st reamz f shoo4t twice that aritici fated itn tl.e i rr-cdia-
tion test. The majorit:; ',f tribes rrsaeiru' !v r-rl,'str-'.ctive te-stifr ,3f alp rvivel the prow, f test - a small3
fraction failing at very Ilw f--srre. T',tec -rsittncv, r:'! -el iabilit.''f PFf sill c, cr-bide was
established at A relatively; earl late.

In the thirrl anri finail rhlnre ' f thi. w -' It wr ip- riri rtE ,ne Fat khFrl iicr n carbide f.el cansr were
completely retentive t" fissir). T r -t~c'S at tt, 11t' *'r ': in: Xa4'.i xic nd~ at a f-e
burn. 'ip 'f P -W/e.A letaile i arI r'r- ' un '-sr I fast rn~r', e 1 (i i t,- x 1 rt/c"'
'n material pr,,perties c'rfrr'l't ar. ocr-all r iil it. f cr. tair- f I x 1 -6' c-,I fe a~chievedi
at at peak fiel ratingt f i' W/cr . At ti. i s -t i~ !,Ie a :1 ril tn- '-!ra t.rc- grl cr,-n in, the can wall was, ai. ;11 

umw. Ift wias alp'- ali-wr thant a t I w, t- I-- rer tr Idart. - fl i u. ct I vi t:;i- reresi 'irr1'e!r nrati-
by as much as a fac t' r ,' f "i v', qI laCr st OgrJrarcr.fr-nt tess- aln~ t be c ",.re1rsate': 1',
sing, tlinner caris.

biespi te ti.- rtc'rr.'aiu. it- r. 'f r, f !:I-:: -il is cririr i i ' p1 i-n. II, r I-r r1i ; t r' 111 ''Iruin iv(
high tsrratire react r, c !rcert, lan.f- I r. it 1rar 1n 4r- X rc wi th ''InI c 11:.11V, Sr "-rn.- ; if t'-

ervent nlly' tL~e eatir- 'l!l r -t .1i-I t''rirtri ' ! re t ' itn. t '*r - cr'' t -r Ir.'r. I wr7r1ffr!cl i-

h-- weven that i-Y.ri'ic ri cnT iip ii wat j sea: -,' w.ret r-rciut.'-r-, yrI r- t rti "I :i.' It"ih t!r I wit' p,
tinis-I in tL~e nn-n clear f'iel iwill. Surf ut, :)f- It t 7 re-ayt'cnt fr.rty; * . ''!-v- 1' Pcri i .,( war'- t
ideti r~tentil aT f -flintil nraI nn rr ric' r r.rt' it a nir/r- -i r-ci fsaIi t.,r; witi r t fi-rr
'lesirnal t - "c thenp' ilia ,g- Iin I ukf. an .. r.-- ""I rir! b:, I I,, i- A; f " r "fr- 1r

rs rni w r-'tlce'l b'. n tr: liese ,', 4 yt r.'I'. lri-'1 i'.''ls tW!. Iir'-c-f' c '- J l-~ 'I'~ r

nr.i c--sri -singji fa',fi fact, In TI.I.' 1' r f.

?i. biggrest v- l'v"-e f I'.c-i.err1in' In Ira! wen r-I i-ht r,'I> S' ci ow i ii,; it-
red f-r n"sirtanril seal) fac-n. :; waveri was r tr '. ur i. i''r'i -a u. it Ir Iru hi' ', t !.i. ' .r

rleve~l cnsn ff01 ii ri caiI. T- ana ''r-oI-'r.n r I, liii: 'fcrt ro i,'.r'r

nrrip, with, repiec' 4 'i:l ta-tan- nt . -taiit: Y '-it i--i-r n r , tn' f r~-:r'r -fr nti er-,P

7  
n ' i ti-Te :, -' Clii t" 'in' r-I -- r' -7' :fi' i;-, ''--''r - i' rn-n--

ft-tO~r n+ll- cabt Iar r Ih', s, -t -- arrts rierf-rw

"h! CI ti'i~r Wll 4 lnt I, n zI- : ri ! I,-,! -, "1



2. THE SEIF-PONDING PROCESS

In the self-bonding process, first described by Popper(3, a body containing graphite and silicon
carbide is heated in contact with molten silicon. The silicon moves through the body under the influence
of capillary forces, reacting with the graphite and converting it to silicon carbide. It is this silicon
carbide, formed in situ, which bonds the original grains together. The process has several important

features:

(a) provided that sufficient porosity is present in the 'green' body to accommodate the molIar
volume change on reaction, little or no dimensional change occuirs and a 'green, component
can be formed closely to the final desired shape.

(b) T1here is little or no grain growth in the process and so if a fine grain feed material
is used a fine grain product is formed.

(c) No ; vrain-boundarj phase is observed in the final product.

5.T then ry a full% dense silicon carbide could be formed in this process, by a careful control of the
'itr,en' porosity. InT practice it is necessary to have addi tional porosity in the green body to allow free
transit o)f the silicon and completion of the silicon-graphite reaction. Thus, the result~ng material, in
the case if HliEL1 silicon carbide, is a fully dense body but about 9bdense with respect to silicon car-bide
and cntaining ;rboit I), free silicon as a finely dispersed but continuous nptwork. The riicrostuciture if
ti-is material is shown in Figure 1.

Muist of the outstanding properties of PEi'EL silicon carbide stem from its fully dense, self-bonded
fine-cii;ramn microstgrtctu re. 2,ome *)f the properties are shown in Table 1 and the corresponding properties,-i
other engineeringr mterials are shown for comparison.

*t renrt h

erhans the most i!opor-tont i- r,-_ ty of any ceramic is its strength and extensive meascurerertv ;ave, be,!.
made on RKFKL silico n carbi-le. :'le' results of these measurements are li-esented in detail elsewhjelno() bit
in surm ary it moy be statei,! that the observed mean strength is a functi on of suirface finish., stressed.
vo)lume and the degree of biaxiality in the applied rtress system, whilst the probabilit:. of failine at a
giver, stress is a fincti on of the flaw dist ribuit ion. A Weibull modulus of T) has been observed and thev
variation of mean benrd streng-th with: temper-store, shown in Firre 2, is invariant with temperature ;T to
140) ) C when the free silicon melts. Tit should be noted howe.'er that the residuial strentith abo-ve l4 o "
ir frtill asn-eciable and that thev fr ee :-ilicon cou~ld be removed for applications wher e it -u~ld i r ye
embarn-assi ng,. The variation ofKug'or--tlios with temerrature if- also shown in Fiirmre 2'

TM me dependence of strengrth

Early ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u wqkb 'layadR~rr nrshall established a log-arithmic relati -sir bpt wee.
coupinnt life 9nd aiplied stress and :riin,- ho1se worke's' resuilts it was deduced tt;,t failuire w Id
occuir within I' years aqt a Frtnired loaid ri, ,,I t70 ?Iof the instantanieous fracture stres.

r- e r-ecertl:, ilAvi Ice et L ave c-,nat!-uc
t

-e itreit- -r ailiy[ dirgram f !- 1.171% si lir
car bide baised orn measlo -ementf; -o-oat 2'( Kr r;r t is is. Fp wr in -'inr e 1. From'- thle liigraor it ma:.- be rFer,
th-;t t!ier-s is asn ar-sr ximate ' .- ariati 't, i f 1_ for each -?rdr f aritbinrc'-oac i r. time no
st ress. 7I,cr for exarmple if it is acauime, tI c .t timei to failure inr a l,rt termn tent jr 1 see, the c v -

r rentt life wuotl . be about '' e;ars at ; l it srtntrtre us fr-act,,; stress at the iven frail ;Te r! bat -

oii',:. Alto; -ugh certain aisr;mpti ris we:e -., leto 1,Pl~ r noFtre ict. the. -i a"!r-, art, ,'he t i-c ai-e
,I t. r-t termi test is. t acc-.r-steloI:.- : '!, it 1;- clear tl.rot f!"- rilro f, fractur efet!tr-,it -

is xrel:nal

In 'IeSomne Paper dnata -I tKl e rf r- ,r A-J 'l ir n car-bit., at 1 'is prrre.'e4 rni
it is r, mewlant limite i, the,, meanrv rst!r'- . f tr'r- wnr 4'lrd f i oriir. W ! - .1 rt ai rftI-sm !,-Vr
bel -w thep i rctantne-oois fractu repnt resr. T1., ai P.r rrttii- n i trl.i rn increase P ttr, i's' care. i ar T~pi it
-f the Ii-ri rae at higr-. teI "a 

0  
. in!*- r !f-rd tUn atlr.e -lola1:-e fr-act reTt, v -t nt --

w .ltI n -t be w methan at r r. re - ter. IwooI rr-al 1-I!c-

1'. far- ti 'r' r-ntitcai- aa rC'~ir tlo, fibrfr'rne f a I w ltr'r.T gra.
b-oonin;ro Than , ic trl 'c-r and Jr'cfrr 1.1 the ri F C0 rs C 1 'r a.Ibrs.c r- r- inttl vrti r., r -rjI , or I
the -ti ffonior; " vaicancies ant! at,-or rrisU' :-mn rairr h1igih, lit'l r. rea "irt. top
ax!n,,cta-t brl-w 1i " "a thnnw ,r t n r. I ': 1,1,') w-4, in rit. W 'tant a !I ftc !' n!- -- 1  "rtr.r

c-,illi Lm anli el t - deuce- l- ;cr---talIir1 e ril r rea-br 4o, ho't 'hi crre'~r r' ~rar 'tt

FIta cr- -f PFE 't' ilir r. crt i or-fir-at ey-n-I-etrlant rtril i0 c wet W rIi O rrt
13 (" "TI "77 0" tht tal jer-rVa. ;~p see- -ni-' nft--' I . war n-i a' ' aro '''

.'7 n tto,, cam. tim- rhor'u1 r-cou l b nsa ) c -fr-n Ie' - "ec-'-- 'le. et'a

-ven. at 17 ~nt! 77... /-: th., ahre-''-v- rer-ar in r- 1.war-r; . (,a I neii.l ls~rIrr tr

f--n- hot zi,n-assilrt nit r c -t bit C %rci '-hl- I wei thann th, "anl -- t P 'rei T, b;,- it te 'iI r tr tp
hot pregsar chlic -n nitr i 1 and! -inI
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Thermal stress and thermal shock resistance

expasiomost imrportant parameters affecting thermal stress and thermal shock resistance are linear

exatin'a' and thermal conductivity Wk. The variations of linear expansion and thermal conductivity
with temperature are shown in Figure 4 and itmay be ssen that 'a' is small and varies little with tempera-

ture between 20-1000
0
C, whilst 'k' is high even at 1000 0 C. Consequently the calculated value of '0~', a

"figure of merit" for thermal stress resistance (11) ,soni'TbelishgrtanhecorrespoNing
fiviri-Ps for the other materials cited.

A number of thermal shock tests on REFEL silicon carbide have been carried out in various laboratories
but one example ot customer appraisal is offered by the work of Saunders and Probst(12) at NASA Lewis
Research Centre. Their results show the excellent endurance of the material in a thermal fatigue programme
consisting of 10)0 thermal cycle in air from room temperature to 1200 C with a 1 h exposure to temperature
per cycle and a cooling time of 30 sec to black heat and 300 sec further to room temperature. These
authors support the view that the Food endurance of REFEL silicon carbide dierives from its fine grain,
uniform microstructure.

Oxidation resistance

Bennete and Chaffey (i)have examined the oxidation of REFE. SiC at 950
0
C and have shows that the rate .

decreases with time according to a parabolic rate law with a rate constant of 2.3 x 10-11 cm /Ii. After
the initial reaction, for all Fractical purposes no further oxidation occurs and as the rate is governed
by diffusion through the silica layer, the SiC and silicon behave similarly.

At low-oxidanit pressure, volatile silicon monoxide is formed, the SiC surface is no longer protecte~
by' a silica layer and a greatly enhanced corrosion rate is observed. However this only occurs below 1 '.g

a tm 7 s at !) -oC(14) and most oyidation is protective.

tiarl'.:ess andi wear resistance

tticrohnrdness '2easuremenits have been made in two laboratories at loads of 5' and 1),) g. Hlood agreemrent

has beer obtained between measurements, the average value being about ~i)kr/mm2
. l~ray measurements of

wear resistirnce rel-ated t , the u~se of RFFE1 silicon carbide as a fuel tube material. Buttons of silicon
carbide were raibbed ,n fiilicor carbide plates at 650oC in C02 and no wear was observed. (tlier tests have
bee nmade uinderodi iferent se ts o foconditions andrsimilar results have been observed, but wear rate is such
a Subjective property, de Pending o n geometry, surface finish, environment etc. that it is practically
imPussible to eeralise. 13u ((ice it to say' thnt applications requiring high wear resistance are the on ES
that have proved m ist successful to dote, and in certain meclha~ic~l seals P HETt silicon carbide hsp been
shown t- last up to thirty, times liger than tiin1-aten carbide. 

1
-)

Ke~t ical re-sistivity

B-th .Silicon R711 Silts-"n car1bide are (hooup TV semicondluctors and in the pure form they are practicaly
insjljtors at !v-M tererst reP, thie electrical resistivity decreasing exponentially with i screasin"- tempesa-
t'ire to a c-nstant %alue at sho),t 1> C.n practice the small amounts of impurity, mainly nitrogren,
rrr-serit in stan-farf PKY12 silicon carbide leads to a room temperature resistivity of About '1 ohim-cm which-
lecreases t, gb);t hnt-cmr At 1 )C. However, North and (iilchrist(1

6
) have' shown that by doping with

certain 61ho 1 '1 ar-i ''Al V elements such as Boron and Antimony the room temperature resistivitY may be
varied by three r iera f 7',-riide as shown in Figurie 5. These results are particularly relevant t, fester
tfilicnti -no but !.ave a !-- r-elevrindk torti -,nrnufacture of gas turbine components because the higher conducti -
vit. materials -aF.. be -'.act Inf rip h sp-ark erosion at an economic rate.

A n , ber f r r-cesses arec now Fvailable f-r forming 'green' PhEFu silicon carbide bodies. Histrij;
be-ca-se smal I liam eter thie wasp neededl f r the nuclear- project, extrusion was the first route developeri.

*wevor , an: m 7.- -Iiverse a-ilicati n~s ar -se the ext riision process was extended to form finned tube, spli ne,
S;n; slab: -lie -essir,,- was introdruced for the mass rIroluction of smaller items such As c, a And balls,

A. a i -nr ino ;'.. r-y0 .ncti )n wit) t,green machining, was developed fri prortcinr' largfe rq-nnntr
cc!, ! , s it . . cee --- mme n.-.o ( It is worth rid)ing thant m at o)f the larre ntti c ci':;- nrt

Wt1i ci. lay'- boon "a-,'. !* I 'as ti -hi re evlti )n t- -Ilte, were tr-i-ced b:; this latt(- en rte.

As ." i re-u-*i 'PePnts f r wrTe c)7rle x c-mu nests inreased, transfer moo) di oq- And slip cacti riv t chiri our

were Alm level r. i~ fl. these rn 'ceses, love been use-f for- mal'ir at-Atto and i-itpqn vnn'r althougi rI

C',cirlt- ;A 7,-nc cc n Is 'ar transfer noiulding fr small bstcli r- ilcti,n, arid is p, test i, -IL a bet ton
'.et!. Ii th.an iS status r.nstt fIr f-mint- c- -sirt -rs.

tn 1:; te''ir. fil- u or ' en lvel -po- b AKPd. linrwell fr va'irr ilir ni nit -id,- "at, (,roi-ir an
a11r be ;o-e l' f T-i:, ',i,,,n ' -ht'IKI sill c-r cnrbi l,' aid h.nvo. a e-.elen nr wilt,. a

----'cI hic !iamete- f ' .ni- nd~ ai thfutw.i'

an ; ne f theseo 7etl; Is '-- be- ;ed f r F, rmir:- a grenp 1-d: ar;.i this 'cr - r 'i i w'.ti t ''

i-nsn r'tageo '.. i'-.g-i-r *'.e "n-tafct riTn,' !-0 Viovr-- versatAIe. -:. we''c' i t inF> - !rit, 1

I c n -( oI Si. . 1 - -. !o" -a -" ' , ot rn'o tAn o t. ia 'i c At i ! wl);i c)~ V r , is ii- c',. 11, o F-
lanep '-nw at'- A -! a')'ilir '.n r ! .j .r, ni ro i i!, every. case tint rinlrl: .e -. r!

t-Act Y. wlicl, --. st hip !t di- le, it 'ri Ifr t is t he ach~ieve-f, is, 'reen. -lelsiti n tt.f-:, c p-

. f theo !abri c,0i '. senses r, st of theP work tanr etre o i nthis prnmter . 7~, I-, i ova l, n .- i eh
oxt~~ !-;r '-~ rs t..e 'rooen fensi :i in c-,nt'-I Pi 1,:-.- the bn to? c 0ton. wh'ils t i n sit Icart 1'' t 1 r

eritirall.; iene'.lent !o the ii eie P tlo Pre cli n'!, !e 1.P- ,-f I vid i. I . t'e- " .. ,''t '''

1ersi I.: i r- '-cAc,7; I ffe.-'cc i n -':cr st"c-.e aP i. c riv-r crnt- ii Yi trt I' r-co T " iii rr.
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5. APPLICATIONS

The key properties of FlEFEL silicon carbide which place it in the field of engineering ceramics are
its hardness and wear resistance, its high resistance to thermal stress and shock and its exceptional
corrosion resistance in high temperature oxidising atmospheres. Thus the applications may be grouped
into two general areasq namely components operating at high temperatures in oxidising environments with
varying degrees of thermal stress and components operating in abrasive environments. In addition there
is the well established use of silicon carbide in heaters and a singular application which exploits the
brittle nature of thre material - namely body armour.

In this paper only the gas turbine applications, which have been exploited to date, are considered
but it is worth noting a related application in the field of rocketry where REFEL silicon carbide nozzles
have been used most successfully at temperatures up to 25X0&C when low erosion rates and long firing ti.res
are required.

Compressor-turbine nozzle shroud

One of the first gas turbine components to be made and tested was a corr 'pressor turbine uizzle liu

whic wa beng oAlered for use in the British ,eylalid :28/3451R engine, before the demise of tlieir gas
turbine programme. 1)The shroud which had! an inside diameter of 2)mr, is shown in Ft gore 6. "he test
was carried out in a blowing rig at a gas flow of about 1.5 lb/sec and the only tempierature gradient
through the shroud wall arose from differential heat transfer (joe to different gas velocities at the
inner and outer surfaces.

Thiico~oentwitstod (). hat 1d
0 

C and 14.!P h1at 115'( wit 68 cycles fr"" , -m

from 650-1150 C and 35 starts, and eventually failed due to mechanical rather than thernial damage. r
nitride shrouds were also tested but with less success and it was concluded thit hiKYIC silico-n carbi .
be a better- proposition above 1)5'00 C.

Combustors

REFEL silicon carbide combustor-s were ala:. made f,,r the BI2C gas tuirbipro e tUi leve were s
ruin, and since then a variety' of flame cans and combustors have been malie f 15 many li fleent oos ~
facturers and some of these are shown in Ftoirre 7.

The first PF71 . silicon carbide cnbustor tests were carriedi ust by Fr i (1'CA) as proi
1 

of thei lA(i<.A
FORkD Progrmme.0 A wide variety of materials were evaluated ,n a co!'nbustor tet-t ri- ar ;iiK il
carbide nroved to be the most successful. 3ubseasoently one c-mbustor was, ii:n anS s: -vivpXe :- >1 lfl i
testing made us of 174 h at T)5)0 C and 275 h at '<'2

0
oC, with a large numnber of cycles to.m m, vj.o

Hoowever three other :'7M.L silicon carbi le combstcsrs, maide t,, the same designr, Iaile- i t .e 1. .uiiis
test. Because i t was appreciated that thme th:ermal st ress levels inr the cwtis~ en- h.i ,~.ti- . -.. -
was redesilgned witl. a thinner wall, to effect a o re'lluctio'n in steoa> state tIe.l.vi stress. :b. ot '
mule to tlhe new dieai'7 all pased; the 11) 1! mial ification test. Ie imiti ol rvri eo i 'mel - r
shown in Figure 8

Fame cans and combustors honve been testmi more recenitly b; !"17' aind again tm':d- 1 on
suiperior t, the )ther- mterials tested. (,"') 'n tlme earl'. ark tw--is oiol) 'e'to e on -C
used rind these 'nernted succeasfull:. for a total I'), h: w itlmout fnili]Ve, doi i t e' e we!'
'61 cycles between room temperatuire and 1 '- -14.O 1I A( t a late!. stage in 4 lie n''" C. .3 ca rC 1" l't I
was mntyroduced whi s., by vi rtue of the reduiced Yri'inry. !one v I ,Tc r,!irrd !r I e e ' C.1'"'-

cunsesuentl:; a mu: e uni forn, wall and rs outlet tempelrature di tr-lhuti )n. At ti-e tie w-'-I' wq: pntrI it
tl.ose coimbrt,,!rs li,i I irrated fir a t-* al ;5' h1 uder tfe 5. 'at vnel cos-hli i !w, ", II:' n, i
sperati 005, withlut a failinre. ;)irinr this teats alr., c r1liti 55 liu:, 1mee! rnfeo' cu' i'eve-

ndantemierati. ea ip to? 14, were measured.

One PEEI. silicon car~bidle combustor test whic,) d give rise t- foils -e was carried ouit ot can:
Aerospace and the results are reported by.; gwc .in this case exresru r,' teprtuegoi t iy"

measured adjacent to, the p-rimarsy air inlet holes and the cracks .cclirr-ed in the sore lesion. o! wo,, It
is worth noiting that the cenbustnr dlid not fail catastrolphicall:: hut r -mineli in ne 'Ilece and c n, in em--
to, run.

those co)nes

Turbine inlet no)se cone assemblies consisting of conical inneor -nembelsr i0Coili cent red in: ten
annular members by ceramic bolts haye Qeen made in REFFII silicon carbide a!) is F-,. wm is rg'-
"hese components were tested at 7.1'71 )~ il n' c, cti n wt at u1nde tl. e r 'dIili SOn: r1 r 1,,; 4-
stors. Again no failuire had occu~rred ait the tirne the work was rep,-,ted ri'1., r, r-~' ~ ls . r -'"a Ielr
a total 1'1) h with 6 ,tlhermicv;cl,-s.

.;tntor vsanes

is l>sill con carbi 'he stat r vanes have run satigfact o-il, in tests, lot !. iso ;.r ln"( l1-!.
rublisted. A no-he-r of hi fferen* designs of vane have been %adre anr-Is' en.'p. -wino I,. 'Isle

Blad or f- )r -o.roel t metaml/ra-ic axins~ -s t iChve been -nde hit , np hasr 'et beesp~ esrtrj. wv'

s )-e ra'jinl r, t rr lhave been -Ada Ant tpsted j" and 'one *f tl~pse is ph. wrl: is, lhi sure 1. '<lel l 4 e

't .rs wouIl be trnnsfer 'n Aldel n] sore lqoe se-w been fabricaited b y th4T,1 rte, lit Initil.v tl!- C'-YVJ'nents were p vlle f-r ie rtaticall T:Iressed billets, fired ni ft ish-acline' t, ?rm 'o eycess
nateriatl, left f r Fe , . t d's mvn the rillinor.
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The rotors were submitted to Ricardo & Co. Ltd., a consultant and design organisation, for testing.
After balancing these were run in a turbine test rig consisting basically of a turbocharger, converted into
a single shaft gas turbine, which could be run at increasing temperatures and rotational speeds until
failure occurred.

Three rotors were tested in all. The first would not self sustain because the shaft was too rouglh but
the other two became self sustaining at about 63,X)o rpm and as this represents a measure of aerodymnaic
efficiency, such iesults were encouraging. The tests were continued and one rotor failed at 4,}' yr. an-;
6GIOC and the other at 83000 rpm and 624 C. Although these results are good, the potential strenpth of the
material was not achieved and it is thought that failure was initiated by flaws introduced on 'green'
machining. Thus transfer moulded or slip-cast rotors should perform better.

6. FU JURE DEVELOPMENT

The main aim of the REFEL silicon carbide development prograsale in recent years has beet, t: increase
the repertoire of fabrication processes without loss of quality and consistency in the final product. To
a great extent the programme has been successful as evidenced by the performance of a wide range of REFa
silicon carbide components in engine trials.

However, it ceramic components are to be used in commercial engines then cheapness, ease of fabrication
and guaranteed life are all important. Thus, the present REFEL silicon carbide development programme has
three major objectives. The first is to reduce production costs by development of mass production techniques
which are appropriate both for the compaction and firing processes. The second objective is to increase
the versatility of all the recently established fabrication routes so that the more complex shapes may be
made by simpler and cheaper techniques. To this end basic studies are being made on injection mouldirir and
slip casting. Finally, the third objective is to improve the performance range of RkYEL silicon carbide U
components. The present target is a significant improvement in strength and strength distribution. Again, V
the current programme is concerned with a basic study of the factors controlling strength with particolor
reference to grain size and the effect of surface condition. At the same time the effect of using sub-micron
feed materials on the developed fabrication technology is being assessed. 4

7. CONCLUSIONS 41
REFEI silicon carbide was developed to operate in the extremely hostile environment of a nuclear reactor,

at temperatures in excess of 10000 C, in an oxidising atmosphere and at relatively high levels of thermal
stress.

The properties of REFEL silicon carbide which suited it to the nuclear application viz. high temperature
stability in an oxidising environment under conditions of thermal stress are the same as those needed for the
analogous Gas Turbine application.

The manufacturing route for RZFEL silicon carbide is well established and the product is consistent.

A wide range of fabrication techniques may be used to form components in the 'green' state and because
little or no dimensional change occurs on firing, final machining is minimised.

Gas turbine tests to date have shown REFEL silicon carbide to be a suitable material for most stator
applications, and superior to other materials for the combustor. In addition turbocharger rotor tests
have been encouraging.

The aim of future work is to increase the versatility of the fabrication process, to make component
manufacture cheaper and easier and to produce a stronger material.
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TABLE 1

Comparative values for REFEL self-bonded silicon. carbide and other materiala

Thermal Thermal Thermal

Ratue oug' p. expansion conductivity shock

Maeral Denaity Hardness 1upueYon' Piaaona coefficient k parameterAMatcia kgm
2  

modulua modulus rai InWmC

E'M2 N, x io 6
1 00

0 
!1200

0  at 5000C
MNi

2 
G/

2 0-1000 C 50 20C W/M

REFEL SiC 3.10 3000o 525 413 0.24 4.3 83.6 38.9 2500n

Hot preased 3.20 25)0-3500 689 310 0.27 3.2 17.5 14 12000
Silicon
Nitride

Reaction. 2.60 900-1000 241 220 0.27 3.2 15 14.2 5500
Bonded
Silicon
Nitride

Sialon 3.2 2500-3500 550 3o4 0.27 3.2 15.3 11.5 8500

Hot pressed 3.03 - 207 400 0.34 8.5 62.7 16.7 4000
Beryllia

Hot pressed 3.90 2500 480) 365 0.27 9.0 8.4 5.0 1000
Alumina4

Tungaten 15.0 1500 1412 606 0.26 4.9 86.o - -

Carbide
(6% c0)
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Fi g. 1 Photograph showing the microstructure of RPTEC. silic v.c-li ie
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

SESSION It ROTATING CERAMIC COMPONENTS

by

A. F. Mc Lean
Engineering and Research Staff

Ford Motor Company
l)earborn. Michigan 4X 1 21

Chairman Acurio opened the session by welcoming attendees, lie suggested to those in doubt about the potential use of
ceramics to tour the local Roman Museum to find out how many ceramic pieces have withstood the test of the ages.

l)uring the session. Chairman Acurio thanked authors for what he called pioneering efforts on ceramic turbine blades and
rotors. lie cited two urgent problems: (I) to assure ourselves that we can process materials as we wish. and (2) to put
innovative designers to work to solve problems of ceramic adaptation such as ceramic-to-metal couplings. lIe felt that
the successes in the area of ceramic rolling element bearings should provide stimulus to explore more applications.

Chairman Acurio closed the session and. on behalf of Professor Pucci and Propulsion and Energetics Panel, thanked
Professor W.Bunk and DFVLR for joining the SEMP Meeting and thanked authors and interpreters for their fine efforts.

An edited record of the session discussions follows:

SILICON NITRIDE TURBINE BLADE DEVELOPMENT
by F.B.Walace, J.E.lHarper. C.R.Dins, D.W.Richerson and H.L.Kington

W.H.Brown. US
You mentioned a significant amount of power increase and fuel consumption reduction. I low much did you dTemon- l
strate?

Author's Reply
We approached testing conservatively with large tip clearances on the order 0.050": however, even with that we
demonstrated an increase of about 30'; in horsepower and a reduction of about 7'; in SFC.

E.C. van Reuth. (IS
Would y' t say a word about two things in the program: ( I ) the chipping rig that your people have developed, and
(21 the problems that you have had with the static components?

Author's Reply
Both of these areas relate to the static hardware. and it is clear that the problem of contact stresses needs further
technical effort. We feel that this is a prolblem that we do not readily understand. For example, how are the stresses
tied in with friction. and how is it to he handled in ceramics we are not entirely sure at this time. Some ofthtw
difticulties in the static structure are possible due to relatively high loads taken through the outside flowpalh where
we have loads accumulating from the first and second-stage stators. Those Inads have been shown to be high enough
to cause chips. In order to resolve the problem. we would like to better understand the chipping contact %tress
phenomena. Does that answer your question?

E.C. van Rueth. LIS
Yes. but would you say a little more about the chipping experiments you are doing?

Author's Reply
AiResearch is now engaged in some preliminary, chipping tests, we are just now getting a direction anti are going
through some matrix experiments to sort ot some )l the contact stress problens. With respe.t-t to silicon rtridl.
chipping, we are finding problems with reaction bonded material not hot pressed material. ',ith tile reaction
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bonded material, there call be sticking at higher temperatures and coefficients of friction can increase to .5 and even
up to 1.0. When operating in tile 2000'F range, compliant layers don't necessarily help and. in some cases, can
aggravate sticking to further contribute to chipping. Again. we really don't understand tile phenomena adequately
at this time but are gathering experimental data.

A.F.McLean, US
Are your attachment problems primarily ceranic-to-ceramnic problems or ceranic-to-inetal problems?

Author's Reply
It's primarily between the ceramic components. In somic locations in our design, we have ceramic-to-ceralic attach-
ments where we have to be concerned about friction because it call get higher at higher temperatures. We have used
compliant layers or metal strips between ceramic components but, despite this, we have seen sticking ill some cases.
which contributes to chipping problems. Again. we are still learning in this area.

H.M.Burte, US
In light of the continuing problen of ceramic attachments of which the contact stress problem is one specific pirt.
would you say that the state-of-the-art at present does not allow us to analytically treat tile contact ill a satisfactory
way, and that we still have to proceed using all iterative empirical approach to the problem?

Author's Reply
Relative to the blade, we have had excellent correlation wit) our analysis and test. We hae not seen any problens
in the contact area with the blades. The chipping and sticking problems that we have seen lhasc been prinimarily
with the static reaction bonded materials. 4

H.M.Burte, US
But I heard you talk about the blade in one case where you had to empirically change tile ;ia tre Oill koniphant
layer because you didn't adequately analyze the situation.

Author's Reply
The problem there was irregularities in the contact area: tile harder laver dill not proi ide for colplctc ,cill ( )nllc
we'd lapped the slot, the blade frequencies were as predicted: using the platinum colihanI l. ci %%J, .i 1 nd,h11,,t1al
seating aid which did not change the frequency but. we felt. wouhl help reduce risk,,.

Question: (questioner uiidinitiftied I

Yolu mentioned the strength improvement of the oxidation treatnent % cr ground ,,peccii ,, I lid m t i

therinal cycling to see how tlie strength level was retained after cycling?

Author's Reply
We did some preli:ninary cyclic tests in our materials cliaracteri/ation program :is a SliIe\ Ito check Itlnpeliaiic, in
tile hot pressed materials. Most of this testing involved 50-hour. 25-cycle testing, e did not get nto sn', 1onil
times and very many cycles.

N.L.Parr, UlK
I wonder it you 've given any consideration in your futture work for developing ill oscrspeced pr(ol test as a flleill (O
correlating your ordinary NI)F teclhli(iLes with real lite sitluations? it seells to inc if ifIr' g lng to use cerainlics at
all with confidence. you Inust adopt a proof test philosophy. For instance. ill eXanunling Nooll chip vork Or
compliant layer work. if you could increase tile severity by proof load testing up to I 5(', to I -70'. load ihal soil
of thing you imiight get a very good NDI technlique whicl woIld gie OU confiIeciiC In use

Author's Reply
Again. the chipping problem is prinnaril. related to the reaction bntled slatic structurcs. hot pressed silicon niic

blades have not really given ani, problems. Both Ni)I andi prool testing appear to be satistaclor. fil lilt, kilient i
denlonstration progranm.

N.L.Parr. UK
Well. that',, iiot ny point. It seems to me the ptoof test routel \ ili ceralic nnaternals is a gooi ri,-ar Iar,a to

pursue and I'lt like to see that asone lit our hifutre o blectis
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Author's Reply
Yes, the proof testing of the blade is straight forward and does lend itself very well. Some of the problems in our
static structure are not quite so easily resolved with proof testing, but you're right: this is an area for research.

K.Trappmann. Ge
In one of your slides you said that you didn't have primary blade failures. Did you have secondary failures and
what sort of secondary failures did you have'!

Author's Reply
The primary failures were related to the static hardware either from thermal shock or other problems such as attach-
ments. For example, a crack might propagate through an airfoil causing a large chunk to come out and generate
further secondary damage. It's difficult to tell but when debris comes through the rotor, the rotor blades are
smashed and the secondary damage usually entails losing the airfoils of the turbine blades.

K.Trappman, Ge
Completely?

Author's Reply
Yes.

R.Kochendorfer, Ge
You mentioned a number of six rejects out of 205. That was after non-destructive testing. Can you give us the
number selected related to the total number of plates manufactured?

Author's Reply
The bulk of the blades that were rejected other than by proof testing exhibited chips or cracks from machining:
they maybe would account for another 10'/4 as a very rough estimate: I don't have the exact number. These defects
are usually very obvious and usually a problem in manufacturing such as dropping or bumping or abuse in
machining. We seldom had blades rejected in x-ray, because of prior control of the billet material. As a result. the
material in blades was very sound and the failure rate in proof test was quite low.

E.M.Lenoe. US
You did your engine and rig tests with vintage 1977 materials. Would you comment on what you would choose
now, or if you would change your material selections?

Author's Reply
We feel that the hardware we have has a good chance of making the goals. Obviously, there have been many material
improvements and we have incorporated some of those as we went along such as flash oxidation. As far as investi-
gating other ceramics such as silicon carbide, we really haven't looked into that. We have been concentrating on our
design as it is, and we feel that minor improvements such as flash oxidation will get us through our demonstration
program.

DUO-DENSITY CERAMIC TURBINE ROTOR CONCEPTS. MATERIALS, PROCESSES
AND TEST RESULTS

by R.R.Baker and A.F.McLean

E.Tiefenbacher. (;e

I have two questions. The first question is: Ilave you ever measured the aerodynamic efficiency of your rotor
in a cold flow rig"

Author's Reply
No, we haven't. Ilowever. we have taken the dimensional inspectimo chart,, from actual ceramic turbine rotors that
we've made anti found that dimensions fell with in t"ie toleranec band of tice ac r 0ynaminc design So if the at'ro
dynamist did a good job. the rotor should perform

E.Tiefenbacher. (e
Ihe second question is In your hot spin rig it seems to me thai 1te tip Cle;raiwc is a out as big a, hall (it tht bladt
height Is that correct"

Author's Reply
Yes, the tip clearance in tile hot spin rig is ver big
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E.Tiefenbacher, Ge
Do you think you get realistic conditions with such a clearance? I would say that the heat transfer to the blade is
much less than in an engine so the temperature in the rotor is less than it should be.

Author's Reply
Well, to the contrary, one of the things that I didn't particularly like about the hot spin rig is that it's more severe on
the blades temperaturewise because we heat up the blades with jets of natural gas until we get a correct temperature
on the rim of the rotor. Under this condition for a given rim temperature, the blades get hotter in tile test rig. When
we run in the engine, we control the average turbine inlet temperature and have tip clearances in the order of
0.010".

R.Kochendorfer, Ge
Just to get a feeling about the number of rotor fabrication trials you have made. did you start with serial number I

Author's Reply
The serial number relates to a hot pressing trial and includes the pressing of billets as well as rotors. If you divided
the serial number by 2, that would probably be a reasonable estimate of the number of rotor trials.

R. Kochendorfer, Ge
Well. you mentioned a serial number rotor of about 2000. so it is quite a big number isn't it'?

Author's Reply
Yes, however, the simplilied two-piece hot press bonding concept that ran in the engine for 37 hours was only tile
second or third rotor made with that particular concept. The major problem before that breakthrough was that of
damaging the blade ring during hot pressing often to tile extent of fracturing complete blades, sa a test wasn't
needed to assess qJuality,

H.M.Burte, US
I have two questions: t I ) Your numbers seem to indicalte that, from a distribution function point of view. the
WCibull function is anl adequate approximation. l)o you have any reason to think, hased upon scaling experiences.
that the Weibull function isn't adlquate. and (2 I)o you feel that for actual use of ceramic rotors. some proof
testing approach will he needed or do you think you can avoid that?

Author's Reply
Let me answer your second question first. I helieve proof testing is mandatory :f you can dto it without severely
overstressing the component. For instanci,, proof testing ttle blades on an all ceramic rotor or a nt al ce rainic hybrid
makes sense because you can spin it up to speed without overstressing. for example, the center of the netal or
ceramic rotor. Ilowever. if you tried to cold spin an all-cerantic rotor to a speed where you would stress the centei' r of
the rotor disk to the sarme stress experienced in engine operation. you would lose nearly all thi Hadtes becatsc % ti
have to centrifugally generate a stress equivaletir to a cornhinetd centrifugal and thernal stress. (Certainly we like
the idea of proof testing. but somettiles don't see iow you can do it.

On your first q uestion regarding the adequacy of Weibull for scaling, we have looked at both surface anl Vot ii I
effects but have based our predictions to date on volume and that seenms to be adequate.

A.F.McLean. US t('o-authort
(an I make an additional comment on Ie quest ion "is it adequale Ito assmlleC wi' coull extrapolalt Wiei boil now
for scaling tip to production'?" I think ttie answer at this lintte is probably, "nu" btecause wi' have nit y tt tested the
large number of samples needed to confirm the high reliability, say 99.9 4-';. that wouldIl be requireid in production.
Data used to date to represent the 99.9 f'; condition, are really estimiat es basted oin extrapolation from lowe r testciid
reliabilities. (learly to apply ceramics to say al toITobiles.C we Mist t ittore testing to vertily extrapola t ions

E.M.Lenoe, US
I wanteud to suggest to Mr Baker that it would be tiseful to the audience to very briefly indicate tile nulbetr o
concept% that Ford had actuallly gone through as a ntuttber of people htere' arc unaware of tile magnitude f ftie
c ffort.

Author's Reply
In tile Itio-d ensity rotor ctonccpt alone, we went throtgh i t ll ' t tn tall dft erernt change, in ithc graphite
tooling concept to bond the blale ring to the hub. for acth I thes'. we' madli' ,everal rotor fabrication trials In
addition, prior to the duo-density rotor concept. we investgaltitl other ways (it inaking all-ceram it rotor%. stth as

^ I
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('VD* silicon carbide rotors; machined rotors from hot pressed silicon nitride and hot pressed silicon carbide using
ultrasonic machining, electric discharge machining and diamond grinding; and pseudo iso-pressing of rotor pre-forms
of reaction bonded silicon nitride.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRAL CERAMIC BLADE-METAL DISK WITH
CIRCUMFERENTIAL BLADE ATTACHMENT
by S.A.McLeod, B.H.Walker and M.I.Mendelson

G.Wirth, 6e
Did you apply any heat treatment after bonding of the super plastically deformed rim to increase grain size?

Author's Reply
Yes, we applied two types of heat treatment. One was for the disk to develop the correct microstructure and
provide improved creep and stress rupture characteristics. The other was for the blades and was basically an
oxidation heat treatment to form a thin S10 2 layer similar to that mentioned in the first paper in this session.

G.H.Sines. US
I wonder if you would like to make some more comments about using a metal compliant layer. In the compression
testing of ceramics, it seems as if a compliant metal layer is not very good: in fact, it's liable to drop your strength
at the interface by a factor of three sometimes. Perhaps, in your case, the compressive stresses between the two
surfaces are quite low but have you given thought to other materials? Are you satisfied with platinum, and how
much platinum do you normally carry with you on these meetings?

Author's Reply
The last question is the easiest really, none that I know of! From our experience to date. the main feeling about
platinum as a compliant layer is that it works. Certainly, we don't think it's an ideal material, but its compliancy
has given satisfactory results. Now, it's not perfect because sometimes it becomes extruded out of the disc attach-
ment area: sometimes it thins down and other times it tends to overlap, so there have been some small problems
connected with the use of platinum as a compliant layer. To solve these, we have modified the details of our fabri-
cation procedures and since then have had improved results, and haven't looked at any other materials.

G.H.Sines, US
I believe that the compliant metal layer has several disadvantages. One is the extrusion transversity would give you
a shear flow that would give you transverse tensile stresses. Its transverse elastic compliance is much lower than the
specimen which is bad and also gives you transverse tensile stresses. Further, there is always a possibility that the
compliant layer might intrude into surface flaws and pry them open to split your specimen. Perhaps. you're in a low
enough stress range to avoid these problems, but I believe these three things could lead to difficulty.

Author's Reply
I'd be extremely pleased if you would suggest any other materials, and I don't say that facetiously, but you know
we haven't discovered any.

G.H.Sines, US
At room temperature, paper works very nicely, but I'm trying to think of a high temperature paper for you.

P.Popper. LIK
To a ceramist, your description of forging brings up an image of hammer blows, but I have a suspicion that your
process involves a squeeze rather than hammer blow which I would call hot pressing. ('ould you say which it is?

Author's Reply
Yes. as a ceramist myself, you're correct. This is an iso-thermal hot pressing operation where the advantage of the
superalloy is its super plasticity. We apply the pressure at temperature and squecie it down to si/c keeping the grain
size very fine: that's very important in the whole process.

K.Trappmann, (;e
Does the forging process have any detrimental effect onl the material properties o your blades? I got the imprcssion
that the failure speeds of your blades are relatively low.

* ('hentaI 'Vapor tDeposited

:.|
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Author's Reply
We haven't seen any although that doesn't mean we don't have any. One of the problems in assessing this is the fact
that the blades can twist about their radial axis and have to be supported very well on the sides, or else they pick up
extra stresses. We don't believe there is any material degradation and would expect that, if failure speeds are low, it
could be due to this mechanical attachment stress.

INVESTIGATIONS OF A HOT-PRESSED SILICON NITRIDE TURBINE ROTOR
* by E.Tiefenbacher

F.Blake Wallace, US
Could you tell me the sourtc of your hot press silicon nitride billtes:

Author's Reply
Yes, we got our hillels trom Norton Company aod from Annawerk. Today we prefer billets from Annawerk because
they guarantee uLs a certain stretigth, and. il one of the billets fails in proof testing. we can get a replacement without
ay cost V

II.NI.Burte. ITS
I take it trot Ali.it ha~L said and froi your paper that. despite all of the progress in analyzing temperature and
stress .hstrithul loll %on still hlind it necessary to experinientally test and modify. In other words, the analysis is not
yet adt1.e is, thl Ire in ,ouir experience?

Author's Reply
Yes, though .me o1 ml piobltk111, is ,.t-ritel, assesing the environmental conditions of a high temperature cerami,
s heel. , ire v orkung dll, lo beliter issess tenperatures in the neighborhood of the wheel as a basis for estah-

lushing heat transter cocit ent. ctl 01 course wc have done quite a lot of calculations, but I didn't mention thleni
here bet-,iuse this ina% tc so di he te odlO s. like try to cornlbintie experinental procedure with thicoretical calculations.
and. at this tioe. we are coninci that we hase to do quite a tot of experinental work.

(.C.l)eutsch. I IS
V. hihat dI Non see is the fa brication or prodictiin inet hod to get tile cost dowi from the present obviously ,ery

expensive way ou 'r doing it?

Author's Reply
I oday we make it by a laboratory procciure using a single machining spool. The most simple scale up would be
to make multi-spool equipment to machlne several blades at a time: then you could divide the time by 5 or I10
Ilowevcr. we have to learn so much at this time not only on the rolor, that we believe we should continue uising tIle
laboratory machining procedure to make rotors. ()nce we reach our goals with tihe engine. then we will th ink about
other manufacturing methods. and, of co.rse tliere are quite a imuinlber of niaterial anLi process developments untler-

way which we will continue to monitor.

P.Popper, IJK
If' I understood you correctly. you started hy doing t hermal shock testing using 110t and CotlI gas: later yOU lmade a
very interesting remark that if you have a ceramic heat exchanger the temperature cannot change very rapidly.
(oul you give an idea what sort of rates of temperature change you iniglit expect with a ceramic heal exchanger.
for instance, if fuel was suddenly cut off?7

Author's Reply
Well, there is no question that the temperature goes down during deceleration mon c slowly with the the beat
exchanger. I think maybe from 120 0 (' to (i00 (' in about one second. Now. wit ii t :u heat exchanger, lempera-
tures would come down about twice as fast or more.

l.Kvernes, No
Are you considering use of ceramic coatings instead of solid ceramics for some parts?

Author's Reply
With respect to thermal barrier coatings on superalloys. we have not done any work in this area bill are following llt
literature. However. I think it's %ery diffit-ilt to achieve a tIermal barrier on small blades
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I.Kvernes, No
Ceramic coatings have been used as a thernal barrier in some diesel engine experiments and have worked very well.

CERAMICS IN ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS
by C.F.Bersch

H.T.Larker, Sweden
Did you experience any adverse effects fron the directionality of hot pressed silicon nitride, that is. different
strengths ill different directions"

Author's Reply
I can only say no. predicated on our experience with ceramic halls which is at least as extensive as that with rollers.
Obviously, balls would show directional problems if there were any, and we haven't had any when the halls were of
proper quality.

THE FABRICATION AND PROPERTIES OF REFEL SILICON CARBIDE IN RELATION TO
GAS TURBINE COMPONENTS

by P.Kennedy

E.M.Lenoe. LIS
This is not a question but an expression of gratitude to Peter Kennedy t'or pointing out a deficiency in the graphs
regarding Refel that were presented in Session I. The data was very early data and of questionahle quality, for
instance, it was obtained from oversized specimens with a much larger span that most organizations now use. I ai
sure that the material ofthe q ualification test coin h uistor that you illustrated had a significantly higher liexural
stress.

J.Mowil. No
I have two questions: ( I ) I would like to know which is the largest part you have made of a scroll type, for example.
a transition duct? and (2) What is the longest life of any given part at a temperature of ahout . say 1 2(100'(-

Author's Reply
In answer to the first question, we haven't actually made a scroll yet: although. I feel it could he made. A
component which was rather similar from a fabrication point of view to a scroll is a coin hustor wit i a sile tihe
which is illustrated in tile paper: this part is about 7" diameter. With a more squat coinponent like a scroll, I think
we could increase tie diameter to perhaps 10" or maybe I I" at tile moment. With respect to longest life. I s. olil
rather quote from my own experience which involved a piece of silicon carhide running in a nuclear reactor: it ran
for LIP to about a year under conditions of fairly severe thermal stress especially since the thermal condtcli, ity
dropped by a factor of 5 to 10 Lnler irradiation conditions. so that the temperat ure gradientts and hence thermal
stresses increased accordingly.
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SUMMARY

There are major R&D efforts underway in the United States to improve the performance
of industrial combustion turbines. The major goals are improved system reliability, capa-
bility for fuel flexibility and reduced emissions. Other goals desired are improved effi-
ciency and decreased equipment cost. Design studies have shown that significant performance
advantages can be achieved if ceramics can be made to perform reliably. Since stationary
ceramic components are likely to find first application in industrial turbine systems,
initial efforts will be directed to their development. For the near term, the development
of a low emission combustion system that meets regulations for industrial turbines burning
heavy fuels has a high priority. This paper reviews work that has considered hot-wall com-
bustion systems to help meet the desired performance goals.

INTRODUCTION

Industry and government in the United States are working together to achieve several
specific goals to improve the industrial combustion turbine technology. The major goals
are improved system reliability, increased fuel flexibility, reduced emission, higher
operating efficiencies, and decreased equipment cost. Achievement of these goals will pro-
vide the opportunity for wide-scale use of combustion turbine engines in combined cycle
power generating systems operating on coal-derived fuels (gaseous and liquid). These highly
efficient combined cycle plants can be advantageously applied to base load or intermediate
load duty. In addition, the combustion turbine systems alone can continue to serve peak
load duty in the simple cycle mode.

The concept of utilizing ceramic components in advanced turbine systems has been con-
tinuously studied in recent years (see References 1-7) as one of several concepts to improve
operating performance. These studies have shown that when ceramics are used in engines,
reliable performance can be predicted along with significant performance improvements.
However, it has been shown also (3-7) that: a) much work remains in order to achieve ceramic
turbine technology readiness, and b) stationary components are likely to find first applica-
tion in industrial combustion turbines. Stationary components in this case include ceramic
parts for the combustion system (combustor/transition piece) and those for the combustion
turbine (vanes and shrouding).

Improved combustors are needed, in the near term, to meet exhaust emissions regula-
tions for combustion turbines. Of particular concern is the low nitrogen oxide emission
limitations imposed by U.S. and local Environmental Protection Agencies. The combustion
problems are further compounded with the current trend toward use of heavy petroleum
fuels and the use of coal-derived liquid and gaseous fuels. Thus, the industrial com-
bustion turbine manufacturer must be forward looking regarding combustor systems develop-
ment which addresses fuel flexibility.

The present paper reviews the cycle performance benefits that can be obtained by the
use of ceramics in industrial combustion turbines while pointing to specific benefits of
the stationary ceramic components, and then focuses on advanced combustor concepts that
utilize stationary ceramic components.

COMBINED CYCLE PERFORMANCE OF TURBINE SYSTEMS

A combined cycle plant performance improvement realized over advanced air-cooled
turbines provides incentive to develop a coal-derived fuel fired engine with turbine
ceramic components operating at high turbine inlet temperature (TIT) (2300 to 2600'F).
A potential thermal efficiency of above 51% is attainable on coal-derived liquid fuel
delivered-on-site and with a 2600°F TIT (technology development goal) as shown in Figure 1.
The coalpile-to-bus bar efficiency potential is about 13% less on low Btu coal gas fuel
generated on-site.

The application of ceramics to utility size engines can provide the following benefits:
* Combined cycle plant efficiency approximately 2.8 percentage points

greater than that of air-cooled engines at 2600'F TIT (see Figure 1,
Ref. 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7).

* Same combined cycle efficiency at 2300'F as at 2600'F TIT air-cooled
high temperature turbine (HTT) (see Figure 1).
T Improved corrosion/erosion resistance.



Figure 2 shows the contribution to efficiency when adding ceramics to the turbine
stationary vanes and rotating blades (combined forming a stage) or to the stationary vanes
only.

* Ist Stage, 51% of total improvement or approximately 2.5% in
cycle performance.

" 1st and 2nd Stages, 82% of total improvement or approximately
4% in cycle performance.

" 1st and 2nd Vanes, about 57% of total improvement or approxi-
mately 2.9% in combined cycle thermal efficiency.

This allocation'of improvement in combined cycle thermal efficiency becomes a major
factor in planning the cost effective development and implementation of structural ceramics
to commercial engines for utility power generation systems. The benefits of stationary
ceramic vane components in the turbine stages are noteworthy.

ADVANCED COMBUSTION SYSTEM

The combustion system (i.e., combustor and transition components functionally and
mechanically integrated as a system) is a major and important element of any heat power
engine, be it an internal or external combustion engine. The function of the combustor is
to convert chemical energy bound in the fuels to thermal energy which is readily extracted
as mechanical energy by the turbine element. The transition component of the combustion
system functionally contains the hot gas product and ducts it to the turbine inlet under
specified flow, temperature, combustor outlet environment, and imposed design constraints.

The primary objective of an advanced combustion system is to meet the following engine
design requirements:

" The design high temperature exit gas temperature (technology
development goal up to 2600'F).

" A pattern factor (PF) goal = 0.05, where
PF (T avg(T max - T avg)

-(T avg - T combustor inlet)"-
* Ability to operate on coal-derived fuels (fuel flexibility).
" Ability to meet federal and local EPA emission regulations.

Presently, no known combustion systems exist that provide these high temperature performance
goals.

In the case of the combustion turbine system, maximum temperature (i.e., hot spot as
defined by Tma in the pattern factor (PF) equation above) at the combustor exit is impor-
tant. At the turbine inlet temperature goal of 2600°F, even a modest local temperature
above average may exceed the temperature limit of present "state-of-the-art" structural
ceramic materials applied to the combustion system and the turbine inlet vane components.
Thus, the need for establishing a PF goal is evident.

Additional key development issues associated with the combustion system designs are
summarized as:

* Structural integrity against vibrational forces.
* Structural configuration to minimize thermal stress and

interstitial leakage.
" Attachment interfaces designed to accommodate differential

expansions and allow for temperature differences between
"hot wall" ceramic and outer metal support system.

" Capability to reliably maintain component integrity under
engine transient operation conditions, including severe
emergency shutdown conditions.

COMBUSTION SYSTEM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

As previously noted, the combustion system function is to burn fuel efficiently
(whether it be gaseous or liquid) with the combustion air. The combustor is also required
to provide a near uniform turbine inlet temperature distribution to limit the value of the
local hot spot temperature. Two areas of technology development needed to advance the
state-of-the-art application of ceramics to utility sized engine combustion systems are:

1. Combustion process
2. Hot wall combustion system structures

Combustion Process

The following design requirements and system constraints must be factored into the
complete combustion process, i.e., chemical energy release process within the containment
structure:

" Steady state performance parameters such as pressure drop, turn
down, reference velocity, efficiency, maximum wall temperature,
heat release rate, etc.

" Positive ignition and flame stability that meet start-up.
" Steady state and shutdown operation requirements of the engine system.
" A 0.05 pattern factor (PF) goal at the combustion system exit (i.e.,

94*F hot spot temperature above 2600'F TIT goal).
" Exhaust emissions that meet EPA regulations.
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Combustion process designs in general have the following three regions (zones) of
commonality to functionally meet design requirements for the combustion "process" (see
Figure 3).F Primary Combustion Zone - Involves fuel preparation, ignition

and chemical reactions. This zone also provides means of flame
stabilization.

* Secondary Combustion Zone - Completes chemical reactions and
provides diluent to the hot gases.

* Mixing - Completes mixing of diluent and products of combustion
for turbine-entry. -

The engine operational requirements and integrated engine and combined cycle perfor-
mance design constraints influence the high temperature combustion process. As an example,
the total pressure drop of the combustion system in today's turbine engine is limited to
about 4% in order to maintain high performance; furthermore, combustor efficiency greater
than 99+7. is required by its direct relationship with engine fuel economy and exhaust
pollutants.

The combustion process design must be integrated with the mechanical configuration in
order to assure that positive and reliable ignition occurs. The combustion process must
meet transient fuel/air ratio scheduling requirements of the engine for both normal and
predictable malfunction operational modes. The combustion process must remain stable,
provide thermal energy to the engine system and meet performance goals and emission limits
imposed upon it during the steady state and transient modes of operation.

The pattern factor goal of 0.05 is the most stringent single requirement imposed to
date on any combustion system. A critical assessment which weights a development goal of
up to 2600 F average turbine inlet temperature against the current available ceramic
material strength capability provides the incentive to impose this pattern factor goal on
the combustion system.

The EPA emission requirements must be factored into the combustion process development
plan from the beginning. The pollutants included in the EPA regulatory requirements are
sulfur oxide, unburned hydrocarbons, smoke, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, and
nitrogen oxides. With the exception of nitrogen oxides (NOx) the above pollutants can be
controlled by careful attention to combustion system design and fuel clean up. However,
NOx control at high temperatures and high pressures requires fundamental changes in the
combustion design approach and requires development.

The thermal NOx reaction occurs at high temperatures for all combustion processes
involving air (i.e., N2 + 02) as an oxidant, and is essentially independent of the fuel.
In contrast, fuel bound nitrogen found in many coal-derived liquid fuels forms NO-type
compounds during the combustion process. The relative appearance of the two types of NOx
(thermal vs. fuel-bound) is dependent on time and temperature. The NOx formation can be
limited to two processes:

* Low temperature combustion (i.e., lean burn catalytic combustion
and others).

" Rich combustion (i.e., a deficiency of oxygen). (The relatively inactive
nitrogen doesn't compete with carbon and hydrogen for oxygen.)

The use of either approach means moving through the air/fuel vs. temperature plane of
Figure 4. The low NOx window lies within ABCD, where AB represents the lean limit of combus-
tion without g catalyst. Segments AD & CB represent thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.
Segment CD connects maximum acceptable NOx values on the rich and lean side. If a catalyst i
used, the operable NOx window can be extended to ADCBEF. The rich limit for catalytic combus-
tion has not yet been defined; it is assumed tor be at least equal to normal combustion at
point A. Point G is assumed to define a reasonable shape of the line connecting A and F.

Hot Wall Combustion System Structures

The potential application of hot wall structures in combustion system component
designs include the following concepts:

* Catalytic combustor
* Conventional combustor
* Transition section

An assessment of the application of ceramics in hot wall combustion systems results
in the following benefits:

* Hot walls provide high probability of attaining 0.05 pattern
factor goal (i.e., low turbine inlet local maximum temperature).

* Hot walls increase flexibility in fuel usage (i.e., coal, gas,
coal derived liquids, residuals, etc.).

* Hot wall designs (including catalytic) permit burning over wider
air/fuel ratios.

* Hot wall designs reduce coolant requirements when operation at
high exit temperatures (especially important when operating with
low Btu gas).

* Hot wall designs provide flexibility in rich/lean staged combustor
concepts to meet NOx emissiois with high bound N2 fuels.

* Hot wall designs assist in meeting emissions with other combustion
process concepts (such as lean burn).
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" Hot walls potentially increase life and reliability over cooled
metals by providing improved oxidation/corrosion/erosion resistance
with coal-derived fuels and reducing structural distortions (ther-
mally induced stress).

* Ceramic hot walls reduce the need for high cost, strategic materials.

The application of ceramic hot wall structLres to combustor conceptual designs is
shown in Figures 3 and 5 for the conventional combustor and catalytic combustor, respec-
tively. Figure 5 also shows a reference engine used for design concept studies on ceramics
in turbine hot section components (9).

The transition section is common to all the combustion systems concepts. This compon-
ent directs the combustion products to the turbine and maintains or improves the pattern
factor developed in the combustor. The shape of the transition is more complicated than
the cylindrical combustor regions (see Figure 6). Its complex shape causes additional
structural design considerations when applying ceramics to the hot wall concepts. The
structures have about the same thermal design objectives with high temperature products of
combustion as those expressed for hot wall combustors; i.e., operation at high inner surface
wall temperatures, with low heat flux. The concept shown in Figure 7 makes use of a seg-
mented ceramic tile liner concept. The common design elements of such hot wall structures
are:

* Inner structural ceramic material.
0 Insulation capability to control the hot wall temperature and heat

loss to ambient surroundings.
* Cooled attachment layer between the ceramic and outer support layer.
0 Outer metal support system.

SEGMENTED APPROACHES TO HOT WALL STRUCTURES

The various combustor and transition concepts are expected to require structural
segment designs. The key development issues identified for such structures are:

* Configurations that minimize thermal stress and interstitial leakage.
" Attachment schemes that provide the necessary flexibility to accommo-

date differential expansions.
" Interface schemes that accommodate thermal gradients within ceramic

and metal components, and high temperature differences between them.
* Structural designs that endure high temperature product of combustion

without compromising the objective of the 0.05 pattern factor design
goal or attainment of the emissions regulatory requirements.

" Structural designs that withstand start-up and shutdown transients
and the steady state engine operation.

Examples of a segmented wall structure are shown in Figure 8a and 8b. In Figure 8a,
a layered hot wall concept is used. It illustrates ceramic-to-ceramic edge treatments,
and use of compliant layers between metal and ceramic. Figure 8b shows a potential hot
wall design approach that has been employed in experimental MHD work at Westinghouse. The
concept shows a design which features an offset at ceramic edges, a stainless steel plate
about the spring clip, and a sealer between clips. This experimental design has success-
fully contained combustion products approaching 4000'F in the MHD application. The pre-
ceeding examples display a multi-Loncept basis from which ceramic hot wall co-'istion
systems may be evolved through development and test programs.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent studies have reaffirmed that significant cycle performance improvements, engine
durability and reliability may be achieved through the use of high performance structural
ceramics in combustion turbine systems. Reliable stationary ceramic components are needed
ii the near term, in particular for advanced combustor concepts, that must be developed
for the purpose of meeting emission regulations, while providing the user with the capa-
bility of using fuels ranging to heavy petroleum fuels and coal-derived fuels. Ceramic hot
wall structures are feasible in the near term for the conventional combustor, catalytic
combustor and the combustion transition section.
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ABSTRACT

Ceramics not only offer improved gas turbine performance through higher turbine inlet

temperature but can increase engine life because of improved hot end erosion resis-
tance. Development work leading to engine test of both erosion-resistant and high-
temperature ceramic nozzle concepts is described here. The first nozzle concept employs 4
ceramic vane sections and had demonstrated a ten to one-hundred fold hot end life im-
provement under erosive conditions in engine tests. The second concept has been engine

demonstrated and offers high erosion resistance as well as the capability of operating
at elevated turbine inlet temperatures.

Work on ceramics manufacturing methods for cost reduction with the goal of providing

economic incentives for ceramics in production turbines is described.

INTRODUCTION

Recent emphasis on the development of silicon based ceramics for use in the severe
environment of gas turbine engines has provided the incentive to consider ceramic mater-

ials for engines used in military application to obtain the benefit of improved erosion
and corrosion resistance. The Gemini engine shown in Figure I has been developed as a
simple cycle radial gas turbine engine to provide 10 kW continuous electrical power for
various military needs. The engine has been designed for long life (6000 hours minimum

before overhaul) with low maintenance requirements. Its multipurpose uses may frequently
include operation in dusty or corrosive environments on a variety of fuels which can be
detrimental to performance, increase maintenance and shorten life of the engine. Re-
search and development has been initiated to consider the optimum use of ceramic mate-
rials throughout the engine to increase power output, improve thermal efficiency, extend
life, and decrease dependence on strategic metals.

Promising near term uses of ceramic
materials appear to exist in engine ap-
plications for wear and corrosion resis-
tance where thermal and mechanical stress-
es are moderate in comparison to ultimate
usage objectives for these materials.
Near term cost premiums for ceramic compon-
ents may be offset by decreases in life
cycle costs if significant improvements can
be realized in reliability, life and main-
tenance. Use of ceramic materials in a
conservatively loaded mode will contribute
to the technology of materials fabrication, 

1,

quality control and engineering design so
that more advanced highly loaded applica-
tions may be realized in the future. This
paper deals with the rationale for selecting
the turbine nozzle as the component for the
initial utilization of ceramic materials and
the research, design and testing to achieveoperational success. ,

BACKGROUND

Expvrience in field operation has shown
that nozzle vanes in the Gemini radial turbine
engine are the most vulnerable portion of
the engine to degradation in extended
service. Nozzle vane deterioration,
particularly in the form of erosion, can!.4
severely reduce performance as shown in
Figure 2. There appears to be two prin-
cipal sources of this degradation. The
first results from the ingestion of dust
particles when high loading conditions do

not allow practical removal of ail par-
ticles with filters or other air cleaning
devices at the online compressor inlet.

(Figure 3 shows severe nozzle section Figure 1. 10 kW Turboalternator Set
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Figure 2. Relative Performance Loss Figure 3. Typical Turbine Nozzle Vanes After
With Nozzle Vane Erosion in a Small 68 Hours of Vietnam Dust Erosion
Radial Gas Turbine (Ref. 1 and 2)

erosion in a radial turbine similar to the Gemini after only 68 hours operation in a
high dust loading environment.) The second source of degradation relates to the uniquely
small size of the engine and multifuel capability. The use of heavy fuels (e.g..
Diesel #2) over long periods of operation can result in carbon particle buildup in the
small scale Gemini combustor. These carbon particles eventually break off and can
result in highly erosive conditions downstream at the nozzle. In affected engines,
teardown experience has shown nozzle vane trailing edges to suffer damage in the form of
erosion and/or sulfidation (due to high sulfur in Diesel #2) before other hot components
of the engine, including the turbine wheel. (This is due to particle trajectory mechan-
ics in a radial turbine to be discussed later.) In addition, wars ambient environments,
which necessitate higher TIT, are more severe on vane trailing edges than most other
hot turbine parts because of inherent thermal isolation from cool sections, suscept-4
ibility to pattern factor and fast thermal response.

Operation of the 10 kW with heavy fuels in a hot, dusty, desert environment is not
uncommon and, as a result of the above factors, imposes severe requirements on vane
materials.

Certain ceramics offer properties which meet all of the above needs for a vane
material, i.e., high erosion resistance, stable to corrosive/sulfidizing environments
and temperature capability well in excess of requirements cited here. Ceramics show
the promise of meeting the material needs of this application which includes a specified
engine THO interval of 6000 to 10,000 hours reardless of severity of operating environ-
ment or fuels to be used during this period. Additional incentive for use of ceramice
materials in this turbine, or any turbine, is the non-criticality of ceramic material
supply which has become an increasingly important problem recently for superalloys,
especially those containing cobalt.

The high-temperature potential of ceramics has also led to the consideration of
uprating turbine inlet temperature of this engine through application of ceramics for
improved specific fuel consumption and specific power. An all ceramic nozzle along with
other select ceramic components, not necessarily to include the turbine wheel, would

allow this engine uprating.

All of the benefits given here for ceramics translate into incentives for ceramics
application because of improved total life cycle costs, which include costs of mainten-
ance, component replacement, fuel, fuel logistics, and secondary costs of unscheduled
shut-downs.

COST CONSIDERATIONS

A life cycle cost model has been developed to compare the sensitivity of cost fac-
tors based on a typical military mission involving electrical power generating equipment.
Total cost for operating a specific generator set, based on an estimated ten year lfe
cycle, is divided into three maejor cost categories as indicated in Figure 4. This cost
division most be qualified since it is composed of many assumed variables; however it
does suggest that the major cost is in operation and support. Operation and support may
be further divided approximately equally into consusables and maintenance. Substantial
savings may be attained through research and development if significant improvements
can be gained either in fuel consumption or in maintenance.

FOr cost comparison analysis it has been assumed that with suffificent development
a ceramic turbine inlet nozzle can be produced at a near term cost of o-/2 times that
of superalloy metal nozzles. The metal nozzle assembly represents 2.3 percent of the
total generator set. If this production cost is achieveable it would add slightly great-
er than one percent to the acquisition cost of the generator set. This degree of cost
increase in investment costs are insignificant in the total life cycle and are quickly
recoverable if maintenance and overhaul intervals can be extended even by conservatively
estimated amounts. As erosion tests have indicated there may be 10 to 100 times in-
crease in erosin resistance in ceramic materials over superalloy metals. Assuming as
little as 10 percent increase in overhaul intervals and increased total lIfe of the
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equipment, cost savings can be shown even when
considering relatively small production quan-
tities. Further savings may also be accrued
as a result of decreased nozzle wear rate if
engine thermal efficiency can be maintained at
peak levels over longer periods of operating
life. Fuel cost and associated logistic
burden are major factors in the total cost of
power generation and even minor reductions COPEATINGAND
represent significant cost savings. SUPPORT 68,/.

PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC NOZZLE
RESEARCHAND

Turbine nozzle erosion in the 10 kW ra- DEVELOPMENT 4,
dial engine characteristically occurs at vane
trailing edges and gradually shortens the vane
length until overhaul is necessary because of
performance loss. Erosion is concentrated on
this surface because of particle trajectories Figure 4. Major Life Cycle Cost
as they pass through the nozzle and turbine Categories for Military Electric
sections. Vane leading edges suffer no measur- Power Generator
able erosion because gas and particle veloci-
ties are low at the nozzle inlet. Gas velocity
and particle velocity increase through the nozzle throat. However, it is estimated that
particle velocity reaches only a fraction of gas stream velocity at the nozzl. exit
and particles continue to accelerate as they travel downstream. Depending on their
size, particles will either continue radially inward and exit with the gas stream (small
particles) or be forced outward by centrifugal forces (larger particles). The larger
particles are overtaken by the turbine wheel and slung outward since they have not
attained the full gas stream velocity by the time they enter the turbine wheel section.
It is estimated that these larger particles bounce between the turbine wheel and the
downstream segment of nozzle vanes until they are pulverized to a smaller size and can
follow the gas stream and exit inward through the turbine section 'Ref. 2).

Studies have shown that erosion due to dust or particle ingestion can be controlled
for most engine components (compressor, diffusor, air inlet housing) by use of coatings
(Ref. 1). Unfortunately, the nozzle section of the 10 kW engine is not amenable to
erosion resistant coatings due to the high temperatures involved. This is also true for
the turbine wheel. However, engine operating experience shows erosive attack of the
turbine wheel to be minor in relation to that of the nozzle. Therefore, the limiting
component for erosion deterioration of an engine of this type is the turbine nozzle.

Silicon nitride and silicon carbide ceramics
exhibit the physical properties required of a ma-, ,
terial to prevent severe erosion of the nozzle.
They also have improved strength, corrosion pro-
perties and thermal shock resistance over other
ceramics. Figure 5 ilustrares the relative
erosion of three ceramic materials and 713LC..,

superalloy, the 10 kW nozzle material. Hot pres-
sed silicon nitride (HPSi 3N4 ) shows more than 50
times the erosion resistance of 713LC superalloy
in this ambient temperature test. The NC-430
silicon carbide material shows 13 times the ere,- A. ?13LC D SILICONFILLEO

sion resistance of 713LC in this test. (NC-430 is NICKEL-ASE RECYSTALLIED
a silicon filled recrystallized silicon carbide

and has the advantage of better economics of tab-
rication over not prcssed silicon nitride.)

Early experiments were initiated at Solar to STOL

study the erosion behavior of HPSi 3N 4 in a radial o, a2Um¢so
flow turbine. Figure 6 compares the erosion of a ,o0 0 ,

HPSi 3 N4 vane and a N-155 superalloy vane after a
10 hour-engine run in a 60 kW radial turbine, where oz a
2 x 10-

5  
kg (4.4 x 10

- 5  
pounds) of -140 mesh ailica ton A~dust per pound of air was introduced into the

Sengine inlet. The N-155 vane has receded by approx-a

imately 1.27 cm (1/2 inch) due to erosion, while C 14Ot PR fSD
the ceramic vane did not ekode to any measurable Y MM SILICON MITIDE
extent. This test verified that the general
erosion rlationship observed in the laboratory
ambient temperature tests cited above hold for tigure 5. Relative Erosion Between
materials in the turbine nozzle environment. Ceramics and 713LC Superalloy

Nozle ateialat Ambient Temper-
DESIGN OF EROSION RESISTANT CERAMIC VANE NOZZLE ature

Figure 7 sItows the design of a ceramic vane
nozzle selected for rig and engine test evalu-
ation. This configiration addresses the major ceramic turbine design obstacles which
are:

I. Transition between ceramic and metal members.

LJIM
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TO COMBUSTOR CERAMIC
NOZZLE VANE

eusT T G EDGE

SUPERALLOY
OY NOZZLE VANE

NLEADING 

EDGE

'~M 
0UL

NETRBINESSNEA.

C SSOR__ T RffIfiE _ - - --WHEEL WHEEL

Figure 7. Nozzle Design With HPSi 3N4
Vane Sections

Figure 6. Silicon Nitride (Left) and N-155
(Right) in Solar 60 kW Radial Turbine
Engine After Testing

2. Thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between ceramics and superalloys.

3. Localized contact streses in ceramics due to normal surface irregularities.

4. Manufacturing misfit contact stresses resulting from normal machining
tolerances.

5. Stresses induced into the assembly due to static and transient thermal distri-
butions.

6. Statistical nature of failure in ceramics.

The ceramic vanes (HPSi3N4 ) shown in Figure 7 are captured in recesses in 713LC
forward and rear shrouds. The recesses are slightly oversized to avoid stresses due to
thermal expansion differences and thermal distributions in the nozzle. Accurate nozzle
throat size is maintained in this assembly despite oversize recesses because static
aerodynamic forces locate each ceramic vane at its furthest inboard downstream position.
A specially developed relaxing glass adhesive is applied at ceramic-vane metal-shroud
interfaces to alleviate localized contact stresses due to surface irregularities and
assembly mismatches. The glass adhesive is in a high viscosity state at operating tem-
peratures to allow differential growths while providing interface cushion to prevent
contact stress failures in the ceramic vanes. The assembly of vanes in the nozzle
section imposes no direct physical restraints on van-s and therefore essentially zero
assembly stresses on the ceramic.

EVALUATION OF CERAMIC VANE NOZZLE

Nozzle evaluation included engine simulator rig tests which exposed the ceramic
vane nozzle and a reference all superalloy (713LC) nozzle to thermal shock, dust erosion,
and sea salt corrosion. This was followed by two 24 hour plus 50 stop/start cycle engine
tests .

Thermal Shock. The thermal shock test was designed to duplicate the most severe
thermal transient condition observed in engine operation. ligure 8 shows vanes as they
progress through one thermal cycle. The temperature indicated in this figure is the
local temperature of the vane trailing edge as measured by an optical pyrometer. Five
hundred cycles were run and all vanes survived with the exception of one (Fig. 9) which
chipped at the trailing edge. This failure was determined to be the result of a lower
temperature glass used at that location which generated a longitudinal contact stress
on cooldown.

Dust Erosion. The nozzle was eroded in the simulator by means of a special particle
impinger with 43-74 Um Arizona road dust with vane temperatures monitored optically to
927-C (1700-F) for a 10 hour period. Figures 10 and 11 compare erosion of a superalloy
vane (713LC) and hot pressed silicon nitride vane (NC 132) in the engine simulator rig.
The ceramic vanes offer substantial improvement in erosion in this elevated temperature
test.

Sea Salt Corrosion. A 70 hour 9274C (1700*F), 3ppm simulated sea salt test was made
with the ceramic vane nozzle and reference 713LC nozzle. Figure 12 shows that the
relative surface attack of 713 LC superalloy is much higher than that of the HPSi 3 N 4
ceramic.

Enjine Test. An engine test of the ceramic vane nozzle consisting of 24 hours of
steady-state running at various loads (see Table 1) and 50 start/stop cycles showed the
ceramic vane nozzle to perform well with the exception that six vanes had suffered trail-
ing edge fractures. Figure 13 shows typical fractures (Hef. 3).
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Table I

Engine Test Sequence for Ceramic Vane Nozzle

CORROSION
PRODUCTS
.27MM Load Time at Load
(01 INJ 713 LC VANE (%) (hrs)

0 75 6
0 1

.
4  

, 50 6
25 6
75 6

SUBSTRATE

.0ll MM HPS13N 4 VAE...

SUBSTRATE7

Figure 12. Comparison of Corrosion in 713LC
Superalloy and HPSi 3N 4 Vanes After a 70
Hour, 972*C (17006F) Engine Simulator Test
With 3 ppm Simulated Sea Salt

MOUNTING FORCESCOUNTERACTED

LRELAXIN GLASS
BlELLEVILLE ADHESIVE ON VANES

WASHER ON Figure 13. Typical Vane Fracture (6 Frac-THROUGH SOLT-" . SEAL PLATE
REUEVEPtures out of 15 Vanes) After First Engine

Test

FASTENEDTHICKENED
MEHNCLY AND NOTCHED

Figure 14. Design Change to Ceramic Vane
Nozzle Prior to Second Engine Test

Figure 15. Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride
Vanes Nos. 1, 2 and 3 After Second
Engine Test

Vendors of ceramic materials have been contracted to fabricate and assess costs for
vanes made from the following materials:

NPSi 3 N4 - Hot pressed to 2-D bar, sliced and final machined
Sintered SI3 N4 - Injection molded to shape and fired
Silicon filled SiC - Slip cast to 2-D bar, fired, sliced and final machined
Alpha Sintered SiC - cold pressed to shape and fired

These materials will be evaluated in as-fabricated form for modulus of ruptire,
dimensional and surface control as well as other relevant property tests. As-fabri-
cated vanes will he subjected to thermal shock engine simulator t-sts and finally
engine test.

All-Ceramic Nozzle Design

An all-ceramic nozzle must overcome the same design difficulties iterated above.

Three alternate design concepts shown in Figures 17-19 were chosen for engine simu-
lator evaluation which lead to selection of Design Concept No. I for engine test.
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7 RB S(3 N4 SHROUDS

AIR COOLED
SUPERALLOY -

BOLT

WAVE WASHER

HPSi 3 N4 VANES

Figure 17. All-Ceramic Nozzle Design Con-
cept No. 1, RBSi3N4 Shouds, HPSi3 N4 Vanes
and Cooled 718 Bolts

RB Si3 N4 SHROUDS

SPRING
WAVE WASHER

C,1

HPSi 3 N4 VANES ANT' BOLTS

Figure 16. Room Temperature Erosion of Figure 18. All-Ceramic Nozzle Design Con-
Ceramics and 713LC Superalloy; 43-74 cept No. 2, RBSi 3 N4 Shrouds, HPSi3 N4
Micron Arizona Road Dust - 155 gins Vanes and HPSi 3N4 Bolts
Total - 15 Minutes; Gas Velocity 305
rn/sec (1000 fps), Mean Particle Velo- RB SILICON CARBIDE ~
city 256 rn/ec (840 fps), 0.95 cm

(3/8 in.) Diameter Impingement Tube 'I
SILICON CARBIDE

Design Concept No. 1 (Figure 17) uses N NOZZLE
RBSi 3N4 shrouds and cooled 718 superalloy SELF BONDED
support bolts. (RBSiC was used for theTHOGVAE
forward shroud in the engine test.) The /
bolts are piloted at the compressor dif-
fuser housing such that they will accur-
ately locate the rear (inner) shroud which
must closely match the turbine wheel con-
tour. The bolts are spring loaded in the T A
axial direction to accommodate relative
thermal growth. The rear shroud has radial
slots at the bolt penetration points to
allow for relative thermal growths, which Figure 19. All-Ceramic Nozzle Design Con-
are substantial. The forward (outer)shroud cept No. 3, RBSiC Shrouds, HPSiC Vanes
has clearance holes at the penetration point and Vanes Bonded to Shrouds
and is located by the seal plate which is
made from INCO 903 (Ref. 4), a low expansion,
high temperature alloy. The net diametrical growth at this junction is well matched
to the ceramic shroud becausi of the lower operating temperature of the seal plate an
the low thermal expansion coefficient of the 903 alloy.

Design Concept No. 2 (Fig. 18) is similar to No. I except HPSi 3 N4 bolts are used in
place of the cooled 718 bolts. They are also sprung in the axial position and have
spring loaded collets at the external cool position in lieu of nuts. A 0.10 mm (0.004
inch) pure platinum interface layer was used successfully at the collet bolt interface
to avoid contact stress imposed fracture.

Design Concept No. 3 (Fig. 19) uses silicon filled reaction bonded silicon carbide
shrouds and hot pressed silicon carbide vanes. The shrouds and vanes are bonded with a
relaxing glass adhesive for contact stress reduction at vanes and ease of assembly.
Aerodynamic forces and a spring loaded exhaust scroll also hold the nozzle in position
against the seal plate.

I'
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In all designs the forward shroud is held in place with a Renb 41 leaf spring
attached to the diffusor housing which pulls the nozzle to the left against the seal

plate by attachment to the nozzle retainer ring. Also, the rear shroud has a face seal
load applied at its gas exit point by a pressure actuated bellows spring system at the
right section of the exhaust scroll (not shown in Figs. 17-19).

Figure 20 shows nozzle assembly com-
ponents which make up each of the three
designs.

Evaluation of All-Ceramic Nozzle.
Each of the design concepts was exposed
to various engine simulation experiments
to evaluate factors such as leakage at f 5 f
seal interfaces and turbine tip clear-
ances under full rated engine operating
conditions. Results have shown that face .1
seal interfaces at ceramic section inlet A k 4t
and exit positions function well without
special materials applied. The design
provisions which allow compatibility of
large differential expansions between

ceramics and raetal alloys have been pro-
ven to function well. Accurate rear
shroud centering critical to turbine tip Figure 20. All-Ceramic Nozzle Assembly
clearance has been demonstrated with Components (Shown With RBSi 3N4 Shrouds)
each of the concepts in the engine simu-
lator (shown in Fig. 21) at 927*C
(1700

0
F)and 640 m/sec (2100 fps) nozzle

throat velocity.

Engine simulator testing, which
included 500 thermal shock cycles
(similar to that shown in Figure 8 but .
to 1093

0
C (2000*F) peak temperature),

and some steady state testing in which
turbine tip clearances were checked,
consistently showed the reaction bonded

silicon nitride forward shroud to fail

despite design measures taken to avoid
failure. The silicon filled reaction

bonded silicon carbide forward shroud of

design concept #2 had no difficulty in

surviving the same test sequence.

From this result it was concluded that

reaction bonded silicon carbide should be
used for the forward shroud in the engine
test of the nozzle. Design Concept 1 was
selected over the others because it offered Figure 21. Engine Simulator Used in

the most conservative design of the three All-Ceramic Nozzle Testing
considered. The use of a silicon carbide
forward shroud and silicon nitride rear
shroud was found to be a thermally coordinated design since the higher expansion
coefficient SiC at the cooler forward shroud position would match thermal growth
of the Si 3 N4 rear shroud.

No features specific to design concepts 2 or 3 were found to be a problem in
engine simulator tests. The ceramic bolts of Concept No. 2 survived steady state
testing in the simulator and both silicon carbide shrouds of Concept No. 3 were
found to be in perfect condition after 500 thermal shocks. However, the concept No.
2 ceramic bolts had not been proven through the entire engine performance sequence
and location of the rear shroud in Concept No. 3 remained an uncertain issue.

A direct substitution of the silicon carbide forward shroud of Concept No. 3, which
does not include penetration for support bolts required in Concept No. 1, was pos-
sible without going through a re-fabrication cycle with the ceramic supplier since
the free silicon content of this material allows it to be electro discharge
machined.

Engine Test of All-Ceramic Nozzle

A 50 hour engine test of the all-ceramic nozzle described above with a load
sequence given in Table 2 was completed at the conclusion of simulator testing.
Figures 22 through 25 show the ceramic nozzle after the test. The silicon carbide
forward shroud survived the test and showed no flaws or cracks in NDE examination
after the test. The rear shroud sustained one fracture at a support bolt location
at 33 hours of testing (see Fig. 25) and incurred a more substantial fracture between

33 and 50 hours due to meta exhaust scroll collapse. Since the rear shroud face
seal is static loaded during "ngine operation by a PCD pressure actuated loading
system, this collapse of the exhaust scroll viewed in Figures 26 and 27 resulted in
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Table 2

Engine Test Sequence for All-Ceramic Nozzle

22!!~j~n2_joj!jitionTim-e at Load

Calibration 5 hours

50% load 24 hours

0 4 hours

100 10.5 hiours

75 -6.5 hours

Figure 22. All-Ceramic Nozzle After 50

Hour Engine Run

Figure 23. HPSi 3 N 4 Vanes and RBSiC

Forward Shroud After 50 Hour

Eoqgine Test

Figure 25. Crack in RBSi 3 N 4 Rear

Shroud After 33 Hours Engine

Running

Collapsed Section

Figure 24. RBSiC Forward Shroud After 50 ur

Hours Engine Test k f. ClssdEh~s
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thermal binding and overload of the silicon nitride rear shroud. The resultant fracture
is shown in Figure 28.

An engine retest is currently in the process of preparation. Appropriate
changes in design of metal elements of the exhaust scroll will be made for this test,
and due to the unexplained rear shroud failure at 33 hours (Fig. 25) the rear shroud
will also be from RB silicon carbide.

CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory, engine simulator and I
engine tests have shown the feasibility
of using ceramic vanes in a radial gas Im -M
turbine nozzle section for substantial Ii
increases in hot end durability.
Current work in manufacturing technology l, I heatsheld

for cost reduction of this ceramic vane abve collapsed tlw

nozzle is pointing towards economic in-
centives in using this concept over
standard superalloy hardware due to
increased hardening to severe service
conditions. Reduced projected mainten-
ance costs and improved reliability have Figure 27. Gap in Exhaust Scroll Heat
been shown to be the direct result of Shield Below Side Can Combustor Above
high performance turbine ceramics. Exhaust Scroll Collapsed Section

A 50 hour engine test of an all-
ceramic radial turbine nozzle has shown
promise in proving workability of this
idea which is the key element in addi-
tional uprating this engine for improved
specific fuel consumption and specific
power through an increase in turbine inlet
temperature. As was shown in the eventual
development of the ceramic vane nozzle,
the iterative method of turbine ceramic
component development including engine
testing and progressive design refine-
ment is expected to prove successful in
developing an all-ceramic radial 10kW
turbine nozzle.

Figure 28. All-Ceramic Nozzle After 50
Hour Engine Run (Note Fracture at
Bottom Section of RBSi 3N4 Rear Shroud)
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the way in which experimental testing and finite element
design analysis have contributed to the understanding of the special problems associated
with the use of ceramic materials in a turbine nozzle. During the design analysis two
problem areas, the shrouds and the trailing edge, were immediately revealed. The design
of an optimized nozzle ring resulted in a reduction of the high stresses in these two
areas down to a level acceptable for ceramic materials currently available such as
silicon nitride or silicon carbide.

INTRODUCTION

At Volkswagen several ceramic components for small gas turbine application have
been developed over the last few years (1). One of the most c'ritical of these has been
the turbine nozzle ring. While mechanical loads on the ring are small, thermal loads are
severe and demand considerable design effort to reduce resulting stresses to acceptable
levels. In this case the nozzle is required to withstand gas temperatures up to 1623 K
and thermal shocks of about 500 K/s.

The ceramic material chosen must withstand the stresses generated by these thermal
gradients and also the attack by combustion gases without loss of strength over many
hours of running. It must also be suitable for the production of complex shapes with the
limitation of trailing edge thickness specifications down to 0.5 mm.

During the development program, parts must be designed to be made by a process
which, without modification, could later be used for quantity production. This is
because of the strong manufacturing process dependence of the structural behaviour of
such parts.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A preliminary series of tests was performed by Volkswagen on test bars provided by
the ceramics manufacturers to determine whether the material characteristics were
suitable for application in gas turbine parts. To obtain correlation of parallel results
from both design analysis and experimental test, a first design was created for the
production of hardware for test purposes. The geometry chosen followed the pattern
already established for metallic parts in the same application. Further test bars of the
selected material were also produced for long time tests under combinations of thermal,
mechanical and corrosive loads. Results from test and design analysis have led to the
production of an optimized design which is currently under test.

MATERIAL SELECTION

A review of the materials and processes made available by the ceramics industry for
such applications suggested silicon nitride and silicon carbide in various types as the
most likely candidates. The cost and production difficulties associated with hot
pressing together with the expected low stress requirement of the nozzle reduced the
choice to the materials:

- reaction bonded silicon nitride (RBSN)
- infiltrated silicon carbide (ISC)
- sintered silicon nitride (SSN)
- sintered silicon carbide (SSC)

using injection moulding or slip casting production processes. These materials offered
the potential of low cest production of complex shaped, high density parts with a low
degree of open porosity and not requiring rework.

Efforts by the ceramics manufacturers during the period of Volkswagen's development
program have yielded much improved material quality. For example, RBSN can now be
obtained with a density up to 2.8 g/cm ' and a 4-point bending strength of 300 MN/m. The
material chosen after review at the start of the program was RBSN with open porosity of
approx. 20 S and a 4-point bending strength of about 200 MN/m 2 . Some early parts were
also made fro, -C with a silicon content of 15 - 20 S and a 4-point bending strength of
roughly 300 MN/miiI.
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INITIAL DESIGN

The first designs assumed the assembly of individual vanes into a nozzle ring. This
permitted a variety of connection possibilities between vanes and to support rings of
simple design. The minimized tooling costs involved in this approach for production of
the small quantities required during development supported the decision. Simplified 2-D
analysis was performed to estimate stress values under load prior to manufacture.

A monolithic nozzle ring was investigated because the power plant manufacturer
requires a stator which permits simple mounting in the power plant, minimum gas leakage
and close control on throttle cross-section dimensions.

The shroud rings of the assembled versions were pressed isostatically, the guide
vanes being produced using the injection moulding method. In one version the guide vanes
were bonded together with the outer shroud ring, the inner shroud ring not being
provided. After reaction sintering the stator can be viewed as a one-piece component.
The guide vanes of another version were loosely supported between the inner and outer
shroud rings. In this configuration the inner shroud is complete, while the outer shroud
is in two pieces. Fig. 1 shows these initial design concepts.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

The nozzle ring is exposed to the highest thermal gradients during cold starts. The
air in the otherwise cold power plant is immediately heated up to approx. 1500 K in the
combustor. The circumferential temperature profile at the combustor outlet at start-up
is particularly nun-uniform. Changes in gas temperature of S00 K/s occur during
acceleration. There are also severe temperature gradients when the power plant is shut
down, although they are not so pronounced as during cold start.

The nozzle is subjected in operation to average gas temperatures of over 1600 K. In

addition, thermal loads from the non-uniform temperature distribution around the ring
and mechanical loads as reaction forces due to pressure reduction and flow direction
changes must be withstood.

The test equipment used at Volkswagen was designed to permit the application of
programmed temperature variations in the hot gas supply to the nozzle. This permitted
the simulation of functions including thermal shock, cyclic thermal loading, disconnec-
tion of the fuel supply and steady state operation. Typical test programs are shown in
Fig. 2.

Test results following the application of different cyclic loading to the nozzle
ring showed a consistent recurrence of failure patterns after total test times of up to
several hours. In nozzles where the vanes were bonded to the inner, outer or both
shrouds, cracks or complete breaks occured in the rings generally between vanes, see
Fig. 3. In nozzles where the individual vanes were contained by rings but loosely
without any bond, cracks or complete breaks occured in the vane trailing edges at about
midspan. The variation of temperature around the nozzle was not insignificant and two
cases are shown in Fig. 4 clearly indicating non-axisymmetric loading on the rings. It
was also observed that these tempe'rature distributions varied with time in orientationand amplitude.

Such complicated effects and other local vane stress concentrations were not
conceived or detected by the original simplified 2-D calculations. 3-D analysis was seen
to be essential for proper understanding and support of the next design iteration.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

It was necessary to obtain realistic thermal loading boundary conditions during the
design transients and the thermal and mechanical properties of the materials including
their temperature dependence in order to perform a complete transient thermal stress
analysis. The thermal load was described as a variation of gas temperature and heat
transfer coefficient with time as shown in Fig. S. The heat transfer coefficient was
also allowed to vary across the airfoil and shroud surfaces.

Reference Analysis

The reference model was considered to be one in which a one piece integral nozzle
ring was represented. The 3-11 FE model shown in Fig. 6 shows the reference configuration
of a one vane sector. The two principal problem regions were immediately revealed as
tensile principal stresses in the shrouds in the throat region and in the trailing edge
at midspan during heat-up and in the fillet radius during cool-down. These corresponded
well with test findings. Interestingly the airfoil/shroud fillets, although regions of
higher than average stress, did not show tip as problem areas as expected. The two
problem areas were considered separately as follows.
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Shroud Problem

The maximum tensile stress in the shroud was tangential and had a value of
650 MN/m. The traditional engineering practice of providing a free surface where high
stress is found was adopted here. In the case of the nozzle assembly it took the form of
disconnecting adjacent vanes in regions of high stress. Connection variations considered
included cases where vanes were totally separated from each other and where slots
(regions of no bond) were represented. Fig. 7 shows how strongly stresses could be
affected in the configuration chosen as a satisfactory optimum.

Trailing Edge Problem

The dominant component of the tensile stress in the trailing edge was noted to be
radial. The maximum trailing edge value during heat-up was 190 MN/ma and in the fillet
during cool-down was 200 MN/m. During heat-up the temperatures at the airfoil midspan
were significantly higher than those near the shrouds. The consequence of this was that
the thermal expansion of the chord at midspan was greater than that near the shrouds
causing the leading and trailing edges to bow outwards at midspan. This resulted in
these edges being stretched to an extent greater than that caused by the thermal
expansion of the edges along their own lengths. During the cool-down cycle the temperature
gradient was reversed, resulting in compressive stresses in the trailing edges and
tensile stresses in the fillet radii.

A reduction in the stress would therefore be achieved by a reduction in the thermal
gradient between midspan and shrouds. A solution to the problem using materials with
higher conductivity, such as SSC, was unsuccessful because of a conflict with elastic
modulus and expansion coefficient values which are also high.

An alternative was to restrict the cross-section of the heat flow path leaving the
airfoil. The airfoil temperature would then rise more rapidly during the critical heat-
up period but the gradient between midspan and shrouds would be smaller.

Optimized Designs

Based on the experimental and analytical results and their correlation, the causes
of fracture in the nozzle are thought to be understood. Solution possibilities resulting
from analysis trials have resulted in the construction of two further experimental
models. Both incorporate slots between the vanes but the two designs, while both
incorporating heat flow control, have differing shroud configurations, one using
existing tooling as far as possible, the other requiring new tooling.

These optimized design concepts are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The design in
Fig. 8 shows that the vanes are only bonded at the shrouds in the leading and trailing
edge areas. This will cause the restriction of the heat flow from the vanes to the
shrouds which results in the trailing edge problem. Between the vanes there is a region
of no contact to overcome the shroud problem.

The concept shown in Fig. 9 consists of single vanes bonded to each other to form a
continous nozzle ring so that additional shrouds are not necessary. For both design
concepts the thermal gradient in the vanes could be reduced to an extent which yields a
maximum tensile stress of only 90 MN/m in the trailing edge and a shroud stress of
55 MN/ml, see Fig. 7.

CONCLUSIONS

The failure of the components can be attributed to the followiiig causes:

- unsuitable component design
- irreproducible material quality
- progressive inner oxidation of the RBSN materials

In certain RBSN materials the inner oxidation results in a rapid decline in
strength as a result of structural fatigue cracking, so thermal stresses occurring in
the thermal shock test can no longer be withstood by the component. Production of
components with reproducible material quality is one of the most important problems to
be solved. Only then it will be possible to evaluate components of statistically identi-
cal behaviour.

Using finite element calculations it is possible to arrive at favourable component
shapes in terms of stress. However, the extent to which these shapes can then be
produced econclically may compromise the aerodynamic design prerequisites.

| .. .
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As a result design changes have been evaluated which show a great reduction of peak
stresses compared with the original design concept. With improved bonding techniques
developed in parallel with this work, the current plan is to proceed with nozzles
assembled from individual vane mouldings rather than to switch to the integral ring
approach (2).
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMBUSTORS OF CERAMIC MATERIALS
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8000 Mtnchen 50, Dachauer Str. 665

West-Germany

1. Summary

Following early feasibility tests of various ceramic materials in hot environments,
a research program was initiated to develop ceramic combustors for gas turbine applicat-
ions. The design of the first ceramic combustors was based on experience with metallic
flame tubes. Since test results, which are described in the paper, showed that conven-
tionally designed cylindrical combustors fracture during steady operating conditions at
combustor exit temperatures above 1000 K, conical flame tubes were developed.

Conical combustors which are more suited to ceramic material requirements were manu-
factured from Si3N4 and siliconized SiC and subjected to cyclic tests. The test results
and their evaluation are reviewed in the paper. Combustors made from hot pressed silicon
carbide (Refel) have completed long duration cyclic tests at chamber pressures of 4.9 bar,
the cyclic temperature variation adjusted at the combustor outlet being 1065 K to 1355 K.
To improve the technology of ceramic combustor design and to gain experience with ceramic
combustor behaviour, a combustor flame tube was installed in a vehicular gas turbine engine
operating at 1250 K turbine inlet temperature.

2. Introduction 4
The development of gas turbine with high turbine inlet temperatures and minimized

cooling flows will lead to major fuel savings. Engine components fabricated from ceramic
materials have the potential to operate at the required high gas temperatures. In order
to overcome their inherent brittleness, research programs have been initiated to link
improvnents in ceramic material properties and fabrication methods with specific ceramic
design technologies.

IThe design of a ceramic combustor has to satisfy two main requirements: - high tem-
nerature gradients along the flame tube walls, caused by the temperature reduction from
the primary combustion zone to the turbine inlet, and thermoshock loads during ignition
events or fast changes in operating conditions. Furthermore, the combustors have to be
operational over the full load spectra of vehicular gas turbine engines2 and their gas
and particulate emissions must comply with government-imposed regulations.

1. Design considerations and selection of ceramic combustors

The design of first ceramic combustors was based on technical experience gained with
meta'lic flame tubes. The combustioi chambers fabricated from ceramic materials thus had
conventional cylindrical shapes. The main difference to metallic combustors was the
omission of cooling rings.

In order to acquire a thorough understanding of the surface temperature distribution,
identical cylindrical metallic combustors were fabricated and used for thermopaint tests.
From the analysis of temperature distribution along the combustion chamber liner and
flame expansion through the combustor volume a conical combustor shape emanated. Through
the conical shape the combustor walls were brought closer to the hot flame zone, thus
better suiting the ceramic material recuirements which suppose high temperature levels
but low temperature gradients along the liner.

Some typical cylindrical and conical ceramic combustors investigated during the pro-
gram are shown in Fig. I together with their metallic counterpart. The ceramic materials
used for fabrication of combustor liners where Si3N 4 and siliconized SiC. The fabrication
processes where isostatic pressing for Si3N 4 and slip casting as well as isostatic pressing
for SIC. By procuring the ceramic combustors from different manufacturers the selection
of specific fabrication methods was possible.

4. Test eauipment

The ceramic combustor tests were carried out on a combustion test rig which permitted
the simulation of steady and transient operating conditions of gas turbines for truck
utilization. The rig set up is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

Together with the nose cone, the ceramic combustor was installed in a casing ecouipped
with a viewing window. Air was fed throigh two adjacent ducts into the casing and uni-
formly distributed along the combustor. According to the reiuired operating condition,
the air mass flow was adjustable between 0.17 and 0.83 kg/s and the air inlet temperature
(TIN) between 300 K and 1050 K. The fuel was injected through a commercial spray nozzle
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at pressures up to 20 bar and ignited by an open spark ignition torch with an electrical
energy of 6 Joule at 24 V and a freauency of 2 pulses per second. The maximum fuel mass
flow, which corresponds to full power engine operation, amounted to 11.5 grams per second.
The additional air fed into the combustor head cooled the nozzle and improved the fuel
droplet preparation. A traverse gear was mounted on the nose cone exit permitting full
annular exit temperature distribution measurements.

METALLIC COMBUSTORS

CERAMIC COMBUSTORS

Fig. 1 Combustion Chambers

RIG-CASING -TRAVERSE GEAR

OOLING AIR . . '
"  a  

FOR TEST AT

FUEL _ __ CONNEC TION TO
NOZZLE PiRESSURE VALVE

IGNITER -

SEALING

VIEWING WINDIOw ,
, AIR SUPPLY

Fig. 2 Schematic of Test Rig
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For increased pressure tests above 1 bar, a water-cooled nozzle was installed just
behind the nose cone. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the rig set-up during a test at a
combustion chamber pressure of 4.9 bar. One can see the water-cooled nozzle and the
shiny viewing window. A pyrometer was placed in front of the window for combustor surface
temperature measurements.

•j

Fig. 3 Rig set up for Pressure Tests up to 5 bar

5. Investigations udrsteady test conditions including cold start trials

The series of ceramic combustor tests commenced under steady operating conditions,
with flame ignition initiated only after a preheating secauence. The main goal was to
determine which of the selected ceramic materials and combustor shapes withstands the
steep gas temperature drop from the orimary zone towards the combustor outlet.

The seauence of steady operating conditions is listed in Fig. 4. During the warm-up
phase the temperature was slowly reised from ambient conditions to ignition in steps of

PHASE DURATION TIN TEXT MASS FLOW PRESSURE
Min K j K kg/s bar

WARM UP
(NO THERMOSHOCK) 105 looOEGREE ISMin 0.3 10

IGNITION - 700 1000 0 3 1.0
(WEAK LIMIT)

EXIT TEMPERATURE 60 700 1270 0 3 1.0
INCREASE
BURNING

200 700 1270 03 10

END SLOW REDUCTION IN TEST CONDITIONS

Fig. 4 Steady Test Conditions
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100 degrees every 15 minutes. At ignition the combustor air entry temperature amounted
to 700 K and the pressure to 1.02 bar. The air fuel ratio was 125. After ignition the
temperature was slowly increased to 1270 K and than kept constant for 200 minutes. The
test seauence was ended by slowly reducing the state parameters.

The test results showed that cylindrical combustors made from Si 3N 4 fracture during
the high temperature burning sec7uence whereas combustors made from SiC withstand hot
steady conditions. However, the cylindrical combsutors made from SIC revealed fracture
lines around the primary zone air ports and along the transition line from the cylindrical
to the concave shape of the combustor head.

The ceramic combustors were exposed to higher loads by including cold starts in the
steady test conditions, becanse of the extreme temperature shock. The temperature Increases
in fractions of a second from the ambient temperature to the combustion temperature level.
After these tests, the cylindrical combustors made of isostatically pressed SiC, which had
already revealed cracks, fractured completely. The fractured ceramic parts are shown in
Fig. 5.

BEFORE TESTINGq i 1

AFTER STEADY TEST

Fig. 5 Cylindrical Ceramic Combustor

In order to determine the surface temperature distribution along the combustor I iit r i
cylindrical combustor was dinpl icated from metal, sp rayed with thermopaint and proc( ,s.i t
steady burning conditions. A typical result of such thermopaint tests is shown ill F,1i.
For the cylindrical combustor pictured on the left, the highest surface tem;peratar,:; anti
the highest temperature gradients as well occurred in the sudden transition region , t h,
combulstor head from conical to cylindrical shape and around the air p~orts. The aimo I.x,

duce such high surface temperature gradients led to the design of conical combustors. A.,
the thermopaints of the conical combustor pictured on the right of Fig. (, reveal, a reduc-
tion of the high temperature peak in the primary zone was obtained. Furthermore, th, tem-
perature gradients are no longer locally concentrated in narrow zones but rather linifornil
spread along the surface. Another important design feature of the conical combusto wan:4
the balance of the air injection along the liner in such a way to obtain uniform flame ,'x-
pansion throughout the combustor volume.

Considering the disappointing experience with Si 3N4 , the conical ceramic combuslnrs
were fabricated from siliconized SiC only. They underwent the same steady burninq c-ondi -
tions and cold ignition tests is the cylindricail combustors. The analysis of the, tests
showed that conical combustors made of siiconized SiC witlistood hot exit temperiture con-
ditions and thermoshocks.
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TEST CONDITIONS

TIN z880K. TEX= 1270K

PEXIT 1 bar
Mred: 5 k QV

S bar

Fig. 6 Temperature Distribution on Metallic Combustors ,

After the cold ignition tests, the ceramic combustors were investigated under condi-
tions corresponding to engine operating loads, such as idle and full power. The combustor

surface temperature (TSR) was measured during the test sequences. The measured temperature

distribution along the ceramic surface of a conical combustor is shown in Fig. 7, in com-
narison with a cylindrical combustor described in Ref. 1. The surface temperature along

the conical ceramic combustor, which was measured with the aid of an optical pyrometer,

reveals a continuous distribution with no temperature peaks. In contrast, the cylindrical

combustor shows a temperature peak at the combuStor enlargement region which becomes more
pronounced with increased loading.

CYLINDRICAL COMBUSTOR IREF 1I [ONICAL COMBUS70R

'TIIERMOILEMENTS 1 2 3 COPTICAL PYROMETER

1600 1600

TSR A ,N: 9osK TSR TIN = 80K
(K! Trx 1200K [K] Ti., 1640K

1 00 OO1400 PE bar

TN 612oo

T~x =920K Tr .*,.k

1010 5 P
E
. 1.6 P ba 000 ,.0bor

ON I 000 -

0 0.25 0.5 075 1.0 0 025 05 075 10
L/X LIX

Fig. 7 Surface Temperatures under Steady Test Conditions

At low exit temperatures, the continuous surface temperature distribution of the coni-

cal combustor follows the familiar drop from the primary zone towards the combustor outlet.

At higher exit temperatures, the surface temperature distribution is still continuous but

shows a slight increase along the combustion chamber liner. The immediate primary zone

temperature, however, remains unchanged for both operating conditions. This important
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result is attributable to the intended combustion expansion throughout the whole combustor
volume. At higher exit temperatures, the additional fuel flow leads to a continuous flame
stretch downstream of the primary zone producing the slight surface temperature increase.
Although the nose cone may also cause an increased outlet surface temperature by improving
heat transfer conditions, the main contribution stems from the expansion of the combustion
zone beyond the primary zone. The conical combustor in essence permits continuous adapta-
tion of the combustion volume to the operating conditions, thus avoiding high local gas

t temperature peaks.

The ceramic combustor exit temperature distribution measured with a water cooled probe '
with three radially spaced thermocouple beads is shown in Fig. 8. The annular as well as
the radial temperature distribution is rather uniform, the highest and the lowest gas tem-
peratures differing only by a ratio of 1.09.

LEGiEND OPERATION CONDITINS TEST -RESULTS

TIK)
* 14,2S TIN = 66K TMAX 144S5K
* 14,00 Pr II ar TmiN 1321KX

a 137S AFR 71 TM 1,0

1,09

JKIt

Fi. 1 emertue isriutonatNoe on2ES

,.~ ~ CyT cTasa minthg lnmpesr

The ~ ~ Fg tet bea ihTemperatre cyclstappiedo at amintoeue.Te Cyole Exi-

vi ct ed in Fig. C) is made upI- of an accelerat ion and dcel erat ion phase which were appli ed
more thin ',0 times. The highest and the lowest t enperatiries of the cycle (T11 and T,
ml istired at the rombiistoi out let , the corresponding a ir fiie I rat ios I AFH) and the t ime

nt erv.01s are l ist ed in the table. The a ir t emperat ure at the comlliisti1on chamber en try
w.'s 'I') K.

The sir face t emperait tires of the liner were mon it ored ait cer ta in l ocaitions diiir nil thIii
eye' I" te~sts. Together with the variation in the gas exit temperature, they ire plot ted

of air ports, the qsirtice temperat-ire decrevases; at loeat ion I and increases at loeat ionI
whereais it remains neir y conist aiit betwceii thte primary air por ts ait I oiat I Ce 2'. Thie mat l eu

nc'rease in the e'xit surf ace temlperat ure at l ocat ion 4 proves the preyvioil]y expl a ineid
me-hhiism of cont iniuous combust Cn Clixpansion along thfe conical combust or with increasing
fiuel I low. thir ing the decelIeratioii phase, the s;ir facv temperatures drop stecad ily touwards
heir starting va tieus wit hout sudden gradli elit 5.
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" T TEST CYCLE (OVER 50 TIMES)

%&00

l... [-~ t -._, 1600 K TEST CONDITIONS

T1  0 K ,, 8Z?80K
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', o,:> s
%F000 iv~56
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Fig. 9 Cyclic Testing of Ceramic Combustor

The photographs of the glowing surface taken through the viewing window at the begin-
nling of the acceleration phase and at 9 and 27 seconds later are represented in Fig. 10.
The downstream expansion of the combustion zone is ouite evident. With increasing fuel
flow, after 9 seconds the combustion zone has reached the region of the second row of a'.r
injection holes making the previously dark ports shine brightly. One can also see the
continuous increase in the downstream surface temperature as indicated by the brighter red
color, which became nearly uniform after 27 seconds.

o Sec 9 Sec 27 Sec

AcceLeration Time

Fig. 10 Pictures of glowing Combustor Surface

Combustor tests at higher plenum chamber pressures were commenced by increasing the
pressure in stages as depicted in Fig. 11, and by keeping the air entry and the gas exit
temperature nearly constant. The test data apply to steady conditions. The surface tem-
perature measured at a location just in front of the second row of air ports revealed aFressure-related increase. At the point of measurement in question the surface tempera-
ture was higher than the gas exit temperature at pressures over 2 bar.

c o l o r,.. ... ..i. . . ..b e. ..m.e. ...a r.. . ..u. .i f. ... . . . . . . . .. .... . . ..co n. . ...

0 Sec.. 9 e 2 e
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Steady Testing Cyclic Testing
Temperature Cycle

Stepwise Pressure lncrease ", T.

YI 680K

PI bar T IKI
.. Tt

> .t 4. - I>

T 1355 K Test (onditmons
.- 1i.00 TL 1065a K TiN 5 O K

Focu ofFR Pyrometer .50r
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Fig. 1] Ceramic Combustor Tests at Evelated Pressures

After the tests, only small silicon secretios were found in the silconized SiC (ReXeCd)

combustors manufactured by BNFL, and the combustors remained undamaged. Similar conical
combustors, also made of siliconized SiC but slip casted and manufactured by NORTON, frac'-
tured during the tests. As shown in Fig. 12 the cracks run along the first and second row
of air ports, where the material is inherently weakened. The inner surface bec'ame wacv .icd

TEST CONDITIONS
T2. 0 TBOK. TK Y13501K

lUr,

I

comustrs also made of' :iicnie Si ,bu,,r t sli ,!as"t and mnufcue ,V NOTN 1ri

tue uigtetss ssoni i.1 h rcsrnaogtefrtadscn o
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exhibited a change in color with silicon secretions. Since details of the manufacturing
methods of the two companies are not available, the lower resistance of the NORTON com-
bustor can be only superficially related to the slip casting process.

Various nose cones were also investigated during the tests at elevated pressures. In
Fig. 13 two nose cones are shown after having undergone high pressure tests. In general
the results were similar to those of combustor tests: nose cones of Si3N4 as well as Inte-
grally molded SiC nose cones fractured.

REACTION SINTERED REACTION BONDED
Sil N SiC lRefel)

Fig. 13 Ceramic Nose Cones after Cyclic Tests at Elevated Pressures

Therefore, for the continuation of the program with cyclic tests at elevated pressures,
only combustors and nose cones of Refel where considered further. The temperature cycle
applied to the ceramic combustors at full power pressure of 4.9 bar is also shown in
Fig. I. The characteristic values of the cycle are listed in the table. The combustors
were subjected to 200 cycles, i.e. to temperature leaps of 290 degrees, with an inspection
being carried out at the half-way stage after 100 cycles. The ceramic combustors made of
Refel investigated so far showed no signs of major damage after the cyclic tests. A two-
part combustor having successfully gone through the full cycle is pictured in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Ceramic Combustor after Cyclic Tests at Elevated Pressures
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The combustor revealed a thin fracture line on the outer surface between two air ports
(marked in white) and strong silicon secretion with some fracture lines in the region of
high surface roughness on the inner surface. Two unsplit combustors made of Refel with
wall thicknesses of 4 mm and 2 mm respectively are shown in Fig. 15 after the cyclic tests.

NON SPLIT COMBUSTORS
THICK WALLED THIN WALLED

4mm 2 mm

Fig. 15 Ceramic Combustors after Cyclic Tests at Elevated Pressures

Neither combustor has fracture lines and both exhibit fewer secretion bubbles. It was
concluded, therefore, that some air enters the two-part combustor between the division
plane, disturbing uniform combustion and thus producing temperature gradients. This again
stresses the recuirement for avoiding temperature gradients along ceramic combustion liners.

7. Operation of a hybrid ceramic-metal combustor in a vehicular gas turbine

In order to investigate the behaviour of ceramic materials under full engine operating
conditions a hybrid ceramic-metal combustor was installed in a vehicular gas turbine. A
design scheme of the combustor and the installation in the engine is shown in Fig. 16.

Ceramic Flame Tube

: Metallic
Heod

- - - Sealing

[eram c
Flame

Tube

Meta llic

Fig. 16 Ceramic Flame Tube for Vehicular Engine Test
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The combustor consists of an air-cooled metal head end, a ceramic cylinder made of sili-
conized SiC (Refel) and a metallic transition section. The ceramic cylinder was connected
to the metallic parts by a seal and the mechanical loads were transmitted across it through
adjustable staves. Such hybrid combustors have accumulated over 20 hours of testing in a
vehicular gas turbine. After test inspections some of the ceramic cylinders revealed
cracks originating from the adjoining regions. A typical fracture line, which starts at
the head end seal and crosses the ceramic liner up to the second row of air ports, can be
seen in Fig. 17. The transition area from metal to ceramic parts, in general, presents a

Ceramic Flame Tube 100- Full Power Condition

after Engine Tests Power T, 891K

1'1,1TEX 1255K
50-, P 3.67bar

S 2S 50 75

B 25 7,5 1979

BHPh6 6,0 MeOsured values
6 Fuel --. P1

4

*2

0
CO NOX NOXCxHy

Fig. 17 Results of Ceramic Flame Tube Tests in Vehicular Engine

very demanding design problem because of the diversity in thermal expansion. A new design
approach, to be investigated next, omits the insulation, allowing each part to move without
direct restrictions. The ceramic cylinder has not yet failed as a result of thermal fa-
tigue and thin mechanical cracks have not hampered engine operation.

The hybrid combustor was subjected to a 13-point California test cycle and the exhaust
emissions were measured. Under full power the combustor air entry temperature was 891 K,
the plenum pressure was 3.67 bar and the exhaust temperature 1255 K. The emissions, plotted
in Fig. 17 as brake specific emission factors, in comparison with the emission limits set
or to be set for diesel engines in 1979 and 1980, highlight the environmental advantages
of the gas turbine. Although the vehicular gas turbine was run on JPI fuel, because the
sulfur in diesel fuel affects the heat-exchanger material, the consenuently high NOx values
were still well below the emission limits for truck engines.

8. Conclusions

The results of development as it stands show that ceramic combustors can withstand
thermoshocks during cold starts and steady operating conditions with high gas temperatures
Conical ceramic combustors designed to avoid high surface temperature gradients have proved
their ability to withstand cyclic temperature tests at full power pressure conditions, and
investigations with a hybrid ceramic-metal combustor confirmed the potential of ceramic
materials to satisfy full engine operating conditions. The technical knowledge gained so
far, however, is not sufficient to enable a ceramic combustor to be designed, built and
used for complete vehicular gas turbine applications.

Cooperation with the producers of ceramic materials in order to develop better ceramic-
oriented design concepts is necessary before the demands of vehicular gas turbine, operation
can be met. Testing will have to continue with regard to sharper high temp|-rature test
cycles and durability. The iterative experience gained will promote the development of a
ceramic technology. To reach the objective, an all-ceramic demonstrator is being set up
to demonstrate the low cost and high reliability of ceramic components and the low fuel
consumption predictions.
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SOME EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF
CERAMIC COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

By
G Sedgwick - Project Designer
Lucas Aerospace Limited, Fabrications

Lucas laboratories, Burnley

England

SUMMARY

The paper reviews the design, component evaluation and combustion testing of a small reverse flow
annular combustion chamber constructed in silicon nitride. Initially heat transfer ass essments were made
of the temperature levels which components would reach during combustion testing, and a thermal test
programme was formulated which enabled loadings well in excess of those estimated for the, actual flame tube
environment to be imposed upon specimen components. From calculated thermal stresses, values for the
probabilities of survival were obtained using a brittle failure analysis based on a Weibull distribution
and a volume flaw weakest link hypothesis. A subsequent programme of combustion tests carried out on a
pressure rig culminated in operation at a chamber exit temperature of 1762K.

A pipe combustion chamber programme is also described using a monolithic construction in silicon
carbide, in which failure modes are presented and analysed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Ministry of Defence has sponsored work programmes at the Lucas Aerospace Limited, l.ucas lab.ratories
Burnley, England, to evaluate ceramic combustion chambers for small gas turbine engines.

Two work programmes have been undertaken:-

(i The demonstration of the suitability of silicon
nitride for potential use in small gas turbine
engines as an aid to increasing specific power,
using a small annular combustion chamber.

and (ii) A programme with the two-fold objectives of'
studying the effect on exhaust emissions of'
operating a ceramic combustion chamber without
any wall cooling, and to assess the limitations
of a monolithic ceramic flame tube construction.

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATION - SMALL ANNULAR COMBUSTION CHAMBER

A reverse flow annular combustion chamber was chosen as a test vehicle for this investigation, such a
configuration being consistent with the general requirements of a small main or auxiliary power unit.

It was initially considered impracticable and unduly expensive to use unconventional flame tube
arrangements since these would require combustion developmnt to obtain a basic performance. Such designs
were therefore eliminated in favour of configurations on which experience existed on developed metallic
designs.

The strength of reaction bonded silicon nitride was thought to be insuffic-ient to withstand the thermal
stresses which would be imposed on a monolithic construction and cons;equently, of a number of alternaitivu;
considered, two main concepts were pursued.

(i) A tile concept which would minimise both axial
and circumferential stresses.

(ii) A stacked ring construction which would minimise
axial stresses.

Following stress analysis, typical components were manufactured in hot pressed silicon nitrid, (Ht'f;N)
and others in reaction bonded silicon nitride (RBSN), both types being sub jected to bench thermal str,.
testing.

3. THERMAL STRESS TESTS

Heat transfer assessments were made of the temperature levels whi( h component!s would rt.aih du rin
combustion testing to a chamber exit temperature of 1700K (2600

0
F). Primary zone mean wall t,.mepralur,

estimated by use of Lucas computer programmes are given in Table I, together with ith, radial gradj.en'
through the material. Also given are the assumed peak temperatures a;sociated with I,. al hot - pfd.

Stress distributions, based on the temperature 'onditions in Table I, were es;tablished which .howd
peak tensile stresses in inner and outer elemental ring! to be 113 MPia (16380 lbf/in") and It, Ml.,
(23350 lbf/in

2
) respectively (1).

To give an increased severity fartor for the component t,.st s, however, ai radial gra liTot of l's( iiti
was adopted and the superimposi tion if local hot spiots, such as would o, or in a pir, i, ;I r ,mbt!:t i,, t,
imposed addit ional thermal stress on the test specimenr; p to -i lvel) of '140 Mfia r3Rtt l ]ht /in 

' ) on ;11, oo, I
ring.

In the series of proving tests, inner fares of crmp(onents were, heated by a ring burn,.r tvnp ari ixy ,i. i
enriched air/gas mixture, whilst, the outer fae; were co)ol d by 'old air tl!, trm a ring ranif,,ld. A h,.t
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spot was applied by means of an oxy-hydrogen flame at a single point on each specimen.

TABLE I

PRIMARY ZONE WALL TEMPERATURES

Mean Temperatures Local Hot Spot Temperatures

Wall Temp. Gradient Wall Temp. Gradient

Outer F/T 870°C 68
0
C 1115

0
C 104

0
C

(1598"F) (154OF) (2039OF) (219'F)

820°C 77°1 i055
0
C 1150C

(1508F (171F) (1931
0
F) (23'F)

3.1 Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride (RBSN) Rings

A statistical approach to brittle failure analysis based on the "weakest link" hypothesis (2) was
applied to the flame sprayed RBSN rings, a volume critical flaw distribution being used to predict the
probability of' failure under the applied loading. Values of material strength and Weibull modulus were
obtained from test bars produced at the same time as the test components.

Six rings of inside diameter 200 mm (7.9 in), length 32 mm (1.26 in), and of 5.08 mm (0.2 in) and
7.62 mm (0.3 in) thicknesses were tested, failure occurring at .;tress levels between 61..' V.Pa (887 '
Ibt'/in

2
) and 127 MPa (18415 lbf/in

2
).

Measurements of Material Strength and Weibull modulus taken from the abov, compone; ,l :is,rl t
those expected and the failures were attributed to shortcomings in the material (3).

3.2 Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride (HPSN) Rings

Initial trials were carried out using a ring which contained castellations along one ,edge to permil
ingress of air into the annular chamber for combustion purposes. Failure occurred when mean em[eralu re
of 860

0
C (1580

0
F) and 7600C (1400

0
F) were imposed on the inside and outside faces respect ively, and whn r

the superimposed peak temperature had reached 1200°C (2192(F). Fracture originated at the root of a
castellation within the hot streak. A further castellated ring, with a small radius introduced at the
edges, and plain rings were te;ted to, mean temperatures of' 790"( (1454OF) and 64OC (1184"F). A hot str,-ak
was superimposed on each specimen, the temperature being increased incrementally from 1050'"C to 12500C
(1922°F to 2282°F). X-ray examination showed no cracks in any of' these !;pecimen. which had been subi ctod

to conditions giving peak tensile stresses of the order of 240 MPa (34800 lbf/in
2

).

3.3 Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride (HPSN) Tiles

The plain inner faces of each of six specimens were heated to a mean temperature of 870C (1598"F)
whilst the outer faces were cooled generally to 8000c (14720F). Hot streaks were superimposed in steps
from 900°( to 13500C (16 5 ?"F to 2462°F). No failures were induced in any component. Gradients through
the tile thickness were quite severe since, when the inner face was at 1350oC, (246?)"F), the outer face was;

at 10500C (1922'F) i.e. 300
0
C (572

0
F) over 7,6 mm (0.3 in).

4. DESIGN STANDARD - GENERA.

Whilst proving tests on both rings and tiles in HPSN showed both to be capable of withstanding thermal
conditions more severe than those anticipated in service, the stacked ring concept was selected for
combustion testing for the following reasons:-

(a) The potentially lower manufacturing cost.

(b) The elimination of the sealing problems inherent
with the tile construction.

(c) The simpler mounting to the engine pressure casing.

(d) The elimination of the flame tube annulus blockage
present. in the tile design.

Subsequent finite element analysis has shown this approach to be a viable design c(ncept, provided

consistent material properties can be achieved.

The stacked ring annular flame tube design lends itself to the basically i.-rative programme undertakon

which can be catergorized into four phases, viz:-

Phase I - The use of HPSN complete rings with sloping interlac'e.

Phase 11 - Evaluation of alternative ring cons;trutions and HB:;N
material forms.

Phase III - Consideration of larger monolithic ceramic (-omponents.
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Phase IV - Evaluation of ring constructions using fail safe
features, with and without re-designed head ring

and rear disc components.

5. PHASE I

5.1. Design Standard

A prototype stacked ring type annular flame tube was constructed for combustion testing on a press;ure
rig (Figure 1).

Concentric stacks of HPSN rings formed the inner and outer walls of the flame tube. The head ring
and rear disc components were tested in both IBSN and a "low calcium" form of HPSN.

5. Oper3ting Conditions

The selected full load clerating conditions, corresponding to sea level static ISA conditions included
a turbine entry temperature of 1473K (2192

0
F) with an inlet pressure of 4 bar, zoid a nominal air mass flow

of 0,91 kg/s (2.00 lb/s).

5.3 Description of Tests and Results

A full deiscription of' the testing in this phase of the programme is reported in Reference 1. For
o ,mpleteness however, the test operating conditions are included in Table Ii.

6. PHASE I I

6.1 Design Standard

The HPSN outer flame tube, and metallic head ring and rear disc components were used in the second

phase of the programme in advance of re-designed ceramic components becoming available. The inner flame
tube assembly was used as the vehicle for testing alternatives in RBSN. Full inner rings were first
tested, followed by siplit and segmental rings, which were intended to eliminate the hoop stress induced
in full rings by the thermal gradient through the material thickness.

6.2 Description of Tests and Results

A total of 15 hours 40 minutes testing was carried out during this phase, over 11 hours of which were
at turbine entry temperatures in excess of 1500K (2240

0
F).

Inner flame tube component failures were experienced attributable to a reduction in the end mounting
load resulting from differential expansion between the metallic head ring and the ceramic flame tube stack.
Split and segmental rings survived the testing but displacement of one of the segments occurred. Component
temperatures in the region of 12001C (?192

0
F) were identified.

7. PHASE III

7.1 Design Standard

A monolithic inner flame tube in silicon carbide was now introduced replacing the complete silicon
nitride inner ring stack. The material is produced by British Nuclear Fuel Limited, under the trade name
HEFEl..

-.., Description of Test and Results

The .;ilicon carbide inner flame tube was tested for 2 hours 30 minutes, 2 hours of which were at a
turbine entry temperature of 1530K (2295°F). The component suffered two longitudinal cracks without
imparing the integrity of the assembly. Temperature assessments, based on colour-change thermal paints,
suggest that failure initiated at; a result of the axial thermal gradient which is accommodated in the
stacked ring design.

8. PHASE IV

8.1 Design Standard

Following break-down of the inner stacked ring assembly during Phase I, in which componenl:;
incorporating the angled interface principle were used, attention was directed towards providing features

which would ensure assembly viability in the event of one or more component failures.

()f a number considered a vee-block principle was selected as being worthy o ',sl ing. Figure 2h)

shows this; concept together with the sloping face version used in earlier te!ting (Figure 2a).

Temperature measurements made during earlier testing u!sing temperature sensit ivf paint; :hnwe
'4 

that

the central section of the inner flame tube subjected to the highest thermal gradients. Conspequently, thi.

area was chosen for the design iteration comparison testing. The ring ota,'k was re-arranged to all,,w
components to be introduced which accommodated the transit ion from the angled interfa, to the ve-l,, K

-oncept. (Figure ?a and 2b). Vee-lork iterations tested, in PB;;N, in, luded full rings., ;plit ring!t and
three-part s'egmental rings.

In addition, during this phase, RD",N h,,ad rings: and tar dis;- were t f,.d. ,h hoing !sItt,.d frC,m
the outer circumference radially inwards.
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TABLE II

TEST OPERATING CONDITIONS

Test Air Mass Fuel Flow Air/Fuel Inlet Chamber Duration
Phase Flow Pressur Exit Temp.

No. kg/s (lb/s) kg/s (ib/s) kPa (lbf/in abs) K (
0
F) Mifs.

1 0,904 0,01 90,:, 393 950 30
(1.99) (0,02) (56.9) (1250)

2 0,703 0,008 87,9:1 241 800 25(1.55) (0.017) (34.9) (980)

3 0,590 0,008 207 - 30
(1.30) (0.017) 73,7:1 (30.0) r

0,987 0,019 51,91395 1143
(2.17) (0.04) (57.3) (1598)

1,02 0,025 40,8:1 397 1273 60
5 (2.25) (0.055) (57.6) (1832) 60

1,01 0,027 396 1200
6 (2.22) (0.059) (57.4) (1700) 30

0,997 0,033 30,4:1 397 1515
(2.20) (0.073) 37.6) 1590

8 0,92 0.0303 30:1 407 1618 150
(2.01) (0.067) (59.1) (2453) 150

0,935 0,031 403 1616
(2.06) (0.069) 30,2:1 (58.5) (2449) 90

0,949 0,029 403 1533
i0 (2.09) (0.064) 33:1 (58.5) (2300) 90

0,932 0,029 407 1568
(2.06) (0.064) 31,8:1 (59.1) (2363)

1I 12 0,925 0,028 406 1523 4
(2.04) (0.06:) 33,3:1 (58.9) (228?)

13 0,949 0,036 26,131 409 172 150
(2.09) (0.080) (59.3) (2712)

14 0,963 0,029 407 1516 105
(2.12) (0.064) 33,7:1 (59.1) (2269)

15 0,969 0,028 342 403 1506(2.14) (0.062) (53.5) (2251) 135

16 0,952 0,028 402 1522 80
(2.10) (0.062) 33,5:1 (58.3) (2280)

17 0,94 0,028 33:1 404 1530
(2.07) (0.062) (58.6) (2295) 150

0,935 0,028 403 1516 118 (2.06) (0.062) 33,7:1 (58.4) (2269) 150

19 0,93 0,028 33:1 402 1535 135
(2.05) (0.062) (58.3) (2304)

IV 20 0,955 0,028 404 1494
(2.1) (0.062) 34,4:1 (58.6) (2230)

0,909 0,028 402 155221 (2.00) (0.062) 33:1(58.3) (2304) 120

22 0,939 0,028 401 1523 120
-2 (2.07) (0.062) 33,4:1 (58.1) (2282)

23 0,935 0,029 32:1 404 1543 160
(2.06) (0.064) (58.6) (2318) 1

24 0,960 0,028 409 1473
(2.11) (0.062) 34,8:1 (59.3) (216)
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8.2 Description of Tests and Results

Seven combustion tests were carried out during this phase using components incorporating the vee-lo(k
principle. A total running time of 16 hours 15 minutes was accumulated including 12 hours at a turbine
entry temperature in the order of 1500K (2240'F) or higher. Breakage.s, of the inner ring components occurred,
in particular the first transition (Item 3, Figure 26), but at all times the inner flame tube ring assembly
remained viable.

9. SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

A total of 41 hours 25 minutes combustion testing has been carried out on a pressure rig to date in
a programme of twenty-four tests, 25 hours 40 minutes of which have been at turbine entry temperatures in
excess of 1500K (2240

0
F) (Table II).

10. CONCLUSIONS - SMALL ANNULAR CHAMBER PROGRAMME

10.1 A silicon nitride flame tube has been designed, and combustion tested to turbine entry temperatures
up to 1700K (2600

0
F), six of the 12 components making up the flame tube assembly surviving a total of

twenty-four combustion tests of 41 hours 25 minutes duration. These components were all in HPSN
produced by Lucas Research Centre.

10.2 The greatest number of failures occurred on the two most complex components, namely the head ring
(four failures) and the rear disc (five failures). Subsequent re-design reduced the stress levels in
these components to trivial levels but failures again occurred which were directly attributable to
material inhomogeneity.

10.3 Simulated structural bench tests undertaken in this programme were useful in highlighting local d<sign
features acting as stress raisers and these were largely eliminated in the design which was combustion
tested.

10.4 The programme revealed the requirement for manufacturing development of all but the simplest type of
components. However, providing consistent material properties and manufacturing techniques for
silicon nitride can be developed, this programme demonstrates that the design of a specific ceramic
combustion chamber for a typical present generation small gas turbine is a practical possibility.

11. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS - MONOLITHIC PIPE CHAMBER

This work programme was initiated with the two-fold objectives of studying the effect on exhaust
emissions of operating a ceramic combustion chamber without any wall cooling, and to assess the limitations
of a monolithic ceramic flame tube construction. A metallic pipe chamber flame tube, conventionally skin
cooled, which had been used in previous combustion research programmes was taken as a datum test vehicle
and comparisons were made against an uncooled similar diameter flame tube construction in 'Refel' silicon
carbide supplied by British Nuclear Fuels Limited, shown in Figure 3.

During this series of tests, cracking of the silicon carbide chamber was observed at a condition
typical of full load at a mean exhuast gas temperature (T3 ) of 1473K (2192'F). A second flame tube also
suffered damage at this condition.

An analysis was initiated to investigate the cause of these failures and it is this aspect of the
programme which is described.

12. TESTING

A total of three flame tubes were used during the testing. All three withstood conditions equivalen'
to normal idling and a higher load condition having a T3 of 1273K (1832 F) without any vit.ible damage.
At higher exhaust temperature, 1473K (2192

0
F), at full load crnditions all flame tubes! exhibited extensiv,

cracking typically as shown on Figure 4.

The flame tubes did not fragment but remained substantially in one piece thus enabling emisions
testing to be completed without premature shutdown. The full load cond'tions for this -ombus tion -hamber
were inlet pressure 700 kPa (101 lbf/in2

abs), inlet temperature 700K (8000F), exhau!st temperature 1473K
(2192 0

F), air mass flow 1,41 kg/s (3.1 Ib/s), fuel flow 0.026 kg/!; (0.058 lb/c ). The longest running time,
at this condition before failure occurred was approximately two hours. The total test t ime achieved on at I
three flame tobes was of the order of fifteen hours. Temperature sen.sitive paints were employed during the
programme to determine the temperature distributions, see Figures 5 and 6.

13. STRESS ANALYSIS

From the paint test results it was concluded that the most !evere gradints -curred in th, ixial
direction with local gradient: of lower magnitude occurring in the r,.gion of 1l air admi!.;i)n tie.
Some asymmetric distributions were also observed in the ci rcumferest ial dire t ion part i, ularly al the.
higher ga; temperature condition. It will be noted that the axial te-mperatur, dictribt inc! t,,r th, tw,
loading conditions differ and this; will be referred to at a later !stage.

The anily. is undertaken used the tuias FFI.SFT suite of programme:; whi h ucts tIhe 'RFV'At I. nit,
element programme, developed by the Central Fletcririty Generat ing Board (tt.K. ).

Although it. is; obviously preferable to carry out a 3-) anaIy!;i:;, the, lak -I cymm,,ry would ha,,e
required a large segment of thee irrumferree of the flame tube to be ron;idred whi-tm would rj:ull in
mesh requirements outi:ide fhe apabilities of the Lu(as, (FFIFT' s y:tem at the t me, thi felurt having
now ben inrorpicat-ed in' the, programm,.. It was therer,ere de id,d to on: ider axial and radial
temperature gradients: only, limiting the a!sse;o;ment of )-P axisymm,.trif analy!i!s.
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The temperature distributions used in the analysis are as shown in Figure 7.

The corresponding stress distributions resulting from the temperature distributions are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The air admission holes are indicated on the section for reference purposes only.

At the 1273K (1832°F) running condition shown in Figure 8 both the axial and hoop stresses are
considerably less than those occurring at the higher temperature conditions, and tend to be approximately
equal in magnitude.

It is clear from Figure 8 that the air admission holes; are in a regions of high axial stress; at Ih,-
higher 1473K (2192°F) condition. The hoop stress is in general at a much lower level and never exc,-ed.;
80% of the maximum axial stress.

The shape of the hoop and axial stress distributions at the higher exhaust temperature ar- in ,.r--:-ing.
On the inner surface the two curves follow each other closely whereas on the. outer surface the hoop and
axial stresses are out of phase. This is explained by reference to Figure 7 where it can be seen that the
axial position at which the temperature is a maximum is between two areas of relatively lower temperature.
Thus although there are induced axial bending stresses, which are tensile on the outer surface and
compressive on the inner surface, there will also be a net compressive hoop stress at the plane of maximum
temperature due to the restraining effect of the colder masses on either side.

The finite element output stresses may now be analysed statistically using the 'FELBIT' brittle
failure analysis programme, originally developed by Sivill (2), to estimate failure probabilitie*s and mean
failure stresses.

The brittle failure analysis, based on a volume flaw weakest link hypothesis and a Weibull
distribution, correlates probability data in terms of the Weibull modulus 'in.

Figure 10 shows the mean failure stress plotted against in for the exhaust temperature conditions
(T 3 ) of 1273K (1832

0
F) and 1473K (2192

0
F). Superimposed on this graph is the actual calculated maximum

stress and clearly, for the 1473K (2192
0
F) condition, the computed stress falls in the critical area where

a failure is likely. '
An alternative presentation to Figure 9 is to compute a failure stress ratio, mean failure stress

applied maximum stress
and to plot against im', as shown in Figure 11. The failure stress ratio defined in this manner may be
considered analogous to a reserve factor in conventional stress analysis i.e. a failure stress ratio
greater than 1.0 indicates an acceptable design whereas a value less than 1.0 indicates an expectancy of
failure.

14. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

14.1 Temperature Distributions

The shape of the two temperature distributions were based on a combination of experimental values and
a theoretical analysis. Figures 5 and 6 show the two paint tests carried out at 1273K and 1473K
respectively. Interpretation of the results together with a theoretical prediction of the radial gradients
form the basis of the stress analysis. Figure 7 shows the axial temperature distribution along the flame
tube wall, and in particular the somewhat surprising distribution in the region of the dilution holes for
the 1473K exhaust condition. In considering this condition it must be remembered that the optimum re-
distribution of skin cooling air in the ceramic flame tube-may not have been achieved and as a consequence
the combustion process may not have been completed at the plane of the dilution holes.

14.2 Pressure Loading

The flame tube overall pressure loss is approximately 5% of the inlet pressure of 700 kia (101 lbf/in
2 )

resulting in a compressive hoop stress on the flame tube of 0,45 MPa (65 lbf/in
2
). The end loading due to

pressure results in a compressive axial stress of 0,09 MPa (13 lbf/in
2
). Both these stresses may be

ignored in comparison with the thermally induced stresses. Stresses due to pressure loading have therefore
been neglected.

14.3 Mechanical Loading

The failures that have occurred during testing have not been in areas where the ceramic flame tube isi
in direct contact with the metallic parts of the test rig and there was no indication, either vi:sually or
audibly, of any particular resonance effects from the combustion process:. Contributary lailure stresses
due to machanical loading, vibration, etc., have therefore been ignored.

14.4 tUnit Strength

A unit strength value for silicon carbide was abstracted from publi!hed data in order to carry out
the analysis. This value will be confirmed when the flame tubes are. finally cut up and tes.t bars obtaired.

15. ANALYSIS OF TESTS

In analysing the results major emphasis is placed on the higher temperature endiion at which all
three flame tubes suffered cracking. An examination of the three flame ibe: :showed that ;everal ot IIIt
cracks ran in a circumferential direction and appeared to initiate at ihe dilutiin arid interme.diate air
admission holes. This pattern is con!istent with high axial tens;iI e str,::;es in the region of the- hol,!
as indicated on Figure 9. Hoop stres:;es are also high, however, in the r,,pion of the holes and ther,,tort
the direction of crack propagation if; likely to be more uncertain away from the highe:; !;1 re::; are~a:;.
Evidence of cracks running in the form of a helix around the flame tube ((ould h,, sqeen on all three, lam,
tubes and would indicate a combination of high axial and hoop !;Iresse:. At th( lower temjieratuore
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conditions, no cracking was observed after testing. The stress distribution indicates a fairly low
nominal stress level and would infer that a failure at this condition is unlikely.

A factor which has not been included in the present 2D analysis is the stress concentration which
will occur due to the geometric arrangement of the holes and due to any surface finish effects on the hole
edges; clearly in a full 3D stress analysis these effects would be automatically included. As the material
is brittle, notch sensitivity is likely to be high and therefore the stress concentration factor (S.C.l-.)
can be assumed to be fully effective. The geometric S.C.F. estimated using Peterson (5), is 1,5. Surfac,,
condition of the holes was fair with a radius machined at the hole edges. Occasional flaws were observed
on the edges of holes, within the thicknes; of the flame tube wall - hence not subjected to the highest
stress levels. It has not been possible to quantify the S.C.F. due to surface effects but this is taken
at least partly into account during the statistical analysis and indicates that the high temperature
condition is more arduous than the present analysis shows.

16. CONCLUSIONS - MONOLITHIC PIPE CHAMBER

16.1 The stress analysis based on thermal paint tests have confirmed that unacceptably high stresses are
induced at the 1473K (2192

0
F) mean exhuast gas temperature condition consistent with the failures

obtained during testing.

'6.:, The lower 1273K (1832°F) mean exhaust gas temperature condition does not induce thermal gradients as
severe as the 1473K (2192

0
F) condition and consequently the stresses are much reduced and are such

that a significant amount of combustion running should be possible at this lower level.

16.3 The high thermal gradients experienced at the 1473K (219?°F) condition suggests that a combustion
development programme would be required to minimise these effects.
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FIG.4 SILICON CARBIDE FLAME TUBE AFTER TESTING
AT 1473K (2192 0F) EXHAUST TEMPERATURE
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FIG.6 PAINT TEST AT 1473 K (2192 0F)
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

SESSION III - NON-ROTATING CERAMIC COMPONENTS

by

K.Trappman
Motoren- und Turbinen- Union

Munchen GmbH
Dachauer Str. 665
8000 Munich 50

W. Germany

The lectures given in Session III represented what may be described as a typical cross-
section of worldwide endeavours to use ceramics instead of high-temperature alloys for
stationary components in the hot section of gas turbines, i.e. flame tubes, gas ducts
and turbine nozzles. The present state of the art is characterized by successful demon-
strations of the survival of ceramic components under near-to-actual engine operating
conditions, as well as by experimental results that are still not satisfactory and by
the effort to learn from initial mistakes and to attain a sufficient probability of
survival thanks to optimal component configuration on the basis of precise calculationof the component stresses in operation.

In any case, successes to date cannot be regarded as a breakthrough. The use of ceramic
components in production gas turbines, when looked at in detail, is still not conceivable
for two reasons:

1. In many cases, the methods of manufacture used so far either have led to components
of insufficient strength, or are too wasty, thus precluding their use for economic
series production.

The manufacture of complex-geometrie components of sufficient precision accompanied
by acceptable expenditure has until now only been possible when reaction-bonded
silicon nitride or silicon carbide have been used. However, reaction-bonded material
has only moderate strength, which in many cases has shown a tendency to decrease
sharply with time. For this reason, highly-stressed components have until now been
made from hot-pressed materials associated with machining with diamond-tipped tools,
which can be very elaborate.

2. In view of the present shortage of experience based on relatively short usage peri-
ods, the risks involved in the use of ceramics in production turbines are still
too great.

Imprecise knowledge of the stresses actually occurring in ceramic components as
well as of the actual material properties, which depend on the geometry and time,
has led and continues to lead to failures. Whilst it is true that there are suffi-
ciently accurate processes and programmes for calculating component stresses avail-
able today, these are often not applied on account of the not inconsiderable expend-
iture involved. Even determination of the material properties is confronted by
high expenditure, and this is all the more so as long as these properties are con-
stantly changing in the wake of material development.

Further intensive development work is necessary in order to overcome the obstacles in
the path leading towards a "c.:ramic" gas turbine, namely:

- The strength properties, especially long-term stability of reaction-bonded materials,
must be further improved.

- New processes (sintering, hot isostatic pressing) are being developed for the profit-
able manufacture of mechanically highly stressed components of complex geometry,
and these must be pursued ever more intensively.

- There is still room for considerable improvement in some areas of component design.
VW have shown very impressively how stresses in a turbine nozzle can be reduced by
a multiple by optimization of the design, based on a conventional model derived
from metallic prototypes, provided that manufacturers are prepared to invest in appro-
priate computer systems (three-dimensional finite element method).
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- Materials which come into consideration for use in gas turbines and whose development
has reached a satisfactory level should be subjected to comprehensive testing of
their properties under all conceivable service conditions. This should include the
manufacture and testing under near-to-actual conditions of components, as testing
material samples of simple geometry alone does not provide indicators as to how far
the strength properties of a material at critical areas of a complex-shape part,
bearing an economically acceptable production process in mind, correspond to the
strength values measured on simple specimens.

Not least, however, success will also depend on realistic objectives being set for the
development work. Here for example the path pioneered by Solar - the stepwise introduc-
tion of ceramic components into gas turbine in keeping with the state of the art - would
appear to offer the best chances of success.

STATIONARY CERAMIC COMPONENT CONSIDERATIONS
FOR LARGE INDUSTRIAL COMBUSTION TURBINES

by R.J. Bratton and K.L. Rieke

DISCUSSION

A.F.McLean, USA
What particular ceramics are you thinking of for application in the combustion
system and do you visualize any corrosion-typs problems using coal-derived fuels?

Author's Reply
Ceramic parts in the combustion system are mainly loaded by steady and cyclic ther-
mal stresses, they are not heavily mechanically loaded. We therefore believe that
sintered or reaction-bonded material will be used, hot-pressed material should
not be needed. We do not believe that we have to limit ourselves to silicon carbide
or silicon nitride, other materials in the oxides area should also be investigated
for this application. Since contaminants in coal-derived fuels should generally
be much lower in concentration than in residual oils - as an example - we would
not expect many difficulties concerning corrosion/erosion by burning coal-derived
fuels.

Dr. H.M.Burte, USA
What is your experience with respect to reliability of the segmented construction
in the MHD-System - time of operation, ability to withstand start and stop condi-
tions?

Author's Reply
The information I got relative to the reliability of the segmented construction
was that, using a low-strength ceramic, pieces not larger than 2" x 2" are needed
to wighstand the thermal stresses, induced by a temperature difference of approx.
2000 F between the inner and outer flame tube surface.

W.H.Brown, USA
Since the utility induistry have been lining their furnaces with fire-bricks for
years is there any reason you haven't applied a hot-wall technique to reduce pol-
lution today?

Author's Reply
Up to approx. 5 - 7 years ago pollution was a secondary consideration. Since then
it has become more and more an environmental factor and tighter EPA - regulations
have to be met, especially in California. It is up to us to find the technical
solutions to improve our environment, yet we must have time.

DEVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC NOZZLE SECTION FOR SMALL RADIAL GAS TURBINE
by J.C. Napier and J.P. Arnold

DISCUSSION

Dr. 3.M.Lenoo, USA
1. You showed 3 approaches to reduce the cost of the nozzle vanes for the simple

insert concept. What factor of cost reduction are you after?

2. What are your cost estimations for the upgraded concepts?

I
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Author's Reply
1. Our goal for cost reduction is a factor of 10. In actual numbers: We are cur-

rently paying $ 100 per vane and expect - in agreement with four vendors we
are working with - to have the cost down to around $ 10 per vane. Depending
on quantity one could expect costs even lower than $ 10 per vane, for instance
for injection-molded and sintered silicon nitride vanes in quantities of 10000.

2. A cost estimate for quantity production of the ceramic parts needed for the
upgraded concepts hasn't yet been provided by the vendors.

E.Tiefenbacher, GERMANY
To what extent were surface roughness and strength of the ceramic nozzle material
influenced by erosion?

Author's Reply
As could be seen, hot-pressed material did not visually change under the influence
of erosion, other materials showed only a minor increase in surface roughness.
The effect on material strength has not yet been evaluated.

Jan Mowill, NORWAY
Because of it's poor sulfidation resistance Inco 713 is not considered to be a
representative metal alloy for a comparison with ceramics. Did you compare the
sulfidation resistance of ceramics with other metals than Inco 713?

Author's Reply
I agree that there are alloys with much better sulfidation resistance than Inco
713. The reason for choosing 713 was that, at the time the comparison was made,
the nozzle material actually had been 713. We havn't done any other experiments
since then.

A.F.McLean, USA
1. Do you think that the bonded stator shroud arrangement - where the support

bolt doesn't go through all three pieces - is a feasible design?

2. Was your mounting scheme the same for RBSC as for RBSN shrouds?

3. Have the vane recesses in the SiC-shrouds been machined by EDM (electro dis-
charge machining)?

Author's Reply
The answer to the 2nd and 3rd questions is "yes". A definite answer to the first que-
stion cannot be given because that particular design hasn't been run in an engine
yet. We pursue that design especially for economical reasons; it minimizes the
number of parts and avoids complications of assembly. Centering of the rear shroud
against the turbine wheel will not be a problem; the shroud could either be center-
ed by the vanes, which proved to be accurate enough in our rig experiments, or
by radial slots meshing with corresponding studs in the metal casing.

Dr. F.Blake Wallace, USA
You are to be congratulated on the very excellent and encouraging work.

1. What is the maximum-size particle you think you can ingest without an impact
fracture?

2. Do you feel that you have an efficiency loss due to stator vane end leakage
with the multi-piece configuration?

Author's Reply
1. We havn't put any large particles into the engine; we also didn't have engine-

generated particles, such as carbon particles, so we really don't know.

2. We did a performance calibration on the ceramic engine but couldn't find a
distinct difference to the all metallic engine which has a brazed, that means
end leakage-proof, nozzle assembly. Therefore one might assume that there wasn't
any measurable leakage.

DEVELOPMENT OF A CERAMIC TURBINE NOZZLE RING
by H. Burfeindt, M. Langer and P.M. Stuart

DISCUSSION

Dr. E.M.Lenoe, USA
I would like to compliment you and your colleagues on the fine paper. A 6-fold re-
duction in shroud stresses and approximately 2-fold reduction in trailing edge
stresses as a result of stress analysis clearly shows the importance of structural
analysis for progress in ceramic engine developments, especially, if compared
with the much smaller potential of improvements in materials strength.
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To capitalize further on your structural analysis it would be interesting to display
the stressed volumes and the locations of the stressed volumes, so that the manu-
facturer could try to improve the quality, particularly in the highly stressed areas.
It would also be interesting to put some confidence limits on calculated stress
values by doing a sensitivity analysis on the impact fo uncertainties with regard
to boundary conditions and materials properties. Those confidence limits could
lead to higher survivability levels. r

Author's Reply
We don't manufacture ceramic parts, we therefore don't have the opportunity to
directly push materials development. Stress calculations as accurate as possible
- that means using 3D finite element models for complex shapes - are our contribu-
tion to the progress in the ceramic area. Moreover the results of our stress ana-
lysis should help the ceramic parts manufacturer to understand what is really need-
ed in terms of material strength in actual ceramic parts, formed to fulfil the ope-
rational requirements in a gas-turbine engine.
Testing of those parts in an engine-like environment - thereby evaluating their
material qualities - is the complementary task to the structural analysis. Material
development using just simple probes is not sufficient since many problems connect-
ed with the actual shape of a part would not be recognized. We expect to have the
first nozzle in the optimized configuration on test at the end of this year.

M.Zippel, GERMANY
Did you calculate the actual local values of the heat-transfer coefficient on the
airfoil surface?

Author's Reply
Yes, that has been done.

Dr. H.M.Burte, USA
Have you considered the use of proof testing and if so, how should those tests be
carried out?

Author's Reply
We feel that all components should be proof tested prior to engine tests but we
havn't fixed the procedure yet.

M.Zippel, GERMANY
Did you vary the divisions of the finite element model or have you used just one
division in your calculations?

Author's Reply
(given by Mr. P.M.Stuart)
Yes, we looked at different divisions. The division chosen for the first model
and shown in Fig. 6 turned out to be of sufficient refinement. More refined models
showed the same trends but in more detail.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMBUSTORS OF CERAMIC MATERIAL
by G. Kappler, G. Langel and L. Schindhelm

DISCUSSION

Dr. H.M.Burte, USA
Did you make a conical combustor from silicon nitride in order to get a comparison
between silicon nitride and silicon carbide as flame tube materials?

Author's Reply
No, we had conical combustors only made from silicon carbide.

A.F.McLean, USA
What are the influences of the conical combustor design on combustion stability,
weak and rich extinction limits, and also on emissions?

Author's Reply
Combustion stability could be improved by the conical shape. The combustor is very
easy to start; we don't have any thermal shock problems which usually arise in
cylindrical flame tubes because of the large primary zone volume and which can
easily lead to failures due to high temperature gradients in the flame tube wall.
Combustion efficiency was also better compared with the cylindrical combustor,
especially at idle condition, where we had an efficiency as high as 97 % compared
with 86 % for the cylindrical combustor.
CO-emission at idle was correspondingly low, the difference between idle and full
power CO-emission being much smaller than usual. NOx-emission, however, didn't change
very much.

kje
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P.Popper, UK
I was surprised about the discontinuity in wall temperature exhibited by the com-
bustor made in two parts. How were those parts joined?

Author's Reply
In first tests with a metallic combustor of the same shape we had found high gra-
dients in flame tube wall temperatures between the primary and secondary zones. So we
designed a combustor built from two separate pieces, the idea being that by free
expansion of each of the two zones high thermal stresses in the flame tube walls
could be avoided. However, we learned from tests that cold air which leaked through
the sliding interface evidently caused high thermal gradients in each of the adja-
cent parts, thereby generating cracks.
So, since the aim of the two-piece design was not attained, we went to the one-
piece design which, as I have shown, proved to be satisfactory.

Dr. J.Zech, GERMANY
Did you find differences in temperature and stress distribution between the metal-
lic and the ceramic version of a specific combustor design?

Author's Reply
Yes, there are differences; the wall temperature pattern of the ceramic combustor
is more even. We have just started stress analysis for the conical combustor on
the basis of measured wall temperatures. We expect the stress distribution to be
as uniform as the temperature distribution.

SOME EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF CERAMIC
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

by G. Sedgwick

DISCUSSION

Prof. J.Odgers, Canada
How did you take into account the differential expansion between metal and ceramic
in your small annular combustion chamber design?

Author's Reply
The principle used for the small annular flame tube was evolved during earlier
work at Lucas and is shown in the following sketch.

metal

ceramic

/Il
centre line

Under the influence of thermal expansion all points of a rotationally symmetric
structure move away from a datum point on the centre line on straight trajectories
which run through the datum point. So, if a ceramic ring is encompassed by a metal
ring as shown in the sketch contact between ceramic and metal at the sliding inter-
faces is maintained at all temperatures.

Dr. E.M.Lenoe, USA
Did you calculate the temperatures on the interior flame tube surface from exterior
wall temperature measurements by thermal paints and did you use a linear elastic
analysis for stress calculation?

Author's Reply
Yes, that is correct.

Dr. E.M.Lenoe, USA
Did you use mean or characteristic strength values for your calculation of failure
stress ratio versus Weibull modulus and is it a two-parameter Weibull?

Author's Reply
I apologize for not being able to answer that question in the moment because I
havn't done that calculation myself.
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Dr. K.Goebbels, GERMANY
We have seen a lot of broken parts in this session, but not one of the authors has
mentioned a need for non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of parts before they go to
tests to keep costs down. Have you done NDE before rig tests.

Author's Reply
Yes, we do NDE on all components before they are rig tested. We use X-rays to iden-
tify the porosity and thermal proof tests.

Dr. H.M.Burte, USA
Did you look at the fracture surfaces of broken parts to inquire, whether any dis-
crepancies in the material may have contributed to the failures?

Author's Reply
Fracture analysis of the broken parts has been done by Dr. Godfrey in his labora-
tory. Therefore I would like to ask Dr. Godfrey to comment on that.

Dr. D.G.Godfrey, UK
We found that the thermal proof test introduces oxidative degradation of the exte-
rior strength of the material which can be seen in the fracture origins. Microstruc-
tural analysis has also been done in this work. We sometimes found a remarkable
difference between large and small components, even if they were nitrided together.

x . , !
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STATE-OF-THE-ART OF SiAION MATERIALS

by
Sunil Dutta

NASA-Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

Concurrent with the recent engineering efforts in developing advanced ceramics such
as Si3N 4 and SiC for structural components of high temperature heat engines, "SiAlON"
ceramics have also become candidates for consideration. The acronym "SiAlON" was ori-
ginally given to new compositions derived from silicon nitrides and oxynitrides by si-
multaneous replacement of silicon and nitrogen by aluminum and oxygen. Other metal
atoms M such as Be, Mg, Li, and Ga can be incorporated, and the term has become a gen-
eric one applied to Si3N 4 based materials. In this review, the state-of-the-art of
"SiAIONs" is examined. The review includes work on phase relations, crystal structure,
synthesis, fabrication, and properties of various SiAlONs. The essential features of
compositions, fabrication methods, and microstructure are reviewed. High temperature
flexure strength, creep, fracture toughness, oxidation, and thermal shock resistance are
discussed. These data are compared to those for some currently produced silicon nitride
ceramics to assess the potential of SiAlON materials for use in advanced gas turbine en-
gines.

INTRODUCTION

Materials currently being evaluated for structural components of high temperature
heat engines include Si3 N4 , SiC, and a class of materials called SiAIONs. The term
"SiAION" was adopted to designate any composition containing the elements Si-AI-O-N as
major constituents e.g. ;-'-SiAlON (ref. 1,2,3), O'-SiAION (ref. 4), 15R-SiAlON (ref. 4)
etc. However most frequently, the term SiAlON refers to 6-SiN 4 solid solution called
r'-SiAION. SiAION compounds can be made by a high temperature reaction between silicon
nitride or oxynitride and alumina in which simultaneous replacement of silicon and ni-
trogen by aluminum and oxygen occurs. Other metal atoms M such as Be, Mg, Li (ref. 5)
and Ga fref. b) can also be incorporated and the term has thus become a generic one ap-
plied to Si-M-O-N based materials. Among various SIAION materials, H-SiAION has been
of great interest because it was claimed to have a low thermal expansion (ref. 2,6),
good high temperature modulus of rupture and good oxidation resistance (ref. 7). It was
also reported that the -'-SiAION could be fabricated to high density by conventional
sintering techniques (ref. 2). These reported properties indicate that 8'-SiAlON cer-
amics might be candidates for high temperature applications, and therefore, have gener-
ated considerable interest. In this paper, the state-of-the-art of SiAION is examinea.
Tht paper reviews work on phase equilibria, structure, fabrication and properties.
Based on this review, the potential of SiAlON materials for use in advanced gas turbines
will be examined.

PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND STRUCTURE

The existence of I'-SiAlON in the system Si 3N4 - AI20 3 was first reported by Oyama
and Kamigaito (ref. 1) in Japan and by Jack and Wilson (ref. 2) in England. Subsequent
studies by the same workers reported a solid solution (:,'-SiAlON) forming region in
the systems Si 3N 4 - SiO 2 - A1 20 3 (ref. 5) and Si 3N4 - AIN - A1 20 3 (ref. 3). Detailed
compatibility and phase equilibria studies were reported by Gauckler et. al (ref. 8) and
Jack (ref. 4) in the system Si 3N4 - AIN - SiO 2 - A1203 and their diagrams are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Jack (ref. 4) refers to his diagram (Fig. 2) as an "Idealized Behavior
Diagram" rather than an equilibrium diagram since it combines data obtained from speci-
mens hot pressed at temperatures ranging trom 1550 to 2000 C. Most ot the data, how-
ever, were obtained at 1775 C. On the other hand, the diagram by Gaucklei et.al (let.
8) is an isothermal section at 1760 C (Fig. I). According to both Jack and Gaucklet,
the t '-SiAION region extends from the SijN 4 corner in the direction ot AIN.AI2Q 3
along a line representing a constant metal/non-metal (M/X) ratio of 3:4 and can thele-
fore, be described by the empirical formula Si6_x AIx Ox N8.x with x=O to 4.2.
In the oxygen rich part of the diagram, mullite and X-phase SiAION (formula
Si4 A14O]N 2 ) were observed. In the AIN-rich part of the system, five new phases
were identified (ref. 8) in the region between t '-SiAION and AIN. The phases called X£,
X4, X5, X6, and X7 are shown in Fig. I and are located along lines of constant metal:
non-metal ratios. These were later identified by Jack (Fig. 2) as AIN polytypes
(ref.4). The diagrams proposed by Jack and Gauckler et. al. are quite similar except
that the locations of AIN polytypes are slightly different. Work by Layden (ret. 9) e,-
tablished the liquidus isotherms (Fig. 3) in part of the system lying between S,0 2 -
rich corner of the diagram and X-phase.

B'-SiAION has a t-silicon nitride structure which extends along the 3M/4X line but
the sizes of the tetrahedra and hence also the unit-cell dimensions, increase as alumin-
um and oxygen replace silicon and nitrogen (ref. 8). Silicon oxynitride O'-SiAION
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(ref. 4) extends along the 2M/3X (metal/non-metal) line with the Si2 N20-type struct-
ure and larger unit-cell dimensions. The structure of X-phase, also designated as
"Oyama-Phase" (ref. 4) and "J-pnase" (ref.4) has been interpreted in terms of several
different unit cells. Drew and Lewis (ref. 10) proposed a triclinic structure, while
Gugel (ref. 11) proposed and orthorhombic lattice. Most recently, the unit cell has
been determined to be monoclinic (ref.4).

Single phase 8'-SiAlON forming regions in other systems such as Si3N 4 - A12 03 -
Be2SiO4, Si 3N4 -A12 03 - Li20 and Si 3N4 - A1203 - MgO were reported by Jack (ref. 5),
while Oyama (ref. 6) reported a 8'-forming region in the system Si3 N4 - A12 03 -
Ga203. Extensive ternary solid solutions were found to exist in all of these sys-
tems. Detailed phase equilibria in the system Si3N4 - SiO 2 - Be3N2 - BeO were
reported by Huseby et. al (ref. 12) and are shown in Fig. 4. A large solubility of
Be 2SiO 4 in 8-Si 3N4 and of BeO in BeSiN 2 was found to occur in this system.
The solid solubility of Be2SiO 4 in B-Si3 N4 decreases with increasing temper-
ature from 19 mol% at 1770 C to 11.5 mol% Be 2SiO 4 at 1880 C. There are other
single-phase materials in this system and all have moderate solubilities along lines of
definite metal:non-metal (M/X) ratios and small solubilities perpendicular to these
lines.

In the system Si 3 N4 - SiO 2 - AIN - A1 20 3 - Be 3N2 - BeO, Gauckler (ref. 13) found
that the single-phase solid solution with p-Si3N 4 structure was restricted to the
plane connecting the points Si 3N4,Be 2 SiO 4 , BeAl20 4 and AlN:Al 203 . This is shown
in Fig. 5a. These four points are co-planar in the quaternary diagram. All composition
points on this plane have a constant metal to non-metal ratio of 3:4. The plane of 3:4
is shown in Fig. 5b. A large area of single phase region with the t-S'3 N4 struct-
ure is located on this plane. No single-phase solid solution was found either above or
below this plane.

In the quasiternary system Si 3N4 - AIN - Be 3N2 shown in Fig. 6, Gauckler et.
al (ref. 13) found a complete solid solubility exists from AIN to BeSiN 2 . The lattice
parameters in this solid solution with a wurtzite structure increase linearly with in-
creasing Al concentration.

FABRICATION

A. Hot Pressing

Hot pressing has been found to be the easiest technique for fabricating theoreti-
cally dense, fine-grained bodies with high strength in covalent materials such as
Si3N4 and SiC. Consequently, most early work on phase equilibria, structure, and
property evaluation was conducted on B'SiAlONs fabricated by hot pressing. Table I
lists starting materials for various 8'-SiAlON formulations and their hot pressing
parameters. In most of the investigations, various material combinations listed in
Table I were hot pressed at temperatures where simultaneous chemical reaction and dens-
ification were taking place under applied pressure. MgO was commonly used as an addi-
tive to promote densification. The most effective hot pressing temperature range was
1650-1750 C. Time at temperature varied in these investigations, but generally ranged
from approximately 30 minutes to 2 hours. Heating the compacts was accomplished by in-
duction or resistance heating of graphite or SiC. The reaction of carbon with the com-
pact was minimized by using a BN liner or container.

The experimental studies shown in Table I illustrate the varied nature of investi-
gations in hot pressed P'-SiAlONs. Characterization of the hot pressed materials has
included phase equilibria, structure, and chemistry which have been discussed in the
preceeding sections. Strength, creep, thermal and oxidation behavior will be discussed
in following sections.

B. Pressureless Sintering

Pressureless sintering when compared to hot pressing has the advantage of shape cap-
ability and high volume production of small as well as large components. The expense of
machining prevents hot pressing from being a cost effective process for many appli-
cations. As a result, much effort has been devoted to fabrication by pressureless sin-
tering. Table II shows a list of pressureless sintering studies conducted with various
material combinations with and without additives. Sintering was conducted at about one
atmosphere of nitrogen to produce bodies with densities as high as -98% theoretical.
The most effective sintering temperature regime and time period were 1700-1760 C for 2 -
4 hours respectively, although a much broader range of temperature and time was used by
different investigators.

Jack (ref. 2) reported that a Si3N4 ano A1 203 mixture could be fabricated to
dense single phase il'SiAlON bodies by pressureless sintering. However, other work
(ref. 11) indicated that the resulting SiAlON contained other phases. Morgan (ref. 24)
predicted in a presentation cited by Layden (ref. 9) that single phase -'-SiAION com-
positions having stoichiometries given by the formula Si3_xAlxOxN4_x would not
sinter. Layden (ref. 9) also reported that as a pure phase :'SiAION could not be sin-
tered to high final density. However, I' bodies formulated from starting materials
that form some liquid at the sintering temperatures could be sintered to high density.
For example, Layden introduced the term "transient liquid phase sintering" or TLP. In
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this process, SiAlON bodies of composition Sil. 4A 1 .6016N2 4 were formulated
from two prereacted compositions, one of which was X phase which melts in the neighbor-
hood of 1700 C. The second composition was calculated from the lever rule to yield sin-
gle phase B'-SiAlON when reacted with a predetermined amount of the X-phase at temper-
atures above 1700 C. The "transient liquid phase sintering" was confirmed by Gauckler r
et. al (ref. 25) during sintering of B'-SiAlON compositions utilizing as starting ma- ?
terials only AIN and SiO 2 and no additives. Gauckleret. al concluded that different
sintering kinetics would be expected for different sets of starting materials e.g.
Si 3N 4 , AIN, SiO 2 powders or Si 3N 4 , AIN, A1 203 powders or SiO 2 and AIN
powders because of different reaction mechanisms (ref. 25). The formation of liquid fa-
cilitates densification and chemical reaction. Drew and Lewis (ref. 10) also observed
the formation of liquid phase during sintering of Si 3N 4 and A120 3 mixtures.

Recently, Arias (ref. 26) determined the effect of oxygen to nitrogen ratio (0/N) on
the pressureless sinterability of SiAIONs of formula Si 2 55A10.6 OyN4 -0. 6 6 7 y
(where y varied from 0.57 to 1.92). Utilizing starting materials Si3N 4 , AIN, and
SiO 2 plus a small amount of A1 20 3 from the grinding media but no additive, a maxi-
mum density of about 98% of theoretical occurred in the O/N ratio range between 0.2 and
0.3. It is very likely, that liquid formed in various phase fields according to the be-
havior diagram shown in Fig. 2 and promoted densification in all compositions as y var-
ied from 0.57 to 1.92.

In contrast to sintering by forming liquid within the system itself, additives which
provide a liquid phase at the sintering temperatures are commonly used for densifying
Si 3N 4 based ceramics. For example, Fig. 7 shows typical densification behavior of
8'-SiAION (Si2 ,4AI 0 .80 0 .6 N3 .6 ) as a function of temperature (ref. 31). The
starting materials used were Si 3N 4 , AIN, and A1 20 3 with 6 and 3 mol% of addi-
tives (Y20 3 -SiO 2 ). The Y20 3 to SiO 2 molar ratio was constant at 1=2. Sin-
tering was promoted by a liquid formed by an initial reaction between Y 20 3 , SiO 2
and A1 203. In any case whether a liquid formed by the foreign additives or during
sintering of bodies formulated with major constituents such that some liquid is formed
at the sintering temperature, a grain boundary glassy phase is retained in the sintered

body. It will be seen later that this glassy phase has a controlling influence on the
high temperature properties of the sintered body (ref.9).

DENSITY AND MICROSTRUCTURE

8'-SiAlON compositions have been fabricated to essentially theoretical density by
hot pressing, while pressureless sintering has resulted in maximum densities close to
98% of theoretical, (ref. 30, 31). The density values of hot pressed '-SiAONs have
varied from 3.09 to 3.16 g/cc (ref. 17) depending on the location along the
R'-homogeneity line (Fig. 2,3). The density of other phases has been found to be 3.05
g/cc for X-phase (ref. 18) and 3.08 g/cc for 15R polytype phase (ref. 18).

In general, the microstructures of both hot pressed and sintered materials consisted
of 8'-SiAlON as the predominant phase with some isolated porosity and metallic looking
phase in a uniform B' matrix. In some cases isolated grains of X-phase and 15R poly-
type phases were also identified (ref. 10). Typical grain sizes of the hot pressed com-
positions were found to vary between 0.2 - 2 iim (ref. 10) while the grain size range
0.15 - 5.0 pm was observed in pressureless sintered compositions (ref. 31). The grain
morphology in both sintered and hot pressed materials was characteristic of the presence
of a liquid phase during densification. This liquid phase was retained in inter-
crystalline spaces during cooling from the hot pressing (ref. 19) or sintering temper-
ature (ref. 31) and formed a glassy phase at the grain boundaries.

PROPERTIES

Most of the mechanical properties reported in the literature are for tr'-SiAlON in
the system Si - Al - 0 - N, while other systems e.g. Si, Be/N, 0; Si, Al Be/N,O etc.,
have been examined primarily with respect to solid solubility, phase relationships, and
structure. Because of their similar structures, the physical and mechanical properties
of R'-SiAION and P-Si 3N 4 are also similar. In this review, the properties of
various P'-SiAlON compositions in the system Si-AI-O-N are discussed.

Modulus of Rupture

Arrol (ref. 7) reported the room temperature modulus of rupture (3-point MOR) of a
hot pressed S'-SiAlON to be as high as 825 MPa. He also reported the strength of sin-
tered 0'-SiAlON to be 330 MPa. The compositions or formulations of neither material
were defined. Other workers have reported the MOR of hot pressed and sintered
HI'-SiAIONs where the formulations or compositions are defined to varying degrees. These
are summarized in Table Ill. In TaLle I1, average values at room temperature ano at
1370 C are given for various -'-SiAIONs made from difterent starting materials. The
highest room temperature strength of hot pressed '-SiAION bodies was found to be 648
MPa (ref. 17), while the highest strength obtained in pressureless sinteled bodies was

483 MPa (ref. 31) . At 1370 C, the highest MOR for sintered materials was 375 MPa (ref.
29). Only one value 240 (ref. 18) MPa is listed for a hot pressed :-'-SiAlON at 1370 C.
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Where data are available over a range of temperatures, the strength of sintered
B'-SiAIONs is compared with the strength of silicon nitride currently produced in USA.
This is shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the room temperature strength of sintered
8'-SiAlON compares favorably with room temperature strength of sintered Si 3N 4. On
the other hand, the room temperature strengths of sintered 81-SIAION are considerably
lower than the room temperature strength of hot pressed Si3N 4 (NC-132).

At high temperature (1370 C), the strength of sintered 61-SiAlON is equivalent to or
higher than the strength of sintered Si 3N 4 but lower than the strength of hot press-
ed Si 3N 4 (NC-132).

The room temperature strength is controlled by residual porosity, surface flaws,
foreign inclusions etc., in the body, while the high temperature strength is controlled
by the grain boundary phases retained in the body during cooling from the sintering tem-
perature. The grain boundary phase softens at high temperatures thus leading to slow
crack growth and subsequent loss in strength. Fig. 9 shows an example of such typical
slow crack growth failure (V-shaped area) in the fracture surfaces of a 1380 C MOR bar
of 8'SiAION sintered with 6 mol% (Y20 3 - SiO 2 ) additive. Since the intended use
of SiAlON has largely been for high temperature, high performance applications similar
to those being attempted with Si3N 4 and SiC, improvement in strength at high temper-
ature is desirable.

Creep

Limited creep data are available on tr'-SiAIONs as compared with modulus of rupture
data. Arrol (ref. 7) determined the creep behavior of several hot pressed SiAiONs, and
compared the data with hot pressed Si 3N 4 (HS-ll0) and (HS-130), hot pressed SiC and
reaction bonded Si 3N 4 . These are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, creep in the
SiAIONs can vary depending on composition from a high value similar to that of HS-110 to
a value as low as that of hot pressed :iC. Lumby et. al (ref. 33) compared the creep
data of a pressureless sintered SiAION with the data for various silicon based ceramics
which are shown in Fig. 11. The sintered SiAION has a creep rate lower than that of hot
pressed Si 3N4 (HS-130), reaction bonded Si 3N4 or Refel SiC but slightly higher
than that of hot pressed SiC. Lumby further observed a strong dependence of creep be-
havior on AIN concentration. Creep after 20 hours at 1227 C and 77 MN/m

2 
decreased

from 0.275% strain for a -- SiAION composition contained 7.75 wt% AIN down to 0.06%
strain for a composition which contained 11.25% AIN (ref. 17).

According to Layden (ref. 9), three point flexural creep tests in argon of TLP sin-
tered SiAlON gave a steady state creep rate of 3.1 x 10

- 4 
hr -1 at a stress level of

82 MN/m
2 

at 1400 C. This value was below the compressional creep rate of hot pressed
Si 3N 4 under these conditions which has been reported (ref. 36) to be 5.4 x 10

-

hr
-1

. Layden also determined that the creep rate of the Y20 3 containing f'
SiAION bodies was about 6 x 10

- 5 
hr

-
l at 1370 C and a stress level of 69 MN/m

2

which was comparable to that of commercial hot pressed Si 3N4 (HS-130) at the same
stress and temperature. He observed that creep behavior was controlled by the prop-
erties of the grain boundary phases. For example, P'SiAlON compositions containing
ZrO 2 additives exhibited slow crack growth during testing due to rapid flow of the
grain boundary phases at stresses as low as 69 MN/m

2 
at 1370 C. On the other hand,

"-SiAION containing Y20 3 exhibited higher refractoriness of the grain boundary
phases. Therefore, no slow crack growth occurred during testing to 345 MN/m

2 
at 1370

C and the specimens failed by fast fracture

Fracture Toughness

Fracture toughness (KIc) values reported in the literature for various SiAION com-
positions are listed in Table IV. Generally, the values are lower than those of hot
pressed Si 3N4 . For example, Wills et. al fref. 37) found the fracture toughness
values varying between 1.32 and 2.65 MN/m-3/2 as compared with 6 MN/m-

3
/
2 

for
(HS-130) hot pressed Si 3N4. Wills also suggested that the presence of X - phase
should be kept at very low levels and preferably be eliminated completely to improve the
fracture toughness in SiAIONs. Similarly, Gauckler et. al (ref. 18) reported lower
fracture toughness values (Table IVJ. However, Lumby et. al (ref. 33) observed a high
fracture toughness value (6.0 MN/m-3/2) for a pressureless sintered SiAlON similar to
(HS-130) hot pressed Si 3N4 as well as hot pressed SiAION, measured by the same
technique (ref. 33). fie also determined the variation of fracture toughness with tem-
perature for both hot pressed and sintered SiAIONs which is shown in Fig.12. lumby sug-
gested that the increase in fracture toughness at higher temperatures was associated
with the viscous deformation of the grain boundary phase. The variation in KIc values
shown in Table IV could probably be attributed to variation with SiAION composition and
fabrication techniques as well as variation with the fracture toughness measuring tec.-
nique.

Oxidation

Oxidation resistance i:; one of the key properties that must be satisf led by a mater-
(al in order to be candidate for high temperature applications. Jack (ret. 2) and Ariol
(ref. 7 reported that the oxidation resistance of a -SiAluNs is bet ter than that of
hot pressed SiUN4 (HS-130) . Layden (ref. 9) later confirmed this in his evaluation
of oxidation behavior of TLP sintered SiAION compositions. Ife observod that t.e oxi-
dation rate of TLP Sil. 4AI].60. 6 N2 .4 was an order of magnitude les!; than that
of (HS-130) hot pressed SijN 4 at 1400 C (ref. 38). layden (ref. e4) aiso made. a:) O'X-
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tensive study on the oxidation behavior of 8'-SiAlON compositions pressureless sintered
with various additives such as CeO 2 , Y203 , ZrO 2 , Y203 - ZrO 2 . These are
shown in parabolic plots in Fig. 13 (ref. 29, 39). CeO2 doped material had the high-
est weight gain while TLP material (without any additive) had the lowest weight gain
followed by ZrO 2 doped SiAlON (Fig. 13). Both TLP and ZrO 2 doped SiAlONs had much
higher oxidation resistance than that of hot pressed Si3N4 (HS-130). Similarly,
Dutta (ref. 31) and Arias (ref. 30) reported a higher oxidation resistance in
B'-SiAlONs doped with Y203 -SiO 2 and Y203 respectively, as compared with
HS-130. Very recently, Arias (ref. 32) determined the oxidation resistance of SiAlON-C
(Si2 .5 5A10 .6 00 .7 2N 3 .5 2 ) to be even higher than that of TLP and ZrO 2 doped
SiAlONs. This is shown in Fig. 14. The oxidation behavior of several SIAlONs is com-
pared with those of hot pressed silicon nitride (HS-130) produced commercially. All the
sintered SiAlONs showed better oxidation resistance than hot pressed HS-130. This hot
pressed Si 3N4 had the highest weight gain, while SiAION - C (ref. 32) had the lowest
weight gain followed by TLP SiAlON (ref. 9). The oxidation rate constant for SiAION - C
is 2.5 x 13 - 1 0 2/cm 4 hr-I as cQmpjred ith 2.67 x 10-8 g2/cm4 hr-1 for
hot pressed Si3N4 and 1.96 x10 g /cm4 hr- for TLP SiAION, indicating
that SiAION compositions can be produced with excellent oxidation resistance as compared
with this hot pressed Si 3N4 . However, these sintered SiAlONs such as SiAlON - C and
TLP SiAION have poor room temperature strength as compared with hot pressed Si3N 4 .
For these materials to be accepted for turbine applications, further composition devel-
opment is necessary to combine good oxidation behavior and good mechanical properties.

Thermal Expansion

Jack (ref. 2) reported the linear thermal coefficient of expansion of B'-SiAlON
(Si3Al2.67O4N1) to be 2.7 x 10-

6C -1 which was less than that of B-Si3N4
(3.5 x 10 6 C- ). On the other hand, Gauckler et. al (ref. 18) reported an average
value of 3.4 x 1o- 6C-1 which was in good agreement with the value for pure
S-Si 3 N4 . Gauckler observed an almost linear decrease of the thermal expansion co-
efficient with increasing Al concentration for the Si6_xAlxOxNB-x SiAION which
is shown in Fig. 15.

Wills et. al (ref. 37) reported linear thermal expansion of three sintered SiAlON
compostions. The expansion of the two compositions Si4.94AII.06OI.0 6N6 .94 and
Si 4A1 2O2N6 was identical (3 x 10-6 C- 1 ) but the third composition P,' + X
showed greater expansion (3.3 x 10-6 C-1 ) because of X - phase (ref. 37). However,
collective data clearly indicated that the thermal expansion coefficients of 3'-SiAION
compostions and of 8-Si3N 4 are quite similar.

Thermal Shock

Water quench thermal shock resistance (ATC*) of several SiAlONs determined by var-
ious investigators are listed in Table V along with data for other silicon based cer-
amics for comparison. The collective ATC values for B'-SiAlONs are comparable to
those of various silicon carbide ceramics and reaction bonded silicon nitride. However,
the values are considerably lower than that of hot pressed silicon nitride (Table V).
Gauckler suggested that the poor thermal shock behavior of the f'-SiAlON despite its
lower coefficient of thermal expansion was caused by the low thermal conductivity and
poor fracture toughness of the material.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present review has shown that since the discovery of SiAlONs, a number of in-
vestigations have been made of their phase equilibria, structure, fabrication and prop-
erties. SiAlONs can be prepared by several chemical routes. Fully dense bodies can be
produced by hot pressing, while a final density -98% of theoretical can be achieved by
pressureless sintering. Both room temperature and high temperature strengths of sin-
tered P'-SiAlONs are equivalent to or higher than the strengths of sintered silicon ni-
trides but lower than the strength of hot pressed silicon nitride (NC-132). On the
other hand, many SiAlON compositions have higher oxidation resistance than those of hot
pressed silicon nitrides, and therefore, have a better chance of longer survival in an
oxidizing environment. However, the most significant lack in the current state of the
art of SiAION is that no SiAlON composition has yet been developed which exhibits good
low temperature strength as well as good oxidation resistance. Indeed some of the
SiAlONs that have exhibited the best oxidation resistance have also had low strength at
high temperature. Only a few of the SiAIONs identified to date hold promise for high
temperature use in gas turbines. Because of their low strength at lower temperature, it
is not likely that sintered SiAIONs nor sintered silicon nitride will be used for inte-
grally bladed turbine wheels. Such wheels are highly stressed in the lower temperature
region of the hub. To date hot pressed Si 3N 4 has been the favored material. How-
ever, SiAlON materials have the advantage of pressureless sintering to high density and
thereby have the potential for providing low cost net shape components to intricate ge-
ometry without expensive machining.

ATC - critical quenching-temperature difference required to initiate thermal
stress fracture (see ref. 41 for more detailed explanation).
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At present, a more likely use for sintered SiAlONs in the turbine is for stator
vanes which run hotter, and at lower stresses than turbine blades or disks. For those
SiAlONs that have potential for use in gas turbines, much work remains to be done to
characterize them in the depth required for such an application.

It is to be hoped that improvement in mechanical properties can be achieved in com-
bination with good oxidation resistance by choosing proper chemical formulations. Work
to date indicates that such a combination can be best achieved at low A1 203 concen-
trations. However, to select an optimum composition, a clear understanding of the phase
equilibria of the particular system is essential.
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TABLE I. - FABRICATION OF SiAIONs BY HOT PRJESSING

Starting materials Additives Temper- Time, Pressure, Nature of investigation Refer-
store, min MN/

2  
ence

C

Si3N 4 A1
2
0
3 , 

Li
2
CO

3  
(a) 1750 20 29 Solid solubility I

SiJN,, A203 1700 60 (a) Formation, structure
" and thermal expansion 2

SiJN4, AIN, Ai203 1730 30 25 Solid solubility 3

Si3N4 2 A2 1730-1800 20-180 25 Solid solubility and 5
4thermal expansion

Si3 N4 Al 203, AIN, 1760 60-300 30 Phase equilibria and 7Si 2 comptability relation

Si3N4, AIN, Al203, 1500-2000 (a) (a) Phase equilibria, cos- 8
SiO 20 patibLlity and struc-

t2. S 2N2O 0Cure

SY A 203 1700 60 15 Microstructure and 10
phase analysis

Si3N. A 2 03 1700 30 (a) Phase analysts II

Si3 N1 Be 3N2 BeO, 17b5-1880 bO-120 28 Phase equilibria 12

Si
1
3N4 Al2 0 1650-1850 b-60 25 Sintering, grain growth 14

3 4' 2 3and phase equilibria
St N4 Al

2
0
j  MgO 1750-1850 30-240 28 Fabrication, modulus of 15

rupture and thermal
properties

Si N A 2"3 Si, A, Mgl, 1500-20OU 1-14401 28 Processing and proper- i6
2IN, Sit 2  ties I.
K..l in

SsiN4, AIN, Si1)2 Mg' 1750 bO 20 Fabrication, chemistry 17

and creep
SiN Al . AIN, Mgt 1760 (a) (a) Physical, mechanical ls

3N4 -2 23 and thermal proper-
2 

tie,
S I N., AIN, Sio 

2  
Mgt) 100 o 15 Formation, microstruc- 19

ture characterization
Si,4, A 201 (a) 1)00-1700 120 5.5-27.5 Effects of pressure and 20

temperature on sin-
tering

SY 4 , AIN, Al211
j  

(a) 1 o00- I K00 5-1,0 1.5-22 Motdulus of rupture, 21

dielectric properties

and rain erosion
St

1
N., SIN, AlI2t3 NgO) 1700-1870 )0-120 13.8-34.5 Electrical resistivity 22

and comptability with

W and Mo
St IN

4
. At2 1 (a) 1200-1 IM)

I 
120 27.6 Hot pressing and micro- 23

structure characteri-

rat in

a5,, reported.

IL ____
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TABLE II. - FABRICATION OF SiAlONs BY PRESSURELESS SINTERING

Starting materials Additives Temper- Time, Nature of investigation Reference
sture, min
C

Si
3
N
4
, A'

2
0
3  (a) 1700 60 Fabrication (slip cast- 2

Ing) and sintering
Si3N4 A'203 1600-1850 15-720 Fabrication, modulus of 9

rupture, creep, impact

oxidation

Si3A AN 203 1400-1800 60 Microstructure analvcti 10

Si
3
N
4
, A'

2
0
3  (a) (a) Phase analysts 14

S13114, AIN, A1
2
0
3  

400-2000 0-180 Liquid phase aunterLng -

Si 3N4 AIN, SiO
2  

1670-1830 240 Effect of oxygen to

nitrogen ratio ,n
densif i aton

Si 3N4 Al203' AIN 1775-1800 60 Fabrication and m,dulc"

of rupture
S AIN, 1740 60 Fabricatin and modis .0

A3 AIN, A1
2 
0 
3  of rupture

ii-SiAlON CeO
2
, Y

2
0
3
, ZrO

2
, 1700-bOO 60-180 Fabrication, modulus of

AIPO
4
,
' 
0sPO

4
. rupture, creep andAIO4 aO'oxidation 

'

ZrC, La
2
0
3
,

Er
2
0
3
, Nd

2
0
3

(Sm.Gd)0 3

Si 3N4 SIO2, AIN 30 17b 240 Fabrication, modulus of 30
rupture and oxidation

Si3N4, AIN, Al203 Y203-SIO2 1450-1750 bO-120 Fabrication, modulos of Al

rcpture and ,xidation

Si 3N4 AIN, Al
2
0
3  

Y2 0 3 , MgO-Y
2
0
3
, 1750 240 Fabru~at,,n. mcd..- olturrrut ,,rc cI,

MgAI2 4  
rupt ,t and 'cidat ,, o, . r

aNot reported.

TABLE Ill. - MODULI'S OF RUPITURE OF HOT-PRIESSED AND SINE11)REl S AIINS

Starting materials
b  

Basic forrlula Fabrication Average 6 -point md,- r,!

method I- A rIpt-,,
NPa

250 C 13700 C

Si A A'
2
0
3  Si

3
Al 2.670

4
N
4  

Hot-pressed 310 a

Si
3
N 
4  

A1
2
0
3  a 420 a

Si 3N,. AIN, Al20 3
, SiO (MgO) Si Al I O N3 648 a 1;

Si 4, AIN, Al 203 Si 2.25 A 0.750.75 N3.25 C510 c240

Si IN Al 203 a Sintred $,(I a

S t 4 AIN, %iO2 Si 1.4
A
l 1.601.bN 2.4 208 IKO

Si 3 4 ' AIN, Al20
3  

Si4 Al 22 N 52 iS

Masic .5' (Y))) S Alo 5500.55N
3  450 315

02.4$ 0.5.5

2"J Si2 . 3 A 0 , jNI. 7 460 ) 1

'(CeO2) S 2.45 gl0.5500.55
N 

3.45 400

'(Zr)
2 
) Si2.45 A0.55 00.55N3.45 4 30

Si N,4 AIN, SiO
2 

(Y203) Si2.bAlo.39Oo.4N3.
6 

Al0 17, iO

St144 AIN, Al 203 (Y203-S'02 St2 Al 0 N.6 N3.h 483 228 11

SiN
4
, AIN, StO

2  
Si

2
.55AI 0.600.72N3.52 404 260 )2

SIN , AIN, SwO
2 

(Mgo) a 410 i10 5

S 3N,4' AIN, Al203 (Y 2113 Si.8AII.6 1.5N3.0 404 65 C rret l-rk b,
ticl at tr

Si2 
0 7
Al 1.24 01.2

N 
3.2 305 69

S 2.4 A0.8
0 0 

9N3.4 295 95

S 2.2 A1.08 
0 ,

0813 .28 195 Is M

SNot reported.
bThe additive or sintering aid I. enclosed in parentheses.

c3 -point MDR.
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TABLE IV. - FRACTURE TOUGHNESS (K) OF SIAION MATERIALS

Starting materials Basic formula Fabrication Fracture Refer-
method toughness once

(250 C)MNO/m- 1

SIN, Al a Hot-pressed 1-2 15

Si
3
N
4
' AIN, SiO

2  Si2.
2 5Al 0

.
7 5

0
0
.
7 5
N
3
.
2 5 

Hot-pressed 4 18

SiN
4

, MgO Si
3
N (HS-130) Hot-pressed b.0 33 

S 3 N4 . AIN, SiO
2 

(NgO) a Sintered 6.0 33

SI3N 4 AIN, AI203 Si Al202N
6  Sintered 2.2-2.7 37

X a Sintered 1.32 37

%Nt reported.

I..i
%AP[Y W,.- f FR ,.11 E, K1J MFIL.MA Sw K RLSISTAN(CES 1,I ) 'IF

S AIIIN. SI)N ,I'd SIC CLKAMI S,

M ,.Itas,,rm1a 1, Roor-
ence

Hot-pressed SLAIWN S 12.nAl, 7 5N3.25 120 18
Sintered SIMON SI 2 .4A1. . Nj 460-80 31

Sintered SiAION a 510 11

Reaction sintered Sic sic )05 .0
Hot pressed Sic SIC 41S 4.
Reaction sintered SiN 4 Si N, -(j 40

Hot pressed SI N II N4 75) 1N

&Not reported.
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Figure 2. - The Si3N4-AIN-AIA0-5i0 2 system (ref. 4).
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NC-132 (REF. 34) - HOT PRESSED
-- LUCAS SiAIONREF. 331

30-GTE-SiN4 IREF. 341 32

200- NASA-Lewis SiAION(fREF. 31? SINTERED

NASA-Lewis SiAON (REF. 29?
GTE-Si 3N4 (REF. 35)

I I I IKYOCERA Si3N4 (REF. 35)

TEMPERATURE, OC

Figure &. Comparison of strength behavior of pSiA ION and Si3N4 materials.
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figure 9. -Fracture surface (13800 C) of sinitered-PS SAN12
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TIME hr

Figure 10. -Creep of various cejamic
materials. 1227o C. 77 MImrn
lAfter WWIl7 .

*Composition not defined.
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PRESSURELESS SINTERINn OF SILICON CARBIDE

by

Prof. Dr. Ernst rugel and Dr. Gerhard Leimer
Annawerk Keramische Betriebe GmbH

Ceranox Division
D-8633 Rodental

SUMMARY

In the past few years, the number of candidate ceramic materials for application in auto-
motive engineering was supplemented by one, namely silicon carbide sintered without press-
ure. In 1973, U.S. scientists for the first time succeeded in sintering the mainly homo-
polar compound silicon carbide to almost theretical density, without pressure and by
adding only small quantities of sintering aids. The stage of development of this material
is reported with respect to the parameters influencing the sintering process, the prop-
erties achieved and the forming possibilities for gas turbine components. A comprehensive
literature survey is attached.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon carbide has been used for technological purposes since the turn of the century,
with an annual production rate of approx. 700,000 tons at present. In most fields of
application, the silicon carbide grain is formed to components by applying different
kinds of bonding materials, so that the properties particular to the nature of silicon
carbide cannot, or can only partially be used. This is due to the fact that in spite of
most intensive efforts it has not been possible up to now to sinter silicon carbide in a
"normal" way. However, other methods have been developed, which result in the production
of self-bonded silicon carbide, A porous material can be prod-iced by recrystallization,
a porous or dense silicon containing material by reaction sintering, and a dense pure
silicon carbide by hot pressing. Among these materials, the dense, silicon-containing
and the hot-pressed silicon carbide offer excellent properties, which make their use as
an engineering material appear promising and advantageous, especially under high thermal
and mechanical loads even under corrosive and abrasive conditions.

Consequently, silicon carbide, in addition to silicon nitride, is considered a promising
candidate for the manufacturing of components to be used at high temperatures and under
extreme corrosive and erosive environments. The non-oxide ceramic materials include the
mainly covalently bonded refractory compounds of the light elements Doron, silicon, car-
bon and nitrogen. These elements are generally regarded as either not sinterable or only
suitable for sintering under great difficulties.

With silicon carbide, however, normal sintering has now proved possible, i.e., a powder
compact can be densified without pressure using only small quantities of additives. While
in the beginning this seemed to be possible only with B-silicon carbide, it soon appeared
possible with t,-silicon carbide too, which can be manufactured much more economically on
a proven, large technical scale.

Thus, silicon carbide materials can be supplemented by a new material made via sintering.
which from the quality point of view matches hot-pressed material, yet offers the advant-
age of being more economic in manufacturing.

This, of course, is a most interesting feature for the fabrication of high-strength com-
ponents, especially for use in high-temperature engineerin, and intensive development
activities have made very good progress

Components fabricated in accordance with various shaping methods were made and subjected
to applicability tests.

Below, the present stage of this development is reported, both with regards to our own
work and from published literature.

STARTING POWDER

The SIC starting powder used plays a most decisive role in obtaininp high sintered den-
sities.Essential characteristics are. besides phase composition (polyrVnes., i-, fP-SiC).
the type and quantity of impurities and of additives, and grain shape and grain size and
conseouently the specific surface area. Grain distribution substantially determines the
obtainable green density, which for its part has an influence on the sinteriny result.
SiC production, processing and cleaning have to meet the reouirements set.

At first, the possibility of sintering silicon carbide without pressure was limited to
P-SiC (1), Involving the disadvantages of an expensive starting raw materiaIl.Further dev-
elopments have shown that eauivalent or Improved material can be produced (2,3) by use of
,,-SiC of suitable powder aunlity and produced by an economic method

A powder suitable for sintering, however, is not yet available In the yeneral market placv
Usualll It Is proprietary to the companies developing the material, the most important
being Carborundum Company and General Electric In U.S.A., Annawerk and H.C. Starch in
Germany, and recently Kyoto Ceramics In Japan.
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MANUFACTURING OF B-SILICON CARBIDE POWDER

Taking into account the sinterability of the powder, manufacture by chemical vapor deposi-
tion is the most advantageous way. Carbon and silicon-containing organic substances, e.g.,
polycarbosilanes, are used, which have been synthesisized by polymerisation of silicon-
organic compounds followed by decomposition using plasma techniques. Numerous possibili-
ties have been tested here, but most of them did not get beyond a laboratory scale (2, 4,
5, 55, 57, 58, 61, 65, 66, 69). Depending on the type of the starting material and the
decomposition conditions, a-SiC or amorphous powder may also result.

A 8-SiC powder with good sintering properties and small crystallite size, large specific
surface area, high purity and low oxygen content is obtained by chemical vapor deposition
from methylsilane in a flow reactor (6,61).

Another way to manufacture 8-SiC suitable for sintering and perhaps also a-SiC powder is
the vaporizing of metallic silicon in an electric arc and reaction with methane or vaporous
carbon (7). The advantage of this method, if optimized, is that a finer, more uniform,
urer and less agglomerated powder will result as compared to powders obtained from chem-
cal processes.

With present-day's state of the art, the manufacturing of B-Sic via all these processes
is uneconomical as a mass produced product for further processing to sintered silicon
carbide, but efforts are being taken to improve economic efficiency (8).

Synthesis from the elements or by reduction of Si0 2 (4, 8, 9, 16, 55, 57, 58, 60, 77) is
another way. This method is cheaper than the plasma approach, but does not yield as fav-
ourable a powder.

MANUFACTURING OF a-SILICON CARBIDE POWDER 4.
Sinterable a-SiC is manufactured by processing Acheson SiC (2, 9, 57, 62, 76) obtained
from highly pure silica and high-quality coke. Here the economic advantages as compared
to B-SiC powder should be mentioned, besides the other advantages resulting in sintering.

PROCESSING

Processing of the synthesized SiC powders is done in ball mills, colloid mills and similar
processing equipments (1, 10, 62, 76).

The powders can be cleaned by annealing in air and subsequent hydrofluoric acid treatment
(11-15), in order to remove any adherent carbon, and silica which originates in the anneal-
ing process.

GRAIN SIZE

The patent literature (55, 57, 62, 64, 68, 76) indicates that grain sizes required for
sintering with sufficient densification vary widely, between 0 and 20 um. Yet good sin-
tering results can only be achieved using a powder which, if possible, is in the sub-
micron range. In this range, the grain size distribution which is decisive for densifi-
cation, cannot be given. For characterizing the raw material, it is customary to measure
the specific surface area; the result serves to calculate an average grain size diameter,
assuming a ball shaped grain.

For B-SiC (1, 10) as well as for a-SiC (76), specific surface areas between 5 and 15 m2 /g
are considered favourable. Indications in the literature range between I and 100 ml/g (2,
4, 11, 12, 13, 17, 55, 57, 62, 64, 74, 76).

PURITY

No general standard can be indicated for the purity required, or rather for the nature
and auantities of impurities allowable.

Many investigations trying to clarify the influence of impurities in SiC suitable for
sintering have been made (1, 4, 11-13, 55, 62, 64, 74). The influence on the sinterln.
result is significant at any rate. It may well be assumed that oxygen plays the most de-
cisive part. A maximum oxygen content in 8-SiC of 0.2% is considered tolerable, also a
content of metallic impurities in the form of oxides -1000 ppm is required to obtain high
densities. It is not so critical, if there are impurities in the form of some metals,
since no negative influence could be found with the presence of 17, aluminum, tungsten or
tungsten carbide (1). With an oxygen content of 0.7% resulting from the addition of silica,
only a negligent shrinkage could be obtained. An unfavourable effect is reported to re-
sult from Fe, Ca, Na and K, as elements or compounds, and from silica (66).

SINTERING AIDS

The break-through to sintered silicon carbide was made, when the effect of the simultaneous
presence of boron and carbon in powder with acceptable fineness for sintering was realized.

In 1973 (1, 55) the possibility for pressureless sinterinp of .--silicon carbide 1using a
boron compound (boron or boron-carblde) and carbon as sintering aids was first mentioned.
The sintering aids may already be added during the synthesis of the silicon carbide pow-
der, or later to the finished powder. The sintering of i,-silicon carbide using additions
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of boron and carbon or their compounds was first reported in 1975 (56,76). Use of this
cheaper starting powder offers substantial economic savings.

The efforts to create optimum sintering conditions were considerable and were first taken
bv ";eneral Electric in U.S.A., where the method was also introduced (1, 4, 10-13, 19, 20),
later by Carborundum Company (2, 23, 27) and in Germany by Annawerk (3, 18) and by the
Technological University of Berlin (6, 14, 15, 21, 22) and recently also the Elektrosch-
melzwerk Kempten (16, 29). Where as at first a solid state sintering mechanism was supposed,
it later appeared that liquid phase sintering was involved (17, 18).

Such efforts showed quite clearly that only the joint presence of boron and carbon in com-
paratively small quantities offers the best sintering effect. This can be seen from the
results obtained by high temperature dilatometer investigations shown in Fig. 1 (18). Car-
bon alone practically renders no densification at all. Boron causes moderate shrinkage,
which does not increase beyond an addition of 0.47° of boron. This corresponds to the
solubility limit of boron in silicon carbide (81-85). With boron additions exceeding 0.4%,
areas rich in boron can be found in the microstructure.

A uniform distribution of the additions is essential, the distribution of the carbon having
to be done more critically and therefore more carefully than that of boron, because of the
much smaller diffusion coefficient (12). In case of careless distribution, the microstruc-
ture will show carbon agglomerates which do not react. It is recommended therefore to add
carbon in the form of a solution of organic decomposable substances; many suggestions have
been made to this approach (55, 57, 58, 68, 76).

Boron has its best effect when added in elemental form. Fig. 2 shows the shrinkage effect
of boron as compared to boron carbide and boron silicide in the high-temperature dilato-
meter (18). Not only the extent of shrinkage is most favourable with elemental boron, but
the maximum sintering rate is found at lower temperatures (fig. 3) (18).

Boron compounds, too, can be added via solid or liquid organic substances, which later in
the thermal treatment transform into boron carbide of finest distribution. This ultra-
fine boron carbide, added in a quantity of at least 10% to the R-SiC, has an additional
advantageous effect: it impedes exaggerated grain growth and regulates in this way the
structure (58).

Other boron compounds such as boron nitride, boron phoside, aluminum diboride or mixtures
thereof were examined and proved to affect sintering (12, 28, 64, 68, 78-80).

Instead of boron, beryllium or compounds thereof, e.g., Be2 C alone or together with boron
were used as sintering aids in the presence of carbon (62, 64). Furthermore, besides boron
Al, Fe, Ti, W and Mg as elements or in the form of compounds were also named as preferred
sintering aids, and other sintering aids (Ca, Ga, Ni, Cr, Mn, Zr, In, Sc) were pointed
out, with hot-pressing being included (66).

Additions of low quantities of Si0 2 , Fe, Ca, Na and K however, show a considerable neg-
ative influence on sintering behavior, according to (62).

Effectiveness of aluminum was confirmed recently (22, 29): 1.1 to 1.4% of aluminum together
with approx. 2% C rendered a similarly good densification of a-silicon carbide as with
boron and carbon. Different aluminum compounds were also examined; yet their effect is
not so favourable as that of aluminum in elemental form.

When making use in practice of these results mostly obtained in laboratories, i.e., when
larger components in larger number of pieces are to be manufactured, it is essential to
have a mass, which with regard to microstructure development - and consequently the prop-
erties - is insensitive to temperature differences which cannot be avoided in the tech-
nological kiln. This emphasizes the significance of uniform distribution of the required
additions used, as well as of the use of a-SiC, which allows ecuiaxed microstructure
development also with higher temperature differences.

SINTERINn

SINTERINC ATMOSPHERE

Sintering is done under nitrogen, hydrogen, helium, argon or in vacuum (2, 4, 12-15, 17,
18, 21, 55, 57, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 76). The latter method, however, is not recommended
because of the silicon vapour pressure. This can be recognized by carbon forming during
decomposition and separating on the surface (1, 10). A boron-containing atmosphere will
have positive influence on the sintering behaviour, if boron is used as a sintering add-
itive (30, 63, 74). The loss of boron during sintering, which is usually observed, is
stopped, and a morc homogeneous, less orous structure will form. The boron-containinp
atmosphere is created by adding e.g., boron trichloride or boron compounds offerinp a
sufficiently high vapour pressure at sinterinp temperature. With conditions being other-
wise unchanged, bulk densitites of e.g., 2.57 and3.08 g/cm3 were achieved without and
with a boron-containing sinterinp atmosphere (74).

The use of nitrogen during sintering of --SiC (55) can delay the undesired transformation
of 9-SiC into -t-SiC and so prevent exaggerated grain prowth. This is a result of the
effect of nitrogen stabilizing the !--SiC phase (9, 86). Nitrogen, however, will reduce
sintering rate, so that now higher sinterinp temperatures will be necessary. Another
effect of nitrogen is its influence on electric conductivity, with the specific electric
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resistance of the SiC sintering product being substantially reduced (55).

SINTERING TEMPERATURF AND SINTERING TIME

Both are dependent on the powder to a certain degree. In general, it may be stated that
the interval with regard to temperature is very narrow and that the sintering densities
optimum for a powder are obtained after a relatively short period.

For P-SiC, a sintering temperature ranging between 1900 and 2000°C and maintained for 15
minutes will be sufficient. The sintering temperature here should be observed with par-
ticular care, since excessive temperatures will impede shrinkage as a result of a P- to
a-SiC phase transformation producing very coarse grains.

Sintering of a-SiC is less sensitive to temperatures, so that the most advantapeous tem-
perature range is extended up to 22000C ipwards. Detailed indications of sintering tem-
perature and time for certain masses are given in (2-4, 12-15, 17, 18, 21, 55, 58, 62,
64, 66, 68, 76).

SINTERING GAS PRESSURE

Besides occasional tests to sinter under vacuum, pressureless sintering of i
t - as well as

of a-SiC in a protective atmosphere normally takes place under normal pressure, at the
most with a slightly increased pressure (57, 58, 72).

SINTERING MECHANISM

For decades, intensive, but at first unsuccessful efforts were taken to sinter nonoxide
ceramic substances withoug a second phase under shrinkage. The strongly covalent bonding
of these materials with their short interatomic distances impedes the volume diffusion
required for material transportation whilst shrinkage takes place. According to Pauling
(87), silicon carbide has a covalent bonding share of 88%. Furthermore suitable ther-
modynamic and kinetic data were not available.

According to more recent observations (4, 31) sintering in the sense of neck growth amd
densification is principally possible for thermodynamic reasons.

Measurements of self-diffusion in silicon carbide within the temperature range of 1800
to 2300oC (88, 89), which in (32) are listed, very clearly do point out, however, that
at least in relation to silicon nitride, some sintering capability should be possible
via volume diffusion. Here, the mobility of carbon in the SiC lattice is two or three
orders of magnitude higher than that of silicon. This was also confirmed by creep measure-
ments (33).

The possibility of transporting material via surface diffusion and via vaporizing/con-
densation processes was realized at an earlier date. This leads to a recrystallization
with some strengthening, but without densification. Recrystallized silicon carbide is
already used on a large technical scale (34).

In 1956 (35) it became possible to densify silicon carbide under hot-pressing conditions
with comparatively little additions of aluminum or iron and later boron carbide (36),
wichieving. practically theoret'ilal density.'

Thus it is proved that silicon carbide can be sintered. While the question of the sinter-
ing mechanism was being worked on, experimental work on pressureless sinterinp of silicon
carbide was continued intensively at the same time.

In 1973 Prochazka (1) succeeded in sintering P-silicon carbide of finest grain size to
almost theoretical density by adding boron and carbon at the same time. With the know-
how and experiences available, efforts were taken to clarify the sintering process with
known sintering mechanisms and to bring them into accordance. These concepts were based
on the fact that the sintering mechanism takes place via a solid state diffusion, which,
however, can only happen to a sufficient extent if a certain ratio of grain boundary
energy to surface energy is not exceeded. So the term used for the drivinp f( rce in the
enuation for diffusion sintering according to Coble (90) must be modified by introducing
grain boundpry energy. These ener,'- ,.vels are modified by additives.

Consoauently, sinterinR becomes poss;ible hy corresponding influencin of the surface and/
or grain boundary energies in the following, way: The addition of carbon caisea the ad-
herent oxygen (SiO 2 ) to disappear, at the same time setting free the SiC surface provided
with high surface energy, and the arddition of boron is intended to reduce tihe ('rain bound-
arv energy via diffusion in the boundarv surfaces. Thus the conditions for the bioundarv
surfaces to grow are created, meaning that the volume and grain boundary diffusion can
take place in accordance with the values of the diffusion coefficients.

The effect of boron is explained by th pnossibilitv of ternary solid solut ion forrt iotll
Furthermore. it i-s suppo';rd that thi': (.rnar. solid solutinn .1,r, -Icelerate. ;'tin ,, l]
arv diffusion (9)).

Also the densi f yin-(rffcct ofrsu appl m fron. ,IfSidb i5 cis'lfib
i ng- me rhan ism suwgC-ede

R.1 prpsen' inC, some moicl 5 , 'ris ,'rain iirei s,_ it Oc,r ~u1,a'g ill(
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energy ratio for obtaining a material transport into the pore. i e.. to make sintering
possible, the individual grains must enclose the pores in a dihedral angle as large as
possible. The minimum angle reauired is dependent on the grain circuit, and its minimum
(3-grain curcuit) is 600. Packing, and conseauently green density in the unfired pre-
shape are of decisive significance under these aspects (92).

With continuing sintering, or with the decreasing porosity,concentration of the remaining
oxygen on the grain surface is increased. This can cause densification to stop because of
the shifting of the energy ratio as a result of the increasing oxygen content. As a con-
sequence,in extreme cases with very long sintering periods,vore formation may again re-
sult.

Continuing the work of Prochazka, Greskowitsch (4) has engaged very intensely in the
sintering of covalent compounds, taking into consideration thermodynamic and kinetic
principles. He pointed out the fact that for sintering with shrinkage it is a prerecuisite
that there are no changes in structure as a result of surface diffusion and vapour phase
transportation and that no formation of grain shapes differing in size in the length to
width ratio will occur. Furthermore, he indicated the necessity of using submicron powder.

In contrast to a densification mechanism by volume or grain boundary diffusion in the
solid state, Lange (17) assumes a reaction sintering and liouid phase sintering mechanism.
This is confirmed by the discovery of a second phase rich in boron, which doubtlessly was
in the liquid condition during sintering, as could be seen from micrographs.

Furthermore, a loss in weight was often found, which can only be due to the decomposition
of silicon carbide into silicon and carbon. A part of the silicon evaporates in the process,
but might also react with B4C to yield SiC and SiB 6 (93). Thus, in the equilibrium range
SiC-SiB6-Si of the system Si-B-C, liquidus temperatures within the SiC-sintering tempera-
ture level are obtained. The lowest-melting eutectic composition in the silicon-boron
system is 1360°C. This, together with the fact that the addition of more boron will lead
to worse sintering results - as a consequence of the distance from the lowest-melting
composition, also confirm the sintering mechanism assumed here.

The formation of a liquid phase, when boron is added to SiC, and its possible effect as a
vehicle for the sintering process may also be considered as the possible cause for the
exaggerated grain growth under certain conditions (9).

Since the quantity of the liquid phase present is very low, it may be assumed that both
sintering mechanisms take place and complement each other in the sense of good densifica-
tion. A dense SiC grain structure is obtained under conditions, where an Si-B-C melt can
serve as a vehicle for dissolution and precipitation of SiC, at the same time bringing
about a closed arrangement with a certain volume and grain boundary diffusion, in order
to initiate these processes, a favourable ratio of the grain boundary to the surface energv
is required as a driving force. The crystal modification of SiC or a P/Q-transformation
do not play a role, only grain fineness. The fact that originally only P-SiC was consider-
ed suitable for sintering is due to its inherent finer grain size. As soon as it was found
that i-SiC prepared as finely can also be sintered, it was used with advantage.

MICROSTRUCTURE

Already in the first reports on the suitability of P-SiC for sintering it was found (1, 10),
that under certain conditions exaggerated grain growth will occur during sintering of
R-SiC. Of considerable importance in this respect are temperature and sintering time, but
also impurities in SiC as well as the sintering atmosphere and the additives in so far as
they influence the originating of possible polytypes in the a-SiC during the phase trans-
formation of P- to i-SiC. Perhaps nucleation-controlled exaggerated grain growth occurs
mostly with the formation of the polytypes 6 H and 4 H (12, 19). When boron is added,
phase transformation is accelerated and besides 6 H additionally leads to 4 H. With the
simultaneous presence of nitrogen, the 6 H polytype is stabilized (9). This growth, for
which an explanation was unsuccessfully sought (19), takes place very rapidly, within
minutes, with pore inclusions being involved, which cannot be removed anymore, so that no
highly dense materials can be obtained. Also the inclusion of second phases (carbon, B4 C)
is possible in the process. The collision of the grains of exaggerc -d size even while
the densification process is going on leads to a rigid, not mobile - ructure, which cannot
be sintered and again has a densification-impeding effect. The low bulk densities are re-
sponsible for bad mechanical properties. However, with almost dense materials also. where
grains get coarser only after densification, mechanical properties will worsen substantially

With differences in bulk density in the green compact, the coarser crystals form in the
more porous parts, also with decisive influences on the mechanical properties, so that the
forming process too, has some influence.

Sintered silicon carbide has no, or only very unimportant, content of a glassy phase. This
is a result of the removing of oxygen, which is necessary for complete densifIcation.
Micrographs do not show the presence of any glassy phase. This is significant for the
mechanothermal properties compared to hot-pressed silicon carbide which may have an amount
of glassy phase (33,37).

The grain size of the carbon added must he within the suh-micron ranpe and be distributed
enuallv. When larger agglomerates form, thev remain unchanged during sinterinp, and pores
filled with carbon show in the structure.

I.
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The uncontrolled grain growth is also the reason for the fact that it was first believed
that highly dense and strong materials can only be obtained by means of P-SiC, when sin-
tering conditions are observed which do not lead to any phase transformations. With a-
SiC, negligent sintering shrinkage was recognized at that time, but the limitation of a
more extensive densification was attributed to the 6 H-polytype always present in (I-SiC,
or rather to the exaggerated grain growth in connection with it.

Figures 4 and 5 show etched micrographs of sintered P-silicon carbide, with an evenly
fine-grain structure after sintering under optimum conditions as well as with long-stretch-
ed plates and exaggerated grains, as they may appear with unfavourable conditions during
phase transformation. Easy to recognize here is the inclusion of pores, which obstructs
further densification.

Strong grain growth can be avoided by adding larger quantities of B4C (10-30%) during
sintering of B-SiC, and an evenly fine-grained structure is also obtained when the i- is
transformed into the a-phase. The transformed a-SiC shows the same morphology as IF-SiC
and cannot be distinguished from it.

Fine grained B4 C is also observed as a second phase, because, as is known, only a small
percentage cat, be dissolved in silicon carbide (58).

By the addition of a-SiC to P-SiC, exaggerated grain growth can also be better controlled
(57). Ic is assumed, that the evenly distributed fine-grained SiC in quantities ot 0.5 to
5% act as nuclei for a simultaneous and rapid transformation of f- into ,-SiC. The a-
crystals grow and collide very early, when they are still of small grain size, and then
stop growing. A uniform comparatively fine-grained structure will form, with more col-
umnar grains as compared to a faultless B-structure. As an advantage, a greater sinter-
ing range and better mechanical properties result.

Sintered a-SiC has a very uniform microstructure (2, 23; fig. 6). As a result of the
missing phase transformation and the danger of formation of large columnar i-crystals in
connection with it, a more extensive range with regard to sintering temperatures and
period is possible with only a more coarse, but still equiaxed and homogeneous micro-
structure resulting from higher sintering temperatures.

PROPERTIES

Although extensive property measurements on sintered silicon carbide have not been made
as yet, since it is still in the development stage, it is possible to give a comparatively
good characterization. In general, properties are very familar to those of hot-pressed
silicon carbide, as far as it is not influenced by too high a flux content. The data are
listed in Table I, arranged under sintered n-silicon carbide and sintered P-sillcon car-
bide. Listed separately is another sintered silicon carbide whose nature is not known,
but which is probably x-silicon carbide.

The theoretical density is normally not reached, but the highest value piven for -sili-
con carbide, which is 3.18 (99% of theoretical density) must he considered as quite an
excellent result.

Strength at room temperature does not appear to he sufficiently developed, as compared to
the strength of a hot-pressed material. Yet further developments in this field are likelv.
Worth mentioning is the constant or even increasing strength at a temperature of up to
1650*C (measured), which clearly distinguishes this material from the other non-oxide
ceramics.

The factors determining strength are defects such as inclusions or pores (23) as well as
surface flaws caused by preparation. Careful improvement of the surface made it possible
to obtain peak values of as much as 630 N/run2 (2). On specimens with as fired surfaces,
bending strength values of 500 N/rmn2 were measured, which are higher values than those
of machined specimens (20).

A common feature of all dense ceramics is that the grinding direction has a clearly vis-
able effect on strength. On qualities of low strength as compared to other data, the
following bending strengt values were determined: Unworked 340 N/nm" . specimens groun
lengthwise 290 (320) N/mm and specimens ground in transverse direction 250 (280) N/mm,
(38). The Weibull parameters were ranging between 8 and 10 in all cases.

By annealing components, ground only superficially and therefore showin, flaws, to 14(10
to 21001C in vacuum, the initially sharp-edged grinding traces are rounded, the effect of
grooves thus being reduced. As a result, an improvement of strength by 10 to 30/ could he
found (72).

The Weibul I parameters not exceeding 10 in most cases, which are found for hendin), st rent h,
can be explained bv a multi-modal strength distribution, which is a result of fractIut-c
statistics analyses (23). It is therefore useless to indicate the Wieboll nModIltts calcu-
lated from unselected data. Pores with an extensive size distribution are .a;sumed to I).
responsible for thiq fact. tove'her with inrlusions with a narrow i'e di,;trihution an
well as surface flaws.

Up to 1400'C, no influnnce 04 load rael on rractlire slress isaprarent f -roanin' that ut
to this temperatirr a n', slow .-rack '.rwt n ; mn!ilelv. The fir;f hint, for 4nw r-.P'
growth appear at 1,onr -1't A. a -ueqrpn, (,oI the c :-.li - ~*,,t ii-T Ti t i1. whit-
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changes in addition to load rate, it is rather not safe, to determine the crack growth
parameter (23).

The Young's modulus of sintered sili on sa e lstgfven as a function of densi i-
ordance with the relation E - 480xlOxe-. -? (39) and E = 491x10

3
xe-3"2I(1-/ 

E
L)

(20).Accordingly, silicon carbide of 100% density has a Young's modulus of 480 to 490x10
3

N/mm a value rather high as compared to the measurements taken on single crystals.

Poisson's ratio was calculated out of Young's modulus and shear modulus, which, ranging
between 0.14 and 0.16, is extremely low, when compared to other ceramics.

Coarse equiaxed chemical vapor deposited SiC grains and fibrous SiC is added in order to
increase toughness, but the suitability for sintering is reduced (40).

The small number of creep measurements (20, 41) taken as yet have already shown that even
at temperatures of 1500°C in oxidizing atmosphere, creep behavior is better than that of
any other non-oxide ceramic material.

Steady-state creep rate was measured to be 7x10
6
K

-1 
at a load of 180 N/mm

2
, with exponent

of 1.1 to 1.2.

Oxidation resistance of this material has also proved to be excellent. Sintered silicon
carbide here corresponds to QVD silicon carbide. After one week in air at 1600°C, weight
gain is only 0.2 to 0.7 mg/m (20).

Thus, good behaviour can be exppcted in a pending 3500 hour test at 1370°C (42), which
simulates the combuster discharge environment encountered by hot flow path components.

Because of the high thermal conductivity and relatively high strength, resistance to
thermal shock also proves to be most favourable in spite of the very high Young's modulus
and the fair thermal expansion. The strength drop as a result of quenching occurs at a

temperature of 400°C (43). 4
Doubtlessly, abrasive behaviour of sintered silicon carbide is excellent. Comparative
test results are not yet available.

Just like silicon carbide, sintered silicon carbide is chemically almost completely re-
sistant to numerous substances. Hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, sulphuric acid, phosphoric
acid and fluoric acid as well as mixtures of these acids (with the exception of nitric
acid/fluoric acid mixtures) in all concentrations and up to boiling temperatures practi-
cally do not affect the material.

SHAPING

Sintered silicon carbide is a ceramic material like all the others; therefore shaping,
which takes place before the firing process, requires the real technological development
work, as soon as the material itself has been developed.

Shaping means the manufacturing of components of more or less complex type, in low or very
high piece rates to as close a final shape as possible. This means that net shaping pro-
cesses (94) should be preferred. In the case of sintered silicon carbide, however, it
must be observed that the formed component suffers a linear shrinkage of > 157 during
firing. This has to be considered in forming. This high change of volume also allows
reaching a dimensional accuracy after firing not below 1%.

Shaping further means distributing the mass in the individual component so homogeneously
that no cracks, density inhomogenities or stress can appear which make the material worse
than possible for the material quality. This - and also the uniformity of all pieces - is
a main problem with any brittle ceramic.

In general, it may be stated that in spite of the relatively short development period in
which this material was available, progress has been excellent. Of course a great deal of
further work is necessary to make forming processes suitable for greater complexity, es-
pecially with regard to components with different wall thicknesses, as well as to insure
the reliability of series production.

It shows that principally all known conventional ceramic forming processes can be used
for sintered silicon carbide (fig. 7). By 1974 dry-pressed, slip-cast and extruded com-
ponents, at that time consisting of P-silicon-carbide, were presented (10); injection
molded turbine blades were presented as early as 1975 (20).

For the manufacturing of first specimens and also first components, axial and isostatic
dry-pressing is used. A small quantity of a pressing lubricant or plasticizer can be added
to the powder, so as to densify and strengthen the raw piece in a better way, so that it
can also be machined. Machining is possible, even after an initial firing process at 1600
to 18000C (20).

The next step towards a degree of series production is the step towards slip casting (10,
18, 20, 44-46, 55, 76). It is most advantageous especially within the scope of development
for engineering purposes, since at comparatively low tool costs a sufficient number of
components can be produced, so that to some extent application tests can also he made. Any
design modifications required are not very expensive, so that conditions for application
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tests are ideal.

To make the mold, a master model is needed whose dimensions in case of sintered silicon
carbide must be exceeded to a considerable degree because of the high shrinkage.

Naturally water is preferred as a dispersion agent, even if organic liquids may bring
certain advantages. Substantial know-how of slip-casting includes the deflocculents used,
to keep the silicon carbide solid content of the slip, which may even exceed 80%, as high
as possible.

The mold material mainly used is plaster of paris. Complicated components (fig.8) can be
made using composed molds. A further basic problem for the development of the casting
method is the construction of molds. The material must flow out evenly inside without
leaving remaining pores.

With complex parts any shrinkage of the mass in the mold must lead to destruction. There-
fore it has been necessary to develop a method which avoids shrinkage of the thickening
mass completely or almost completely (46).

Fig. 8 shows a stator vane, on the left hand side in green, on the right-hand side in
fired condition. Density reached in this case did not exceed 90%, porosity, however, con-
sisting almost completely of closed pores. Fig. 9 shows a burning chamber as a further
study, also before and after sintering.

A substantial problem of slip-casting is the keeping under control of the pores, especially
with more complex components. The pores are the result of bubbles which were caused during
preparation of the slip, or which can be introduced during casting. Because of their round
shape they are more harmless flaws, but still lead to a weakening of loaded parts of the
components.

For manufacturing a large number of similar components, the possibility of injection mold-
ing or also or transfer molding, should be considered (94). Injection molding has also
met with much attention in the early stage of development of sintered silicon carbide (20),
and has now reached a rather high standard (45, 47, 55, 70, 76).

Silicon carbide powder is mixed with thermoplastic resins with or without wax and heated
up in conventional plastic forming equipment, injected into a mold and cooled there and
set. For removing the organic substances, the component must be baked very carefully.

The intention here is also to keep the SiC content as high as possible and to exclude de-
formation during the baking process. A further problem is the development of stress in
the mold as a consenuence of the mass flow, which may cause layers and voids. To avoid
this, exact temperature control in the entire machine area encountered by the mass as well
as a design adapted to the component, e.g., optimum arrangement of the fan gates (47) are
of utmost significance.

Suitable plasticization also allows extrusion with sinterable silicon carbide (10, 20, 76),
but this is significant only for tube-shaped components.

APPLICATION

Sintered silicon carbide is still in the initial phase of realization for application. Be-
cause of its combination of favourable properties - especially strength, mechanical and
chemical wear resistance, thermal properties, resistance even to high temperitures -, it
is of course a candidate material for application under severe environments, where the
question of the material is decisive for the realization of the entire technical system.
In some cases, the low specific weight plays a role, which therefore may be the reason
for some interest.

Table II shows a survey of all basic types of second-phase-and self-bonded silicon carbide
materials, characterized by their density, SiC content and strength. Capability of sintered
silicon carbide can be realized clearly here.

As compared to reaction-sintered non-oxide ceramics, sintered silicon carbide offers the
advantage of being suitable for dense-sintering, without a second phase, as is usual with
reaction-sintered silicon nitride. The possibility of pressureless sintering to high den-
sities means, that now a material exists which formerly could only be manufactured by the
expensive hot-pressing method. The advantage is obvious, but must be paid for by high
firing shrinkage, which limits shape stability, i.e., tolerance limit must be set to +
17 at least.

As to properties, sintered silicon carbide is distinguished from the other non-oxide cer-
amics by its strength at temperatures beyond 1000oC. If moreover a material with high ther-
mal conductivity is needed, e.g., for heat exchangers, sintered silicon carbide is par-
ticularly preferrable.

It must be observed that care is needed during handlinp because the very hiph Young's
modulus of silicon carbide renders it tremendously sensitive to impacts. Edge splitting
occurs very frequently and of course ruins the component before it has been used. Silicon
nitride offers clear advantages here.
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Naturally gas turbine components are in the focus of interest at present (2, 3, 10, 44,
46). Reports are available on the first very promising results obtained with stator blades
(38, 48, 49). Other sectors discussed are those of the reciprocating piston type engine
(50), especially the rotor of the exhaust turbocharger, the sector for high temperature
testing (23) as well as the entire field of wear technology, e.g., supports for paper
industry, as well as bearings, sealing rings and nozzles.

CONCLUSION

The development of sintered silicon carbide may well be considered the most remarkable
achievement in the field of high-performance ceramics in the past few years. Although
only some years ago nobody believed it possible, scientists from the U.S.A. succeeded in
proving that there is a way to sinter this homopolar bonded material under certain con-
ditions. Thus, the foundations were laid for an intensive development work aimed at prod-
ucing this interesting material for practical applications.

This development is still proceeding: it deals with the material as well as with the
technological aspects.

Of course it is the intention to come as close as possible to theoretical density, in
order to fully utilize the favourable mechanical properties of silicon carbide in the
component. But it is generally known that sintering becomes more difficult, the closer
the theoretical density is approached.A theoretical density of 98-99% is quite certain,
and further improvement is possible with certainty, if starting grain mixture, doping and
thermal treatments are suitably selected.

Apart from the forming of complex components, which requires developments specific to the
component, the essential problem, from the technological point of view, is the realization
of a high density in the components, which is homogeneous in the piece and from piece to
piece. Much work is left to be done in this field, since this is the absolutely necessary
prerecluisite for any practical use.

The introduction of sintered silicon carbide as a gas turbine material - or, more generally
as a potent additional material under the engineering ceramics - means that a material has
become available whose properties are very similar to hot-pressed silicon carbide, the
production of which is much more expensive and its forming possibilities more limited,
yet which offers as many forming potentialities as e.g., oxide ceramics.

Its disadvantage is the high linear shrinkage involved which results in a lower dimensional
accuracy than can be obtained with components fabricated by a reaction-sintering process.

Furthermore, it should be emphasized that silicon carbide as compared to silicon nitride
is obviously more brittle, so that it may be less favoured when used for engineering
applications.

If these disadvantages can be overcome - and this can be expected to a certain degree -

there is at our disposal in sintered silicon carbide a prime candidate for use in gas
turbine, Diesel and Sterling engines, turbochargers, heat exchangers and other automotive
components, as well as for applications in the more traditional technical ceramic fields,
where its extraordinary strength, abrasion and corrosion resistance are needed and can
be utilized.
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SUMMRY

Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is being developed as a manufacturing process for intricately shaped fully
dense silicon nitride parts e g integrated turbine wheels. The process promises to combine the most

attractive featuies of both the reaction bonding (the easy shaping possibilities and good creep strength)
and the hot pressing processes (the high strength and low specific surface area). An encapsulation system
compatible with silicon nitride under the HIP conditions has been developed. Hubs with protruding blades

and airfoils with trailing edges as thin as 0.3 mm have been made. It is considered feasible to develop the
process to high production and to attractive processing costs.

INTRODUCTION

Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is a pressure assisted sintering process. It could be considered as a combina-
tion of two older concepts in powder technology, uniaxial hot pressing and cold isostatic pressing. The

former is a well known method to make high density and strong silicon nitride material and the latter is

often used for making shaped preforms of silicon powder for subsequent nitriding to reaction bonded silicon
nitride parts.

ASEA has applied HIP to silicon nitride powder anO a new process principle gives accurately shaped products

of virtually pore free material. The process is adaptable for mechanized high volume production.

HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING

In hot isostatic pressing a gas at a pressure of typically 100-300 MPa, acts via a gas impermeable membrane
on a mass of powder during its sintering. As the pressure acts three-dimensionally die friction problems

in conventional hot pressing are eliminated as well as directionality in the properties of the pressed
product. The powder mass is hermetically enclosed throughout he pressing process and atmospheric contamina-

tion, as well as loss of volatile components of the powder mass, is avoided. The only limitation of shape
is in principle that all surfaces must be accessible to the high pressure gas. The size of the parts to be
made are limited only by the size of the high pressure equipment. Typically up to an order of magnitude

higher pressure, than typical for uniaxial hot pressing in graphite tools, can readily be used in HIP. The

equipment used, a so called hot isostatic press, has a pressure vessel which is kept at low temperature
at all times. The temperature of the work zone is controlled by an electrically heated furnace with tempera-

ture control placed inside the pressure vessel. The furnace thus operates in the high pressure medium
usually argon gas and the insulation is of a special design to control the very strong tendency to self

convection in this gas, due to its very high density but low viscosity under operating conditions.

HIP equipments are since the beginning of this decade being used industrially on a larger scale for e g
cemented carbide products, high speed tool steels and super alloys. Figure 1 shows the interior of a
large bottom loaded hot isostatic press for manufacture of gas turbine parts of super alloys. Internal dia-

meter for the work piece is 1.2 m, the height 1.5 m, max pressure 140 MPa and max temperature 1260
0
C. Pre-

heating furnaces of bell type are in this case used for preheating of the charge which is then transferred

to the hot isostatic press, resting on the furnace bottcm insulation.

A large number of parts can be pressed simultaneously as figure 2 demonstrates. In this case cemented
carbide parts are lowered into a top loaded hot isostatic press with 14000C temperature capability.

V AS&A PRXCESS P R PRECISTON PARTS,

The ASFA process differs from what is common in other techniques for hot isostatic pressing of shaped parts.
Trgually a shaped container of metal or glass is filled with powder. The internal shape of thre cntainer is
initially dlirecting the -hape of the pressed body. Distorsion of the shape is however a pr,1Iem because the

container wall, which is of dense material from the beginning, must be plastically deformed in such a way

that its surfaie decreases and its thickness increases. The resistance of the contain r wall ti this defor-



mation results in distorsion such that the total surface of the part pressed from powder will be larger
than if no distorsion took place.

Pig. 2. Number of cemented carbide parts

on a charging fixture being
lowered into a top loaded hot
isoetatic press.

Fig. 1. Interiour of large bottom loaded hot
isostatic press with hot charging and

decharging capability.

In the new process, particularly developed for silicon nitride, the shape and precision of the finished
part is determined by a green body of silicon nitride powder, not by a container, figure 3. Such a shaped
green body is surrounded by an envelope of glass which is evacuated and sealed before pre3sure is applied.
As this envelope has no shaping function, it can be made very resilient.

POWDER MING AND MILLING

CONSLIDAIONAND FORMING OF GRE:N 13001Y

F CAPSULATION ANT) PFVAC!TATI SN

DECAPSIIAI~

Fig. 3.The generic A*hA pr,,cess f r
shaped silic-n nitride parts.

ne vay of utilizing this principle is enclosing a r>24 isIs tat ick y pr,.sa-1 and u. 'rw ,~ ,Ity f S. T
nitride p,'wder in an ampoule -,f hiph silica plass (1). The Anp-ulo In hoatn2 t R t; 1 fro sinle lp rc
applying the pr'-ssure. it then f14Is ,ver and r!,nf,,rs t, the shape f tfe o-rper. wler I ly. f)~e4.
After HIP pr')ceshing at predetermined tenperature and pressmure the prt. ;P , :" -1 w aLI! lhc Plans wi'.-t
is not removed durinog the pr-ocess is taken off by sand blasting. Ac-irnteily nihapp parin w.l14. i' a sirfw'
finish can be made with this simple technique but the pnress in nt renly Fujte' 1' r r'asp ;r t It
purposes.
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Fig. 4. Realization of the ASEA process Fig. 5.Principle of improved realization of the

using a glass ampoule for encapsu- ASKA process.

lation. Machined green body, encap-

sulated green body, final dense

HIP silicon nitride (left to right).

That is however a further development and figure 5 shows the principle for this improved HIP process for

accurately shaped and dense silicon nitride. The forming in the green state can be made by any appropriate

method and the technique will be depending on the requirements of the product and in what quantities it

will be made. The accuracy of the shape of the green body as well as th- reproduceability of the density

distribution through the body will be important for the precision of the finished part. The requirements .f
mechanical strength of the green body are modest and determined by what is needed for transfer of the

products. A glass particle envelope is applied and the part then passes through a hot evacuation step which

is carried out through the still porous and permeable glass envelope. After this the temperature is raised

further to seal the glass envelope. Gas pressure and temperature are then increased to the selected pressure

and temperature. After a hold time needed for full densification the pressure and temperature are decreaned.

A special processing during the cooling down helps removing the glass envelope but sand blasting is used

fr the final cleaning of the products.

Figur 6 shows as-HiPed and cleaned hubs with
blades and an airfoil.

The surface finish of the produced parts is

dependent on powder grain size and green

firming methods but a surface finish of
Ra I Pm is readily obtained. The tolerances

of the finished product are highly dependent

)n the reproduceability of the green forming
method. With cold isostatic pressing and

machining a reproduceability of better than

.1 mm in IX) mm diameter has been obtained.
it should be pointed out that it is not a

requirement for good shape precision that

the green body density must be exactly the
same throughout the green body. The require-

ment is rather that it should be the same

from part to part. rxperlence from injection

m,-ldin" indicates that adequate precisI n Fig'. . ,ense as-d!:ted and !leanei silicor nitride parts

might be btained for mrost purposes ale, made by tie pr-cess shwn in fig. 1. fT the

with this technique, hubs wit. lelad-s is . V,4 and m r .
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The glass particle technique allows for sharp edges and corners
to be made and small air foils with trailing edges as thin as
.3 mm has not presented any problems. Figure 7 shows a hub
with airfoils in as-HIPed and cleaned condition. The mechanical
properties of the surface of the as-HIPed material appears to
be at least comparable to the bulk material. The ptrength when
in transverse bending tests with the tensile stress in the
HIPed surface in many cases gives a higher strength level than
obtained with normally diamond cut and ground test bars.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The material properties of as-HIPed products are of course

highly dependent on the properties of the starting material.
In parallel tests on the same powder preparation the same
strength was obtained with HIP as the strength in the strong

direction of uniaxially hot pressed material. HIP however Fig. 7. As-HIPed and cleaned hub with
airfoils (0 112 mm).

produces material with fully isotropic mechanical properties.
With good starting powders high values of the Weibull modulus,
m, are obtained and this has a large effect on the design stress allowable.

The pressure level which is used, roughly one order of magnitude higher than in uniaxial hot pressing, as
well as the three-dimensional way of application of pressure which minimizes internal friction, makes it

possible to keep the quantity f additives to a minimum. As is reported in studies on very pure silicon

nitride (2) the intrinsic properties of silicon nitride are regarding high temperature strength and creep

as well as oxidation resistance very much higher than is common for to-days hot pressed material. The HIIP
process facilitates the development towards materials with low content of foreign material.

PR',CESSING COSTS

The process is adaptable for large scale production. After the green forming process, e g iniection moldirng,

and placing the objects on a support structure, a line production with a minimum of manual handlintr can be

utilized. Production cost estimates indicate that an acceptable level can be achieved for parts lie rit,-
grated turbine wheels with blades for passenger car gas turbines.

CONCLTJDTI G RFI"uRKS

The ASRA hot isostatic pressing process for silicon nitride has now been developed to a level where nod
green powder bodies of complicated shape in a reproduceable manner can be processed to dense, accurately
shaped parts. The process offers good possibilities for an improvement of material properties by reduction

of the amount of foreign elements. It is judged feasible to develop the process to high production and to

attractive processing costs.
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SUP M&RY

The prediction of failure of a ceramic component can be made
using non-destructive methods for detecting and characterizing
the fracture critical defects. The accept, reject decision based
on the non-destructive measurement requires a probablistic analy-
sis of both the measurement and fracture processes. The funda-
mental probablistic approach and several specific NDE methods are
described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Several unique properties of ceramics are presently being exploited in structural appli-
cations. Specifically, their good high temperature strength and oxidation (corrosion)
resistance has engendered considerable interest in ceramic energy conversion systems (tur-
bines, heat exchangers), while their high hardness renders them uniquely applicable to
bearings, valves, etc. One of the primary problems associated with the structural appli-
cation of such brittle materials is their wide fracture strength variability. In conse-
quence, effective failure prediction techniques are a prerequisite to the reliable use of
ceramics in structural applications.

The prediction of failure in structural ceramics can, in principle, be achieved using
a number of independent techniques. The most extensively developed are the direct defect
detection techniques (x-radioftiphy, penetrants, and ultrasonics) and the flaw strength
characterization techniques (overload proof testing and statistical analysis). Many other
methods are available as possible (but less likely) failure prediction candidates; some of
these are based on quite independent physical phenomena, e.g., acoustic emission, exo-
electron emission, while others are alternate methods of visualizing similar physical
physical effects, e.g., acoustic holography. All of the available techniques have limita-
tions when applied to ceramic systems, and one method is unlikely to merge as the universal
failure prediction approach. The pertinent method will probably depend on the component
geometry, the in-service stress state, and the material microstructure. Also, several
independent techniques may be required to assure the structural integrity of a given com-
ponent, without the excessive rejection of satisfactory parts.

In this review, an approach for nondestructive failure prediction in ceramic systems is
developed, to provide a basis for assessing the capabilities of the potential failure pre-
diction approaches. Then, the merits and limitations of the principal available techniques
for failure prediction are reviewed.

ACCEPT/REJECT CRITERIA

The fracture of ceramics generally occurs by the direct extension of small
cracks in the vicinity of pre-existing defects; these defects include large pores, inclu-
sions and large grains (frequently as sites for machining flaws). The fracture condition
is not, in general, related uniquely to the defect dimensions. A probability of fracture
*(oS/a,b,c) must, therefore, be assigned to a defect of given size (with three principal
dimensions, a,b,c) for a specific level of applied stress c- in the volume element contain-
ing the defect.

The nondestructive capability for determining the dimensions of a defect depends on the
inspection method; invariably, an error is associated with the estimate of these dimensions.
The magnitude of the error and its specific form are sensitively dependent on the method of
inspection. In general, there will be a specific probability, e.g., 4(aes/a), for each
technique that the estimated defect dimensions (aes, bes, ces) will be in a certain size
range, given the actual defect dimensions (a,b,c).

We have thus far identified two probabilities: one concerning the fracture probability
for a defect of given dimensions, the other concerning the nondestructive estimate of the
defect dimensions. However, a third probability is also needed to complete the reliability
analysis; namely, the probability that a defect in a given size range will exist in the
volume of the component being inspected, $(a). This probability is estimated by metallo-
graphic studies on samples taken from each batch of material.

The product of these three probabilities can be integrated to various inspection levels,
aes, to obtain two interrelated probabilities: the false-accept probability 4A and the
false-reject probability *R (Fig. la):
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A aes r [asaa ][ d]

0 A f 1 (o Z/ a )d a aoa d e ] 1 ( ~ a

f f f f 1 [(oZ/a)da 1 0] [(aes /ada es] [(ada]

where CA is the level of the applied tension in the volume element containing the defect.
The inspection level aes refers to the defect dimension(s), as estimated by the inspection
technique, that is selected for the rejection or acceptance of the component, e.g., all com-
ponents with an estimated maximum dimension les than ae* are accepted and all components
with an estimated dimension greater than a.* are rejected The false-accept probability
OA is thus the probability that components that have been accepted, in accord with the
specified inspection level, will contain defects more severe than indicated by the estimate,
and will actually fail in service, i.e., related to the failure probability this
probability decreases, of course, as the inspection level decreases (Fig. la). The false-
reject probability OR is the (related) probability that rejected components would, in fact,
have performed satisfactorily in service, because the defect severity has been overestimated
by the selected inspection level. This probability increases as 4:s decreases (Fig. la).
However, it is crucial to recognize that these probabilities are interrelated, i.e., they
merely represent different ranges of integration of the same combination of probability
functions (Eq. 1). This interdependence is exemplified in Fig. lb, which is a typical plot
relating the false-accept and false-reject probabilities - once one of these probabilities
has been selected, the other probability as well as the associated inspection level are
necessarily defined. It is now apparent from Fig. lb that the inspection technique, or com-
bination of techniques, that would be preferred is that which yields a curve as close as 4
possible to the probability axes. For example, in Fig. lb, technique B is preferred over
technique A, because the rejection of satisfactory components required to satisfy the fail-
ure probability requirements is much lower. Such curves thus represent a quantitative
method for characterizing the failure prediction capabilities of various inspection tech-
niques, for a given material and service condition. However, the generation of these curves
represents a major experimental effort, and the information presently available is limited.
The present status and imminent developments are examined in subsequent sections. It is
hoped that all future studies will be directed toward the development of false-accept,
false-reject curves, to enable a quantitative framework for failure prediction in structural
ceramics to be constructed.

FAILURE MODELS

The fracture process in a ceramic depends specifically on the material and the defect
responsible for fracture. In most materials, surface cracks introduced by machining are a
consistent source of failure. This failure mechanism is particularly prevalent in dense,
coarse grained materials. Inclusions introduced during fabrication are another prominent
origin of failure, particularly in dense, fine grained materials (for which failure from
surface cracks is less dominant). Individual large pores, or a concentrated array of fine
pores, are another frequently observed source of failure, particularly in sintered materials.
Finally, surface cracks introduced by post fabrication, environmental interaction phenomena
can be important, i.e., cracks introduced by projectile impact, contact stresses, etc., or
cracks formed by oxidation.

Probablistic information concerning these failure processes is limited. The most ex-
tensive information is available for hot pressed siliccn nitride. This material is thus
used as an example of the probablistic treatment of failure. However, it is re-emphasized
that the failure model can be highly specific, both to the host material and the defect
type. Therefore, the models described should only be extended to other materials/defects
with considerable caution.

Surface Cracks

The surface crack has been the subject of extensive recent analysis. In consequence,
the stress intensity factor distribution is now relatively well comprehended for semi-
circular cracks normal to the surface (Fig. 2) and reasonably well-characterized for normal
semi-elliptical cracks. The equivalent solutions for cracks at other inclinations to the
surface are not known in detail; although reasonable estimates can be based on results for
contained elliptical cracks.

One possible model of fracture from surface cracks considers that fracture occurs
when the peak value of the stress intensity factor reaches the local toughness of the
material, s ca yielding;
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of = Z(a/c,e)K ca (2)

where of is the fracture stress measured in the absence of slow crack growth, a and c are
the two principal dimensions of the crack, e is its inclination to the surface, and Z is the
analytically determined stress intensity function. For this model, the variability in the
fracture stress is attributed exclusively to variations in the local toughness: distribu-
tions in of (t(ofa,c,O)) pertinent to such variability are likely to be Gausgian.-. However, .
sub-critical extension of the crack in a region of high local stress intensity factor (Fig.
2) may precede final fracture. Then, there may be systematic trends in the fracture
stress with a/c and e. Probability functions that neglect these possible trends will exhi-
bit a wider and less characteristic distribution than those that take these effects into
account. The details of the fracture model thus constitutes an important part of the reli-
ability analysis.

Specific probability functions for surface cracks have not yet been obtained, largely
because of the difficulty in distinguishing the profile of the fracture initiating crack on
the fracture surface. A viable solution to this difficulty has not yet been identified.
Some useful information can be obtained by introducing well-defined cracks using the Knoop
indentation technique (Fig. 3). However, this method samples only the variability in the
fracture toughness. Much additional work is needed in this area.

Voids

Fracture from isolated voids in ceramics has been analyzed using several models. The
model which accounts most effectively for the observed trends with void size is a statisti-
cal model, which considers that fracture occurs by the activation of a distribution of flaws
that pre-exist in the vicinity of the void (Fig. 1). The most likely fracture initiating
flaws are microcracks associated with grain boundary cusps on the void surface (small in-
clusions near the void are an alternate possibility). Analyses of both surface and volume
distributed flaws have been conducted by considering a flaw strength distribution of the
type

g(S) - A(S/S0 )k (3)

where g(s)dS is the number of flaws in the unit area (volume) with a strength (i.e., exten-
sion stress in uniaxial tension) between S and S+dS, and X, S and k are distribution para-
meters to be determined from the test data. ror the surface law problem, the analysis
encompasses all possible flaw sizes, and yields the general result that the probability of
fracture *(0C) at an applied stress oa is given by;

, l-exp [r2 ( Dk(a) exp (0.52k - 0.14) (4)

where r is the void radius, a - (l/r) (Kc/S )2 and D() is the function plotted in Fig. 4.
For the volume flaw problem, the analysis hs only been conducted for flaws very much smal-
ler than the void radius, and is thus restricted in utility. Additional work is needed to
extend the analysis into the large flaw regime.

A considerable quantity of fracture data are required to determine the detailed appli-
cability of the surface model vis-a-vis the volume model for a particular material. Suffi-
cient data for this purpose are not presently available. However, the general pertinence
of a statistically based model seems to be substantiated by the available data, particularly
by the size dependence of the fracture stress at constant probability: other models predict
either no size dependence (stress concentration model) or on inverse square root size de-
pendence (crack equivalence models). Values of the distribution parameters can be obtained
from the data.

Inclusions

The pertinent inclusion fracture model depends on the specific inclusion. Three types
of inclusions in silicon nitride are considered, to illustrate the range of possibilities:
silicon, tungsten carbide, and iron silicide. The trends with inclusion size obtained for
these inclusions are depicted in Fig. 5. The silicon inclusion has a strong influence on
the strength; whereas the effect of the tungsten carbide inclusion is minimal. The need to
nondestructively identify the defect type is thus dramatically demonstrated.

Post-fracture inspection of the silicon inclusions indicates that they are dense, i.e.,
contain little porosity, and exhibit transgranular fracture. These observations, coupled
with the low toughenss of silicon (0.6 MPa f/m), suggest that the silicon inclusions fracture
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sub-critically, i.e., without propagating into the much tougher (5 MPavfim) silicon nitride
matrix. This expectation is verified by acoustic emission studies on stressed samples con-
taining silicon inclusions. Hence, since the elastic properties of silicon are similar to
those of silicon nitride, a plausible model of ultimate fracture considers the inclusions
as cracks of equivalent dimensions (Fig. 6). Then, the fracture stress is governed by an
equation similar to Eq.(2) that contains the appropriate Z(a/c) for an internal crack. A
comparison of measured strengths with strengths predicted by the crack equivalence model for
an assumed toughness Kc of 5 Mpa /-m is presented in Fig. 6. The variability in the measured
fracture stress might be attributed either to a toughness variability or to a combined
toughness, sub-critical extension effect. The data are not comprehensive enough to unequiv-
ocally separate these possibilities, but it is noted that the ratio of the measured to the
predicted strength exhibits a close conformance to a normal distribution. This type of dis-
tribution would be anticipated for the toughness when, as in the present case, the crack
front samples a large number of silicon nitride grains. The center of this distribution at
0.8 indicates either that the average local toughness is less then the assumed value (4 com-
pared with 5 MPa li), or that the crack dimensions at criticality are consistently larger
than the inclusion dimensions, because of sub-critical extension phenomena. Finally, note
that the important inclusion dimensions are the two dimensions (a,c) normal to the applied
tension.

Inspection of the fractured iron silicide inclusions indicates extensive porosity and
an irregular fracture surface. A different fracture mechanism might thus pertain. This is
verified when the above fracture model is applied to test data; the measured strengths
greatly exceed the predicted values and exhibit a diminished dependence on the inclusion
size. An alternative model suggested by the fracture morphology is that fracture initiates
from the pores within the inclusions, i.e., the inclusion is treated as a porous body sub-
jected to the stress field imposed threugh the silicon nitride matrix. This stress field
is the result of thermal expansion mismatch and the applied stress. For ellipsoidal in-
clusions, both of these stresses are hydrostatic (equal in all three directions), and the
analysis of fracture then becomes a simple statistical problem. Analyzing the porous in-
clusion using statistical flaw distributions, in the manner described above for fracture
from voids, the probability of fracture becomes

t- 1-exp ] (5)

where V is the volume of the inclusion, o is the thermal mismatch stress and is the ratio
of the applied stress to the stress in the inclusion. Test data anlayzed according to this
model are plotted in Fig. 7. Reasonable values of the parameters are obtained, indicating
that the model has merit. Note, therefore, that the inclusion parameter of interest in
this instance is its total volume, V.

The minor effect of tungsten carbide inclusions on the strength derives from both
their high toughness and large elastic modulus. The high toughness prevents premature in-
clusion fracture, while the large modulus confines the zone of tension in the matrix to a
small region around the poles of the inclusion. In consequence, the statistical analysis
of fracture from this small zone of tension indicates low fracture probabilities at appre-
ciable levels of the applied stress. In qualitative confirmation of these expectations,
the fracture of samples containing tungsten carbide inclusions ususally occurs from small
matrix voids in the vicinity of the poles. There are not yet sufficient fracture data to
identify the distribution parameters pertinent to this fracture process; but, tentatively,
the fracture probability for these inclusions can be equated to zero, for the stress levels
of practical interest, 1300 MPa (Fig. 5).

DEFECT SIZE ESTIMATION

It is apparent from the fracture models that greatly reduced false-reject probabili-
ties will result if the defect type, as well as its pertinent dimension(s), can be eluci-
dated by the inspection method. This requirement is a vital consideration in the comparison
of the various methods of defect determination. This particular problem is not a concern
for the indirect failure prediction method, which estimates the defect 'strength'; but other
problems are introduced. The indirect methods are thus considered first, followed by a dis-
cussion of the direct defect detection methods.

INDIRECT METHODS

Statistical Analysis

The statistical prediction of failure relies on an ability to directly characterize
the flaw strength distribution function. The strength distribution function aCS)dS is
defined as the number of flaws per unit volume (or unit area for surface flaws) with a
strength between S and S+dS. For non-interacting flaws, this function is related to the
fracture probability O(S) by

i
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0(S) - I -exp [- f dV g (S)dS (6)
s

0

where Vo is the sample volume. Recently, a method for obtaining g(S) from fracture data
has been devised. A typical example, which applies to tensile tests is

g(S) C'/wr 2 1 (7)

where r is the specimen radius, £ is the gauge length, and = -In(l-'(S)). Once g(S) has
been obtained in this way, within the stress range that exists in the test component, Eq.(6)
can be evaluated numerically for any specimen geometry and stress distribution. The con-
straint that the test data pertinent to low failure probabilities be obtained in the stress
range of concern (because extrapolation to low stresses cannot be performed with appreciable
confidence) means, for most applications, that extensive tensile data on relatively large
samples are required. (By contrast, the low failure probabilities for the direct methods
relate primarily to the probability, 4(a)da (see Eq.l), which can be determined metallo-
graphically.)

The method in its present form has an additional weakness - notably, the requirement
that the flaw population be invariant from component to component. Such an invariance is
quite unlikely for typical ceramic fabrication processes and hence, high confidence in the
predicted fracture probability cannot be achieved. Some independent method for identifying
variations in the flaw population is thus required before statistical methods can be realis-
tically applied. Such a possibility has recently been proposed, based on the ultrasonic
attenuation a of the component.

Ultrasonic attenuation affords a measure of the large extreme of the microstructure,
or of the surface crack population;

a(f) - n f (r,f)g(r)dr (a)

0

where f is the frequency, n is the cross section of the scatterer, and g(r)dr is the number
of large grains (pores, inclusions, surface cracks) per unit volume (area) in the size
range r to r+dr. Hence for materials in which fracture is determined by the large extreme
of the microstructure (e.g., lsrge pores in reaction bonded silicon nitride and large
grains in relatively coarse grained materials), or by surface cracks, g(r)dr is related to
the flaw strength distribution g(S)dS through the usual relation

K
S c (9)

y '

where Y is a parameter that depends on the flaw shape. Hence, an attenuation measurement
could define g(S)dS and thereby the fracture probability O(S). Variation in the flaw popu-
lation from component might thus be directly incorporated into the failure prediction. This
intriguing possibility is presently being explored.

Overload Proof Testing

The theory of proof testing has been established for several years, but the pertinent
experimental evaluation is only now in progress. The present status is as follows. The
utility of overload proof testing to eliminate those components that would normally fail
during service has been established theoretically and experimentally for proof tests con-
ducted in an ambience that excludes significant slow crack growth during the test. For such
conditions the minimum time to failure, tmin' is

ti 2 K~~-- (c) /K o) [R n-2-] (10)

where R is the proof ratio and n, v0 and K are slow crack growth parameters (v = vo(K/ko)n).
There is also a well-defined variance of ?he failure time that depends on the variances in
the slow crack growth parameters and the proof ratio. This mirimum failure time is realized
whenever the stress in each element of the component during the proof test excteds the
service stress (in the equivalent element) by an amount greater than R: provided that ex-
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traneous interface stresses are not developed during unloading and that additional defects
are not produced (e.g., by projectile impact and oxidation) during service.

When it is not possible to exclude slow crack growth during the proof test, theory indi-
cates that a minimum unloading time is needed to assure a finite survival time after proof
testing. However, even if this minimum is impractical, the theory predicts that the failure
probability after proof testing can be many orders of magnitude less than the failure pro-
bability without proof testing. This latter effect has been observed, but the failure pro-
bability is often larger than the predicted value. This disparity is probably associated
with the presence of crack growth instabilities that occur during unloading at stress in-
.tensities close to the critical value.

Another restriction of proof testing concerns the practicality of reproducing the in-
service stress distribution in the proof test. Except for simple geometries or service
environments, a substantial fraction of volume elements in the proof test will experience
stress ratios that differ from the ideal value specified by Eq. (10). Those elements for
which R is smaller than ideal introduce a false-accept probability, and those for which R
is greater than ideal introduces a false-reject probability. Hence, each proof test can be
expressed as a false-accept, false-reject curve for comparison with the curves derived for
the direct methods. This quantification of proof tests has not yet been implemented, but
it is urged that this method of gauging the relative efficacy of a particular proof test
design, vis-a-vis the direct nondestructive methods, be adopted as a future requirement.

Direct Methods

A wide range of methods for direct defect detection has been devised (Table I). How-
ever, only the ultrasonic and x-ray methods have been sufficiently developed that some of
the important issues concerning defect distinction and size characterization can be ade- K
quately discussed. The detailed discussion is restricted to these two methods, but this ,.
should not be construed to indicate that the other methods, as they develop, will not ulti-
mately play an important role in the overall failure prediction scheme. For example, the
ability of microwave methods to detect silicon inclusions might be of great significance
in failure prediction in silicon nitride; also, improved penetrant techniques (e.g., dye
enhanced x-ray methods) may perhaps find an important niche in surface crack characteriza-
tion schemes.

X-Radiography

X-radiography is a well-developed technique, and the principles involved in the genera-
tion of images from defects are largely understood. A brief statement of these principles
allows judgments to be made about the role of X-radiography in ceramic failure prediction.
The two image variables are the resolution and the image contrast. The resolution X is
related to the focal spot diameter f, and the distances dl, between the focal point and the
defect and d2 , between the defect and film by

X I f ((11)

Conventional x-ray equipment utilizes focal sopt tubes 3 500um in diameter ar-' hence, for
typical dispositions of the source, component and film (as realized for nonsimple component
geometries) the maximum resolution (>100wm) is inadequate for most structural ceramic ap-
plications. However, refined x-ray systems are capable of achieving much smaller focal
spot sizes; in fact, the Cosslett-Nixon type projection instrument (which utilizes electron
focussing tubes) is capable of producing spot sizes as small as -lum. Hence, resolution
is not a limitation per se to the application of X-radiography to structural ceramics.

The image contrast represents a more serious limitation. The contrast, 6I, on the
film is given by

AI - 0.864u ay D/O (12)

.here ti is the difference in linear absorption coefficient between the defect and the
matrix, 2a -a the defect thickness (in the direction of the beam), YD is the x-ray "gamma"
!te film and B is a numerical build-up factor. The linear absorption coefficient is
,..mrily determined by the atomic number and density of the material and varies with the

- ., y f the incident x-ray photons. The atomic number/density relation for the elements
- . ,soy similar atomic numbers can exhibit large x-ray absorption differences and vice

.. "er-In types of defects will thus be capable of generating significant image con-
. i ;.ven matrix material; these defect types can often be predicted from available

-at los The absorption differential, Au, for a given defect increases quite
. -ray photo energy decreases and hence, to maximize detectability, the mini-

% qprt with a practicable exposure time should be selected. The build-up



factor, 8, increases as the sample thickness increases and thus, the component thickness is
a variable effecting defect detectability. Finally, since AI is directly proportional to
the defect thickness a, there will exist a lower limit to the defect size that yields
detectable image contrast.

The quantities yp and 8 cannot be effectively predetermined; hence, empirical guidelines
on defect detectability must firstly be obtained for typical defect/matrix systems, and then
approximate scaling effects can be predicted using Eqn. (12). Preliminary studies on inclu-
sions in silicon nitride indicate that inclusions containing high atomic number elements
(e.g., W, Fe) are readily detected using microfocus systems, at the smallest sizes of
interest (-25um). The detectability of inclusions with comparable atomic numbers to the
matrix, such as Si and SiC, voids and cracks is less satisfactory; although, the detection
limits that can be achieved with image enhancement capabilities has yet to be ascertained.
Similarly, the ability to distinguish different defect types has yet to be evaluated. Some
information is clearly available in the contrast AI (Eq. 12), but the extent to which this
provides a satisfactory classification remains to be determined. Another difficulty that
must be surmounted concerns the ability to obtain the defect dimension normal to the sur-
face. This dimension influences the contrast (Eq. 12), but it is not likely to be separable
from the effect of the defect type. Tomographic techniques are a more plausible probebil-
ity; but again, their efficacy in components of complex shape has yet to be determined.

The nature of the probability function t(aesia) pertinent to the x-ray method deserves
brief mention. Since the method creates an image of the defect, the error is concerned
both with the measurement of the dimensions from the image, and the ability to obtain a
three-dimensional image. The former represents a random error, and is probably Gaussian;
while the latter is a systematic error related to the component gpometry and its effect on
accessability of the x-ray beam to the defect. The magnitudes of thete errors are presently
being evaluated.

Finally, it is instructive to cursorily explore the utility of the x-ray method for
failure prediction in hot pressed silicon nitride. If Si inclusions 800um cannot be dis-
cerned, (as the available information suggests) then, since Si inclusions SlS0um in diameter
are potential critical defects (Fig. 5), it may be concluded that the x-ray method is inca-
pable of estimating the dimensions of certain types of critical defects. The false-accept
(or failure) probability for the x-ray method is thus identical to the probability of occur-
rence of Si inclusions, in the size range -150 to 800 pm. The method has not, therefore,
effected a substantial reduction in the false-accept probability, vis-a-vis its value with-
out inspection. This result suggests that future x-ray development pertinent to silicon
nitride should be devoted to enhancing the detectability of inclusions of this type.

Ultrasonics

The advances in ultrasonic defect characterization have been appreciable in recent
years. It is now apparent that all of the bulk defects and most of the surface defects of
concern in ceramics can be detected with the appropriate ultrasonic technique. However,
much additional study is needed to determine how well the pertinent defect dimensions and
the defect type can be characterized. The requisite defect detectability has been achieved
by noting that the amplitude of the ultrasonic wave scattered by the defect increases
repidly as the wavelength x decreases, to -2ra/X. Detectability is thus inhanced by
selecting frequencies (up to 200 MHz) in excess of those conventionally used for defect
detection (up to -20 MHz). It also appears that the acoustic impedan-' mismatch between
the defect and the matrix is sufficient for most defects of interest (e -ecially when the
defect contains porosity which reduces its effective impedence) to ptrmi -se required
detectability.

The background scattering (which often imposes a lower limit on dc ,. obility)
is not a concern for bulk defects of critical size (-25Sm) in fine-qra.,, ral
ceramics (hot pressed Si3N4 , hot pressed and sintered SiC); because the urai prino
is minimal up to 400 MHz. The background is a concern, however, for surface detoct-
ability. The background in this case is associated with the scattering from ar'ay! I
face cracks introduced by surface grinding. Typical detectability limits are indicated ir
Fig. 8. On polished surfaces, the smallest cracks that can be introduced (60.m diametpr
are easily detected (Fig. 8a); for surfaces ground with 30ijm diamond particles, the
smallest cracks that can be detected are -80Wm in diameter; while, for rough Qround sur-
faces, cracks smaller than -120wm cannot be detected.

The specific ultrasonic methods for bulk and surface defects are different, but the
principles are the same. Bulk defects are characterized using longitudinal and/or shear
waves propagated directly into the component; preferably using a transducer array that per-
mits rapid electronic scanning of components, through a ceramic buffer contoured to match
the component. Alternatively, a traversable transducer focused through a liquid metal
medium may be employed. Surface cracks are characterized using surface waves, which can
be excited on the component using ceramic waveguides and a fluid or polymeric couplant.
Additional studies are needed, however, to design optimum transducer configurations.

The ultimate approach for ultrasonic defect characterization in ceramics remains to be
developed. However, present knowledge suggests the following sequence. Follewing an
initial rapid scan to determine the location of defects, the defect type will be identified
fror the characteristics of the scattered signal at high frequencies (100-400 MHz). The
signal in the time domain has very characteristic features, as indicated by comparing the



void signal (Fig. 9a) with the signal from a WC inclusion (Fig. 9b). Additionally, the
frequency domain (obtained using a fast Fourier transform) contains information characteris-
tic of the defect type. Note, however, that the pertinent information can only be obtained
experimentally if the transducer response is subtracted, e.g., using an inverse filter.
Finally, the frequency dependence of the scattered amplitude in the long wavelength limit
(5l10a), i.e.. at between approximately 5 and 50 MHz, can be used to provide a unique mea-
sure of the volume of the defect (Fig. 10). The scattering model used to obtain this infor-
mation has been well-substantiated experimentally, at least for defects of regular shape,
(viz. generalized ellipsoids, surface cracks). The model indicates that the scattered
amplitude A at low frequencies is given by;

A - Vn
2 

w2 (13) 4

where w is the frequency, and n is a parameter that depends on the defect type and shape:
for example, n for a spherical void is,

nl + v + l0(-2v) (14) ~= 1 + -. -- + - 5v-~ -- - (4

where v is Poisson's ratio and ct is the longitudinal wave velocity in the matrix. Individ-
ual defect dimensions (a,b,c) and oreintations can also be obtained from long wavelength
data, if information is available for the same defect as several (up to 5) scattering angles.
The viability of obtaining the quantity of information required to determine individual
dimensions has yet to be demonstrated for a practical system.

The error associated with the estimate of the defect volume required for the reliability
analysis has not been evaluated in detail for real defects; although the appropriate experi-
ments are now underway. The errors are expected to be: a random error in the amplitude
associated with the level of the background (probably Gaussian), a systematic error if the
defect type is incorrectly assigned from the high frequency analysis, and an error (probably
random in most cases) associated with the unknown orientation of the axes of the defect.
These errors combine to yield the required function, (veslV).

SUMMARY

The general approach for quantitative failure prediction in ceramics using nondestruc-
tive methods of defect characterization has been described. The current state of knowledge
as it impinges on the quantitative failure prediction issue, has been reviewed. The know-
ledge is incomplete, but considerable progress has been realized in the last two years
toward attaining the requisite information. The next two years should see progress at an
equal or more rapid rate, and the emergence of the first quantitative nondestructive failure
prediction scheme for ceramics. At that juncture, it will be possible to select the best
possible technique, or combination of techniques, pertinent to a specific material and com-
ponent geometry. Substantial scope for the improvement of existing inspection techniques,
and for the introduction of new techniques, will exist at that stage; such advances are to
be encouraged, using the quantitative basis for technique comparison developed in this
review.
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TABLE I

INSPECTION METHODS PRIMARY SENSITIVITY

Bulk Defects

1. X-Radiography (Microfocus) Density (Atomic Number)

2. Ultrasonics Acoustic Impedence

Near Surface Defects

1. Ultrasonics (Surface Waves) Acoustic Impedence

2. Microwaves Dielectric Constant

3. Acoustic Microscopy Acoustic Impedence

Novel Approaches

Photo-Acoustic Spectroscopy (Optical Absorption)

Eddy Currents (Space Charge Interaction)

Exo-Electron Emission
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FRACTURE STATISTICS IN DESIGN AND APPLICATION

C. A. Johnson
Ceramics Branch

Physical Chemistry Laboratory

General Electric Company
Corporate Research and Development

Box 8
Schenectady, New York 12301

SUMMARY

The use of ceramics for load-bearing structural components requires a detailed understanding of the
variability in flaw size and the resulting scatter and size dependence of fracture strength. The quanti-
tative description of these effects is known as fracture statistics. Distribution functions approximating
the fracture behavior of brittle materials are discussed with emphasis on the Weibull distribution. In the
application of fracture statistics as an aid for design of structural components, several factors may
introduce errors in the resulting failure analysis. One such source of error, the presence of multiple flaw
distributions, is discussed and illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to properly design stressed components of structural ceramics requires a detailed under-
standing of the statistical nature of fracture in brittle materials. Unlike most metals, ceramics require
this additional knowledge to account for the large variability in strength which is commonly observed and to
account for the size dependence of strength which is a natural consequence of the variability. The
variability or scatter in strength arises from the large range of flaw sizes and severities present in most
brittle materials. The size dependence then arises from sampling statistics. As the specimen size is
increased, the total number of flaws per specimen increases in proportion to the specimen size. The more
defects of a given distribution, the greater the probability of sampling a very severe defect. Fracture
strength, therefore, tends to decrease with increasing specimen size.

The majority of the mathematical descriptions of fracture statistics presently available are based on
the weakest link concept which simply states that the entire body will fail when the stress at any defect is
sufficient for unstable crack propagation of that defect. Examples of weakest link distribution functions
are the Weibull distribution(1,2), the three extreme value distributions(3, 4), and flaw density distri-
butions(5,6). No distribution function has been identified which is universally acceptable. The Weibull
distribution has become very popular, however, due to the mathematical simplicity and the relatively good
success of the distribution in describing most fracture data.

In very simple terms, the application of fracture statistics involves the measurement of fracture
strength of a moderate to large number of specimens of the material of interest. This data base is combined
with a distribution function and the appropriate service stress distribution to calculate an estimated
probability of failure of the structural component of interest. The design of the component and/or the
characteristics of the service environment are then modified in an iterative fashion until an acceptable
probability of failure is reached. The probability of failure calculated for the component is only an
estimate of the real failure probability. Many possible sources of error exist, both experimental and
analytical, that may lead to false conclusions concerning the reliability of a component. Some of these
sources of error include:

1. The test specimens may not properly characterize the flaw population in the component. The origin
of most defects can be traced to the fabrication process. Conversely, different fabrication
processes yield different flaw populations. Valid test specimens must contain the flaw population
of the component of interest, therefore, the test specimens and the component should be fabricated
by the same technique.

2. The flaw population may be modified during service. Oxidation, corrosion or subcritical crack
growth in the service environment can initiate new defects and enlarge existing ones. The nature of
the new or modified flaw population may bear little resemblence to the flaw population charac-
terized in test specimens(7).

3. The assumed distribution function may be incorrect. If the assumed distribution does not describe
the fracture behavior, then estimates of probability of failure may be incorrect. The magnitude
of the error generally increases as the distribution function is extrapolated to component sizes
significantly larger or smaller than the test specimens.

4. Too few test specimens may have been fractured. For a given distribution function, the smaller the
number of test specimens, the smaller the statistical confidence in the adjustable parameters of
the distribution. Accordingly, as the number of test specimens decreases, the probability of
calculating incorrect parameters of the distribution increases(8,9).

5. Multiaxial stresses ma, ' incorrectly incorporated in the analysis. Most test specimens contain
either uniaxial or weli '.fined biaxial stress states. Most structural components in service,
however, contain biaxial or triaxial stress states. A correct statistical analysis must account
for differences in stress state between the test specimen and the component of interest(10).
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6. Multiple flaw distributions may be present but not recognized. Test data on materials with
multiple flaw distributions can be forced to fit a distribution function meant for a single flaw
distribution, but the resulting predictions of fairure probability are subject to errors which
generally increase as the distribution function is extrapolated beyond the test specimen data
base.

Most of the potential sources of error included above are either covered adequately in the literature or
avoidable by good experimental practice. An exception, however, is the last item concerning multiple flaw
distributions. Much of the remainder of this paper will be devoted to the effects of multiple flaw
distributions on the fracture statistics of brittle materials. In order to quantitatively illustrate some
consequences of multiple flaw distributions, the Weibull distribution function will be used. Other distri-
bution functions lead to analogous effects.

Before discussing multiple flaw distributions, the Weibull distribution function will be reviewed.

REVIEW OF THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

The Weibull distribution functioun() relates the cumulative probability of failure (P) to the volume
(V) under tensile stress (o) with two parameters--the Weibull modulus (m) and a normalizing constant (0) as
follows: d

This form of the function has two adjustable parameters and integrates over the volume of the specimen. Thus
it is generally referred to as two-parameter, volume Weibull statistics. Other variations of the Weibull
distribution function can include a third adjustable parameter and may integrate over the surface of the body
rather than the volume (if all flaws are expected to be surface flaws). The Weibull modulus, m, is a measure
of the scatter or dispersion of the distribution (similar to the standard deviation of the normal distri-
bution) where a small m represents a large degree of scatter. Most ceramics are reported to have m's in the
range of 5 to 15, whereas metals which fail in a ductile manner are estimated to have m's in the range of 30
to 50. The normalizing constant 0o, is an indirect measure of the average strength. For instance, if the
Weibull modulus, the specimen size and the loading configuration are held constant, the average strength is
directly proportional to O .

0

For bodies under uniform tension, the integration of Eq.(1) is trivial, but for the general case where
the stress in a body is a function of position, the integration must be carried out either analytically or
numerically. As an example, the stress in a rectangular beam in three-point bending can be described
analytically as:

wh3  (2)

where P is the load applied at the center load point, x is the distance from the nearest outer load point, y
is the distance from the neutral axis, w is the specimen width and h is the specimen height. Substituting
this into Eq.(1), expanding the volume integral into a triple integral and rearranging results in:

P = 1-exp -2 ( am 4 )m 0 f 7 h/f f/ (xy)m dx dy dz (3)

where aM is the maximum tensile stress in the beam. Integration of this expression yields:

pZ 1-exp [- V am \m
2(m+1) \o-- (4)

or

P = -expj-K V (O Mm (5)

where KV is a "load factor":

K V  2
2(m12 (6)

The load factor for four-point bending with volume flaws can be derived from Eq.(1) in a similar manner and
results in:

(1) m + 1

Kv = b 1 (7)
2(m 1)

where a is the inner span and b is the outer span. Equation (7) correctly reduces to Eq.(6) for three-point
bending where the inner span, a, is zero. In those cases where failure is controlled by surface flaws,
Eq.(1) should be integrated over all elements of surface rather than volume. The resulting load factor for
four-point bending can be related to Eq.(7) as follows:

hmw 1 1) (8)

where w and h are the specimen width and height respectively.

The product of Kv times V is often referred to as the "effective volume" under tension and, as the term
implies, can be pictured as the volume of material which is effectively being tested under uniform tension.
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Accordingly, KA times surface area is the effective area under uniform tension. Eq.(1) can be integrated
either analytically or numerically to the form of Eq.(5) for a stressed body of any geometry and loading
configuration. Except for the case of uniform tension, the resulting load factors will always be numerically
less than one and will always be a function of m.

The Weibull modulus and 0o can be estimated from fracture data by a number of methods, but most of the
common ones use order or ranking statistics. Fracture strengths are measured on a number of specimens of
identical geometry. The strengths are ordered from weakest to strongest, and each is assigned a probability
of failure based on its ranking, n, as follows:

n n-0.5(9
P :j -or P = N (9)

where N is the total number of data points. The second estimate of failure probability is preferred(9). A
regression analysis can then be performed using Eq.(5) to find the best values for m and 0o to describe all N
data points (each data point consists of a measured fracture strength and an estimated probability of
failure).

Variations of this method arise from different weightings of the errors in the regression analysis. One
popular method is very convenient because it allows a simple linear regression analysis of the data.
Equation (5) can be manipulated and rearranged to:

IV+(10)

in in (1) = m lnoM + in ( ) (10)

This is an equation of a straight line and is therefore easily subjected to linear regression. Equation(10)
also allows a convenient graphical representation of the data as shown schematically in Fig.(1) by plotting
In in (1/1-P) vs in oM . The slope of the linear regression line through the transformed data is m and the
position of the line defines 0 -

It should be noted that the maximum stress of each specimen is used in all of this discussion despite
the fact that fracture in three-point bend specimens, for example, virtually never originates exactly at the
line of maximum tensile stress.

Graphical representation of data plotted as Fig.(1) also allows judgements concerning the quality of
the distribution function in describing the data. If the data points are clearly non-linear on such a plot,
then the distribution function probably does not adequately describe the behavior, regardless of the choice
of statistical parameters m and o0

00

0

4L 

0

1 0

0

- SLOPE m

0

Fig.(1. Schematic illustrating linear transformation of variables for the Weibull distribution.
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE FLAW DISTRIBUTIONS

Most treatments of fracture statistics assume that a single distribution of flaws is present uniformly
throughout the material and that multiple pieces of the same material contain the same flaw distribution.
Real ceramic components, however, generally contain two or more types of defects each with its own charac-
teristic flaw size distribution, and multiple pieces of presumably the same material may have been manufac-
tured from different lots of powder, fired in different furnaces or even purchased from different manufac-
turers. By relaxing the assumptions of a single flaw distribution and of uniformity from specimen to
specimen, relationships can be derived which more accurately describe the fracture of many ceramics.

Careful fractography of most ceramic materials reveal more than one type of fracture initiating flaw
within a group of specimens. The nature and origin of the defects, of course, is a function of the powder
handling and consolidation techniques. Many different types of flaws are observed in ceramics including
voids or void clusters, inclusions, machining damage, etc. Each type of flaw, when present, is contained as
a distribution of flaw sizes and densities which, in general, is totally independent of all other flaw
distributions. For instance, the size and severity of machining flaws can be varied independently of the
size and severity of inclusions.

There are two methods of experimentally identifying the presence of multiple flaw distributions. The
first and more convincing method is fractography. Multiple active flaw distributions in a group of test
specimens will yield more than one type of fracture initiating defect. The second method involves discre-
pancies between measured fracture data and expected distribution functions. For instance, if the two-
parameter Weibull distribution is expected to describe a given material, then the fracture data should fall
along a reasonably straight line when plotted as Fig.(1). If the data fall on a clearly non-linear
relationship, then the discrepancy may be due to the presence of multiple flaw distributions. Unfor-
tunately, a non-linear relationship on Fig.(1) may be due instead to a single distribution of flaws that
conform to some distribution function other than the two-parameter Weibull distribution. Thus, discre-
pancies between observed and expected relationships are not usually sufficient to conclude the presence of
multiple flaw distributions.

The most positive confirmation and characterization of multiple flaw distributions involves both
fractographic identification of more than one type of fracture initiating defect and simultaneous deviation
of the data from the expected distribution function. Very few characterizations of fracture strength
included in the literature satisfactorily study both aspects. Those investigators primarily interested in
characterization of fracture initiating defects generally test only a small number of specimens, while those
investigators who fracture a moderate to large number of specimens for derivation of statistical parameters
are generally overwhelmed by the task of properly identifying the associated defects.

The literature contains many references to multiple flaw distributions based on discrepancies from
expected distribution functions. When plotted as Fig.(1), for instance, the data may fall on two apparently
intersecting straight lines, thus generating a "knee" in the curve, sometimes with positive and sometimes
with negative curvature. The manner in which multiple flaw distributions generate such knees is seldom
questioned. As will be described below, details of any deviations from linearity can be used to deduce
information concerning the nature of the flaw distributions present.

Consider a group of components or test specimens that, when failed, are found to have two distinctly
different types of fracture origins. Some specimens fail from flaw type "A" while the remainder fail from
flaw type "B". There are at least three ways in which the specimens can contain flaw distributions A and B to
yield this result:

1. Both flaw distributions may be present in each and every specimen. The most severe defect in some
specimens will be one of type A, while in other specimens the most severe defect will be one from
flaw distribution B. Since both distributions are present concurrently in every specimen, this
case will be referred to as "concurrent" flaw distributions. An example of concurrent distri-
butions is a group of specimens machined from a billet of ceramic which ontains strength de-
grading inclusions. Each specimen then contains both machining flaws on dhe surfare and inclu-
sions throughout the volume.

2. Within a group of specimens, any given 3pecimen may contain flaws either from distribution A or
from distribution B but not from both. When several specimens are fractured, those that contain
only flaw distribution A will obviously fail from a flaw of type A, while those that contain only
distribution B will fail at a flaw of type B. Since the two flaw distributions are mutually
exclusive within a single specimen, this case will be referred to as "exclusive" flaw distri-
butions. An example of exclusive flaw distributions is a group of specimens comprised of two sub-
groups purchased from two different manufacturers. It is inconceivable that the two manufacturers
fabricated the specimens with identical flaw distributions, even if the chemical compositions were
nominally identical. If the two sub-groups were mixed together without identification before
testing, the combined group of specimens would contain exclusive flaw distributions.

3. Within a group of specimens, flaw distribution A may be present in all specimens, while flaw
distribution B may be present in only some. When several specimens are fractured, those that do
not contain flaws from distribution B will fail at a flaw of type A, while the remainder which
contain both distributions may fail at a flaw of either type. In those specimens which contain
both types of flaws, the distributions are present concurrently, therefore this case will be
referred to as "partially concurrent" flaw distributions. An example of partially concurrent
distributions is a group of die-pressed and sintered test specimens which were all sintered in the
same furnace, but could not all be sintered in a single furnace cycle. All the test specimens
contained strength degrading inclusions which could be traced to foreign material introduced
during powder preparation. One of the furnace cycles underwent an unscheduled and unrecorded
temperature excursion to a much higher maximum temperature than the other furnace cycles. The
test specimens from the overfiring underwent exaggerated grain growth such that the largest grains
acted as quite severe defects. When tested, all of the properly fired specimens failed at
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Accordingly, KA times surface area is the effective area under uniform tension. Eq.(1) can be integrated
either analytically or numerically to the form of Eq.(5) for a stressed body of any geometry and loading
configuration. Except for the case of uniform tension, the resulting load factors will always be numerically
less than one and will always be a function of m.

The Weibull modulus and 00 can be estimated from fracture data by a number of methods, but most of the
common ones use order or ranking statistics. Fracture strengths are measured on a number of specimens of
identical geometry. The strengths are ordered from weakest to strongest, and each is assigned a probability
of failure based on its ranking, n, as follows:

n n-0.5 (9)

where N is the total number of data points. The second estimate of failure probability is preferred(9). A
regression analysis can then be performed using Eq.(5) to find the best values for m and 0o to describe all N
data points (each data point consists of a measured fracture strength and an estimated probability of
failure).

Variations of this method arise from different weightings of the errors in the regression analysis. One
popular method is very convenient because it allows a simple linear regression analysis of the data.
Equation (5) can be manipulated and rearranged to:

In in (--L) = m InaM + in ( KV (10)

This is an equation of a straight line and is therefore easily subjected to linear regression. Equation(1O)
also allows a convenient graphical representation of the data as shown schematically in Fig.(1) by plotting
in in (1/1-P) vs In oM . The slope of the linear regression line through the transformed data is m and the
position of the line defines 0 .

0

It should be noted that the maximum stress of each specimen is used in all of this discussion despite
the fact that fracture in three-point bend specimens, for example, virtually never originates exactly at the
line of maximum tensile stress.

Graphical representation of data plotted as Fig.(1) also allows judgements conderning the quality of
the distribution function in describing the data. If the data points are clearly non-linear on such a plot,
then the distribution function probably does not adequately describe the behavior, regardless of the choice
of statistical parameters m and oo .
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Fig.(1). Schematic illustrating linear transformation of variables for the Weibull distribution.
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE FLAW DISTRIBUTIONS

Most treatments of fracture statistics assume that a single distribution of flaws is present uniformly
throughout the material and that multiple pieces of the same material contain the same flaw distribution.
Real ceramic components, however, generally contain two or more types of defects each with its own charac-
teristic flaw size distribution, and multiple pieces of presumably the same material may have been manufac-
tured from different lots of powder, fired in different furnaces or even purchased from different manufac-
turers. By relaxing the assumptions of a single flaw distribution and of uniformity from specimen to
specimen, relationships can be derived which more accurately describe the fracture of many ceramics.

Careful fractography of most ceramic materials reveal more than one type of fracture initiating flaw
within a group of specimens. The nature and origin of the defects, of course, is a function of the powder
handling and consolidation techniques. Many different types of flaws are observed in ceramics including
voids or void clusters, inclusions, machining damage, etc. Each type of flaw, when present, is contained as
a distribution of flaw sizes and densities which, in general, is totally independent of all other flaw
distributions. For instance, the size and severity of machining flaws can be varied independently of the
size and severity of inclusions.

There are two methods of experimentally identifying the presence of multiple flaw distributions. The
first and more convincing method is fractography. Multiple active flaw distributions in a group of test
specimens will yield more than one type of fracture initiating defect. The second method involves discre-
pancies between measured fracture data and expected distribution functions. For instance, if the two-
parameter Weibull distribution is expected to describe a given material, then the fracture data should fall
along a reasonably straight line when plotted as Fig.(1). If the data fall on a clearly non-linear
relationship, then the discrepancy may be due to the presence of multiple flaw distributions. Unfor-
tunately, a non-linear relationship on Fig.(1) may be due instead to a single distribution of flaws that
conform to some distribution function other than the two-parameter Weibull distribution. Thus, discre-
pancies between observed and expected relationships are not usually sufficient to conclude the presence of
multiple flaw distributions.

The most positive confirmation and characterization of multiple flaw distributions involves both
fractographic identification of more than one type of fracture initiating defect and simultaneous deviation
of the data from the expected distribution function. Very few characterizations of fracture strength
included in the literature satisfactorily study both aspects. Those investigators primarily interested in
characterization of fracture initiating defects generally test only a small number of specimens, while those
investigators who fracture a moderate to large number of specimens for derivation of statistical parameters
are generally overwhelmed by the task of properly identifying the associated defects.

The literature contains many references to multiple flaw distributions based on discrepancies from.
expected distribution functions. When plotted as Fig,(1), for instance, the data may fall on two apparently
intersecting straight lines, thus generating a "knee" in the curve, sometimes with positive and sometimes
with negative curvature. The manner in which multiple flaw dtstributi)ns generate such knees is seldom
questioned. As will be described below, details of any deviations from linearity can be used to deduce
information concerning the nature of the flaw distributions present.

Consider a group of components or test specimens that, when failed, are found to have two distinctly
different types of fracture origins. Some specimens fail from flaw type "A" while the "emainder fail from
flaw type "B". There are at least three ways in which the specimens can contain flaw distributions A and B to
yield this result:

1. Both flaw distributions may be present in each and every specimen. The most severe defect in some
specimens will be one of type A, while in other specimens the most severe defect will bi one from
flaw distribution B. Since both distributions are present concurrently in every specimen, this
case will be referred to as "concurrent" flaw distributions. An example of concurrent distri-
butions is a group of specimens machined from a billet of ceramic which -ontains strength de-
grading inclusions. Each specimen then contains both machining flaws on the surface and inclu-
Mions throughout the volume.

2. Within a group of specimens, any given specimen may contain flaws either from distribution A or
from distribution B but not from both. When several specimens are fractured, those that contain
only flaw distribution A will obviously fail from a flaw of type A, while thpse that contain only
distribution B will fail at a flaw of type B. Since the two flaw distributions are mutually
exclusive within a single specimen, this case will be referred to as "exclusive" flaw distri-
butions. An example of exclusive flaw distributions is a group of specimens comprised of two sub-
groups purchased from two different manufacturers. It is inconceivable that the two manufacturers
fabricated the specimens with identical flaw distributions, even if the chemical compositions were
nominally identical. If the two sub-groups were mixed together without identificatlon before
testing, the combined group of specimens would contain exclusive flaw distributions.

3. Within a group of specimens, flaw distribution A may be present in all specimens, while flaw

distribution B may be present In only some. When several specimens are fractured, those that do
not contain flaws from distribution B will fail at a flaw of type A, while the remainder which
contain both distributions may fail st a flaw of either type. In those specimens which contain
both types of flaws, the distributions are present concurrently, therefore this case will be
referred to as "partially concurrent" flaw distributions. An example of partially concurrent
distributions is a group of die-pressed and sintered test specimens which were all sintered in the
same furnace, but could not all be sintered in a single furnace cycle. All the test specimens
contained strength degrading inclusions which could be traced to foreign material introduced
during powder preparation. One of the furnace cycles underwent an unscheduled and unrecorded
temperature excursion to a much higher maximum temperature than the other furnace cycles. The
test specimens from the overfiring underwent exaggerated grain growth such that the largest grains
acted as quite severe defects. When tested, all of the properly fired specimens failed at
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inclusions, while the overfired specimens were mixed with some failures at inclusions and some at
exaggerated grains.

A large number of cases analogous to the three above are generated when more than two flaw distributions
are contained in a group of specimens. It should be noted that, unlike the preceeding examples, one does not
generally know a priori the number of active flaw distributions nor the manner in which flaw types are
distributed among specimens.

The following three sections will discuss concurrent, exclusive and partially concurrent flaw distri-
butions in more detail including mathematical descriptions of the probabilities of failure, examples from
the literature, slmilarities and contrasts, etc.

A. Concurrent Flaw Distributions

Consider a component which has two independent means of failure, A and B, with associated probabilities
of failure, PA and PB. The probability of non-failure of the component is then the product of the two
individual probabilities of non-failure.

1-P T = (1-PA ) (1-PB ) (1)

Solving for the total probability of failure, PT1 yields:

PT = 1 - (1-PA ) (1-PB ) (12)

Equation (12) as applied to fracture statistics was first proposed by Weibull(11). Ceramic components
containing two concurrent flaw distributions conform to Eq.(12) where PA is the probability of failure
should distribution A be present alone and PB is the probability should distribution B be present alone.
Equation(12) is valid regardless of the form of the distribution functions describing PA and PB. If the two-
parameter volume Weibull distribution is valid for both flaw populations, then Eq.(5) and Eq.(12) yield:

PT 1 - exp m-KV A ) - ov  ) mB (13)

This failure probability function contains four adjustable parameters, MA, OoA , MB, and CoB. Each addi-
tional concurrent flaw distribution adds another term in the exponential and an additional two adjustable
parameters. Since the load factor, K, is generally a function of the Weibull modulus, the effective volume,
KvV, is different for the two distributions and cannot be factored out of the terms in the exponential.

Equation(13) is plotted on Fig.(2) for somewhat arbitrary values of the four adjustable parameters.
For simplicity, uniform tensile loading was imposed, thus K = I i f(m) and KvV = V. The units of oo are MPa.
The units of volume shown on Fig.(2) are cm

3
, but for input into Eq.(13), the volume must be converted to m3

to maintain consistent units with MPa. The meaning of 7A and 'lB listed on Fig.(2) will be explained in
subsequent sections, but values of unity for both imply concurrent flaw distributions.

The solid line on Fig.(2) is the total probability of failure where both distributions are present
concurrently. The dashed lines illustrate the individual failure probabilities when the distributions are
present one at a time. As illustrated, two concurrent distributions result in a single knee in the curve
with positive curvature. Knees with negative curvature cannot be generated with concurrent flaw distri-
butions. At high fracture stresses, the combined behavior asymptotically approaches the behavior of the
distribution with the larger Weibull modulus (smaller variability). At low stresses, the combined behavior
asymptotically approaches that of the distribution with the smaller modulus.

An extraordinarily large range was chosen for the ordinate of Fig.(2) in order to illustrate the overall
behavior of Eq.(13). Failure probabilities for 20,000 test specimens could be plotted on Fig.(2). A range
of experimentally realistic failure probabilities is included on Fig.(3) with curves similar to Fig.(2)
generated from the same four adjustable parameters. In this case, however, the figure Includes data from 50
"measurements" of fracture strength generated by computer. The computer chose 50 specimens containing two
concurrent Weibull flaw distributions with the parameters shown on Fig.(3). The fracture strength for each
specimen was calculated by choosing a pair of random fracture strengths, one from distribution A and one from
B. If the fracture strength from A was less than that from B, the specimen was designated as failing from
flaw type A at that fracture strength. Conversely, if fracture strength B was less than A, the specimen was
designated as failing at a flaw of type B. The type of fracture origin in each specimen is identified on
Fig.(3) by its associated symbol. Although it is not overwhelming in this example, there is a tendency for
fracture origins from flaw type A to predominate at lower stresses (where the combined behavior approaches
the behavior of flaw distribution A) and for origins of type B to predominate at higher stresses.

The 50 data points of Fig.(3) were chosen from a population of specimens containing flaw distributions
described perfectly by the two-parameter Weibull distribution. Nevertheless, sampling errors in this
moderate number of specimens result in less than perfect fit of the data to the relationshili which generated
them. Many other random choices of 50 specimens will result in considerably greater discrepancies. Thus,
caution should be exercised in interpretation of minor "kinks" and "knees" in real experimental data.

Extrapolation of empirical functions are always subject to error, but extrapolation of fracture pro-
bability functions are particularly dangerous if multiple flaw distributions may be present. For instance,
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if the flaw distributions illustrated in Figs.(2) and (3) were contained in test specimens with effective
volumes of 0.01 cm

3
, the fracture behavior would correspond to the solid line on Fig.(4). An effective

volume of 0.01 cm3 is not uncommon in bend specimens. Also included on Fig.(4) are 50 computer-generated
fracture strengths. Although each test specimen contained both distributions, distribution B with the
larger Weibull modulus was heavily favored due to the smaller effective volume. Of the 50 specimens|V
illustrated on Fig.(J), only one failed from a flaw of distribution A. If this data alone were used topredict the failure probability of a large component, one would have to assume that the apparently linear

relationship of the data would continue uninterrupted over all ranges of strength and failure probability.
Assuming a single distribution of flaws, linear regression would yield an estimated m and a very similar to
those of distribution B. 0

If a large component of interest has an effective volume of 100 cm
3
, the same two flaw distributions

result in the relationships plotted on Fig. 5. Again, 50 computer-generated fracture strengths are in-
cluded, illustrating that the fracture behavior is predominated by distribution A with the smaller Weibull
modulus. The solid line of Fig.(5) shows that the weakest of 50 components should fail at approximately
75 MPa. If the data of Fig.(4) were used to predict that value, the best estimate would be approximately
160 MPa as shown by the dashed line for distribution B. At a stress of 160 MPa, nearly 40 percent of the
large components would fail instead of 2 percent as predicted from Fig.(4).

Several additional comments should be included concerning concurrent flaw distributions:

1. Unobserved concurrent distributions outside the experimental data base cannot be ruled out.
Extrapolation to larger specimen sizes or lower probabilities of failure are therefore subject to
non-conservative errors as illustrated in Figs.(4) and (5).

2. When several concurrent flaw distribution are present, the distribution with the lowest Weibull
modulus (largest variability) will predominate at the largest specimen sizes and the smallest
probabilities of failure.

3. In general, the removal of a distribution of concurrent flaws which had been responsible for the
majority of failures will result in an increase in the average strength and a decrease in the
apparent Weibull modulus. Such an improvement will not increase the strength of large components
if their strength is controlled by a lower modulus distribution.

4. Changes in processing and fabrication procedures may introduce a concurrent flaw distribution
which will decrease the useful strength of a large structure, but the change in flaw population may
not be evident in small test specimens.

5. The knee in the curve resulting from concurrent flaw distributions is near the intersection of the
two straight line relationships for the individual flaw distributions (near the intersection of
the dashed lines on Figs.(2)-(5). If both distributions are composed of volume flaws or both
surface flaws, the fracture strength at the intersection is independent of the specimen size and
loading configuration. If one distribution is volume and the other is surface, however, the
strength at the intersection will vary with different load factors.

Confirmed examples of concurrent flaw distributions in real materials are rare, but one probable
example is a commercial A1203 tested in three and four-point bending by Bansal, Duckworth and Niesz(12, 13).
In this example, the fracture origins were identified, thus helping to substantiate the presence of multiple
flaw distributions. The authors kindly provided more detailed results than those available in the litera-
ture. A total of 76 bend specimens of Alsimag 6141 were tested in six variations of specimen size, loading
configuration and environment. Specimens were prepared in two sizes: 2.5 x 5.0 x 38 mm and
13 x 25 x 190 mm. The smaller specimens were tested in both three-point bending on a 32 mm span and four-
point bending with a 32 mm outer span and 19 mm inner span. The larger specimens were all tested in four-
point bending with 159 mm outerspan and a 95 mm inner span. The above specimen configurations were tested
both in dry nitrogen at high loading rates (100 MPa/s) to minimize subcritical crack growth, and in distilled
water at slower loading rates (4 MPa/s) to enhance the rate of crack growth. The results of the six
variations, as included in Ref.(13), are plotted on Fig.(6) as in In (1/1-P) vs. in strength. As expected,
the specimens tested in water had lower strengths than those tested dry. Also, the larger specimens
consistently yielded lower strengths than small specimens. The Weibull moduli of the three groups tested in
water were constant at a value of 34, but the moduli of the specimens tested dry varied from 34 for the small
three-point specimens to 11 for the large four-point specimens.

Fractography as reported by Bansal et al. revealed that all specimens tested in water failed from flaws
extending from the tensile surface. No voids or inclusions were associated with the surface flaws. Of the
small specimens tested in dry nitrogen approximately 80 percent failed from origins extending from the
tensile surface, 10 percent were located at large, subsurface pores, and the remaining 10 percent were not
clearly identified. All of the large specimens tested in dry nitrogen failed from large, irregular,
subsurface pores. Bansal et al. concluded from the decrease in Weibull modulus and the two types of fracture
origins that two active flaw distributions were present. They also concluded that Weibull statistics could
not describe the observed behavior. No attempts were made to determine if the data were consistent with
relationships such as Eq.(13). The following re-analysis illustrates that two-parameter Weibull statistics
describe the data exceptionally well if the specimens are assumed to contain two concurrent flaw distri-
butions.

In order to visually and mathematically judge the agreement between a distribution function and data
from multiple specimen sizes and loading configurations, one must normalize all data to a single specimen
size and loading configuration(14). Each original piece of fracture data consists of a Eracture strength and
an estimated probability of failure. Normalizing to a different specimen size can be aocomplished in two
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ways: the strength can be shifted by an appropriate amount with no change in probability of failure, or the
probability of failure can be shifted with no change in the strength. The latter is the only practical
choice for muliple flaw distributions.

Consider a material such as that tested by Bansal et al. which may contain two concurrent flaw
distributions, one consisting of surface flaws and the other consisting of volume flaws. Equations of the
form of Eq.(13) can be written for each of two specimen sizes and loading configurations designated by
subscripts a and a.

P 1 exp[- K A A K V mB (14)

ci I exp K M) A K I )

1 o- a o( (15)

These two equations can be combined and rearranged to yield:

P I - (1-PE)y (16a)

K aA ( KM V M
oA

°M am ) A  )

K~At A (_ (am )m (16b)
C\a oA a oB/

Equation(16) can be used to normalize the probability of failure from any specimen size and geometry to any
other. It should be noted, however, that m and co must be known or estimated for each distribution before
data can be normalized.

Using Eq.(16), all of the fracture data of Fig.(6) were normalized to probabilities of failure for small
three-point bend specimens and were re-plotted on Fig.(7). Using the hypothesis that both area and volume
flaws were active in dry nitrogen, the four Weibull parameters of the bimodal flaw distribution were varied
iteratively to find the combination with the least scatter between measured and predicted behaviors. For the
specimens tested in dry nitrogen, these parameters were mA = 29.1, OA = 5.76 MPa, mB = 8.2, GoB = 1.33 MPa.
The first two parameters describe the distribution of surface flaws, while the second two describe the volume
flaws. The solid curve drawn through the dry nitrogen data of Fig.(7) represents the predicted behavior of
the combined distribution according to the above parameters. The fracture origins below the knee are
predominated by volume flaws while those above are predominated by surface flaws.

The same two distributions of flaws were present in specimens tested in water. If a mechanism of
suberitical crack growth became active due to the environment, however, the effects would be seen only on
surface flaws since the internal flaws were isolated from the aqueous environment. The fracture origins of
specimens tested in water were reported to be exclusively surface flaws with no failures observed at internal
voids. All of the fracture data of specimens tested in water are consistent with a single distribution of
surface flaws. Presumably, these flaws are of the same distribution as the surface flaws observed in dry
nitrogen, but in the aqueous environment the flaws are significantly extended by subcritical crack growth
prior to failure. The curve drawn through the solid data points of Fig.(7) was calculated by assuming that
the volume flaws observed in dry nitrogen were also present in the specimens tested in water and that they
were not affected by the aqueous environment. The two parameters for the volume distribution were therefore
assumed to be identical to those listed above for dry nitrogen. The remaining two parameters for the
modified surface distribution were varied iteratively to find those which best described the data. The
resulting four parameters were: mA = 36.3, 

0
oA = 4.49 MPa, mB = 8.2 and GoB = 1.33 MPa. As seen on Fig.(7),

the volume distribution should not become active within the range of probabilities of failure of the data.
If more data had been collected on the large four-point specimens tested in water or if even larger specimens
had been tested, then one would expect some failures to originate from the volume flaws.

B. Exclusive Flaw Distributions

As described earlier, a group of specimens or components contain exclusive flaw distributions if those
specimens containing flaw distribution A contain no flaws of distribution B and vice versa. The fraction of
specimens containing only flaws from distribution A will be designated as RA and that fraction containing
only distribution B will be designated 7B. Since every specimen is contained in one of the two subgroups:

TA 
+  

IB = 1 (17)

If the subgroups are mixed without identification and one specimen is chosen randomly from the mixture, the
probability of failure is:

PT = IAPA + B 
B
P
B  

(18)

A relationship similar to Eq.(18) was first suggested by Weibull(11) and has since been used by
others(15,16). Eq.(18) is valid for exclusive flaw populations regardless of the form of the distribution
functions describing PA and PB" If the two-parimeter volume Weibull distribution is valid for both flaw
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populations, then Eq.(5) and Eq.(18) yield:

P T =1 - A ~exp 1KvKV(_2iB ~p -K1 (19)r
T A L~\OA/ LVUoB/r

Equation(19) is plotted on Fig.(8) with the same four adjustable parameters as those in Figs.(2)-(5),
with 

5
A = WB = 0.5 and with an effective volume of 0.O1 cm

3
. Again, the solid line represents the combined

distribution function while the dashed lines represent the individual distributions. As illustrated in
Fig.(8), the combined behavior asymptotically approaches the behavior of the distribution with the smaller
Weibull modulus at very high stresses and probabilities of failure. At very low stresses and probabilities
of failure, the combined behavior asymptotically approaches a straight line parallel to the low modulus
distribution but displaced downward by a factor of 71L (where '

T
L is the value of 11 for the lower modulus

distribution). The solid line and the two dashed lines intersect at a common point. This is the case for all
exclusive distributions as can be easily proven from Eq.(18).

Again, an extremely large range of probabilities is included on Fig.(8) to illustrate the overall
behavior of exclusive flaw distributions. The same relationship is plotted on Fig.(9) with an experi-
mentally realistic range of failure probabilities. Also included are 50 computer-generated data points.
The computer chooses random specimens from an infinite number of possible specimens all of which are
consistent with Eq.(19). Thus, the number of failures from distribution A will not generally equal the exact
expected number which is nA times the total number of specimens.

The shape of the combined distribution function is sufficiently complex that details of the shape
cannot be deduced from the fracture of only 50 specimens. The data points of Fig.(9) could be easily
interpreted as falling on two intersecting straight lines producing a knee with negative curvature. Extra-
polation of such an assumed relationship would obviously lead to large errors. Knowledge that exclusive
distributions cannot produce a single knee with negative curvature should help to avoid such errors.

Additional comments concerning exclusive flaw distributions include:

1. As illustrated on Fig.(9), the apparent slope of data points with common fracture origins is not
necessarily an accurate estimate of the Weibull modulus of that distribution.

2. Since the low modulus distribution controls the combined distribution at both very high and very
low stresses, fracture origins from the low modulus distribution should predominate in both
extremes of fracture stress. The range of experimental data, however, may not be sufficient to
reveal such a predominance at both extremes.

3. Variations of the values for m, co and I can yield a variety of appearances for the combined
behavior of two exclusive distributions. Space limits the number of graphical examples, but over
limited ranges of probability, the combined distribution function can appear to have a straight
line behavior with both types of origins mixed quite uniformly; it can have a knee with positive
curvature similar to concurrent distributions; or it can have multiple knees proceeding from
positive to negative curvature with increasing stress or from negative to positive curvature such
as Fig.(9).

4. If exclusive distributions are assumed, then a reasonable estimate for 
5
A is the number of

fracture origins from flaw type A divided by the total number of specimens tested.

5. Unlike concurrent distributions, the frequency of occurrence of particular fracture origins is
independent of specimens size, loading configuration, etc.

C. Partially Concurrent Flaw Distributions

A group of specimens or components contains partially concurrent flaw distributions if all specimens
contain one flaw distribution but only a fraction contain the other. The distribution contained in all
specimens will be designated as distribution A, while the other will be designated as distribution B. By the
terminology of the previous section, "A = 1 and 

5
B <1. In the limit of 

5
B = 1, all specimens contain both

distributions and the behavior is that of concurrent flaw distributions. The mathematics of partially

concurrent distributions are best described by considering two mutually exclusive states. A specimen either
contains distribution A alone or it contains both distributions in a concurrent manner. The fraction of
specimens in the second state is 

5
B, therefore the fraction in the first state must be 1- 

5
B. Combining

Eq.(12) and Eq.(18) yields:

PT (l-aB)P
A 
+ B((

I- ( 
P)(. P

B
)) (20)

If n_ 1, Eq.(20) properly reduces to Eq.(12) for concurrent distributions. If rB 0 0, then PT = PA as
expecped. Equation (20) is valid for partially concurrent flaw populations regardless of the type of
distribution function describing PA and PB* If the two-parameter volume Weibull distribution is valid for
both flaw populations, then Eqs.(5) and (20) yield:

P % (1- n e- KV /a°'I A -K Y - (21)T B- I-v \%A BxI- v \ B j
Eq.(21) is plotted on Figs.(10)and 01) using the same four adjustable parameters as used earlier. In
Fig.(10), the lower Weibull modulus distribution is chosen as distribution A (contained in all specimens).
In Fig.(11), the higher modulus distribution is distribution A. This seemingly minor variation leads to
significant differences in the shapes of the curves describing the combined behaviors. In all cases of
partially concurrent distributions, the combined behavior asymptotically approaches the behavior of distri-
bution A at high stresses and probabilities of failure. Similar to exclusive distributions, at low stresses
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and probabilities of failure, the combined behavior asymptotically approaches a straight line parallel to
the low modulus distribution but displaced downward in probability of failure by a factor of nL"

Note that the shape of the combined behavior in Fig.(10) is nearly indistinguishable from that on
Fig.(8) for exclusive distributions and the shape of the combined behavior on Fig.(11) is nearly indis-
tinguishable from Fig.(2) for concurrent distributions. The partially concurrent distributions of Figs.(10)
and (11) are plotted on Figs.(12) and (13) with a smaller range of probability of failure and with 50
computer-generated fracture strengths for each. The trends of predominate fracture origins are remarkably
similar on Figs.(12) and (9) and on Figs.(13) and (41. Due to such similarities, given the fracture
strengths and fracture origins of Fig.(12), ucle cannot differentiate between exclusive and partially concur-
rent distributions. In a similar manner, given the data of Fig.(3), one cannot differentiate between
concurrent and partially concurrent distributions. The ability to differentiate does not improve signifi-
cantly even with 500-1000 specimens.

On the other hand, if the behaviors cannot be distinguished from each other, the error involved in
assuming the incorrect behavior must be very small. Thus, from a practical point of view, one can assume
that all multiple flaw distributions are adequately Jescribed as either concurrent or exclusive flaw
distributions.

DISCUSSION

None of the three types of multiple flaw dstributions discussed above is capable of yielding a single

knee with negative curvature when plotted as Fig.(1). A mathematical description exists for such behavior,
but the physical analog seems unlikely in real materials. Such a material would contain both distributions
in each specimen similar to concurrent distributions. Failure would not occur, however, until the critical
stress had been reached for a flaw from each distribution. For example, if the most severe flaw in a
specimen were one of type A, failure would not occur until the stress was sufficient to propagate the most
severe flaw of type B. The total probability of failure of a material with two such distributions is:

P T = PAPB (22)

When plotted as Fig.(2), the combined behavior would asymptotically approach the high modulus behavior at
low stresses and asymptotically approach the low modulus behavior at high stresses. This behavior contra-
dicts the weakest link concept and is therefore considered unlikely, even in composite materials.

Previous discussions and examples have used the two-parameter Weibull distribution in order to graph-
ically demonstrate the behaviors of different types of multiple flaw distributions. Most of the conclu-
sions, however, can be applied equally well to other distribution functions. In order to plot the two-
parameter Weibull function as a straight line (for a single flaw population), the two variables, P and o,
were transformed to In In (I/I-P) and In a. When the variables were so transformed, a single flaw population
resulted in a straight line. An analogous transformation of variables exists for every possible distri-
bution function. The transformation of variables for other distributions may be considerably more complex
than that illustrated for the Welbull distribution and may even require numerical methods. Nevertheless,
every distribution can be transformed to linear variables. When plotted as the appropriate transformed
variables for the distribution function of interest, the deviations from linearity, the asymptotic trends,
etc. described earlier for Weibull distributions are equally valid for multiple flaw populations conforming
to other distribution functions.

As discussed earlier, problems often arise in distinguishing concurrent distributions from some types
of partially concurrent distributions and in distinguishing exclusive distributions from other types of
partially concurrent distributions. Testing programs can sometimes be planned to help identify the manner
in which the multiple flaw populations are contained. As an example, consider a group of 100 bend specimens
which fail from two types of flaws. The specimens were purchased from a vendor, not as test specimens, but
as 25 components. Four test specimens were machined from each component and records of position and
originating component were kept for each specimen. After testing and fractography, if specimens from common
components always have a common type of fracture origin, then the distributions are probably exclusive. If
specimens from common components generally contain mixed fracture origins, then the distributions are
probably concurrent. If several sub-groups are found to have common origins of one flaw type while most of
the remaining sub-groups have mixed origins, then the distributions are probably partially concurrent. If
the specimens from the "center" of the components tend to fail from flaws of a different type than those from
near the component surface, then the components are probably inhomogeneous in properties through the
thickness. In any case, none of this additional information would be available without proper records for
each specimen.
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REACTION-BONDED, SIALON AND CVD Si 3 N4 CERAMICS FOR ENGINERING APPLICATIONS

D J Godfrey
Admiralty Marine Technology Establishment (Holton Heath)

Holton Heath, Poole, Dorset BH16 6JU

SUMMARY

Recent developments in the development of reaction-bonded, chemical-vapour deposited, and sialon
and related silicon nitride ceramics in the UK are reviewed in relation to their possible application
in engines. Factors which affect the strength of RBSN include nitriding conditions (flow, tempera-
ture schedule, furnace sealing), powder size and reaction-promoting impurities. Significant variations K
in thermal conductivity have been observed. Oxidative degradation of strength can be serious, and oxide
impregnation can reduce it. CVD Si3N4 materials have so far had disappointing strengths and have been
difficult to apply thickly over large areas, although recently progress has been made. Basic scientific
research on Sialon and related materials has continued to elucidate their often complex nature, but rec-
ent UK activity has concentrated successfully on the metal cutting and processing applications of
sintered sialons, rather than optimizing them for engine applications.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon nitride ceramics can be divided into four categories:

(1) reaction-bonded ("reaction-sintered") materials produced by the nitridation of silicon powder
compacts (RBSN).

(2) hot-pressed ("pressure sintered") materials made by the effect heat and pressure on silicon
nitride powder to which additions have been made (HPSN).

(3) sintered ("pressureless-sintered") materials, usually made from SisN,, powder with an addition of
other materials.

and (4) chemically formed materials, by methods such as chemical vapour deposition ('CVD or pyrolytic')
or, recently, 1-y decomposition of inorganic polymers.

Both RBSN and HPSN have been developed during the last two decades. RBSN typically is relatively-
easy to fabricate in large, complex or precise shapes, but has only a moderate strength (up to about
300 MPa) but this is however relatively unaffected by temperature. HPSN is much stronger but large, com-
plex or precise components are difficult and expensive to fabricate, and strength shows a progressive
deterioration with temperature above about 1000

0
C, although considerable progress has been made in amelio-

rating this problem. Both materials can show considerable falls in strength after oxidation (up to Z4),
although again some progress has been made in mitigating this.

Silicon carbide has a better thermal stability at very high temperatures (-16Ob0(C), has a thermal
conductivity 4 to 2 times greater (depending on temperature) than silicon nitride, it has however a thermal
expansivity about 50% greater than silicon nitride; and also its stiffness is also about 50% greater than
a Si3N4 material of comparable texture. Although its good thermal conductivity make it a powerful candid-
ate amongst the ceramic materials options for engines, and it has been extensively developed in the UK to
yield a material with mechanical properties falling in between RBSN and HPSN by the UKAEA (Retel), it 1'a)
outside the specific scope of this review.

The materials situation was further complicated when it was discovered by Jack et al and also by
Oyama that alumina A1203 was very soluble in beta Si3N4 , and a new family of materials existed in which
nitrogen was substituted by oxygen, and silicon by aluminium (or even another cation), now genferally kiiown
as Sialons (Si-Al-O-N).

Silicon nitride materials typically do not easily show the phenomenon of consolidation by soint(ting,
this being a term generally used in ceramic science to denote densification by solid state ditf'uioon or
liquid surfaca tension and solution/precipitat ion effects, unless pressure was app) ld ter cuttabt
liquid-forming oxide had been added, such as Mg0 in the case of HPSN. This absence of such diffulional
or liquid phase effects is responsible 'or the good creep performance possible from som, :ili on nitril,,
ceramics.

Recently, methods of using liquid phase sintering mechanisms at very high te,mipr;.tur-- hv l,,-11
evolved to yield sintered high density materials without the appliccation of pre'iul., throug7h the u:', of
appropriate additives and an understanding of the complex so] id-solution and ,ryt1;ill in , ph;" (tIi I-Lt
involved.

Chemical vapour deposition with silicon halido:; or with cilane have, al!o L,,n ,i-, to r:lu
miterials which have high density, but which are free of other phases whii i mp;i , hir hit-, t,-m . in1r,

mechani(cal properties, phase stability and corrosion r-sistance,.

These areas will now be examined in pr,.at/r d,'til I, with :r 'tpai ri . r1. h, r ' u -r ,t i. of
the art in the KIK, where most of the material approaches in thi: !i'. orilt t.- , 1 inlth lijth it a:. I: ' i Vy
not heavily supported, and their rle vance to current .xp,,rim-ntati,:n wilth h, u:.. of o' -r:xmi-; in rn n:
will be diseussed.
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REACTION BONDED SILICON NITRIDE

Most recent UK work has been concerned with the processes involved in the reaction of silicon powder
with nitrogen and how these affect the development of mechanical properties of the silicon nitride
ceramic. Silicon monoxide volatilization has been shown, by an approach which utilizes a strength/
nitrided density plot with Si compacts nitrided to various degrees of completion, to play an important
role in the primary nitridation process'. Conditions such as a flowing instead of a static nitrogen gas
atmosphere remove Si as SiC and increase the spacing between silicon particles, and reduce the strength of'
the final product. The reaction has two stages; in the first SiO volatilizes and reacts with N2 to form
Si3N4 and with Si to form Si0 2 , which may them form more Sic by reaction with Si; nitrogen also reacts
with the silicon uncovered by the initial volatilizion of the original Si02 skin on the silicon particles;
in the second stage which is the major part of the reaction, nitrogen reacts with liquid silicon alloy
eutectic or with liquid silicon. As the melting point of pure silicon is 14140C, this mechanism does not
at i'irst appear probable as the majority of the nitridation of 'commercial purity' silicon appears to take
place around 13500C. It is ;ound however that pure silicon does not react appreciably until it is very
near to its melting point, but that commercial-purity material reacts at an appreciably lower temperature.
Further work has shown that only a very small amount of impurity is needed to give sufficient molten
material as the eutectic is not itself turned into silicon nitride and impurity metal. Effective impuri-
tits in this respect are those in or near the first Periodic Table transition eg Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu;
all have oxides which are easily reducible at low oxygen potentials, and the temperatures at which the
peak reaction occurs have been determined and correlate well with eutectic melting in the metal/silicon
binary equilibrium diagrams. As the 'ormation of liquid is therefore apparently virtually essential for
the majority of the silicon powder to be reacted, it is difficult to avoid the production of some voids as
silicon particles are lost to join the melt micropools, leaving empty the space which they occupied. If
unreacted silicon particles are large, their melting does not take place until 14140C is approached; the
large particle is thee mobilized, mostly probably by a "wetting" mechanism into a porous SiN: area, leiv-
ing a void which is a large strength-controlling defect. Wetting becomes favourable when oxide on the
Si3N., surface is reduced, as is shown by the ability of a vacuum environment to promote wetting of Si3,N4
by Si. Thus it is necessary to produce a molten material to obtain substantially complete reaction, but
melting tends to form defects such as voids, void-silicon associations, or large unitrided inclusions of'
silicon. Sometimes silicon globules may be seen on the surface of the body which has been reaction-
bonded; such translocazion of silicon occurs by melting, especially if the reaction becomes too vigorous,
as can occur if the temperature rise rate of the nitridation furnace is too great just below the maximum
of the first or second reaction stage. This effect must increase the void content of the ceramic, but
usually a void commensurate with the size of the globule of surface silicon cannot be found if the RBSN i-
microsectioned, showing that these globules are formed by the melting of widely dispersed silicon
particles.

In the presence of carbon, or silicon carbides, serious reductions in the strength of the RBSN can
occur, due to formation of' appreciable quantities of silicon carbidc and even silicon oxynitride. This
effect was maximized experimentally in an impervious alumina reaction tube, by nitriding silicon powder
compacts very close to (but not in contact with) graphite or silicon carbide powder. In several experi-
ments the presence of graphite caused low strengths in the range 13 - 41 MPa for specimens within tither
a loose-lidded AlIO3 or RBSN box containing graphite powder; outside the box RBSN was produced with
strengths which ranged between 21 and 65 MPa. Static nitrogen with a carbon rod adjacent to the spcimen
gave 112 MPa. Nitridation in the box which had been used for the graphite powder experiments but with
deposits removed gave RBSN ;.ith strength -205 MPa. Silicon carbide powder caused less severe strentth
reductions below the normal 200-230 MPa, and a silicon carbide heater rod beside two Si bars gave nearly
normal RBSN strengths of 206 and 217 MPa. It is apparent that gaseous transport of carbon occurred, mot
probably via CO g,s formed from trace impurities, inward diffusion of 02 and 1120 through the refactory
tube, and possibly the reaction of SiC with C, which is thermodynamically possible. This investigation
was prompted by the experience that material 'nitrided' commercially could occasionally contain lirg'ramout:
of silicon carbide and silicon oxynitride than of silicon nitride; such material had very poor streng~th
and the composition of the experimentally-produced low strength RBSN was similarly abnori! ,'.

In the experimental 'carburizing' investigation referred to above already-nitrided 1535N expose'd
within the Si fN4 or A1203 boxes did not lose strength, although it g ained just over i1 in wirght, tnd SiV
vas f'ormed in-lits surface.

Production of components 'or gas turbine experimentation, -specially when quit' lirgn nd complex
shapes are required, is therefore a complex undertaking, and UK exp'ri'n,'e has shown that comet imes
difflcult es can be- encountered with the rommercial nitridation l acilities, for x;,,ri"mental prototyp.
product ion. In some of the commercial applications of HBSN the highest mechani-il: -st rengt Ih say nrot 1- of
paramount importance, and also temperature schedules which suit the production of large numbir: of" stnaIl
components are not ilways suitable for large components. Such difficult io, :r,, not incvit a,. Th, rhl -
ing and nitridation of RBSN diesel pistons for -xp-rimental re,,arch on their nri'--rin- f,-asit iits hi, c
however been successf'ul in producing material with adequate strength and thermal ,onlu-tivity, allhougi l
this research project was not primarily ,on-,rn..d with optimisation of' pro01d iin I i.i trilat ion to miaxi-
misc, thermomechani al properties). Nv,,rth.ls:, th,. t'infIng of ,nlin ,.r ig ro;ricr:, i :' often riot , ry
conii,,ant of' the n-, for proces.;sing, r,.-arch on component fabriition, lookingT tipoii thl : : :imply ,
purchasing operation; but there i: n-ed f'or research on the !'abri-tt ion of 1 ,r , or ,omlI x omponirit:
At AMP a 3 cm dim,ter 3 cm long nitrilation f'acili ty r:: Un-ig oo:trut,, for 1hi juro:..

It i now rali:,e. that atrlil quality r:y vary, mod th,. be:t way o mornlor fhis his leni !'o ii
to br th, 'c'ontrol bar' qpproth, in whil-h bair: o, :iii 'on owh,'" ,oipa(1t 1' 1 1, , i e ,firt to ti,
component, ant! their ;trength masurel 'i terwar :u. It i:" klro i s:y to mir;u', h we gin ti' to
r-'irtion with nitrogen, "tlthough with comm,riil purity a ilion th, thort " vil' oft .' " ?I -i , I
ahi- -. , i, to impiriti':, vol itli,,'tion ,t irrnnitrit'' p i -on. En; t,i [:' " : -oWan t 11lt w, it1 h

is. not i .n:I t iv-, in tI "tor ofI th, i,-h in ',-iI :strength of I''ooiri'W: s.

For in:.t-n,-, relatively umal 1 v'iri-it ion:i i n n -- i ' n t, , t i i,,n, or: ' -r r' x m' , Ii 1 ::1: I
m,,','r r,fra,'tor y-tub, ni trit ation i'i i I i ty pro u i't the 1'of lowing, auiht gti. i1 .I r'ngr h .t I I
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Strength Standard No. of Wi Standard No. of'
MPa deviation tests eig. gain deviation bars

230 10 42 63.63 0.55 14

262 32 42 62.52 0.25 14

268 25 36 62.78 0.25 12

252 40 27 62.60 0.59 9

217 14 24 62.13 o.65 8

Deliberate attempts to contaminate the nitridation gas with oxygen do not produce a significant fall
in quality,

4 
and it is possible that the leakage produces turbulence in the gas: as nitrogen 'flow' con-

ditions have been shown to produce lower strength R1SN than a 'static' nitrogen nitridation environment,l
it is possible that seal leakage effects are due to kinetic rather than impurity mechanisms.

The effects of oxidation are very important, especially their influence on strength. RBSN, because
of its ca 12-14% accessible porosity (eg for a relative density of about 80%), has an appreciable surface
area. Although the actual amount of oxidation is not great, nor very progressive, its effect on strength
can be serious, with a deterioration in room temperature strength of up to 40% after a single exposure to
12500C. It appears that some materials are worst affected at around 1029

0
C (1900

0
F), when the silicon di-

oxide protective film is less protective because it has considerable ?amorphous' character, whereas at
higher temperature crystalline cristobalite tends to be formed. The loss in strength is due to the alpha-

beta crystallographic phase change volumetric contraction undergone by cristobalite at around 2700C; when
tested above this temperature strength is found to have been less seriously affected by high temperature
oxidation: probably because a significant proportion of the strength deterioration is due to elastic
strain, as well as actual cracking of the silica caused by the phase transformation contraction. Some
workers have not experienced the serious degradation that has been studied in the UK with two different
RBSN materials; if density can be improved giving a reduction in open void content it is probable that such
disadvantageous behaviour can be made less severe. Another approach has been to impregnate with materials
which react with silica, such as metal oxides, as these produce protective surface layers which diminish
oxidation, and also do not show such severe degradation of room temperature strength, presumably because
cristobalite formation is either reduced or virtually prevented

5
. The most efficacious materials proved to

be calcium oxide, strontium oxide, and magnesium aluminate. Their effects on creep performance were also
assessed; calcium oxide produce the most significant increase, but the effect was not catastrophic. With
an essentially non-porous material like HPSN it might be thought that oxidative degradation of strength
would not occur, but strength deterioration of up to 40% has been observed with 5% MgO material, due to sur-
face pitting. However close attention to stating material purity and the amount of hot pressing additives,
and preoxidation treatments such as those developed at AiResearch can reduce such degradation significantly.

Corrosion of silicon nitride and silicon carbide can occur in liquid melts containing basic sodium;
Riley has shown that at 1300

0
C Na2SO4 vapour converts the parabolic oxidation behaviour of PBN into a

linear process controlled by the availability of soda (as Na280 4 ), which reacts to give non-protective
liquid Na2SiO 3 until the solubility of SiO2 reaches that corresponding with the liquidus in the Na2O-SiO2
system. It would be interesting to see if those oxides which are effective in reducing RBSN oxidation and

oxidative strength degradation would be helpful in improving soda corrosion resistance if this problem
proves to be serious in the engine environment. Tests in the ANTE sea-salt sulphidation test rig for 20C
hours at 7500 and 830

0
C showed no detectable corrosion or significant strength deterioration of RBN,

although in such tests some unprotected superalloys are severely attacked. It is clear that the silicon
ceramics have some advantages over superalloys at such temperatures, and it is not apparent how -evere the
sodium attack problem will prove; since the presence of appreciable molten corrodent on Si3N4 or SiC compo-
nents would be a necessary factor. Singhal reported that HPSN and SiC exposed at 1100

0
C and 3 atmosphere

pressure for 250 hours with diesel fuel to which 5 ppm sodium, 2 pp vanadium and 0.5 w/o sulphur had been
added, performed as well as when tested with clean fuel. Presumably, the physical conditions for liquid
melt residence on the test samples were not favourable in the high velocity environment. Schlichting has
shown that Sialon has a better resistance than HPSN to attack when cycled in burner gas, and exposed to
Na2CO 3 solution during the cool part of the cycle. Sialon materials can form a muilite protective surface
oxide which is more resistant to corrosion than silica. A further consideration is that engine environment
is acidic and -t high pressureu, giving high v:LIti,: of p()- whidh wIl tei to |dI1t1h th, 1-, o, 0,:

2 + Na2S04 - Na2SiO3 + SO3 .

SIALON MATERI ALS

The discovery that silicon and nitrogen in Si N4 can be replaced by aluminium and oxygen to form solid
solutions in beta silicon nitride (1') called Sialons has led to a large amount of work on elu idation of t h
relevant phase equilibria and crystal chemistry, and on development of materials with enhanced performance.
Hot pressed Sialon materials have been produced, and the absence of a silicon carbide arface layer after
hot pressing is a useful advantage over HPSN. However it has proved possible to produre materials with good
engineering properties, by sintering (eg at 18300C), whereas attempts to produe dens:e silicon nitride by
pressureless sintering without additives, have been rather unproductive, often involving high pressure
environments or very fine powders, and have not proved very practicable.

The outstanding work at University of Newcastle-upon-Tynp on the understanding of the orystal
structures, phase equilibria and properties of 3ialons and related mayterialsr has continued, at har, the tech-
nological development of materials by Lucas Industries Ltd, where the basic )Si-7 AlO7nNP - formula for
Sialons was established by Lumby.

Be--AI-4-N matertals prepared by the Liwrence Livermor, Liboratories7 have ben charii, 'dt
Newcastle , and an ,xtent ive range of solid iiolutionc has been vhowt to ex it at high t mperaitures,; ul to 2

or 3 phases .an coexist, probably du, to the o-urrn, of a miscibiliy gap, and it appear that at iact
some compositions can be melted and cooled without deompos:ition. This ir ti 'on'lurion of onriderabl,
technological importance, since decomposition and gas evolution during high temperatur,- firing. is a serious
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problem with Sialon-type materials, since it can hinder the development of optimum mechanical properties.
The early promise of improved mechanical properties at elevated temperatures (as compared with magnesia-
containing HPSN) offered by the use of yttrium oxide as a hot-pressing additive has been complicated by
the tendency of quaternary crystalline phases such as Nitrogen-melilite Y2Si[Si,) 3N4 ], N-apcate
Y(S1O4)6N2 - Y9 .7(SiO 4 )60N, N-yttrium aluminate Y4Si207N2 and N-a-Wollastonite Y203Si 2N20 to o...idize
catastrophically at around 10C00. These phases have been studied at Newcastle and further research on the
Y-Si-O-N system has confirmed that, as discovered by Lange, compositions within the Si3N4 - SiNZO - Y-Si2O7
compatibility triangle, ie without quaternary crystalline phases, do not show a catastrophic oxidation
behaviour, and in fact give ceramics with excellent promise. Since crystalline phases are not present to
absorb impurity oxides (eg CaO) which are compatible with their crystalline structures, such materials are
more susceptible to impurities which can increase the proportion of glass and lower its softening
temperature. Addition of aluminium oxide to the Y-Si-O-N system slightly reduces its high temperature
strength, although the highest-ever room temperature strength reported for silicon nitride (luG MPa at
FrI - Venables7) was obtained with a Sialon containing an yttrium aluminosilicate glass. The Ce-Si-O-N
system has been studied. It has the advantage that the molar content of Ce2Oj to form unwanted easily-
oxidized N-apatite phase is three times the level at which this phase is formed in the Y-Si-O-N system,
and it is easier to stay in the quarternary phase-free Si3N4 - Si2N20 - Ce silicate compatibility tri-
angle (this is often somewhat difficult to arrange as the amount of silica on the surface of' silicon
nitride may vary). Although there is little surface degradation with a 2 w/o CeO2 material at 1403C,
serious attack occurs with greater concentrations, and generally the oxide film tends to crack. At appre-
ciable oxygen potentials the Ce

3+ 
state oxidizes and oxynitrides decompose to CeO2 with gas evolution P

disrupting the surface layer.

The possibility of forming high strength silicon nitride ceramics by hot pressing and sintering has
been the subject of much resear6h and development at Lucas Industries. More details on the sintering of
Sialon materials containing moderate amounts of A1O (eg typically z = 0.5, ranging up to 1.1, in the
formula Si6-zAlzOzN3..z), have been published (US Pat No 4,127,416), and some of the more interesting are
given in Table 1. Pressureless-sintered materials with good strength at room temperature in the range
700-300 MPa, and strengths >60c MPa at 12250C and even 13700C have been achieved, as have significant
improvements in creep resistance eg O.01% strain in 48 hours with a load of 77 MPa at 1227°C. Creep resis-
tance is improved by a heat treatment at I4000C which transforms most of the vitreous phase to yttrium
aluminsum garnet (Y3AI3012). There is great interest in these materials for metal handling and cutting
applications and optimisation for this application appears to have been emphasised recently, so that their
potential for engine applications has not been explored. Data quoted by Lumby suggest that their thermal
conductivity may not be as low as other data for sintered Sialons eg thermal diffusivity at 20u°C of
4 mi2/s, quoted in comparison with a value of 3 for HPSN, (such comparison are difficult: othr UK work has
indicated a value of 13.0 mm

2
/s for HPSN at 2110C). However good resistance to thermal stress is claimed.

Before such materials can be used easily and effectively in engines more complete data should be
obtained on thermal transport properties, in view of the wide range of published data. Such research
could enable thermal conductivities to be optimized; it is noteworthy that mechanical properties are fre-
quently used to monitor technological development work whilst this is in progress, and thermal properties
determined after the materials have been developed, almost as an afterthought.

Two new interesting areas of research deserve further consideration. Jack et al and Mitomo have
begun to explore a new family of materials related to alpha Si3N4 , but no information is yet available on
their technological potential for engineering applications. Some pure materials in the: M-Si-Al-0-N s ystem
where M is Li, Ca or Y have been prepared and a start made on their characterization. Another development
of even greater novelty is the concurrent discovery at the Universities of Utah and Newcastle-upon-Tyne of
a continuous series of solid solutions between silicon carbide and aluminium nitride. These two materials
do not form mutual solutions easily however, although such materials can be prepared from carbon, silica
and aluminia, or from CaSiqAl3ON1 5 with carbon in flowing N2 at, lU°C. The compound AIDOC is also
soluble. At present there is no indication of their engineering potential.

CVD SILICON NITRIDE

The ability to form dense deposits of pure alpha silicon nitride, in appreciabl( thichnqe.sct.; by
chemical vapour deposition has led to the hope that such materials might have superior resistan. to oxi-
dation and corrosion at high temperatures, and being free from vitreous phases, it is expecthat their
mechanical properties will bf less affected ly high temperature than hot pressed or sintred ;ilicon
nit rides.

However the mechanical properties which have been measured are very modest although th,r- is- no doubt
that CVD Si 3 N4 is substantially harder than HPSN, and that it can be formed in thickn-- of ovr I m. on
graphite substrates or on RlSN materials.

Strength data of 1')) - 305 MPa for ground bars have previously been reported. Ni ihara and Hi ral
have shown that deposition rates of over 0.7 mm/h could be achieved over relatively small ar,as (- 2 m),
and recent work at the Fulmer Research Institute with a large scale deposition facility has shown that
areas as large as 150 cm

2 
can be covered with deposits of a mean thickness of' about 0.7'; mm in 6. hour!;

Unground strips cut from this deposit were tested in bend with the smoothest lace in tension, but only gay,
a strength of 172 + 42 MPa. These low strengths appear to be a consequence of inter-columnar def'ects, aid
it is possible that better strength might be obtainable if the growth morphology could be changd. At
present the material is not very suitable for most applications in free-standing form, but thf recent :uh-
stantial improvement in ability to coat large areas make its use more feasible as a protective layer for
RBSN where gas sealing, corrosion and oxidation resistance or extreme hardness and wear properties are
requi red.
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CONCLUSIONS

The incompletely-dense silicon nitride ceramics are readily fabricable materials, especially suitable
for moderately-stressed components or prototype optimisation research when component failure is informa-
tive and an acceptable part of the design reiteration process. V

Improvements are still being made in their strength, but these are likely to be modest. Their
mechanical properties can be quite severely affected by fabrication procedures, especially the high tempera-
tare nitridation procecs, and large complex components require especial care because the atmosphere and
temperature within large furnaces are more difficult to control adequately.

RBSN does not have sufficient vitreous phase content to impair mechanical properties above 10000C
significantly, but strength below 2700C can be quite severely affected by prior oxidation, although the
addition of some oxides which form silicates easily may reduce this strength degradation appreciably.
Both hot pressed and sintered fully dense materials can be very strong, especially so below 1OOO0C, and
the vitreous phase effects which may impair strength and creep behaviour at higher temperatures can be
reduced considerably, especially with yttrium oxide additions. Oxidation problems also can be difficult,
and oxidative degradation of strength of HPSN of similar magnitude to that with RBSN has been reported,
but with both materials it is possible to use preoxidation procedures to mitigate these effects. With
yttrium and some other 'Sialons' quaternary crystalline phases may be responsible for catastrophic oxida-

tion effects, but if these phases are avoided, as for instance with materials whose composition falls in
the Si3N4 - Si202N - Y2Si 207 phase equilibrium diagram compatibility triangle, oxidation effects become
non-catastrophic.

There appears to have been little exploration of the engineering potential of pressureless-sintered
Sialons especially with heat treatments which convert their minor vitreous phases content to yttrium
aluminium garnet and thus improve their high temperature mechanical properties. More detailed information
is needed aboht the thermal properties of these complex materials. The potential of pure dense Si3N4
material produced by chemical vapour deposition for obtaining mechanical properties which are relatively
insensitive to temperature has not yet been realized, as strengths at best are comparable only to RBSN,
due to the unsatisfactory microstructure of the material as currently produced. However, progress has been
made in making large area deposits with useful thicknesses, which may be useful for sealing RBSN, and pro-
tecting it against aggressive melts (eg containing sodium oxide) and oxidation, and in very onerous
tribological conditions.

It is apparent that a case for continuing research on all three types of silicon nitride material
exists, with the following principal objectives:

Reaction-bonded silicon nitride: improved strength

Sintered silicon nitrides (hot-pressure and pressureless sintered): improved high temperature
properties and easier processing

CVD silicon nitride: better strength and easier processing.
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TABLE 1

Some Pressureless-Sintered Sialons

Composition Creep X-ray Phase
Processing Strength reep Analysis V/0SN = SiN 4 parts Method Heat Density at RT Strength Behaviour

AN = A p's at timea to - -by (See US Pat No. Treatment Mg/m (WeibullAO = A1203  wt. 4,127,416) m subscript 12250 C s05 t
YO = Y203  strain YSiON' 'YAG'

92 SN ) PS 60 min - 3.152 750 14 379 1 h 90 -
5 AN 1880

0
C reheat -0.5

3 AO " " cool to R1 5h 1400
0
C 705 11 11 h -5

6 YO
then to 5h 14000 615 13

92 SN ) " - 3.175 564 16 32 h >90 6
6AM) -0.5
2AO" cool to RT reheat 709 8 40 h 2 3
6 YO) 5h 1400

0  
742

then to 555 14 574
14000

92 SN " - 3.141 520 15 608 8.5 h
7AN
1 AO " cool to lT reheat 618 11 620 70 h >90 4
6 YO ) 5h 14000 (2V/o-Wollastonite)" cool to

14000 5h 14000 535 9 622 120 h >)0 8
(605 at ~0.5
137000)

92 SN 733 14 274 0.7 >90 rest
4 AN . glass
4 AO
6 YO

42 Al ) nitrided in N /42Ar, powdered,
14 Si fired at 18000C to yield 115R'
44 AO polytype material.
12 of '15R' PS 60 min 3.201 767 13 >90 +
88 SN 1880

0
C -O.5

6 YO

As above but 7 TO 3.197 815 13
14.25t15R') PS 60 min
85.75 SN 18400C 3.208 810 >90 10

7 YO -o.6
it V then to 5h 14000 3.230 577 0.1% in >90

14000 8 h -0.3

18.75 '15') 3.188 520 90
81.25 SM -0.9

7 YO " " 3.179 543 0.1% in >90 7
48 h

20.25'15R# ) - - 3.224 500 0.023% >90 8
78.25 SN1 in 48h -1.0

7 YO

21.75'15R' " " 3.198 501 0.01% >'o 8.5
78.25 SN in 48h 1.

7 YO
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Summary

Ceramic materials offer a great potential for high temperature application. This,

however, means it is necessary to live - even in future - with a brittle material with

small critical crack length and high crack growth velocity. Thus it will not be easy to

ensure reliability for highly loaded ceramic components, keeping in mind that for

reaction bonded ceramics the material inherent porosity is in the same order of

magnitude as the critical crack length. A solution to increase the reliability of ceramic

turbines may be a compression loaded rotor design with fiber reinforced hooping.

The most attractive properties of fiber reinforced materials - high strength to

density ratio 07? combined with high stiffness to density ratio /l can be utilized with

maximum benefit. However, this group of materials does not allow high temperature

application. Therefore, in the proposed design the center core of the turbine wheel

which is exposed to the hot gas flow is surrounded by a concentrical cooling ring, both

kept under compression up to the design speed by a composite ring combination. Cold spin

test results of fiber reinforced rings made of carbon epoxy, boron aluminum and carbon/

carbon are presented as well as cold spin test results of a possible wheel/shaft

connection and of compression loaded rotors.

Introduction

The application of ceramic materials for highly loaded components in the hot gas

flow of a turbine engine is in a developmental stage since a few years. Especially for

small engines, powering cars and trucks, the high-technology cooling systems known from

jet engines are too costly. Thus, the turbine inlet temperature is limited to about

1300 K which leads to thermodynamic efficiencies lower than those for gas or Diesel

engines. It would be a big step forward if a ceramic turbine could be realized with

turbine inlet temperatures up to 1700 K:

- The specific fuel consumption would be as low as for good Diesel engines

- The material fabrication costs would be about 10% of complex steel

- Almost no raw material procurement problems will arise in future as

are expected for alloy metals

- The vibration ivel as well as the emission values of a turbine are lower

than for piston enqines.

However, this ceramic turbine should offer at least today's standard of reliability.
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Present situation / state of the art

For hardware application silicon nitride and silicon carbide are favored candidates,

both as reaction sintered materials as well as in hot pressed condition, Published test

results indicate that stationary hot-flow-path ceramic components like combustion

chamber, nose cone, and stators were the first parts which have been successfully tested

/ 1I/. The realization of ceramic recuperators is more difficult /2,3/. The hardest

problem still is a low cost ceramic rotor with high reliability, although ceramic turbines

were tested at Ford Motor-Company in 1977 and at Garrett Corporation in 1979, operating

at desired turbine inlet temperatures of 1645 K and 1485 K with blade tip speeds of

407 m/sec and 437 m/sec, respectively /4,5/.

There are known three concepts to realize a ceramic rotor,

(1) Duo-density design

High strength hot pressed silicon nitride (HPSN) is used for the hub, where stresses

are high but temperatures moderate. The blading material is injection molded or slip cast

reaction sintered silicon nitride (RBSN).

This material combination is advantageous for more than one reason;

To guarantee a consistent material quality the fabrication of HPSN is

limited to simple billet shapes. The shape of a hub is simple whereas the 4
realization of complex blade shapes needs a time consuming and costly

machining procedure as a grinding or ultrasonic process,

To achieve a HPSN-material with an almost theoretical density a densifica-

tion aid is used. Thus, at high temperatures a certain plastic behavior

occurs. On one hand this is positive because it rtduces stress concentration

and impact failure, on the other hand this leads to creep effects. However,

the temperature of the hub is moderate compared to that of the blades.

The complex shape and the high operating temperature combined with

relatively low stress levels due to centrifugal forces require a different

material for the blades. RBSN matches these requirements.

However, the duo-density design offers a weak point, too. The joint between these

two materials is not easy to realize - and is tension and shear loaded in operating

condition. Both facts render it more difficult to guarantee reliability. Presumed the

problems are solved by improved materials as well as processing and nondestructive

testing methods this concept offers the potential of a low cost rotor in series

production. Ford Motor Comp. as well as Volkswagen are testing this concept since 1971

and 1974, respectively, Fig. 1.

(2) Metal-hub/ceramic blading-concept

The advantages of this design are based on the fact that the connection of hub and

shaft is today's standard and that in case of a defect single blades can be replaced.

But exactly from this single blade attachment the problems arise;

Stress concentration due to the small contact area

Compliance layer between hub and blade to increase the contact

area and to reduce effects caused by elastic hub deformation.

possible deviation of an aerodynamically optimized blade spacing due to the

attachment volume requirement especially in realizing a small rotor size.
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The results published up to now indicate that low-cost RBSN-blades are hardly able

to fulfil the requirements because of the low strength potential. HPSN-blades will

sustain the applied stresses but they are costly to fabricate and limited in temperature

application. Thus, and because of metal hub cooling requirements, the operating

temperature is lower than for the duo-density design. However, it is a time saving and

cost effective solution to realize a ceramic turbine and to test stationary hot-flow-path

ceramic components under real engine conditions. Garrett Corp., Volkswagen, and MTU-

Munich are testing this concept, Fig. 1.

(3) All-HPSN-rotor design

A more exotic design - exotic with respect to costs - is the all-HPSN-rotor, where

hub and blades are machined from one billet. Of course, this can't be cheap, but apart

from the hub/shaft connection no problems with joints and attachments and no

insurmountable problems with stress levels will arise. Thus, with today's machining

technology an all-ceramic rotor can be realized within a short period, at least for

the purpose of testing an all-ceramic turbine. If it would be possible in future to

fabricate a homogeneous HPSN material also in complex shapes, this design will be com-

petitive with other solutions. Mercedes Benz is testing this rotor concept.

Design philosophy

The design philosophy for all these concepts did not change by changing from metal

to ceramic materials. They are still based on tension loaded blades and disks. However,

we assume this is not the strongest base for a ceramic rotor design. Recent publications

indicate similar considerations /6, 7/. No doubt, the properties of ceramic material were

improved in the last few years and will be improved in future, Fig. 2. But even then we

will have to deal with a brittle material if we intend to take advantage of the full

potential of high temperature applicability. A small critical crack length combined with

a high crack growth velocity at all those loading conditions which tend to open a crack

will lower tension strength and increase scatter. ;ccepting this as a ceramic inherent

peculiarity, we were urged to look for design concepts which avoid this weak point and

guarantee reliability not only by nondestructive testing methods and proof tests.

Lookln- at the past we recognize breathtaking and almost unbelievable architecture

an. dome constructions offering a design concept for brittle materials like bricks

and stones which is obviously adequate to their properties. Those monuments, which

endured for centuries, are based on a simple design concept: compression-loaded and

form-locked under their own weight. To realize this concept in a rotating structure

the brittle material must be combined with a structural member which offers an extremely

high potential of specific strength and stiffness. Fiber reinforced materials with low

density are the only candidates to accomplish this demand. The stress level resulting

from their own rotating mass is low enough to offer additionally a high tension load

capacity.

Compression-loaded ceramics and tension-loaded composites fonna

fascinating combination with an inherent imperfection - difference in temperature

stability. To overcome this mismatch for a turbine rotor application, a low cost cooling

system separating the composite material and the hot gas flow is the only solution. It

depends on the rotor design, whether this concept can be competitive in cost, efficiency,

and reliability to already existing designs.
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Design concept

These considerations lead to a rotor design shown in Fig. 3, using ceramic materials

of the reaction bonded type only / 8 /. The turbine blades, exposed to the hot gas flow,

build up the inner section of the rotor. They are concentrically surrounded by a cooling

section where the blades are arranged to guarantee a compression load path from rim to
hub. The hot and the cold gas flows are separated by a ceramic ring. Two further ceramic

rings border the blading area inside and outside. The inserted hub is divided into a

number of sections to avoid tensile loading. The hub function is reduced to a centering

disk which is capable to transfer torque to the shaft. The whole ceramic structure should

be constricted by a composite ring or a ring combination in such a way, that the essential

parts are compression-loaded up to the design speed. To realize this goal two extreme

solutions are suggestable: the "completely sliced wheel" and the "completely closed

wheel". In case of the "sliced wheel" the single slices are pressed against the composite

hoop due to centrifugal forces - the more the higher the speed. At zero speed only a

small prestress is necessary to clamp together the single slices. In case of the "closed

wheel", the prestress at zero speed has to be high to obtain a high compression level

within the ceramic structure, which will be reduced with increasing speed due to centri-

fugal stresses. Between these two extremes a variety of design parameters is possible.

Program tasks

There are two main topics to be investigated.

(1) Thermodynamic efficiency

The cooling effort which is necessary to realize the compression loaded rotor design

is adequate to a reduction in thermodynamic efficiency. A high service temperature of

the hooping material coincides with a small drop in efficiency. Thus, the objective

of this investigation is on one hand to improve the technology to achieve high-

temperature-stable, low-density composite rings, which offer high weight related

strength and stiffness values. On the other hand, the cooling effort should be

integrated advantageously into the thermal circle to minimize the efficiency drop.

The aim is an overall thermodynamic efficiency which is substantially above the

values of uncooled metal turbines and close to the values which can be achieved with

the duo-density ceramic rotor.

(2) Hardware demonstration

If this seems to be possible, the feasibility of this compression rotor design should

be demonstrated in hardware tests with emphasis on a low cost test program, qualify-

ing the reliability on principle. The test schedule comprises spin tests of rotor

components like hooping rings and hub as well as completed rotors under room

temperature and elevated temperatures.

mI
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Thermodynamic efficiency

Our specific interest is mainly directed towards structural design concepts. A

competent partner in thermodynamic calculations was found in the Institute for Aircraft

Propulsion at the University of Stuttgart. A large variety of parameter studies by means

of already existing or modified computer programs were made assuming the cooling ring:

as a compressor, a cold gas tvrbine, or a neutral stage

operating at low, medium, or high pressure level

with no, partial, or total feedback to the thermal circle.

The results are described in detail in reference / 2 /. As this paper is not

dealing with thermodynamics, only the main results are summarized with respect to the

rotor design.

o As shown in Fig. 4, the cooling ring is assumed to be a cold gas turbine stage at

low pressure level with no feedback to the thermal circle. Thus, the blade length in

the cooling ring is not too short and the inlet temperature low enough to offer a

high cooling potential of the air flow.

o This thermal circle is used as a base to compare different rotor systems, character-

ized by the turbine inlet temperature and the percentage of additional cooling effort

related to the condition at the outlet of the compressor. As shown in Fig. 4, the

prospects for the compression loaded ceramic rotor are not looking too bad. If it

will be possible to realize this concept with a cooling effort of 5%, the thermo-

dynamic efficiency is in the same order as for the duo-density ceramic rotor. Thus,

thermal isolation of the hot gas flow and a minimized cross section of the cooling

blades are of essential interest, as well as radiation reflecting coatings to reduce

heat flow toward the lower temperature areas of the rotor.

Rotor definition (First generation)

Several decisions were made to achieve the program tasks with a minimum of manpower,

time and money:

(1) Only reaction bonded ceramic material should be applied.

This is advantageous for several reasons:

It is a low cost material which can be slip casted or injection molded to

complicated shapes

- It is a low density material, thus loads due to centrifugal forces are low

- It is a low modulus material, thus lowering the required prestress level

of the hooping material

- It is a material with a low thermal conductivity, thus reducing thermal flux

and cooling effort

- It is a material with a good thermoshock stability, which is essential

especially in the area between the hot and cold gas flows.
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(2) As far as possible already existing molds should be used.

At the beginning the rotor should be built up by an assembling method rather than

in an one-shot-processing technique to cut costs. An arrangement with MTU-Munich

was made to employ its stator vanes to build up the hot gas blading of the

compression loaded rotor design. These stator vanes were injection molded piece by

piece at Rosenthal Engineering GmbH. The completed RBSN-rotor was ordered from

this company.

(3) The results should be comparable to other rotor concepts.

In consequence to the decision to use the identical hot gas flow geometry MTU uses,

also the same design speed was determined. The tip speed of the turbine blade is

372 m/sec, corresponding to 56 ooo rpm.

(4) The test results should be available as fast as possible.

To demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of the compression-loaded rotor

concept, a composite ring with high weight-related strength and stiffness values was

an absolute premise of the program. Due to the fact that for higher-temperature-

stable systems like boron/aluminum, carbon/carbon or carbon/glass the processing

technology is not as sophisticated as for carbon/epoxy, the latter material was

selected for demonstration purposes at least up to cold spin tests. At the same time

the processing technique to fabricate high quality B/Al- and C/C-rings should be

developed to a higher standard.

By these decisions the number of parameter variations was reduced, however, there

is still a large design variability between the already mentioned two extreme solutions
"completely sliced wheel" and "completely closed wheel".

To run parametric studies on a computer, two mathematical models were developed. One

is based on a spoked wheel where the blades are simulated by untwisted rectangular

spokes orientated parallel to the turbine axis. The other is based on a multiple ring

model with anisotropic elastic behavior in radial and circumferential directions. Both

are inaccurate but render a better understanding and fairly good results in attacking the

target by changing the design.

Fig. 5 may be helpful to clarify some aspects of interacting effects. Rotor A is an
"all sliced type" except for the outer ceramic iing Nr. 1, whereas rotor type B is "all

closed" except for the hub that acts as an internal pressure loading to ceramic ring No.3

(which is valid also for type A).

The stress level of the tension ring Atens is very low at zero speed. However, it is

sufficient to reach a much higher compression stress in ceramic ring AI compared to the

stress level of rings No. BI, B2 and B3 . Atens increases very rapidly with increasing

speed. There is no other tension member which is able to reduce its stress level because

the circumferential stresses in rings No. 2 and No. 3 are zero. This is also indicated

by the compression stress level of turbine spoke At as well as of cooling spoke A., which

increases with increasing speed, naturally more rapidly for A
c

Compared to that, rotor type B shows a different tendency. The "all closed" rotor

type B consists of three closed ceramic rings, thus offering more rigidity or less

compliance than a single ring. Therefore, the prestress level of the tension ring B tens
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is very high compared to Atens. However, the stress increase with increasing speed is

not as pronounced due to the fact, that all three ceramic rings are tension-loaded.

Obviously the increase is more rapid for B3 than for B and B2 . This is analogous to

usual tension-loaded disks and corresponds with the dominating tensile effects within

the turbine spokes Bt, whereas the tension and compression effects are nearly balanced

within the cooling spokes Bc .

As far as the stress levels are concerned, the rotor Type A is a favorable design,

however, the decision was made that the first generation of test rotors should be as

easy to fabricate as possible. Under this aspect rotor type B offers the advantage

that the single turbine blades can easily be positioned within two concentrical rings

to minimize unbalance tendencies of the completed rotor. The ceramic rotor radius became

13 mm larger than the turbine blade tip radius, by adding 8 mm insulating ring thickness

between hot and cold gas flow, 2,5 mm cooling channel height, and 2,5 mm outside ceramic

ring thickness. Thus the design speed at the rim increases to 448 m/sec.

Rotor hub/shaft connection

The hub/shaft connection has to fit within the concept of the compression-loaded

rotor which can be realized only if the hooping acts as a support of the total ceramic

structure. The enlargement of the tension ring(s) at the rim is much higher than of the

hub in the rotor center at increasing rpm. If the rim is connected to the hub by rigid

spoke-members, tension stresses in the spokes as well as in the hub can be prevented

only if the hub is sliced, Fig. 5. As the sliced hub offers a more pronounced radial

displacement with increasing speed, torresponding to the expansion of the hooping, also

the hub/shaft connection has to follow this tendency and allow radial extension. This

can be realized only by tolerating the fact of a relative motion between hub and shaft

members. However, the centering function of - hub must be guaranteed. One possibility

is separating the functions of centering and torque pickup. Out of a number of designs,

one solution seems to be favorable. The mounting arrangement is demonstrated in Fig. 6,

/9/.

A star of six flat, rectangular, radial orientated metal plates fits into correspond-

ing slots in the ceramic hub to transfer the torque. For centering purposes two

fingershaped sockets are inserted between these metal plates. The socket fingers will be

deflected due to centrifugal forces and pressed towards the wall of the inner bore in the

ceramic hub. A compromise has to be made between finger thickness and bore diameter.

Thickwalled fingers will guarantee a better centering function but need a larger diameter

to deflect under centrifugal forces, thus operating at higher temperatures. The inner

section is covered by two closed sockets which fix the ceramic wheel at the parallel

ground front faces perpendicular to the rotor axis by means of two flexible, temperature-

stable rings.

Cold spin tests of hub/shaft connection

In order to prove this design, ceramic hubs were spin tested in vacuum at ambient

temperature. To realize the same strain level at the rim of the hub as will occur In the

case of an "all sliced rotor" type A, glassfiber reinforced epoxy was selected as hooping

material. Due to the low modulus the adequate strain could be verified at moderate speed,

corresponding to 45 000 rpm. The results are summarized in Fig. 7, where the enlargement

of one slot is plotted versus revolutions per minute. The curves are calculated for a
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"6 slot hub" and a "12 slot hub", respectively. The measurement points, gained by

examination of high-speed photographs, almost coincide with the curves.

First tests were made with a "6 slot hub". Here problems arose especially at gap

enlargement values exceeding 0,4 mm, mainly because the crack surfaces did not match

together when they came into contact at speed reduction. Any unsteadiness in relative

motion between ceramic hub sections and the composite ring became more pronounced and

effective the higher the amount of relative motion increased. In most cases it became

visible that the ceramic material tends to be released by additional cracks.

Therefore, the decision was made to change to a "12 slot hub" by scratching

symmetrically six additional tracks into the ceramic surfaces, about 0,5 mm deep, to

initiate crack growth in well defined crack tracks to avoid unbalancing effects. In

fact, all twelve cracks opened, at least after several cycles, as can be seen in the

enlarged lower picture in Fig. 7. With these "12 slot hubs" more than 200 cycles between

zero and 45 000 rpm were conducted without any problems. Reaching that goal we stopped

the test program to investigate the behaviour of a "24 slot hub". However, we did not

even succeed in reaching a symmetrical 12 slot crack pattern in this configuration.

As a result of these cold spin tests the hub for the second generation test rotor

was defined as a "12 slot hub" with twelve tracks for crack initiation purposes.

Cold spin tests of composite rings

When the decision was made to use CFRP-rings as tension members for demonstration

purposes a program was initiated for testing a ring combination consisting of a CFRP-

ring and the outer ceramic ring of the ceramic rotor. The internal ceramic rotor

structure was represented by a properly dimensioned metal disk to simulate an adequate

internal pressure loading at design speed to the outer ceramic ring.

2
To fabricate the composite rings Torray carbon fibers M 40 A (E = 395 000 N/mm

1t = 2040 N/mm 2 ) were impregnated with the CIBA resin system LY 556/HT 972 at a

temperature of 550 C and wound onto a mandrel with a strand tension of 350 p. The mandrel

was made of the same material to minimize inherent stresses due to thermal elongation

during the curing process (160 0 C, 4 h). The cured rings were machined to the desired

dimensions.

The RBSN-rings were purchased from Rosenthal Engineering GmbH. No ring selection

took place because no proven nondestructive testing method was available. The outside

diameter of the rings were machined with a diamond grind within a tolerance of 0.04 im,

reducing the surface roughness from 46 /um to 6/uLn.

The usual thermal shrinkage method was not practicable to fit the CFRP-rinq onto

the ceramic ring because RBSN material and unidirectional reinforced carbon epoxy offer

only a small coefficient of thermal expansion, and allow a low shrinkage temperature.

Thus, only a mechanical pressing operation was feasible. We developed a special procedure

which made it possible to hold the ceramic ring under compression and at the same time

enlarge the composite ring. By this mechanical shrinkage method a radius difference of

0,3 mm could be realized without visible failures in the rings.
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These ring combinations with a slide-fit inserted metal disk were spin tested at

ambient temperature at MTU Munich. The results are shown in Fig. 8, the small scatter

within the burst speeds is obvious. The curves were calculated by assuming a linear

elastic behavior up to the failure point. This was valid because the metal disk showed

no plastic deformation. The failure stresses of the composite rings range from 950 N/mm
2

to 1080 N/mm 
2
. Increasing the fiber content above 60 V/o may further improve these good

results up to 1200 N/mm
2 .

These test results did not allow to determine whether the ceramic rings or the

composite rings failed first. The ceramic rings were tension stressed at failure and a

crack in the ceramic ring could initiate a local overstress ir, the composite ring. To

separate the failure sequence, ring combinations without any prestress in the composite

ring were tested, that means the ceramic ring as well as the metal disk were inserted

into the CFRP-ring using a slide fit. The results are summarized in the lower portion of

Fig. 8. Again the curves were calculated. The stress level for all three rings is zero

at zero speed. With increasing test speed the ceramic ring failed first at about 55OOrpm
2corresponding to 400 N/mm . Up to this speed the ceramic ring was tension loaded, thus

reducing the stress level of the composite ring. As soon as the ceramic ring has cracked

its stress level can be assumed in first approximation to be almost zero. The cracked

ceramic ring acts as an additional internal pressure load to the composite ring,

increasing its stress level. The composite rings failed at 54600 rpm and 59300 rpm which
2 2

corresponds to tension stresses of 720 N/mm and 870 N/mm , respectively. These failure

stresses are low, especially for 65 V/o composite rings which offer a strength potential
2

of about 1200 N/mm . This discrepancy may be explained by stress concentration factors

which, in the area of the ceramic ring cracks, lead to peak stresses within the composite

ring, exceeding the calculated stress levels, plotted in Fig. 8, by a factor of about

1,5.

As far as the rotor design is concerned, these results suggest that no cracks in

the outer ceramic ring can be tolerated it the full potential of the tension loaded

composite ring is to be utilized.

First results of cold spin tests with B/Al-rings are shown in Fig. 9. This type of

material allows operating temperatures up to 300
0
C ,thus reducing the cooling effort and

increasing the overall efficiency. Whereas the CFRP-rings were fabricated in our own

laboratory, the B/Al-rings were manufactured at Battelle Institut, Frankfurt, however,

with a smaller diameter due to an already existing winding mandrel. The stress levels at

burst-speed range from 1040 N/mm
2 

to 1190 N/mm
2 

and are comparable to those values

achieved with high modulus CFRP-rings. Due to the fact that the boron fibers offer a
2strength potential above 3500 N/mm , it seems to be possible to increase the failure

stress level of the B/Al-rings up to 1700 N/mm
2 
by improving the fabrication technique

and/or post consolidating the ring material after the filament winding process.

The first cold spin test results obtained with C/C rings, fabricated at the

'Institut fUr Chemische Technik' of the University at Karlsruhe, were really surprising.

Although the machined rings showed a constant weight loss under centrifugal forces by a

fiber unwinding effect - possibly due to the low transverse strength of the carbon/carbon

material - the failure stresses ranged from 750 N/mm
2 

to 900 N/mm
2
. This unwinding effect

may not occur if the ring surfaces are not machined and/or if the ring surfaces are

protected by a coating. This coating layer may at the same time act as an oxidation

barrier to allow operating temperatures exceeding 5000C.
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Cold spin tests of compression loaded ceramic rotors (First generation)

Two ceramic rotors were prepared for testing. Both were of an "all closed" rotor

type, having a "six slot hub", 26 injection molded turbine blades, and the same number

of cooling spokes. The rotors were fitted together in an assembling method using slip

cast material to connect the single pieces. The main difference between these first

generation rotors was that in one case the insulation ring was "sliced", Fig. 11, 13, in

the other "closed", Fig. 12, 14. However, this affects only the prestress level of the

hooping material. As tension members both rotors had a ring-combination, i.e,, a 4 mm

steel ring and a 7 mm high modulus CFRP-ring, Fig. 14. The steel ring was selected for

testing purposes, because it was easy to increase the compression stress level within

the ceramic structure step by step by thermal shrinkage and unshrinkage procedures. The

resulting compression strains were measured by strain gages and compared to the calculated

values. We noticed that the corresponding strains in the rotor rim area were above the

calculated values whereas in the rotor hub area they were lower than calculated, This

can be explained by a change of the radial pressure distribution caused by the low

modulus of the slip cast material between the ceramic rings. In some cases it could

even be observed that the slip cast material was squeezed out of the gaps. The compliance

effects of these slip cast layers may also magnify a nonuniform strain distribution in

those ceramic components forming the compression load path - because of the dependence

of pressure distribution on structural stiffness. This effect was particularly noticeable

at the platforms of the hot gas flow blades, Fig. 12, 14. At speed levels between

20 000 rpm and 25 000 rpm triangular pieces of the platform broke off, presumably because

the bending moments at the platform edges are higher when a "soft" intermediate layer is

present. The compliance effects are also supposed to be the reason for radial cracks in

the turbine blades, Fig. 12, a thesis which may be confirmed by the fact that an identi-

cal failure mode did not occur within the cooling spokes which had a higher compression

stress level but were not embedded in a slip cast material, Fig. 13. Although both ceramic

rotors showed an increasing amount of cracks and failures during the test program, it

was possible to spin test them several times up to more than 20 000 rpm, when hurled-

away debris terminated the test procedure by penetrating a flash synchronizing ring.

In the discussion about design reliability this can be a strong argument, because the

rotor did not desintegrate totally.

No doubt, failures as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 are not tolerable - and we hope

to avoid this type of damage by a second generation rotor design - but these severely

damaged ceramic rotors reached 32150 rpm and 28450 rpm, respectively, before they failed,

not due to overstresses in the hoop ring materials but due to pronounced unbalancing

effects, namely because our spin test facility is very susceptible to unbalance

tendencies.

Future aspects

A number of five second-generation rotors are already onrdered. They will have "two

closed rings", kept under compression up to the design speed, i.e., according to Fig. 5,

ring No. 1,to avoid stress concentration factors in the hoop rings,and rinq No. 2 to

guarantee a separation of the cold and the hot gas flow. As already mentioned the hub

will be a "12 slot hub" with twelve tracks for crack initiation. The hub as well as the

hot gas flow blading will not be kept under compression at zero speed. The rotors shall be

fitted together in our own laboratory using an assembly method where the single pieces

are clamped together only mechanically to avoid a slip cast material.
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In case the compression rotor design will prove to be successful, the future

applicability is not limited to vehicular gas turbines only. It can be applied in

RPV's, APU's, helicopter-, or even stationary gas turbines. It even seems to be

possible to utilize this system as a pumping wheel for hot and/or aggressive media

by driving the rotor with the cooling blade section.
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Fig. 3 Compression loaded ceramic rotor desiqn
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Fi3- 6 Explosive view of the hub/shaft connection
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ABSTRACT

We have completed a preliminary study on oxidation and corrosion of some types of
nitrogen ceramics based on hot pressed (HPSN), reaction bonded (RBSN), reaction bonded
and sintered (RBSSN) and pressureless sintered (PSSN) compacts.

These materials have also been tested in the presence of contaminants on the
temperature range of 1170- 1470 K. The gravimetric results indicate a more highly
qualified resistance of RBSSN when compared with RBSN and PSSN samples; HPSN samples
are corroded at somewhat lower rates possibly as a result of the very high density of the
samples.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon nitride base ceramics show strong resistance to oxidation even at temperatures of 1600 K. This comes as
no surprise; even burner rig tests have yielded satisfactory results at temperatures of 1570 K (Refs I 4). and these
materials have not been reported, with the possible exception of some salt dip test results - 6, as suffering from catas-
trophic corrosion associated with superalloys.

However, we know only too well that simulation of service conditions is far from being properly mirrored by a
technique of this kind. Experimental results have not been thoroughly worked out yet. All of this means:

I ) We know that reported weight-change curves for the oxidation process reach a plateau quite rapidly and seem
to substantiate the hypotheses of a "truly passive" behavior; but is it reasonable to draw up a picture of passive
behavior of an oxidation process at such a high temperature'?

12) Some experimental results confirm a low melting, sometimes glassy scale being formed during oxidation: this
layer acts as an extractive solvent in respect to compaction aids (currently Mg-Y-Ca-Fe-Zr oxides): but it still
remains to be seen whether all this would or would not result in an embrittlenient of outer regions of
unoxidized material.

(3) We also know silicon to be apt to form both a lower oxide, that is SiO at low 02 activities as well as normal

oxide Sit), . l'he possible lonnation of a lower oxide in the underscale layer will produce a decrease in weight
of about 8 gin per mole of reacted silicon nitride, instead of an increase of 40 gi per nole expected for the
formation of Sit), An appropriate combination of both reactions might lead to a balance in weight-changc so
that a "passivity behavior * would he simulated in steady state oxidation conditions. On the other hand, the
weight of the ,ample might. in some case. be a decreasing function of time' Would, moreover, possible sub-
limation of oxidation products be at all leasihlc?

14) Contamination with alkali metal salts ma . in pnntciple. lower the melting (or soflening) point of the scale.
Would this softcr scale extrat I the abiov-nen ti mfcd k ompact Ion a ids more efficiently

-~" ,
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(5) What consequences are to be expected in connection with a given compaction procedure (i.e., with given
amounts of given oxide additions)?

Research work has been started on these points, a preliminary report of which is given inl this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

Four types of silicon nitride compacts, see Table 1, have been tested under various conditions.

TABLE I

Properties of the Tested Nitrogen Ceramics

Type Aids '4c Density (Mg/in 3 ) Sin terinig Strength at Roomz
Green INitrided Sin tered Coundition Temperatlure

(K) (MN/in2

IIPSN Y, 0, 8"" 3.26 2070 x 3 hi 918
MgO I "I

RBSN FC2 0 3  2,4 1.52 2.35 3.05 2070 x 5 hi 295
(+ 5" MgO in
sint. bed)

RI3SSN Y2 03  8 1.04 2.52 3.22 2070 x 5 hi 1020
MgO [I

PSSN Y, () 8',7, 2.0 3.25 2070 x 5 h 3t00
MgO l'4,

Fabrication procedure, starting mnaterilS used etc. are described elsewhere. Contaminants have been Used in thle
amoun111t ot'20 g/m21 and deposited by simple Spray teChniJue Oil samples previously polished through standard proceduire.
IThrough changing of the anion, with sodium as cation, the influence of S04-2, ('-. Sio 3

2
- S04 '- + I "~(PbSe

contaminants has undergone thorough work study; whilst sulfates of sodium, potassium, lithium and mixed sodium'-
potassium 50',, have been deposited to cheek tile infl'uence of catio".

Four types of gravimetrie measurements have been obtained:

(a) oxidation in still air at 1470 K-:

1 b) oxidation in still air in presence of contamninants at Various temperatures ( 1170 1270 K) with anl overall
weight change imeasuremen t:

(c) oxidation in still air, as above, in a thermobalance (Calmn R 100) or with intennediary weighings:
1d I oxidation as above, in the presence of an absorbing bed of catalyst grade alimina pellets, under the Method

schenatized in Figure 1 , and described elsewhere as well'.

(A)

I i g I 1 2% 1 herniograms mmmu'ri .mpparatitsIig I I lp101 DOtM] (If Jlib ' f h I Pt 'At( (14 't u l I
(a) Ca(liii R 10t clectrobialance. 4 hi smutercl ,ihiinim bim . hbjjIlmriC). (1 1,1 sinircI .1ghi111i1ri hI'l 1t p ill I d'111il 11.

I C) Samiple Coated ll -,;lt%. 1 hI o uell skippois (d 'aI il 4,lkt t iill 4 1v slill, l"I
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In the last case, the sintered alumina boat, as used in conventional runs, was replaced by a porous alumina (with
coarse and open porosity) crucible in which the sample was covered by a bed of alumina pellets supported by a bored
alumina disc. The bed was expected to react with the volatile silicon compounds which might have escaped from the
sample and to make them easily recognizable by X-ray diffraction of the pellets.

The scale has also been examined by X-ray technique. The oxidized samples were then sectioned and submitted
to optical and electron microscope observation: some microhardness tests were also done.

RESU LTS

Table 2 shows typical values of weight gain, as obtained on various types of material oxidized under various
conditions.

TABLE 2

Gain in Weight Data for some Ceramics Tested at 1 70 K

C'ontamninants Time (h) Weight Gain (g/m2)

HPSN Na2 SO 4  90 4.50
NaCI 90 1.40
Na2 SO4 + 1O%NaCI 90 2.00

RBSSN Na2 SO 4  20 3.80
Na 2 SO4  60 5.80
Na2 SO 4  70 5.50
Na 2 SO 4  70 1.10*

PSSN Na2 S04 20 5.00
Na2 SO4  90 3.25
NaCI 20 0.50
NaCI 90 0
Na2 SO4 + IoNaCI 20 3.75
Na 2 SO4 + 10% NaCI 90 4.70

RBSN Na2 SO 4  20 38.60
Na2 SO4  90 40.30
NaCI 20 13.10
NaCI 90 18.00
Na2 SO4 + 10% NaCI 20 33.80
Na2 SO4 + 109/ NaCI 90 42.70

* The scale appeared very thin: no appreciable oxidation was found

rhe thermogravimetric curves in Figure 2 show the case of sulfate contaminant.

AW
( wmz)

d

b

0o 10 20 30 60 8 1(h)

iig.2 [hermogravimetric curves of samples coated by different salts.
20 g/m 2 . corroded in still air at I 170 K 1a) Na2 S04 (I I.i2 1004

(IO K,S 4 ;(d )K 2 S0 4 (at 1270 K
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Figure 3 shows the comparison between sulfate and chloride contaminants. The salt loss from the surface 1'as been
accounted for when drawing up these diagrams.

AW

5-

0
0 10 20 30 60 801i(h)

Fig. 3 Thermogravinietric curves of samples coated by different salts, 20 g/m 2 ,
corroded in stilt air at 1170 K: (a) NaCI: (b) Na2 S504 + 50', ' NaCI: (c) Na2 SO4

Figure 4 shows the X-ray pattern diffracted fromn the outer layer of thle Al2 (03 pelIle ts exposed to samnple oxidation
products. We could identify the compound NaAlSiO 4 (Carnegleite) and this supports the hypothesis of silicon base
volatile products formiation during oxidation.

C C C

ZO 30 0 N 6

Vig.4 X-ray diff raction pattern of thle outer layer of the Al2 ()3 Pellets
exposed to sample oxidation products
st: ce-Al 2 ()3: (': carnegieite (NaAISiO 4)

F~igure 5 depicts SEM imnage ot a cross section of a pressu~reless sintered corroded sample.

I ig.5 5 St NI imaige (it a cros sedo ~cto a PSSN corroded at I I t K x 1)0 11
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In Figure 6 the Knoop icrohiardness prints, obtained on the same material as above, are shown.

W-J

Figuire 7 shows the glazy scale grown on an RBSSN sapl oxiizd i till air with sodium suillfalte Colltailliinanlt.
the presence of trapped gas bubbles is characteristic of this type ol'scale.

a4

i* rE* 4,g . '*. m 7
0 .ql~

#. V

I-ig.7 I nagcot' RBSSN smlcordd at 1170 K x ')Oil. 20 gr'ni 2 Na, S 4 coilaitnialit
(a) SI M image of the cross section. (hI optical image

Figure 8 preseniits X-ra diffract ion pattern iof ltec scalv gro wni on var is saminples.

I so i

Iig lai X-ray diffraction pattern of thle scale gros~,i Iig,81 I NraN Lill ti t~ is~ Ii pat tern(It the sal gnmnT
onl a PSSN. corroded at 1I 170 K x 90( It, 20 gm' 2  onl aI HRSS\. o i ll,finsill aijr at1 1470 K

N112 S0 4 + I l a Icntmnat SN W3Si3N41 S% 0_l-Si 4 : X ens1;tt ( \lS"I 1
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Weight-change results as from Table 2 suggest higher resistance of RBSSN samples, compared to other pressureless
compacted materials. This is probably due to the lower surface area, that is, to lower porosity produced by this compac-
tion technique. The bend strength of the samples approaches that of HPSN. No wonder, therefore, that the corrosion
behavior is practically the same, since the characteristics of the two types of material are very much alike.

The relation between corrosion behavior and the nature of the contaminant are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

As it happens, conditions were not all equal when passing from one ion to the other, because of differences in
melting point as well as vapour pressure of the compounds reported in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Melting Point and Vapour Pressure of Contaminants at 1170 K (Ref.8)

Compound Melting point K Vapour pressure (torr)

NaCI 1074 1.73 (9)
Na 2 SO 4  1157 0.03 (10, 11)
Li2 So 4  1132
K, SO 4  1347
Na 2 SiO 3  1362
K2 SiO3  1249
Li2 SiOs 1463

The comparison suggests, to say the best, a technical benefit: we believe that the relatively low effect of NaCI as
compared to Na 2 SO 4 may be related to the higher vapour pressure of the former. Besides, the latter is prone to under-
going a dissociation reaction

Na 2SO 4 -+ Na 2 +S0 3 = Na20+ S02 + 02

with formation of free Na 2 0 which can react with the silica to form low softening point glasses.

The above mentioned results, which confirm the observations of Schlichtig 5- 6 , strongly suggest that a "'salt fluxing"
model of the corrosion process might be advisable, at least in a first order approximation approach, in order to explain
the main features of the phenomena.

Two scale fluxing mechanism are feasible: the basic one is as follows:

Si0 2 + 02- SiO 2-

The halosilicate runs like this:

Si0 2 + 4 X- - Si X 4 + 202-

SiX 4 + 2 X- - SiX 6
2 .

Both lead to deterioration of the protective scale. All thermochemical data as collected in 'able 4 have brought us
to draw a conclusion based on the observation of the effect of sodium sulfate, carbonate, fluoride and chloride contaimi-
nants (presented here and in References 5 to 6). In fact tile sulfate salt decomposition. may be enforced by the reaction
between soda and silica, which consunses the reaction product to equilibrium: anti the effect of carbonate and sulfate
salts become similar, although carbonate proves more aggressive than sulfate. In addition, the two salts bias the oxidation
process to the same extent as the sodium fluoride as a consequence of the activation of the halosilicate fluxing effect.
On the other hand, because chlorosilicate compounds are thernodynamically unstable in oxygen containing environ-
ments, sodium chloride has little effect on oxidation behavior. Only the pyrolytic decomposition of tile salt, according
to the reaction equations

NaCI + 112 0 NaOI I + 1110

2Na('l + 1120 Na20 + 211(1

is responsible for the salt fluxing of the scale; the reaction kinetics, being diffusion controlled, is slower than the reaction
kinetics for decomposition. this producing minor effects.

As for the influence of the cation. tile melting points of the contaminants and of the corresponding silicates. are
sufficient in themselves to explain the behavior and confirm the proposed mechanism (see I able 3).

I 21
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TABLE 4

Free Energy of Formation at I 170°K for Species Under Consideration

Na2 SO4 (1) - 918808 J/mole Ref. (10)
Na 2 CO3 (1) 680718 J/mole Ref. ( 8)
Na 2SO 4 (,) - 249525 J/mole Ref. (12)
SO 3  (g) 267803 J/mole Ref. ( 9)
SO 2  ( - 276639 J/mole Ref. (12)S0 2  (g) - 395395 J/mole Ref. ( 9)

-I

Na2CO 3 (I) = Na2 0(, +CO02.(g) aN 2 O PCO2 = 19 mm Hg

Na2 S04(I) = Na 20(, + SO2(g) + %02(g) aNa2O PSO 2 = 1.7 x 10 0 mm Hg

Na2O(s) + SiO2 (s) = Na 2 SiO3 (I) AG = - 239446 J/mole (9)

A special feature of the work presented here is that the test temperature is much lower than that normally adopted.

With this probably lies responsibility for the result shown in Figure 5, where a subscale crack is visible. The crack is.
we believe, due to effect of oxide extraction exerted by the scale on the compaction aids. This induces volume changes
of the subscale layer and gives rise to tensile stresses, along with shear stresses parallel to the surface between the
modified zones and the underlying unaffected material zones.

Lower microhardness values detected in the vicinity of the surface (see Figure 6) are also to be accounted for, along
the same line.

Let us now consider thermogravinietric curves: our preliminary data show that in some instances a zero, or even a
negative slope, characterizes the weight-change vs time curves. Reaction products evaporation might he responsible for
this, as we suggested earlier on, although we believe that research on possible formation of low valence oxides ought to
be carried further.

However, a scattering of experimental results has been observed in the case of materials with higher compaction aids
content, undoubtedly related to lack of homogeneity.

Technical improvements of the compaction procedure will counteract much of the effect.
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ABSTR ACT

The most attractive process for Si 3 N 4 production, to avoid the reaction bonding and hot pressing problems,;

would be one which enables high performance and complexity of shape simultaneously. At Fiat Research Centre

a pressureless sintering process has been studied and developed, and various grades Of' Si 3N,l have been produ

ced. MgO and Y203 were employed as sintering aids for commercial Si3N4 powders and also t o minter reaction

bonded silicon nitride. The present paper describes both the process and the characterization of theme sin-

tered Sj3N4 materials particularly in respect to structure and mechanical properties.

INTRODUCT ION

Silicon nitride, with silicon carbide, is one of the few numbersof ceramic materials, that for its proper-

ties is actually considered for high temperature engineering applications.

The potentiality of this material for structural components operating in conditions such as might occur in
a gas turbine or in a Diesel engine, are well known (1, 2), but till now the two available processes for its

production, i.e. reaction sintering and hot pressing, show both some dissidvantages and limitations.

Reaction bonded material , which can easily shaped in complex geometry, haE low density, moderate strength,

corrosion arid oxidation resistance; hot prepssed Si 3 N4 has higher density, adequate mechanical and thermal

properties, biAt components such as those required for the engineering applications, can be obtained only at

very high product ion costs through complex machining process.

Tnese problems raise the question whether sintering of silicon nitride powder would not provide a suitable

and cheaper alt 5 'rnative, and have concentrated in this field the recent research activity on the development
o1 silicon nitride.

In this respect, ats silicon nitride, like other covalent powders, does not sinter readily it requires high

temperature and sintering aids for its densification; some problems must be considered consequently and par

ticularly:

- how to limit the sintering temperature

- hnw to limit the Si3N4 decomposition without applying external pressure.

As referred by Gazza (3) arid Rowcliffe (4) for the first problem -i possible approiach is the use of' very ti-

ne powders ofi control led size, shape and impuri ties, that are more reactive than coarser one by vi rtue of

their large surface area.

Instead iOf this advantage suich fine powders usually present problems regarding their ciild -cmpatling and

the control of' the shrinkage during densi ficat iiir.

Art a,1terrnativye way is to use an adtquate oxide ir non oxide addit ivi e to form a li quidi phase I I ke those emp lo

y es forr the pressuire sin0ter inrg.

n ariv case if the densi fi cation temperature it; higher than 16000C7 the dissociation Si 3N4 - 3 i + -Np be-

comes imposrtanrt anid compet it ive with the siriterinp process ('-il: emliedding the component to be sirrl ery it. ii Sr oi

wier beds mav he the wiry ts, sisl o this trile m roven if the chemical rimposii so f I ho poswder beid, because o1

t he voslst jut5f of so, of ttre sinteringl Stisi, tias to) be carisil lv ,Iiiisen.

ritcr's'r r 5 r',p lt harve been ishtai ned I broiph thlis method It,) arlt this t ypeo ,I prriess lion titer scssrsistrr1-d

set I he ti-sr rei t researcht

1 ins; been~ appjil to sinter Si IN4 loeciMnt ssiSnn .gi and, y"it> :I, aldit ivn; h..t al11;, sdetrs III

tifit2N ssokrtsririipn lb. o!i sintiririv ruts. Thi!; 555SrstrsS-st to the 2ji li44 steos;i ficat ion rissilts Iroms the -

-;rsbr;rt ir. tha~t the higher the desicrr
t
y (,F toi start ire rtrri~rl I or th roiit(-rirol i c lr ratrtr

it , 0;, irk 'he, f trl ,limens iort ) ss osmpl, x ishapfir sssitsifjiti so orbrtainedl.

FXEXPKI
5  

' PNT 11tttCFlDt11iF7

Thior', 'tit-rrriW t'rirs were, rrvosv's 1 'trs slsniri tf, pr-s rI 'sr'rr Ii ws, w,'' s'rr's Irom' i, n'.rr is

sl it.r tritristr T-ws'i r l-l fr
1  

o r o m Sr i-I. ris, ;,iil tt'sr ,vr ay- lees -s'd ;rv. oiWtI fs' ri

Thb' !;ii -r,~ n i
t
rr ste '-p1 yos was AMF (t 18~ ~r c I' ; it S tro ;u i, is. !;1;,, dips ilt 0 stS I Ls~SresIi'' s

i1'i isalarise wars I.' js- in rrivosI srtss altrI'r -illis,' sr vssw I; s
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(B) milled1 !I~~ .11 .0 : - 11

The ~ I spcfcsraeae-fti odrws4m2lthtcrepnsoapril ieo bu .Dp

Figue 1io pode wCumulati4vetye.It particle size distribution of Tbe1bhrcefstre on f ter powdelrgi employ

Sentepious4 anFigue powes (A)as greiv ied for1 m thatareetsiterithn. h cs f i

wth htotie ycluainfo he specific surface area (fti odrws4m-/ htCrepns to apaicl Te sheica as. of about 0.

powders are reported ill Table 1. Yttria anid Magnesia powders were commercial Merck pro)duct:;.

The three mixtures employed were:

material M1 - 93% Si3 N4 .5% MgO + 2% Fe

material M2- 91% Si 3N11 + 8% Y203 + 1% M90

material M3 - 86% Si + 12.5 Y2 03 +1.5% Mg0

This mixing/milling operation, for M? and M3 cotmpositilon, was carried out in a porcelain jar witS, al irit

in isopropyl al cool for 72 h; M, was prepared in a steel jar, and this is the reason for its i rot -0 t et~i

Alter this, the mixture was dried,pressed isostatically at 350 and] 200 MPa respec t ivelIy for' _ i 444 bane aird
Si base mixtures, into cylirnders of 30x420 mm.

Sintering experiments for the mtaterial s M, arid M,, were carri eld lit o0 these cylinders at t emperatiiires it-

ween 1650 and 18")0oC for times in the range 0.5) and] 5) h. The samples were surroundedl by aC polwder mixture of

110% S i 3N4 - 45% BN and "i% MgO, and the thermal treatment.,. were performed at. atmolspheric ClrC-ssiiren ii t fro lton

in a resistanceo heated vacinim fuirnace.

For the material M3 , before thet sintering c'ycle llist, meri iitel, thie samples were suibjectediit) a liiCttja

CC fri dat ion treatment (F igure 2) iii a stati tni trogen atmosphere. Cotivers ion was ;about q'i%; i tiii d ts ilv
reached 2.1)?, instead of 1.64 of' the lnirliCrjiiei material.

Samp Ies were we i ghed beftire andi aft er sintir i ni dens i ty arid shr inrkage wetre ;)1011 fe term it ed.

X-ray dift'racittmciry. opt ical arid e'lec tron microls copy atial1yses have bieen illote, andi vari11111 irlechaic ea id

physical proprer
t 

ies were determined.

Sorri. prel Cmini elvalliation oif the influence oit post, thermal t itatmetit ott te mechatnical rns ~ ~ehave
been alIso per formedl.

S INTFRIINtl

F iglire 3 sholws the dois i ficat ion clrr-ves flor t hi

-impolsitiori M1 , M2 and M3 sinitered at iosta yit .

time in 
t
he termperAt 'tre range 165,0 18111) 

T

Fivgiirl 4I shows the infi enee of' the, mittering -

imo tin the- degree if ierlsitficat 0, at 16Yl)"( C

fi)r the material MtI anti at 18000' fllr the ma- .-. 3

te-ia I M , ;tid M i. As the i orluai rig, lf detis- '

ty 'av be th~e restil t if ( thitir '-s tin lfim~tt5 Inr,

1.0. shrirnkage, o r C tI weight , lilth are r .... r-'3

trit 'in Fipulin' i anid F'Cirt'

i' plit' ' - N itt i 63t i'll i,' il-' . TIN I F I. t' l-1,.

'C " C i. , ot 'r 1:al mO 1,t I 1 .0 IW
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Figure 3 -Density -)f different sintered Si3N
4 vs- Figure 4 -Density nf' different sintered Si3N4 Vs-

sintering temperature. sinterirnp time.

14Iq

I o A

S *

0i

!Figure 5 -Shrinkage vs. time during sintering Figure 6 -Weight changes vs. time during sintering
of different Si 3N4 grades. of different Si3N 4 grades.

Looking to these results it is evident that sintering temperature of 1650'C is the best one for the M,
composition, while for the materials containing Y203 as sintering aid I temperature of 18000C is required
for the full densification.

Sintering time of 5 hours seems necessary for all the compositions if, in order to control grain growth, lower

thermal treatme nt is desirable.

Structure of the materials obtained with the above mentioned conditions are shown on Figutre 7. The mean

grain size appears of few microns with a finer texture for the M
3 
composition.

M 1  M 2  Mi

Figire "7 -Microistrurttire nf the materials "as sintered" (umn(X x

- 'Im
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The crystalline phases observed on the sin

tered materials are summarized on Table 2. ,°. .

On the materials M2 arid M, no evidence of

grain boundary cristalline phases were

obtained.

Devitrification of these amourphous phases " L
was obtained by thermal treatment in nitro

gen atmosphere in the temperature range

I000-1400*C. Table 2 shows also the phases

developed in sintered compacts thermal

treated in different conditions.

Indications of the influence of the secon-

dary phases devetrification on the mecha-

nical behaviour of the materials are repor .. .. I.. ..

ted below.. ...... .. .. . . .

Table 2 - XRD Phase identification on "as sintered"

and heat-treated materials.

FRACTURE STRENGTH

It is well known that the fracture strength of a brittle material depends on its characteristic st-ru( ural

properties and on their defects. This dependence is expressed by the critical stress factor, Kl(,whi | rela
tes the size of the most severe crack, a, to the fracture stress 

6
-R, according to the relationship.

K Y R- V- (1) 'ic R

where the parameter Y depends on the crack geometry.

As cracks size has a random distribution, the assessment of strength requires a statistical appro)alh. Th'

most common method is due to Weibull (7), who gives the failure probability of a stressed element as

p - exp - () )j()
where T- is a reference stress (i.e. maximum stress), 6 the mean value of the reference stress at failure,

m the Weibull modulus, F the Euler function.

M. 0

99 W
PII I ,21

. -

.igure 11Fi I9PATI) ,, re -rr

0040

'f- r three point. bendin gt spv simrt rif 'nt e-

red Si 3 N 4 .
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This equation, suitable for any specimei geometry and loading arrargement, has been used for our experiments.

Three point bending fracture tests were carried out at room temperature on rectangular specimens, with 4x5

mm cross section and a span between supports of 18 mm.

In order to obtain statistical strength distribution, 20 fracture experiments were carried out on material

Ml, 21 on M2 and 11 on M3 .

The strength values were ranked in increasing order and for each of them a probability P was assigned

corresponding to the "median rank".

The distribution function of equation 2 can be approximately linearized and then the Weibull modulus m

obtained by a simple graphical method.

483 MNm 
- 2

, m 9.5 for material MI
6 586 MNm

-2
1

58 ,2 m 9.5 for material M2
22

- 696 MNm
2  

m 24 for material M
3

High temperature fracture tests were also performed on rectangular specimens by three-points bending, but

with a span of 35 mm.

Experiments were carried out in air on an Inston testing equipment with a cross head speed of 0.5 mam/in.

The results are plotted in Figure 9.

In the same picture it is also shown the influence of some heat devetrification treatments on the high tempe

rature strength of those sintered materials. More experimental analysis has to be done to optinize those

treatments in respect to mechanical properties increase.

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

The controlled surface flaw technique was used to determine the stress intensity factor (fracture toughness).
In this technique a Knoop microhardness indentation is produced on the tensile side of bending specimens.

It has been shown (8) that the indentation of the ceramics, produces surface cracks, which are nearly semiiir

cular and have highly reproducible dimensions. These cracks can be assumed to have diameter equal to the
length of the major diagonal of the indentation.

Specimens of the materials M, and M2 , with dimensions 4x5x40 mm, were indented with a load of 2,00 g, and

then subjected to four-point bending tests at room temperature.
The following mean values of fr'acture toug hness were determined;

K IC 4.4 MNm 
- 3 / 2

for material Ml, on 7 specimens, with a standard deviation of 0.4:

K - b.0 MNm
- /

for material M 2 , on 4 specimens, with a standard deviation of 0.05.

Regarding case material M,, a controlled surface removal of aboit 20 pm was made before the Ira'ture ti.- ;

to avoid the influence of residual stresses beneath the indentation on the strength measurement. Material

M, specimens were niot ground, because this procedure was subsequently proved to be unriecessary.

SLOW CRACK GROWTII

The strength degradation at high temperature is penerally associated with the slow crack grwth tlimetii

which occurs above IOOOC.

The crack growth rate da has been shown to be related to the stress intensity factor by the fl I winp, r,.-

latioriship. 3-t

d A K
n  

(3)

(it

where A and n are constant for a given temperat,jre.

Fxperimental measurements for the evaluation it this property on our sintered Si 3 N4 have bet i1 p,.rli,,, by

the doijble-torsion test method.

This technique has been described int detail by William!; arid Evans (0). T, a first apprixistn r,,n'r ;,tilV-

I s,, the doiuihle-torsirri sp- imen p ,ivrp . a ioistairrt strss itterisi 1 y acir KI  ,tip inir,'l.'i t I ,I,
I ~rit h nrid( rp Ia f' ,(I ,nlIv t, t hi,' appl 1 | d I1(n . , i n,' t l' 11. VaI |(i y I [ I Y , I "h m(.11 i i -Jr'I l'{{ ;I ; 1 -I1 wa!; FS;';!lt , X1,,

rimeni ta l y risIig a nrr i's if F MMA :;p-o iePm1, q' (Iiiurt I' ti' erami Sp.' 'l¢115 We'.' htlti win iisieltl ''xl,-

[iibl
t

' I r;in i , I ,! ; t , r, ,'rlf rm'-l r)t i 5 ' . i t; 1N" m:I-irlu M ;it M, at I. ;,Y'd I il ,('. Th.',.1 h,I'

TOn' was Is.'' af ininisf;anl liad, with cra,-k r-wth rat, mr-ae-r , , vpt iial n nt-
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The ,rack trot contfigura tion was found to be cutrvetd

andi the growth rate was compu ted observing the sorf
(-( wihere it was faster.

The cob t i ot-d re stIts are plot tetIlin Figure 10, toge - to
th r withI best f it according toi thec trac'k growth 1law.0

The st res s inIttets ity fact or produtc intg catastrophic / 0
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DISCUSSION

The resulIts of Figures 3-fi that shoiw the deperndence of 'Ienrsi fit at lone shrinkage and weight Iloss on tempera-

ture and time. allow some consideratioin for the three dlifferenit materials.

First of all it has to be noted that M iiter-i Si 1N4 reac-hed a denisity of 3.1 Mgrrr
3 

during sintering at f
1650*C for 5 h or at 1700"C' for 0.', h, with a we-ight loss in both, cases , very limited (less than 1%). These

weight losses are lower than, those 'taiiedl by TerwillIiger- arid larige (10) during sintering experiments at

atmospheric pressure of N_, or by Mitomi (111 with art over pressure of 10 atm of N- This different behavio
ur, discussed in a previous work oit'i-ira (t' , idi-ates that the weight loss occuring during sinitering of

S1 3 N4 + MgO mixture is niot only due t,, thi' Iiss-i iat ion I Si tN4 but also, to the volatilization of MgO (its
vapour pressure at i600 is 0.011 i atI which migrates I rum the coimpact to the external atmosphere. This MgO
volatilization, that would be useful inl a sint err-d mateorial to reduce the low melting point grain boundary
phase content, is critical during the sintering -yile. Thus the powder bed will have to contain the sinte-

ring aid which during sintering will achieve a suitable vapouir pressure to nsaintarir the equilibrium between

the content in the sample arnd iii the powder beid.

This is one of the most Interest ing observatiorns reached duringp the study of the- first type iof mat erial arid

it was the basis for the development. of' the HLbse~iietit sintered grades.

In fact the Ml sintered Si 3N4 , because of* its chemnical composit ion wi th part icular referenice to Mpig arid F'e

content,* should exhibit deterioration oif its high temperature propert ies: it Would indicate a way to) produce
a s inte red siIi con rni t ride by m'aria 'if p ressulrele-ss trareaIts it' i- hn 1 i aISi 3N 4 Powders -

Further- materials were modi fied to Y.0 3 base addit ives with a mittimim 'tiount of MgO, according to the pre-

v ious considerations on weight. loss dunring a inter inrg, arid oui ruegati ye reiul ts of preIi m inary experimrents onl
Si 3N4 - Y 2 03 mixtures.

With the composition 91% Si 3 N4 - 8% Y 203 - 1% M90 the best results have been obtained by sintering for ,I
at. 1800

0
C (Figure 4), either starting from Si 3 N4 or from Si powders. it is notleworthny thlat inistead of a

weight loss during sirntering in both materials there is a slight weight gain, that can be explained by nitri

dation of unnitrided silicon present in the S' 3 1,4 , and transfer oif' Mg() from the powder bed to the samlple..
The presence of an amorphous phase in the sintered sample (Table 3) leads to consider, acc ordirg wi thi Ga77

(12) and Tsuge (13) the devetri ficatioi process of the grain boundary phases us one, iif the more ititerest inrg

way to improve the properties of the material at. high temperature.

Evidence of the beneficial effect of the recrystallizatior of' the amorphous phases on the beind strngth has
been obtai nedl (Figure 8) but the complexity of' the devet'i fi cat ion process (14) requires it more detill. alit
lysis iof this particular aspect at' the material optimizatiiir.

In respect to the densi fical ion it has to be noted that the results obtineid wi th the M;, type i ofirtijIsi t il

ace very close to the theoretical value, but looking to, the linear stuninkage it i-ar, lie seen that mait ccii tri

presents, in respect to Mi2 , interest ing advantages; Figure 51 shows that, the shrinkage of spec imeris with hi uts,-
sintered density, but- obtained from silicon powder, is two time lower, that. that cirresponrd Irtip to ill li, tit-

tride starting powder.

This dersificatiort result is combinied with improved mechanical properties,* pact icularly iii r'espeit to ieiid
strength, and indicates the possibility to have at some time-, high mtechanical propr'r-1 ie ofii the mat eria andoi

complex shape feasibility.

Looking to the mechanical prioperties, muaterials- M arii M:, Shiw similar meri st rr-rugr i vollor' arid WSr ill utdi

his: since the strength depends on the most severe crack present ti t hr sao rial thlartril nii tr, t hrv lturv, -.

silar idefect size- distribution.

The small di fference in T0 is accouintedl iirly in trm of i oighriess . Di r-ct tv ii- rot t lii n Iurt ljin h-1

ibtainied by frurctograpliy (Figure 11).

As the pr-Iliminiary mechanical test results on Mt3 shouw fi-ftitr st rr'nigtti 'ita, it u!; r1'.uiiulu t Iiik 1h.

igh values if G p aruil m are relurteul with a signuitiu-itivr- rehijt ii, it, larjc.- 1it- uthutilii.
on the cointrary oft the hietii strength , the( tract ir' toighiresitf M, wi-lulte-d .itr -~ I- -Xi-- liii M.,
ruirl lteaiise the muiri vairiurhlt which r Fleuts tighirir'es' is thr total aiti, it .,I tirnuzty.

Chemical -iopi t ion ti siriti-rinh aiishfa tr; mu- h iiitluiit'. ini t hr, hi1gh tr.-rra t , r- trw u-in--tI Io r,0 1i 11.

In the sinteredi sati-ririls adrtiive el-mrtt; rind ai-uit ur',arr -li I ;it grt li-iihtV wi i-rr -r a r

sr in formred.

The- r-duct ion of v isr-usi ty, ii. toi tr'-rratior- -hI- rt, trrenIhreii-i-o.Isow-nah-p w whi

resptinirble ,I tirme ilugrahut iii it strteripilhi at high I r'mirut r.

Material M i f I It r-rs tr,,im M I i t fi' htirirt, iili-n run cii, -t; It I(Ii, ;,Il it -i' ,-- 1 I'll- I-i;. -t II

iini+-rgi ti, part I a I ],,v it ri fI at I iti Withl soriit nit "I Y11t1- 1,1i17; is~ whvt, hr1-1 ;i t :-Ill, i' d IV hi, h I'-

tierr t iire

The giii ra i--rk gr'lwth r 'i ofrie i m;tn'rial M., mrrv t' atit uitrI t-, thr hi'hi v in ,, 1tr I " Ihr i ttn i
eeoi-in dir' t ,, t hr pr-srtr ir'f i rv:turl I iii' plain'!.

(ith,r thuri with appjr -p ria
t

, huruit trF',rtmirrt , *h-vii i -itt0 , ri i; ii ts 'in Id- 11A, It . i. ... I,

hr-an trip at ai tn'r'-nrartir,- v, 1ii , l(i)i. TbiI -rxi-lartn fitoI, I-i n I k - lii Ihivi- i t i. i-n Itr "i'l t

suns Itenper, rn -iriu t ;r, asu t hi -I ,' t I i t I!u; "-I frI-it I -I t t''j'- It- , n tprutII 1 bi iiI lilt- ih'c r vu' it.1 4

ate-1 bi It ir' tr rigt hur' Itirg 1 let t t.o I yt i' i;t ;III I I,. I ;nrnr; f r-mutt In. t
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CONCLUSI ONS

- Uniform sintering of silicon nitride which contains MgO or MgO anti Y203 as snrteritig aik;s cin hc;, achicv.)

at atmospheric pressure of nitrogen using a powder bed containing MgO.

- The simultaneous addition of Yttria and Magnesia results in a material thiat can be sintered to ntear th-)rct

cal density.

- Reaction sintered silicon nitride containing the same sintering aids can be post, sintered irts 1wder lc(d

containing MgO which results in considerable improvement of strength.

- The timie-independent mechanical behaviour of the pressureless sintered materials obtained from Si 3N4 1)(w-

der is similar; a noticeable improvement has been reached on the post sintered RBSN, probably dtif to tht-

reduction in the critical flaw sizes.

- The devitrification of the grain boundary amorphous phase in Y203 base sintered materials produces at to-

ticeable improvement of the crack growth resistance and in time dependent mechanical behaviour.

- The process of post-sintering of reaction sintered silicon nitride should lead to the production 01' com-

plex shaped components to close dimensional tolerances and good mechanical properties.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

SESSION IV - EMERGING DEVELOPMENTS

by

Dr W.Wallace
National Aeronautical Establishment
National Research Council of Canada

Ottawa, Ontario. Canada

A particular aim of session IV was to look at the future prospects for ceramics. To do this nine
papers were presented covering a broad range of topics from the fundamentals of microstructure control,
through to the design, fabrication and testing of engine components. Between them these papers touched
upon most of the key problems currently affecting ceramics.

Four papers were presented describing the physical chemistry of ceramics and the problems of
processing for controlled microstructure and strength. Many processes were described, but in general
those which gave the better material properties were often unattractive because of their cost, or the
limited range of product shapes that they could produce. Several authors emphasised that extensive
machining or grinding operations must be avoided, since some of the advantages of using ceramics would
be lost.

Several of the authors discussed pressureless sintering and showed that with controlled additions
of what might be regarded as impurities, many of these ceramics could be sintered to high density and
strength. In the case of the Si ARON family of compounds, additives such as MgO and SiO., were mentiooed,

while in the case of SiC boron was found to be effective. In all cases these additives appeared to act
by promoting the formation of a liquid phase at the sintering temperature. However these practices
must be used with caution, since additives which promoted sintering also caused loss of high temperature
strength. In addition, at least in the case of Si ARON, the possibility of scaling up the pressureless
sintering process to produce large components is in doubt.

The importance of accurate information on phase equilibria and phase compositions was mentioned in
several papers, and we were fortunate to have the detailed reviews by Dutta and by Godfrey. In the
case of 8-Si ARON, stoichiometry seemed to be important, and it was suggested that by working with
stoichiometric compositions strengths might be retained to higher temperatures, and the knee which is
observed at about 1200*C in plots of strength versus temperature might be eliminated. However the
situation is confounded by the fact that the closer is the compound to stoichiometry the more difficult
it is to sinter.

Obviously a great deal is still to be learnt about the control of structure and chemistry. However
qome valuable guidelines on how to proceed were given in the paper by Campo and Martinengo. They showed
that by making additions of MgO and Y203 to commercial silicon nitride powder, not only could high
densities be obtained by reaction sintering, but the structure of the grain boundary amorphous phases
could be modified by subsequent heat treatment. This led to significant improvements in crack growth
resistance. The question arises whether similar treatments can be developed for the Si ARON compounds,
and whether the fracture toughness of SiC can be improved in a similar manner. Clearly a great deal
more needs to be known about the micro-mechanisms of brittle fracture in order to improve basic material
properties.

A most valuable paper was presented by Cavalloti et al. which showed that not only do sintering
additives affect strength and density, but they also affect oxidation and hot corrosion resistance of
ceramics. It is app.arent that non-oxide ceramics, such as SiN,, are seriously degraded by oxidation
and sulphidatlon in a manner analogous to that of metals. We are beginning to appreciate the damaging
effects not only of oxygen, but also of elements such as sodium, potassium and lithium, and of chloride
and sulphate ions. It was poirted out that these were preliminary results, but an important contribution
has already been made towards understanding, and therefore controlling these degradation reactions.
These re-ultq suggest that we may be on the verge of a new area of research r'lated to the development
or protective (oatings, and it is well know how complex this problem has been with metals.

While many problems and failures with ceramics were described during these sessions, some promising
developments did emerge. The paper from ASEA Sweden for example, described the application of hot
isostatic pressing to ceramic powders, and with it a new glass canning technique that should remove many
of the shape constraints associated with conventional hot pressing. While ASEA made additions of about
52 Y103 to silicon nitride powders, they also reported high rupture strengths, over 90% of the room
temperature properties, at temperatures up to 1370*C. Many people will be anxious to evaluate thli
process more thoroughly.

The brittle nature of ceramics and the variability of their fracture behaviour present formidable
problems which will not be easily overcome. However the papers presented by Evans and hy Johnson have
providcd useful guidelines for the non-destructive evaluation of ceramic components in terms of fracture
statistics. These papers call for careful study, but even without this one can appreciate the need for
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a proper description of the flaw population of a material in order to design a part with an acceptable
probability of failure. It was pointed out during discussion that these papers have done much to increase
awareness of the existence of multiple flaw distributions in ceramics. However a great deal more needs to
be done to determine the nature of these flaws, and the way they may be controlled during processing.

Finally a most imaginative study by Kochenddrfer described the development of a ceramic turbine rotor
loaded in compression by boron-aluminum, carbon-carbon, or carbon-fibre reinforced plastic tension
rings. It is encouraging to see that new design concepts are being examined but disappointing that
better performances were not observed in spin tests. However patience aud further efforts are required
to develop these ideas and to assess the ultimate limitations of the technique.

In conclusion it must be accepted that many problems remain unsolved. The more ambitious programmes
aimed at the development of rotating engine components have been unsuccessful, and in the future a more
conservative approach focussed on smaller stationary parts should be more profitable. In the past much
emphasis has been placed on strength, and yet ductility, fracture toughness, and thermal shock resistance
are at least as important. One might question the value of embarking on major hardware development
programmes until these properties can be improved. Better materials are required that are more tolerant
of the engine environment, and therefore materials scientists should expect to play a major role in
the future.

Ir
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SESSION V - ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Prospects and Obstacles to Application -

Design and Materials Viewpoints
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

SESSION V ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

PROSPECTS AND OBSTACLLS TO APPLICATION
DESIGN AND MATERIALS VIEWPOINTS

by

Dr tl.B.Probst
NASA-Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135. USA

I.
This session was co-chaired by Dr. E. C. van Reuth of DARPA, USA and Dr. W. Heilmann of
MTU, Federal Republic of Germany. Panel members were Dr. F. B. Wallace, AiResearch Manu-
facturing Company, USA, Dr. P. Walzer, Volkswagen, Federal Republic of Germany, Dr. l. M.
Burte, Air Force Materials Laboratory, USA, and Mr. W. Brown, Consultant, USA. Recorders
of each previous session also served as panel members; these were Dr. E. M. Lenoe, Army
Materials and Mechanics Research Center, USA, Mr. A. F. McLean, Ford Motor Company, USA,
Dr. K. Trappmann, MTU, Federal Republic of Germany, and Dr. W. Wallace, National Aeronau-
tical Establishment, Canada.

By way of introducing the session some general observations were made. The use of
ceramics in advanced gas turbine engines must be considered in terms of competing ap-
proaches. The major competition is cooling of metallic components to allow higher gas
temperatures. For some specialized applications refractory metals and coated carbon/
carbon composites are competing candidates. Ceramics must compete with these alternate
materials in terms of both cost and performance, with cost being the more important crite-
rion for any near term applications, and performance gains being of greater importance
in the longer term. The most likely near term application in aerospace is thought to be
the small, limited life, non-man-rated expendable engine such as a cruise missile engine.
However, such an application does not represent a large market. Application in a large
market e.g. automotive would better support and justify full scale development.

Our knowledge of ceramics can be considered and catalogued in the spectrum of Synthesis-
Microstructure-Properties-Use. Our current state of knowledge should be considered at
each interface within this spectrum. The synthesis-microstructure interface is currently
a key pacing item; we will need a more thorough understanding of the effects of synthesis
variables on microstructure in order to produce uniform and reproducible ceramic bodies.
Knowledge of the microstructure-properties interface is of course necessary in order to
improve properties and set values on target properties to which we might aspire. Our
eventual knowledge of the property-use interface will determine our ability to design
components and predict behavior.

The questions of "where we have been" in ceramic technology for gas turbines, "where we
are at the present time", and "where we are going" were addressed. We have ventured into
the realm of the impossible and shown it can be done. That is, ceramic components with
potential for mass production have run in experimental engines several hundred degrees
higher than possible for superalloys. We are presently at a hurdle; having shown that
ceramics can work we must now show that, indeed, they will work. We are currently aware
of many i-"onsistencies and have identified a host of problems. Some of these are re-
lated to powder quality and consolidation techniques and parameters. Others are related
to time dependent behavior, NDE and predictive capability, attachment interfaces, and
the statistics governing the behavior of components. It was suggested that we need to
focus future efforts on quality processing and quantity evaluation. Although, improved
materials are still desired, the concept here is to ma e many compooents by a fixed pro-
cess so that these many components can be tested to failure to better understand the
proper governing statistics.

The overall prospect for the use of ceramics remains high, i.e., ceramic components still
offer large potential improvements to gas turbine performance. However, in spite of this;
favorable prospect ceramic components are not yet found in any production engine. This
situation can be laid to a number of obstacles and one way to catalog these obstacles is
according to their source,be it material or design.

The materials themselves present obstacles to use. Designers cannot accept materials
whose characterization is as uncertain as today's ceramics. Long term behavior is par-
ticularly poorly characterized in a real engine environment which includes features such
as hot corrosion, vibration, particle impact, and cyclic stresses. A major material ob-
stacle is our inability to predict long term behavior from inspection techniques or from
knowledge of the material, its comrositin- or ,,rocess historv. There is a need for ma-
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terials that exhibit long term stability and for reliable inspection methods that will
assure components of high reliability.

Obstacles are also related to design. The design of some ceramic components in programs
today represents no great departure from the design of metallic components. There ap-
pears to be little evidence that innovative designs intended to truly accommodate the
specific unforgiving nature of ceramics are being pursued. More innovative unconven-
tional design approaches are required. Also, more emphasis on modeling and truly analyt-
ical rather than empirical approaches is to be desired.

A lack of commitment was also cited as a continuing obstacle. Some organizations are
playing a "wait and see" game, because they judge success to be too uncertain and too
far in the future. Since commitment is motivated by the real prospect for near term
profit, an alternate approach to development of totally ceramic engines could be the sub-
stitution of ceramic components for some alloy components in existing production engines.
To be considered such substitutions must promise reduced life cycle costs. Successful
field experience could provide the confidence needed for continuing more ambitious devel-
opment and demonstration programs.

Because of the brittle nature of ceramics, their prospects for use as components (with
possible exception of shrouds and bearings) are judged to be poor unless one or all of
the following come to pass: a) a truly analytical solution to design; b) more reliable
ceramic production materials, and/or c) NDE procedures to reject inferior components at
an acceptable level of risk.

It was pointed out that historically, the introduction of new types of material has
often been in response to a critical need. Indeed, ceramics may eventually be introduced
into gas turbine engines as the only alternative to meet a future critical need. Current
problems that could become critical needs are the cobalt/chromium shortage, fuel shortages
demanding higher efficiencies and multi-fuel capabilities, and emission standards com-
bined with future use of dirty fuels. Even though we are aware of these problems today,
critical needs have a way of sneaking up. If ceramics are to be ready when a critical
need arises, a faster paced program of improved focus is required.

Before ceramics can be selected for use in a full scale development engine they must be
able to provide a proper balance among performance, costs, and risk. Current designs of
ceramic components are not offering a significant performance increase. Improvements
are needed to reduce tip clearance, improve rub tolerance, and minimize leakage paths in
the static structure. Initial costs of parts must be brought down, this is particularly
true of hot pressed silicon nitride. In order to minimize risks, programs that concen-"
trate on one or two components are to be preferred over those that incorporate large
numbers of differing ceramic components. In the latter type of program the consequences
of component failure during engine testing is too severe. The specific problem of inter-
faces, both ceramic/metal and ceramic/ceramic, adds risk to any program and is a severe
obstacle to which special attention should be devoted. I.i

Opportunities exist to improve material behavior through improved basic understanding of
materials and processes. Understanding of the micro-mechanisms of brittle fracture is a
particular challenge. [lot isostatic pressing seems to offer hope as an improved consoli-
dation process. The area of "alloying" both within the individual base systems SiIN.1 and
SiC as well as between these systems is as yet essentially unexplored.

In spite of the interdisciplinary intent of past and current programs, communications
between designers and material developers and producers appears to remain as a major ob-
stacle in the application of ceramics. Although both communities have made great pro-
gress within their own provinces the advancement of the total technology seems to be
hampered by inadequate intercommunications between displines. For the short term man-
agers in the sponsoring agencies and contract program managers as well as individual re-
searchers must renew efforts to work together to assure adequate communication, coopera-
tion, and cross-fertilization. In the longer term, interdisciplinary education at the
graduate as well as undergraduate levels is a positive approach. The current program at
the University of Washington is an example of an attempt to put students from ceramics
and other disciplines into a common curriculum to foster cooperative learning and project
planning and execution.

Communication problems can be manifested by conflict. On the one hand, material devel-
opers and suppliers are quick to fault the designers for unimaginative approaches and a
lack of understanding the need to accommodate the unique characteristics of ceramics.
On the other, designers contend they cannot successfully use materials that are not fully-
characterized and which show wide variances in properties from one delivery to the next.
In response to the criticism of lack of characterization and wide variability, material
producers feel they have been put under excessive pressure to supply hardware to large
demonstration programs without receiving a proportionate amount of support for material
development and characterization.

Even within the materials community we are not without conflicts. The necessity for ma
terial producers to maintain as proprietary certain processes and material formialation
does not foster fruitful scientific exchange. Material producers feel there is little
protection for their innovations. This position in ceramics is certainly no different
from that taken in other, previous and current, developing technologies in the metals
industries. Ilowever, its effect of stiffling cross-fertilization among material re
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searchers is potentially acute and places another obstacle in the path of an already
difficult technology.

If such conflicts as enumerated above remain unresolved, they could present major and
possibly terminal obstacles to the ultimate use of ceramics.

At the current state of development of ceramics we learn more from component failures
than we do from survivals. The concept of designing to failure is one to which sponsor-
ing agencies should become more tolerant. The opposing view, of course, is that such an
approach is more costly and opposed to the need to show progress and success in order to
merit continued support.

Proof testing should be considered an intergal part of NDE. While proof testing a rotor
by spinning is fairly straightforward, the proof testing of static components is no
simple matter. Development of valid proof tests which stress static components in areabstic
manner could be a formidable obstacle. Further, true scientific proof testing, i.e. test-
ing that will evaluate both material and design is an ultimate need that is currently an
obstacle. As desirable as good proof testing is, it must be remembered that inherent in
our present concept of proof testing is short time. Proof testing will tell us of the
adequacy of the virgin properties of the material but nothing of long time effects on
properties.

The use of Weibull statics came under question since in most programs, in the interest
of economy, sufficient samples are not tested to justify use of Weibull analysis. In the
long run this could prove to be false economy, since sample costs and possibly even com-
ponent costs are trivial compared to the cost of engine failures. Also, the wide scatter
in properties that necessitates large numbers of test samples is not exclusively the
fault of the material. Testing methods also contribute to scatter and require improvement.
Surface characterization is also poorly understood and not properly accounted for in our
evaluations and reporting of material properties. Surface variables could be the source
of a great deal of current conflicting data.

Expanded efforts are required in highly focused cooperative programs to improve both ma-
terials and testing methods in order to sort out differences in test techniques and to
expand the entire data base. The required cooperation and exchange of information is
being started within the International Energy Association.

In summary, although many of the points brought out in this discussion appear to be neg-
ative and pessimistic let us not be discouraged. We can all take pride in the progress
that has been made. Anyone who doubts that progress has been made needs only refer to
the first formal symposium on the original ARPA program in the United States held at
Hyannis, Massachusetts in 1973. Progress is even more apparent when compared to the
earlier pioneering efforts in the United Kingdom. However, the demonstration of a high
pay-off use of ceramics in gas turbines remains in the future. The prognosis for the
eventual use of ceramics is good and in the aerospace field the most likely first appli-
cation will be in limited life engines for unmanned vehicles. The automotive, truck,
and utility gas turbines are also areas in which the long range prospects for use of
ceramics is good.

Major obstacles seem to lie in four areas; the materials, the designs, communication be-
tween materials specialists and designers, and commitment on the part of Government and
industry. Although many specific problems need yet to be addressed by the materials
community, the questions of cost, reproducibility, durability, and effects of long term
exposure on properties seem to require particular attention at this time. Designers must
be imaginative and innovative and always strive to find means to accommodate the unique
properties of ceramics. And, needless to say, the dialogue between the two communities
must continue and be strengthened so that in the not too distant future this dialogue
can lead to real results in the form of in-service ceramic components.

The high technology ceramics discussed at this AGARD meeting may well occupy a unique
place in the history of technology. There are several current and developing problems
which will alter many of our technologies. Some of the more obvious of these are energy
sources, environmental quality, and scarcity of critical mineral resources. Ceramics
can play major roles in solutions to these problems. Let us hope that our ceramic tech-
nology can meet the needs as any of these problems reach critical proportions. Of course,
we must do more than hope; we must have the courage to move rapidly in the direction that
our technical judgment points, i.e. to a more positive commitment to ceramics on the part
of both sponsoring Government agencies and organizations in the private sector. With so
many critical needs on the horizon to which ceramics could contribute solutions we can
no longer afford to wait and see how ceramics will work for the other fellow.
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